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ORIENTATION 14 Dr. Edwin Herr
AND Department of Counselor Education

RATIONALE PennsyLvania state

.

This is' a manual oesuggested exercises and activities by which
career education can be incorporated into the curriculum of
elementary schools. Career education of the elementary school
level stresses helping.the students attain the following objectives:

REALIZE that an underStanding of one's strengths, valuese and
)preferences is the very fnundation for making,educational and
Accupational choices

UNDERSTAND that future goals are possible to achieve throUgh
planning and preparation in the,present

ACHIEVg' a sense of one's ability to make choices aqd te meet
the.requirements of educational and occupational.alternatives-

o' 'BE ABLE TO consider'the tiPlications of change in-one's self,
in one's options, and in relation to the need for continuing
education throughout life

4'

UNDERSTAND the similarities between educational'problem-
solVing and personal decision-making skills

DEVELOP an unbiased, nonstereotyped basis of information from -

which to plan later educational and occupational decisions

UNDERSTAND that schooling is,made up of.many opportunities to
explore.and prepare for life

RECOGNIZE the relationships between academic skills--reading,
writing, computation--and other subject.matter and ways they
axe related tO future educational and work options

IDENTIFY occupations in which people work with others., with'

ideas or with thing§

.
CONSIDER the relationships among occupation, career, and life-
style

DESCRIBE the.purposes that work_aerves for different people
'A

.e,.-aoNsrLYER the importance of effective use.of leisure time

Each of those objectives cited above can be broken into subordinate
objectives in which various meth6ds-7role-p1ay, dramatics, field
trips,Aiscussion, simulati6n7-can be used. .In essence, that is

what the--sugsgested exercises in this manual do.



What are the affeCtive goals of career education?.

The student behavior's which careerWucation'intends to influence
involve sylf-understanding, educational and ogcupational awareness,
decision-making skills, as well as, economic or-cOnsuther-literacy
and the effective use of leisure time skills. Therefore, all
forms of subject matter in the elementary school have ithplications
for career education.. Equally important, the success of career
education is affected by the involvement of parents and,community
resources.'

Career education proVides exgeriehces by whictichildren can
anticipate; explore and formulate possible life alEernatives
in relation to their growing self-uiyierstanding. It emphasizes
the importance of personal responiibility in coping with life's
demands.

- What perspective does carffr educm;ion seek at the elementary.
schocZ Zevei?

,

0

Half of the first decadeof life is consumed by experiences ih

the elementary school.. 'Therefore, this ducational level.is
highly signifiCant in its influence up n the attitudes which
Students develop .toward themselves, d Others;:toward school,
and toward the opportunities life m es aVailable.to them. By

the time most children emerge frb the elementary sChool, they
have aIready acquired tentative qcupationa1 and.life goals
as, well as educational aspirati ns. Elementary schorpol ohildren.

are ,concerned in their play an schpol groups about individual
differences, Work, adult life patterns,and personal feelings '

of cPmpetence. These they t anslate into Self-perspectives
and preferences for some'loik or edudatiOnal activities and
not for others. Whether

/
iased on aCcurate informatipn or not,

such perspectives are formed and Oirect the child's behavior
unless subsequenfiences'change such directions.

/

W7kzt are F3ome ,cf .61e:special problems that eZementary

stu2ents haveF

-ar-c-14--indicates tnat-many TJungstyr.s. who-drv
physi011y at age sixteen, have,in fact, dropOU ut of school
psychofo,gicaliy as early as grade three. Frequently, this occurs

because 'tin, fail tc :se'LtSe relationiiiii5s,IetweenTiHat-trey study
in school',4nd life as they experience it,outside of school.. Some

children gew?ralize school 'failures .orfeelings of intompetence,..
to all things acldemic, They create in themSelves a psychological
set-which generates resistance to schooling and to working
toward .a self-fulfilling future. ., Many children in the elementary

i

J

2



school do develop awareness of tbeirperSonal uniqueness, poseible

,
life optiOns, methods of planning,nnd ways of becoMing respons&ble
for .one's future. Unless opportubities fOr the latter to occur
are systeMatically*planned, children maybe learnInginadequate,
behavior.s and incorreet information about themselves or heir
opporturiities. It appears that both negative and positive.
images of One's possibilities are learned, perhaps randOmly,and
informally, but learned neverthelessp

1

4

V
. r ,

. .
. ( . .

, How does career education contrtbute to more positive attitudes
,..

.

. towards education in eneralF .

..

,

Ong,of the basic, princiPles of,care41- edUcation, id that the
attitudes ,described'itbOve snd the information on which they rest

are t.o important t .be left to chance. the .elementary school

is 4sie prime period or. individual attitudevformulation-gacquisition-

' o J.:0'.1c,academic and study skills, and iMages of the future,

.su .'evelopdent should proceed from experienceS and knowledge
which.are wholesome and reality-based. Such a positiondoes ,

not suggest that elementary schootchildren be robbed of their .

lantasY life or thatchildhood be Wtructured as:hAicrocosm of
the adult society. Instead it suggests thatjantasies be provided
wkh,a base of pertident kilowledge so that imagination bout what
is posSible can'be stirred and so that one's.sene of power to
affect the future 'is reinforced.

.

pfany career' education goals have long been a part o$ the elementary

schooi's philosophy.. However, restricted and sex stereotyped.
inf-Ormation has redueed the opportunitiessof many schools to achieve

these goals. The hope is that the informationcontained here
wiIlmake such goals'More possible fOr'more teachers. It is a

further hope that.rather than overburden the teache Ir., t ts information
will be infused.into subject matter to make it more alive.for

.
students and indrease its ability to facilitate self and career

understanding., .

3
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I.

HOWTO USE THIS BOOK

The purpose 6i' this guide is to help yOu understand and use the 'Concepts

of career education. Thtough them, you'cantiake your own curriculuth'
more stimulating to sutdents and more relevant tcp their current andluture
interests and.needs. We belieye that career education is-a proven means
for motivating tudents to think seriaisly about the subject they are
sEudying, the Changes taking place in their lives:and the role they will
play in the society of the'future. .

.

You'will probably find it moSt helpful to skim through the'book as a
whole, selecting those activities to read and study which best apply
to your subject area 'and student age level.

You will find that the' teaching activities haVe been written
in a format which matches speclfic goids of school subjects (A)
with career education concerns:, (B) In most cases, the length
of time estiMated for teaching the activity is given, along .

.with a listing of essential resource materials. (C)

. .

You will note .Ehat many of the DELLA Statemente (D) listed

iinor the "Career Education FocuS" column do not specifically
apply to job training or career. This is.because the overall

"developmental approach of career eduCation has been aimed at the
whole student,:rather than.merelY orienting the student to a
job that may or may not be chosen. I,

,

(A

TITLE:

SURJR7 :

- CURRICULUM FOCUS:

-

r..

EST !MATED CLASS T INC :

(SSENT IAL RESOUE.S:

..
.

g

GRADE LEVEL :

CARI1R EDUcAT ION FOCO:':
(DELI A Std tement)

ea

B)

INSTRUCT I DUAL PROCLSG;

4



After youjiavescanned the book as a whole and studied a few examples,
pick one or two you feel would best-suit your teaching and try these
in class. Afterward, evaluate them both in terms of stimulating student
interest in the subject material,.as well as increasing student awareness
of the importance of this material in their lives Snd in the fulntioning
of society.

Using some of the activities in class will prepare you for writing your
own. Consult the Appendix for a complete list of DELLA Statements nd
study "Backgraund in Design." It descyibes the comprehensive approach
to-career education used in the Career. Development Education Model,
fo which the DELLA Statements were generated.

B Using the format shown on these pages, the list of DELLA Statements
and the sample activities, it is our hope that this guide will serve to
help you 'develop fluency in teaching career education to your students,
aS well as giving therka snse'of,the.importance of this material-in
'the-V,r owm lives.

4
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"CAREER DICTIONAW SCRAPBOOK

LANGUAGE ARTS -

-CURRICULUM.fOCUS:

Alphabetizing
2. Syllables
3. Phonetic spelling
4. Jpb,descriptionS

PRIMARY

CAREEVEDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELIA Statement)

115 Be aware of multiplicity of
skills, knowledge In education
116 Recognize role-of education
in career and life.goals
129 ,Recggnize materials/processes/
tools of'occupational clusters
#14''UnderS'tand interrelationship
between eduCation and worl

.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:'
large blank pages for making a scrapbook.

INSTRUCTION PROCESS:

Instruct students to develop a .%areer Dictionary." In the form_of

a scrapbook, have students locate or .draw pictures of various occupations.

Place the pictures in alphabetical order into the Dictionary. Beneath

each picture, print ne work,.divided into syllabl-es-,,as yell as the .

pnonetic spelling of the work and a brief definition .(descriOtion) of

the job.

As neW Jobs are discuised throughout the year, they may be added to

the "Career Dictionary."

-UPPLEMENTAL REsOURCES:

People at Work, 24.pictures of real people

$5.95 The InstruCto CorporztiOn

7
.

st,;.

work. A o -sex approach.



LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

7/ ,

"ALPHABET AREERS" 1

//I PRIMARY

'CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) .

*1. Reinforcement of alphabetical

. order and verbal communication #12 Develop the necessary

through a gametype activity socialization skills ,

#23 Acquire vocabulary for

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 45 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

describing tEe world of work

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

-----Arruge-the-students--seateetn a circle upon the flor for this

activity. The teacher can act as a facilitator to start the game.
Run-through the letters of the alphabet quickly. Starting around
the circle the first student must name a job starting with the

:letter "A." Circle members attempt to name as. many jobs as possible
beginning with the proper letter.- When a letter becomes exhausted,

. the next letter starts. The object of the game is to name a$ many

jobs as possible,

1.

cI

"1 8
10



LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Develop fine motor
coordination

2. Sequence alphabet
3. Imp-rove dictinnary

skills

A-Z DOT-TO-DOT

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing world of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Five min per card for tAe in learning center

ESSEN11AL RESOURCES:
Occupation Dot-to-Dot, Trend Enterprises T-147, StUdy-Tcarrel,

Grease pencils, cloth--Children's Dictionany. of OccupationS-from..._

;Career.Futures

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Set up a learning center for occupations using a three-sided
carrel. The students may cut out ipictures to decorate the carrel.
One of the activities in the carrel might be to do the A-Z Occupational

Dot-to-Dot. The students/use grease pencils to .connect the dots

in alphdbetical sequence. Then Ilhey can identify the occupation

and look it up in the Career Dictionary. They can write the name
of the occupation on the card, then sign4the student's name and
put it in a folder to be checked later.

The\A-Z Obt-to-Dots are reusable laminated bar'ds. 'After the teacher
chec s the card it May'be placed:in a checked folder for the.student
to e mine. 'I'hen it may be erased for use by another,student.

A recbrd system may be kept bn index cards ldhich have the students,S
name and numbers 1-12 written 'on it. Each time a student completes
a page,.that nUmber may be punched but with a paper punch. A teacher-

designed \certficate may be presented to'students Who have completed
all the.crds,

,



ftKING.CAREER ALPHABET CARDS

LANGUAGE ARTS

'CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1, Learning the letters of the
' 'alphabet.

2. Learning the sounds of letters
wyhffgiwos

3.."Assidciating. the sounds of
letters with a. word that

- begins With those sounds

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

,#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

ESSENTIALRESOURCES:
Cardbnird or poster board, paste, magazines, crayons

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Develop a set of Career Alphabet Cards with the children to disPlay .

in the rooM. Together gather pictures from magazines or draw pictures
of different workers. Mount each picture on cardboard. Print on the

, card the'capital letter and the small letter associated with the
occuOation pictures.

For eXample: Aa-=-astronaut; B6 - baker

: After the alphabet cards have-been -completed, display them in the room
for the children to refer to. Suggest to 6e-ghildren that they practice
learning the sounds of letters by thinking of the occuiiational-picture
beginning with each letter sound.

0.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCE,S:,

.

Children's Dictionary of Occupations,-.
$5.Ou (estimate) Counselor Films, Tnc..

..a
Fun.Game Padk .6 pat .

$6.uO (estimate). Mafex Associates, Inc.

"1.

12



WHAT I WANT TO BE WHEN I pRow 0 GAME

LANGUA6E ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Use initial consohant
sounds
Use fnitial vowel sounds

3.

4.

5.

Develop auditory-memory
Develop.oral language
Utilize alphabetizing
skills

ES \MATED CLASS TIME: 20 minutes
6

ESSEWNAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCES.S:

Play the gamie, "What I Want to be When I Grow Up." The first participant
jri the group must state in a Whole sentence, "When I grow up I want
to and naMb an occupation beginning with "A," such as
"automechanici" Participant two restates the sentence with an occUpation
beginning with "B" such as "beautician" and also recalls the first
participants's answer by saying "When I grow up I want to be a
beautician'br an auto mechanic." The game continues until the last
participant has shared his/her, career choice.

PRIMARY
-

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

423 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:

Wally, Bertha and You. Puppet Kit: two puppets, activity cards, storycards,.
etc.
$60 Encyclopeaia Britannica Eaucational Corporation

3.

13.



' CAREER WORDS-IN-WORDS

LANGUAGE ARTS PRIMARY
\

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS
(DELLA Statement) \\

#23 Acquire Vocabular for
describing the wirld o \work

\

1. Finding root words within
larger words

2. Practice forming new words
3. Development of reading and

spelling skills'

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Career related words

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Give the children some new career-related words, each containing one
or more sma1,1 words with which they are familiar. Ask the children
to,find as many little words as they can and to write them. For

example:

a. Sharecropper--share, crop, are
b. Engineer--engine, in, etc.

Keep a chart of these words. Ask the children to add to this chart
when they meet new career-related words. /

Angther similar activity would be to print on the blackboard a
vocabulary word having to do with the world.of work. Ask each

child to make a list of all the umrds (of three or more letters)

that can be made from this one larger Work. After a predetermined
.time the-player with the longest list of words wins!,

SUPPLEMENTAL Rt.-SOURCLS: ,

.

,

e
Children's Dictionary of Occupations $r,.00 (estimate) .Counselor Films, Inc.

Community Series: Agriculture'and Industry, Systems in Our City, Types of
Cities. 7-43.filmstrips per set. $49.50 to,$57.50,(1estimate)

Mcbraw-Hill.book Company.

Career Flashcards $5?:00 (estimate) Counselor Films,J.nC.



CAREER COLLAGE BULLETIN BOARD,

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Knowing community workers
2. Associating beginning_

, sounds
3. Oral language.deveiopment

. . .

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Stateffent)

ESTIMATEYCLASS TIME: Ongoing

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Magazines, paper, paste, scissors

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

4

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
deicribing,the World, of work
#25, Undenstand haw%occupations
relateto functions of society

1.) Select a sound ("A",."B", etc.) and assign a group of children
to make a bulletin board. This project can be used foi two weeks
at a time. Every two weeks select a new sound and a new group of
students. Students cut out magazine pictures:of people whose
job or job title begins with that particular'sound. They are
responsible to describe to the class someaspect of those grticular
careers they have contributed to the"career coilage bulletin board

2.) As the children learn to write, they can briefly describe
.on note'.cards'certain occupations. These cards should be placed
in an envelope near the bulletin board. Children then can match
the card,to the picture.

2

I I

- .
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0.

IAIEN I GROW U P I .WANT tO BE

LANGUAGE ARTS

\ CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Developing words and

\ noting beginning soUnds

PRIMARY

_CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS.z
(DELLA Statement)

/23 AcOuire votabulary for
describing the world of. work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One period -r*

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Charispaper;. felt ocuipational figures or,"When I Grow Up I Want
to-Be" felt figures, Learning Resource Center Incorporated

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

After tacking a large piece of lined experience Chart paper to one
of the larger bulletin boards, print the letters of the alphabet
in two vertical columns. Dividing the alphabet among the class
(three or four letters to each child), have the children think
of an occupation that begilis with the letter with which they are dealing.
Small group Work with the "When I Grow Up I Want to Be" felt occu-e
pational,figures may be helpful-- for those children with difftCult
letters.

Later the children,can print,the occupations they have discovered
next to the corresponding letier on the_experience chart.

4.9
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LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM. FOCUS:

4 - 1 = 3 ALIKE

1

1: . Visually discriminate and
associate attributes

2. Categorize according
to function '

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
---21tRtV'Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for.
describing the world of work

A #29 Recognize materials/
processes/tools of occupational'

..439 Develop vocabulary for
.:srtating and -Identifying personal

. ESTIMATED CLASS:TIME: 30--45 minutes.-

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Career Association Cards - DLM, 7440 NatChez Avepue, Niles, Ill.
magazines, scissors, glue and cardboard

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

This-is an-activity in which the class can identify similarities.
and differences in jobs. There are four illustrations of occupations;
the student chooses which.of the four doesn't belong with the others
and why. These cards may be used to stimulate language'ana vocabulary
development as well as career awareness.

A supplementary activity.wOuld be to make your own career association
cards by firding pictures in magazines and pasting them on to pieces
of cardboard.

5.

:

,
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.LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Match categories.
2. Develop expressive language

skills.
3. Associate wOrds1with pictures.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30-45 minutes.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Career Flip Book by DLM:,
744Q Natchez Avenue
Nilbs, I.L.

INSTRUC'TIONAL PROCESS:

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATiON FOCUS:
{DELLA Statement)

#23 °Acquire vocabulary for:
describing the world of work
#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of isociety

#29 Recognize materials/pro-
cesses/tools of occupational °

clusters.

This.book may be used by individual students or in gm* The pun.:
pose Of the game fs to matth the 'occupational° title, the illustration
of the job and the tool.associated with the'career. Color cues are
provided on the 3-part puzzles for self-T-rection, .

After the puzzle has been assegbled, 'studenti may discus'S character- J

. .

istics,, qualifications and job.tasks 9f each job.

..

0
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BAKERY BINGO

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1.. To reinforce wor# discussed
and used insfudying. the
bakery and-its-functionsT-

PIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:'
(OELLA:Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary fot
_ describing the wotld of work
#29 -Recognize materials/
processeS/tools ofoccupational
clutters

ESTIMATED'CLASS TIME: One or more,class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Large index cards with six sections drawn, small cards with a
word on each, bingo chips or cardboard discs-six fot each child.

INSTRUCTfONAL PROCESS:

1. Show a list of*the words that will be used and go over them
with the children; leave this list displayed for the first 1 or

2 games,played. Some suggested words are:

knead, flour, butter, salt, bakery, sugar, bread, rolls,
ingredients, yeast, mixer, combine, baker, pens,-etc.

2. Distribute large cards and chips. Select a helper for the

first game. Place the small catds in a bag to be shook before.
each is drawn out: Have the child call put each word and shOw
it. Words may have to be pointed out on the list for the first
game or two.

3. The first child to cover all the words on his card wins and
may next call out the words. If two win, then one shakes, and
one calls ind they switch jobs during that game.

4. Afterwards this may be placed in a packet for childr-en.-:'

.EXathple of the large index card:.

'x k

1



CAREER JIGSAW PUZZLES

LANGUAGE ARTS PRIMARY .

CURRICULUM'FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Provide practice in using
occupational vocabulary. #23 Acquire vocabulary for

2. Drawing. describing the world of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class Period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Crayons, sheets of colored 'construction paper

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Distribute crayons and sheets of colored construction paper to
students. Hay&-them fold the paper vertically and draw an oc-,
cupational character on the left side of the paper and print
the name of the occupation portrayed,on the right side. The

teacher then collects the papers and'discusses the occupations
pictured with the class. The teacher then uses a crayon or ink
marker to"draw different shaped lines Own the folded part of
each paper so that when each paper is cut apart on these lines
the two pieces resemble puzzle pieces. An example is shown here:

9 x 12")

All of the pieces of paliens-are.then mixed up and placed in a box.
These puzzle§ can be placed in alearning center for children to
enjoy at different times during the day. When the childrefi become

proficient at matching the occupational title with the picture,
the pictures can be replaced with brief class-written job descriptions.

. 20



JOB - TOOL LOTTO
4

LANGUAGE ARTS .PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Awareness oft'Ools used
in various Ocgupations

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One period

CAREER EDUCATION 'FOCUS:
.(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work
#29 Recognize materials/.
processes/tools of occupational
clusters

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Magazines, scissors, paste, ( " x 12" tagboard sheets)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:, .

Distribute discarded magazines, to the Children. Have them look
through the pages and cut out pictures of people at work. Have the
children mount these pictures on tagbOard to make them more usable.
The teacher then draws or cuts from magazines, pictures of articles
associated with each type of work, i.e. a bag of groceries would.match
the supermarket thecker picture. The children can then match the,
type of work with its associated articles to tools.

Place this game in a learning centé+ that the children could use
in fheir,fre'e time. Keep it challpnging 6Y using pictures and tools
which are vague-to the students..



\

111/
LANGUAGE ARTS/READING

CURRICULUM'FkUS:

1. Learning to read new words
2.' Matching words with pictures

of them
3. Expanding children's vocabularY

WORD 7 PICTURE MATCHING

PRIMARY

CAREER EDWATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 15 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Cardboard or poster brrd, Magazines, paste or glue, scissors

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Create a Word-picture matching game for the children to play in theii.

,spare time.

1. Paste pictures of workers on cards. . (You can ask your students or
\older students in another class to find pictures, cut them'out
'and if possible paste them on cards.)

2. On another set of cards write the occupations that match each
Picture.

3. To play the game, the students must match.the word with the
correct picture.

,

SUPPLEM NTAL RESuURUES:

r Kits for Kids. RustYthe Construction Worker, Nellie the Nurse
U each Encyclopedia Britannica educational Corporation

Care
28.

Scho 1 Series: Our School Workers. 8 filmstrips
$57. 0 (estimate) mcGraw-Hi11 Book Company

22



LANGUAGE ARTS/READING

CURRICULUM FOCUS;.

READING CLASSIFIED Aps

PRIMARY.

-CAREER,EDUCATION FOCO:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Read classified ads,'
.

2. Make a graohlto designate #24 Understand variety and

availabAlity of jobs. complexity of occupations
and careers
#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:. 10 class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Poster board or graph Raper, crayons or magic markers, classified

ad section of newspapei., transparencies and overhead projector.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Take a survey, of the jobs available in the community by examining

the classified ad section of the newspiaper for a two week period.

Make transparency of the newspaper section and place it on the

-4werhead projector so the whole class can view sthe Help Wanted

ads. Discuss the qualifications an'd characteristics of each

occupation, recognize any similarities in the occupations, and

note whether the occupation is designated firr males, females or

both. Next determine the availability of jobs by charting the

occupations on a graph. ,At the end of the two week period, the

class should be able to tell what occupations are available in

the community by looling at the frequency chart.

Supplementary Activities:

1. Chart the availability of occupations during various seasons

of the-year and compare.

2. Use several newspapers-to determine what occupations are

available in different coMmUnities.

, 3. Compare the classified ads section of newspapers in terms of

z ruralcommunity vs. an urban area.

;.



LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

'1.

2.

3.

COMMUNITY HELPERS

4

Learning about community.
helpers..
Practicing descriptive
language.'
Increasing sight reading

,vocabulary.

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the woril of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class.period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Community Helpers Picture Packets (Standard Publishing Co , Cincinnati,

Ohio), envelopes

INSTkUCTiONAL PROCESS:

Display the pictures of various people at work. After having discussed

the various occupationS', sveral children are given envelopes with the

word postman, teacher, or doctor, etc.1)rinted on a slip of paper in-

side. The children then take turns dramatizing the occupation printed

inside their envelope. They do not ay the title of that job. When

the class guesses the job the printed title is placed below the picture.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:

Childrens Dictionary of OccuElatiOns
,$5.00 (estimate) counselor Films, Inc.

,

Puppet Playmates
$11.95 (estimate) Instructo Corporation

Community Careers. Flanhelgraph puppets and props
estimaterInstructo Corporation

Learning pout Careers. 20 Teaching pictures
$5.50 (estimate) Learning Resource Center, Inc.

o
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DEVELOPING (AR OWN CROSSWORD PUZZLES

LANGUAGE ARTS PRIMARY

-CURRICULUM FOCUS:

,T. Developing 'words and nOting
beginning sounds, #2.3 Acquire vocibulary for

describing the world of)gork

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) .

ESTIMATED CLASS \IIME: One c14ss period

,ESSENTIAL,RESOURCES:
Mimeographed sheets

INSTRUCTIONAL_PROCESB:

Diatribute apaper with tire following information mimeographed on it:

-;

Any occupational title can be used to begin the game. Any squares ,

that are not'ustd can be colored. All of,the'playeh should start
with the same word (in this case, baker).. The children then begin
to make a crossword, using occupational words and coloring squares
where necessary. The words must read across and down. The first

person to finish his crossword receives ten points; the person

, with the feWest colored squ&res receives ten points. The game con-

tinues for a predetermined period of time.

I

25



CITY SCRAMBLE-

LANGUAdE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:.

1. Spelling skills
2. Unscrambling words
3.- Solving riddles

,ESTIMA.TED CLASS TIME: 20 minutes

ESSENTIAL-RESOURCES:
Ditto sheets, drawing paper

INSTRUCTIONALPROCESS:

Sheet Should be labeled or entitled: City Scramble, The directions

.say,. 13elOw-is a deSeription. of jobs An:a city. Unscramble the.

letters and :Find. Out the naMe of the. worker." Example

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION.FOCUS:
(DELLA StateMent)

#23 Acquire vOcabular'y for
describing Abe world of work
#26 Determine characteristics/ .
.qualifications of occupations

1. ,I collect tre3h. aembargagn

2. I make freshbread, rkaeb

3. lam on duty 'in a hoSpital. renus

4. I deliver .ftters and packages. anlaima

I am found in a school. cetrhea

6. I respond to a13-alerth 'fire.' irnmefa

7. I arrange flowers. rtslfio

8. I prevent crime. ampicelon

9. I am the leader of a community. yoarm,

10. I cut meats. cretuhb

.Children.may then select one occupation and draw a picture-of a

person engaged in this occupation.

26',



LOOKING AT OURSELVES AND OTHERS

. LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Increase awareness of)similar
and different'characteristics
of people

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: dne clan period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCTS:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

PRIMARY
.

.

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement)

#01 Dev'elop vocabulary of
. self characteristics

Seat children in group:on floor. Pats several mirrcrs among the group
and have children rook in it and at each othdr. Each student takes
a turn telling one way they are different from their classmates and
one Way they are the same, Follow-up with a discussion on'how we
are alike and different iri many ways. (Regardless of differences
we can work well together if we make allowances for differences
among people.)

As a supplementary resource to this activity you might like the
DUS0 kit (American Guidance Services).

-

t)
27
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NON - VERBAL COMMUNiCATIONS

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learning colors
2.- Learning to communicate non-

verbally
-3. Developing skills in spacial

estimation .

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#10 Develop a sensitivity
u toward and an acceptance of

. others
, #11 Develop tolerance/flexibility

in interpersonal relationships
,

, ".

EST:MATED CLASS TIME: 50 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
-Classroom:objects

INSTRUCTIONAL,PROCESS:

Divide the class so that each child hai a partner., Give one member of
the partner team usecret'' instructions. For.example-the secret' instruct
ions might, be: to direct your partner withbut-speaking to pick up-.
enough-thingsmade of red so that the desk top will be Covered.
This can be done by pointing, gesturing'or any other way you can think
of as long as you don't speak.

.When the teams have finished, ask the students to identify the color
-concept that the activity was based.upon. Let the students show and
tell about.the colored, objeCtsthey foun8 to cover their desk tops...
You might give different student teams different colors tO hunt.
Perhaps the class could write an eXperience chartabout the activity
and the colored:objects they found.

After the activity,' discuss the teamwork needed in'this activitY. Have
the students discust how theg felt about the acitivity. 'Did they have
trouble sending or receiving non-verbal messages? :Do they know
people who cannot speak,, or cannot speak. well? (ex,. baby brother or
sister, a mentally ref rded or mute or deaf.child/person,',etc.) YoU
might discUss their fee ngs:about these handiCapped persons.

SUPPLEMENTALRESOURCES:

Guidance Stories. 6 filmstrips\_
$36.00 (estimate) Encyclopedia Brifannica Educational Corporation



. TEARING ME UP

LANGUAGE ARTS .

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. OnderstanJing and respecting
the feelings of ourselves
and others

2. Verbalizing feelihgs

ESTIMAIED CLASS TIME: Ohgoin for one day

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

iNSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

V Children are often times-uvware that they can hdrt another child's
feelings through the expression ot an unkind work or action.
Distribute to each child a small piece of paper with lbe word "ME"
printed on it. Explain to the children that they shou1d carry the
paper with them for that day. Have them tear a small.piece from the
paper eacb time somebne says or does something to them th4trhurts
their feelings. At tne close of the day examine each cnil
paper ard discuss some of the feelings he/she has experienc d.

PRIMAR'Y

CAREER EUDCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statemeat)

Develop'a positive self concept

,)

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:

Dimensions of Personality
work text $1.75, group activity sheets $3.75, teacher's manual $5.25
Pflaum Company.

Dusc (Developing Understanding of belt and Otners)
$11-5 American Guidance'Service, Inc.

Focus on Self Development Kit. Level I Awareness
Science Research Associates, Inc.

Me, Myself and I Kit
$16.95 J. C. Penney Co.

tit

I _
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DAliTD WAVMp

LANGUAGE.ARTS' PRIM'ARY

OURRICULUMTOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION MCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Understanding and ,Tspecting
the feelings of ourselves #08 Developing a positive self-

ind others concelit.

2. Develop listening skills
3. .0eVelopspeaking skills
4. DevelWeye.-hand coordination

skills. AP

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

E5SENTIAL RESOURCES:
String, tagboard circles. David was Mad, by Bill Martin, Holt,

Rinehart and, Winslow, 1967.)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

'Atter reading the story David was Mad to the children, dfscuss why

DaVid felt the way he did". Discuss and list tin paper some evenyday

happenings that make the children feel happy or angry.

Have the class mak Feelings Necklaces. Nerd's how: distribute .

20" pieces of string and tagboard circles. Decide which two colors.

make the children feel fumy and angry. Redi.and yellow are usual

choices. Color smiling face on the yellow side and a fi.own on th'e

red side. -Then during the day when the-shildren feel angry or happy

.
they can turn the necklace so that the appropriate side is Ilisplayed.

Perhaps the chilibien would iike to discuss what made?them happy or

sad.

SUtTLEMtNtAL RESOukCES:

4.

Wally, Bertha and You, puppet kit: two puppets, activity cards,'storycards,

etc.
$60'Lncyclopedia Biltannica Educational Corporation

Getting Ready--Sometimes I.Feel. 5 filmstrips and casettes .

$-57-:50 (estimate) Learning Corporation of America

c,
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4.%

LANGUAGE ARTS -

CURRICULA FOCUS:

1. Develop ability to ask
. , interrogative sentences

2. Develop an experience
story for each interview

,

$600L WORKERS
,-

16°.

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA 5tatement)

#14 Unde stand interrelationship
mkgtween education and work
#23 Acquire vocabulary fdr
describing the wqrld of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: -Approximately 18 class Periods, 30 minutes each

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Two piecs of posterboard, chart papers, felt tip pen, camera,
and film. Kids Careers--Filmstrip, 12Peop1e We'Know" and
"I'm Glad I Know You:" Art and Pesign Filmstrips-7GalvestOn
Teicas .

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Llse the filmstrip "People We Know" to introduce the idea of
tareers. Discun all the people which the students see daily who
have jobs. Develop a list of all the people who work in the school.

a class project, compose a form lotter asking these people _who
work in the sobool.to come to "show and,tell" about their jobs.

Before intenviewing.the school workers, develop a list of job
questions such as':

,

1. What they do'
2. Advanti§es and disadvantages of their job
3. Tools or equipment used
4. Special training or education, ,

5. Who they help or who helps them.
6. Special talents 'required
7. Why they chose their career
8. What basic school subjects relate to their job

Praciice asking these questions by having students.rolet,p1dy different
school personnel.

Schedule the interviews of the different school workers. Only one
person should be interviewed per class peniod to allow students
time to discust and ask questions about each career.

A picture may be taken during the in-terview-and later att4ched
to an experience story aDout the school occupation. Each story and
'photograph is entered i4fthe strapbook which may be entitled,
People we know at School.

A

Z1-
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-2-

The cuiminating,activity isyiewing "I'm 'pjad I Know You"
which irtrodwces the students to.the various job clusters.

Suggested list of people to interview:

'Teacher Cook
Counselbr Teacher's Aide

. Principal . Secretary
Superintendent of Schools Nurse' .

Psychologist Dental Hygienist
Social Worker Bus Driver
,Custodian Cafeteria Aide

.

L.

°
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7-7

,LANGUAGE ARTS ,

WHAT ARE YOU DOING!?

PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learning how the use of
pitch, stress and pauses
play an essential part in

, communication
2. :Learning how punctuation

can reflect feelings in

'writing

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statemen0_

#12 Develop the necessary
socialization skills
#20 Develop,basic attitudes-
needed.for entry/success in a

_career
. #22 Acquire skills, good work

habits in preparing for a career

The-use of pitch, Stress and pauseSTPlays an essential part in communi-
cation. HaVe the students experiment with these'dimensions of communi-
cation to make them aware of their importance in human relations.
This may help them improve their ability trs interpret what they read
and totbe more conscious of how punctuation in writing helps us to
identify these overtones.

For example, ask the children to play with the sentence, "What are
you doing?" They will,discover that they can ask at least five
questions with these four words, depending upon'the tone of voice '

of the questioner and where the stress is placed. 1

Experiment'with, "Come here,Tom!" Compare the meaning when these words
are-said in a lilting voice by someone who "is Smiling, and when"-
they-art said-soberly by someone who .s_not smiling or-when they are
said angrily or sternly by someone whose demeanor is forbidding'', .

?

Discuss how punctuation in writinqocan help us understand'Oe emotions
of the speaker. Di e importance of tone, pauses and pitch
in communicating effectively wi . Are there ways we can

impr.oim our communications? 0

SUPPLEMEN1AL RESOURCES:

How Do YOU Feel. 6 tilmstrips
$4z.00 Gordon Flesh Company, Inc.

4 `.1.
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CALL FOR ASSISTANCE

'LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learn proper usuage of the
telephone

2. Practice asking questions
3. Deve1ap7communication

skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations
and careers

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:'
.Toy telephone, "Utilities" (Educational Projections Corporation
Pictures of workers

INSTRUCTIONAL ')ROCESS:

Call your local telephone company for free Materials or.for materials
they call loan jiou. The filmstrip,."Utilities" should be shown to
provide the students with background knowledge about the public
utility companies.

Place piCtures of workers for children to see. One child iS given

a toy telephone and is told to stand beside themorker he would like

to be. A vOlunteer. is selected.to make a telephone call to that worker
and to ask.for appropriate information or assistande, The worker is

to provide this information or assistance.

SUPP.LEMENTAL -kESUURCES:'

0 I. Personal Development: -Growing Up and Knowing Wnat to Do
6 filMstrips 42.00 (estimate):Troll Associates.

Puppet Playmates
Cnaracters (doctors; nurse, policeman, fireMan)-have openings tor child'
head and arms. $11.9b (estimate) Instructo Corporation

'J
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'WHAT'S MY LINE?:

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Practice forming questions.

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabuaary for,
describing the world of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One c ass-period

ESSENTIAL RESOO-RCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

It is recommended that you precede this game with films' that increase
the students' awareness of careers. Some suggestions are:

"Real People at Work" A Resource Kit fvor Teaching Career Awareness
(Changing Times Education 'Service)

"The Kingdom of Could Be You"--Film (Encyclopedia Brittahnica Educational
Corporation)

-"Jobs in the City Series: Construction, Distribution, Manufacturing,.
Mats Media, Services, Women at Work" (Centron Educational Films, Inc.)

Play the game, Nhat's my line?" Choose four-children to make up the
panel.to ;Ness the occupation of another child. The panel can ask
questions such as, "Do you help direct traffic?" Aliquestions
receive a "yes" or "no" response only.

-
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HOW MANY. CAREERS CAN YOU NAME THAT

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:.

A

1. Develdping oral vocabulary and
'speech and communication'skills

ESTIMATED CLASS-TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCIS:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

P

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION'FOCUS:
(DELLA.Statement)'

#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations
and careers

a

Games could be played whereby the team that gives a larger number
of correct answers is the winner. Some sample game questiohs arg:

How many occupations can you name that begin with b, f, g,
etc.?

2. HoW may occupations can you name which use machinery? Food?

Fabric? Chemicals? Liquids? Wood? Leather? Metals?

Plastic?
3. How many occupations can you name which need knowledge of

reading? 'Math? Social Studies? Science? Listening skill's?.

As supplementary resources you mipt use the films, "The Kingdom of
Could Be YOu" (Encyclopedia Brittanica Educational Corporation) or

,"Real People At work" A ResoUrce Kit for Teaching Career Awareness

(Chan§ing Times Education Service).

(
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MAY I HELP. YOU .PLEASE?

LANGUAGE ARTS

tURRI.CULUM FOCUS:

1. Verbal communication
2. Reference skills
3. Addition
4.. Subtrdction.

. 5. Consumer skills

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#59 Acquire basic money
management skills
#6D -Be able to use econom'ic
information in decision-
making
#61 Acquire basic consumer
skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period -

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Catalogs, play money, 'dittoed order blanks for each child, dittoed

play checks,

IN5TRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

.Do the following before you begin the game:

1. DiscussIahat catalogs are and why we use them.

2. Discuss how much money is available to spend.

3. Discuss why we uSe catalog stores.
4. Discuss the differences between a regular store and

store (order blanks.)
5. Set up a play store in the classroom.'
6. Explain how to use an order, blank. The Game--May I Help You

Please?

a catalog

1. 5elect someone to bc: the clerk.

2. Each child must order five-different items'frokt e store
catalog.

3. Each child mbst comp1ete an orderblank to send,
4. Each child. Must order from the store Clerk.. .

5., When (after a short length of time) the order comes the child
must pay by check'or 'cash.

-

Do the following after You finish the game:

1.,_ Discern amount of money sPent and how it was spent.

2. What were the jo.bs that peoPle were doing between the ordering

and the receiving-of goods?
3. How many different jobs can you list?1

0.
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MAGIC MIRROR GAME

LANGUAGE ARTS .

PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Listening,and'observing skills
#01 Develop vodabulary of
self-characteristics
#02 Develop knowledge of
unique personal characteristics,
#08 Develop a positive self-

concept

./

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 15 minutes.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Hand mirror

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have the thildren seated in a dirEle. Show themCthe mirror, but

.explain that.it.is ffogic. Then rub the mirror with the special clOth

while spying, "In the magic mirror I see (then. desdribe one:

child in detail.) Who is-it? (Look cloS:e-riTrT the mirror) Why

its ! Then invite that,child to.dome,and,look in the mirror

in c$7.-e-TIO.prove that he/she is in theluirror.. Make sure he looks

closely in the mirror to note facial detail. Then tontinue the game

describing another child. Continue until all'children have been.

able to recognize their description and have had a chance to look in the

magic mirror. .

(,
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PAPER BAG PUPPETS.

LANGUAGE ARTS.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Practice in using destriptive
vocabulary.

22. Developing puppet plays.

3. Making paper bag puppets.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#5 Recognize relationship:
self-characteristics/decision-
making

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper bags, crayons or paints, large appliance box

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCE5S:

Have several students make paper bag puppets depicting people,in

various occupational roles. Othe children can'make puppets of

such people as housewives, thoppers, drivers of automobiles, etc

A puppet stage can be made.from a refrigerator or television

qarton.4. The class then devisei.a number of evenyday situations

vin which their Norkers will be pitted, i.e. a policeman stopping

a speeding car, a supermarket checker and a shopper Who doesn't'

haye enough money for her purchases. Have the children discuss

these problems and thien act them out with their puppets,
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WE KNOW ABOUT OURSELVES

LANGUAGE ARTS

tURRICULOM FOCUS:

1. Learning names, addresses
and phone numbers.

PRIMARY

. CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#12 Develop the necessary
socialization skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: .

Constructionlpaper houses, yarn

INSTRU6TIONAL PROCESS:

Select a Nery large bulletin board, blackboaed or space on the

wall. When-6 dhild is able to tell the teacher his first and

° last name, a paper house with his.name on it is attached to the

designated space.. When he is able to.repeat hii address.correct1y,

he receives a roof for his paper house. The dictating of his

telephone number earns him a telephone line (a piece of black

; yarn) from his house to a paper telephone placed in the middle of

.031 the ho;:ses.

Explain how this information is important if one gets lost and'

how a policeman could help a person who is lost.

.4b
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LANGUAGE ARTS

dURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Develop spelling skills
2. Develop reading skills
3. Develop speaking skills
4. Devel6p. reasoning skills

CAREER WHEEL °

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One clhss period

ESSENTiAL RESOURCES:
Hula hoop

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
.(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

CondUct a secret ballot. Ask each pupil to write what job or careei:

he'd like to have when he grows up. .Make a' wheel of fortune from a

hula hoop. _Attach vimbals or labels, around the Wheel to represent

occupations. Suspend the wheel'on wire or string from the ceiling.
Blindfold each child in turn and have him spin-the wheel. The label

closest to him is the wheel's prediction of,the child's'Career. Talk

about how well the:wheel matches the child's wish.

SUPPLEMEN1AL RESOUReES:

Workers Charades Game. .student.pantothimes OccuOationally related tasks

and demonstrates feelings aboUt.perforMihg the task .0ther students

guess.the'occupation:

$12:00 (estfmete) EduCation Athie'vement Corporation



:CAREER FANTASY GAME

LANGUAGE ArTS- PRIMARY

cuRRIcitum FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

0

1. Develop acting skills'
2. Develop imagination , #23 Acquire vocabulary for

describe the world of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
An assortment of comMon objects suggestive of tools orequipment
used in diverse occupations. For example, rope, cloth,thair -

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

, Have in'the classroom a variety .o# ordinary,objects-a piece of rope,.
cloth, a chair, a cot, a long wooden stick, a toy car, etc.,--that
children can use in a fantasy or free association game:

. .

Start a game designed to stretch the. children's Imagination. For

example,- take the rope, hold it as a fire hose and'say,,"I'm a fireman,
trying to put out.a fire." Then step aside and twirl he rope around.
your head and say; "I'Ma cowboy, and will rope that horse."

Or, take a:Chair,.sitjn it and say, "I'm the-President, trying to
decide to strip a war." 'Invite a child to take the dti4; and say,.
"Whcrare you?' 'Invite the children.to bring objeets from home that
they think could:be used imaginatively'rby theirclassmates..

\:1

After each fantasy sestion, in 'a classAiscussion; bring out the
pOint that there are many interesting jobs for the ttudents to take
on when they grOw up. Talk- about why some of the careers they.
lantas'ized, about would be rewarding a'nd how a-person would prepare for
such careers.- Suggest to thethildren that they plaY
at home witti their parents, or invite parents to class to learn the
game.. Encourage children to Watch for newand different occupations-

-
to present in the game.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:

Say It With Puppets. Consider themes--family relationshiprecycling,
thoughtfulness, death, drugs, caring.

$20.0u (estimate) Pflaum Corporation

TAD .(Toward Aftective DeVelopment). A kit-including discussion pictureS,
filmstrip, casette, etc: and teacher's manual.

$90.00 (estimate) American Guidance.Service, Inc.

5 0

.

.;
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LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM.FOCUS:'

DEVELOPING PERSONAL STORY BOOKS

1. Developing writing skills
2. Writing creative stories
5. . Reading stor4es classmate*s

have written
4. Analyzing personal progress

in reading'and writing

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Ongoing Activity

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES;
.Homemade Storybooks to write in.
art work, magazine pictures).

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

# 9 Recognize that development
of self is constantly'd4n9ing.

.#10 Develop a sensitivity toward
and an acceptance of others

-#11 Develop tolerance/flexibility
in interpersonal relationships
#22 .Acquire_skills, good work
habits'in preparing for a career
#47 Develop a receptivity for
new ideas/exploration of new Ideas

tI

Story starter ideas (task cards,

Make storybooks for each child ..in the class.to'write in daily.
Use paper that is lined on the bottom and blank on the top so
that students can accompany their,stories with pictures. Fill.

:\ the books with enough paper, so that a book can last for at least
\\one month. Punch holes in the books, attach strings and hang the
\books around theclassroom. EncoUrage the children to read .each
'others stories in their freb time: Meet individually with-each
child tb reed their stories together. Point out the progress that
haS\been made by comparing stbries,written earlier in the books
with\Stories.they are writing now. ' Encourage students to help
each other In spelling Words and An thinking .of imaginative stories.

--
\\ HOlAt TO STIMULATE CREATIVE THOUGHT

ANDANTERESt FOR WRITING

1. Make tk cards with stony starter idees on them.

2. Collect and-mount attractively pictures to use as stony starterS.

3. Ask the children to write stbries or captions for their art work.

4. FOr'children who don't have the written vocabulary to write
stories, let t*Ti dictate their stOries to yob. They can
then copy what you have written for them and practice reading
thelir bwn stories\ .-

\

5. 'Make pocketsiZe dict4onaries fon the children which have a
letter of the alphabet on-each blank page. Whenever the
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'students need to *now how a word is sPelled it can be v4ritten in

their dictionarieS. (by you or other students) and therefore always

available for fUture reference.. .

TASK CARD IDEAS: SUGGESTIONS FOR STORY STARTERS

1. Write a storiabout the funniest thing that has ever happened

to you', or someone you know.

2. END yo4r story with the words--and I said I'd never go back

tiiere again.

3. What would happen if our shadows,became real?

4. Write a story about a friendly ghost:

5. Begin your story with 6ese words--One day

6. Begin our story with these words--The as-Pronauts were smiling .

until

7. Begin you): story with these words--The'baby was crying-until

8. Begin your story with these words--I get,angry when

19. Begin your story with these words--I havesalways wanted to

.10. Begin yOurstory with hese words--I was so surprised when

11. Begin your stony wtth these words--Tric* gr treating on Halloween

was fun until

12. Begin your story with these words--Girls (or Boys) are ntce but.,

13. Begin_your-story with these wordsIf I had a-robot.

14. Finish this story--In the darR, dark night, in the dark, dark

woods, there was a dark, dark house L

(4
15. Finish.this story7-The Spaceship'door-,opeped

4 n

16. END your story with these.wordS--And. I thought I was the happiest

person in the world.

17. Write a story' with the title--Ghost Story

18. Write a story with the title--Rain

19. Write a story with the title--Fun

20. Write a story with the titIe--My Pet

.21. Write a story with the title--What I. Want To Be When I Grow Up

22. Write a story with 'the title--Fire!

47.)
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23. Write a story with the titleMy Favorite Places

_

24. Write a story with the title--My Family.

25. Write a story with the titleT-Danger!
-

26. Write a story with the titleThe Surprise

2-7. Write a story with the title--My Friends

28. Write a story with the tt..;eHappinesS I
,

29. Write a story with the tit1e-046!

. 30. Write a story about what would happen if the schools closed
forever:

31. What would happen if 'the ,1.4r1 never shined again?
/

32. What will you be doing 1/0 years, 20 years from today?
1

1, .
.

33.,1. Pretend you are'a giaRt: What would you,do all day? Where

would you live? Would you be mean or friendly? What would,

you look like? .

. v

34. ;What' would you do if you came home from setool and found a
dragon-in your bed?' -

35. If you could be a witch f.Or a little while, what would you do?

Could you help oUr classroom? Draw a picture of yourself.
,

36. Pretend you ruri away from home and get lost.

37. 'Write your owl-comic book.
. ,

38. What would you do if you. becaMe,in9sib1e?

39. What is your favorite'TY show?. Why?

,40. If-yOUThAd-3-wishes-that co:0d come.true, what would theY be?

Why?

4

41. If you 'c_ould be'someone besides, yourSelf, who or what would you-be?.

42.. What would our shoe say to your other shoe at the end of.the
.

school day?

43. If you had a car or an airplane right now, where would yoU go?

Why? What would sebu see and do?

44. If yourgdog cduld.talk, what would he sayl?

45. Write:new, mixed-up fairy tales such as Little.Green Riding Hood,

Little go Peep and the.Three Bears,..etc,

45.
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COM1M TO SCHOOL4I SEE...

.L4IGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUMLFOCUS:

1. Observing occ6pational \

-roles in our community \

and.their importance'to
society

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Lne period\

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement).

-#2Underttand variety and
-complexity.of occupatidns
and'caraers
#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions.of.society

Assign tbe,children the job of.keeping a check list of all the

people they see engaged in various occupations as they come_to

sChdol the following morning. Ai the children read their lists,

copy the jobs on experqnce paper.where the class can readfly see

them.

After a bc:ef,dfscUrssion concerning.these occupations, have the

.
children write paragraphs'Aescribing the type of work une of these

people As doing and, why the work is beneficia,1 to'soci4y.



LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM*FOCUS:

1. Practice in wafting
autobiographies

-AUTOBIOGRAPHIES

PRIMARY'

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#09 Recognize that development
of self is constantly changing

ESTiMATED CLASS TIME: Several/class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper, pencil§

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:
-C

Writing autobiographies can help develgp self-awareness. In writing

an autobiography include some of the-nine (9) topics below. Discuss

and brainstorm each before'writing.

1. One Person: What person ha s had a great influence on your life--

father, girlfriend? What'moments show this influence?

2. One Sport: What experience with football, basketball or some other
sport has made a'deep impression on you? How did it influence

your life?

3. One Summer: How did one summer change you? How did it influence

your life?

4% One-Day: What day was the molt important'in your life? What

day was full cf fun, emergencies, sadness? You may want to
describe several moments of one day and why they were,important

. to you. .

One Fear: Each of us had a fear as a child. At whatmoment
was this fear the strongest? In what way has this fearichanged

or disappeared?

-;

-)

6. One.Death: Have you had an experience connected with death?
. 'Perhaps a death of a friend, A pet, or even a.stranger. What

.moments connected with the. death do you remember most? What\,

'special meaning did you derive from this experience?

One Pet:. How did you get the pe. t? Describe, the first moment,
of your meeting.' Whatdtd!the pet look like?: What-momentS,

were. thelpst.delightful ,

8. One Hope. or Dream:'What.hope .or,dream for the future do you have?
Would you:like to .have a certairrjob? What have you ?loticed-about

theAWas.yOu $;vatched others doing it?
.

.
,

. . . . .

.
. ,

. One Platet, Everyone hasspent many happy'times'in one place-such
at a.farm, a cabin, a porch; a kitchen, a livingroem, a schopl room .
What moments in this place do you remember most joyously?
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THE LEISURE BUSINESS

LANGUAGE ARTS PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Develop ability to classify
-according to function #64 Understand :nterrelationships

2. List cinformation in leisure time/one's career

categories #65 Understand leisure time can

3. Use referencsepaterials provide some rewards of work

ESTIMATED.CLASS TIME: Three hours

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper, pencils, crayons/water colors, old copies of leisure-related

magazines.
t

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Discuss leisure timt, activities which interest the class. Select two

or three activities with the students.and divide the students into

interest groups. Each nroup shoujd research their,selected leisure
time activity to ;Ind out how many-occupations At involves. .After

researching ,wimming, for example, they should list all the occupations
affiliated with it. They could include,such occupations ,as: lifeguard,

swimmIng instructor, business manager, gardener, short order cook,
custodian, cashier, concession salesperson, waitress, etc. After

each group completes their list, they may illustrate the various
occupations, then each group can make a presentition to the other

groups.

SUPPLEMENIAL RESOURCES:

Wally, Bertha and You. Puppet Kit: two puppets, activity and story cards
$70.u0 Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corporation
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CARtER AWARENESS FILE

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Practice doing research
2. G,thering and filing

**formation
!

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Ongoing

ESSENTIAC RESOURCES:
Filing cards

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA 'Statement)

#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations
#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work
#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations
and careers

Develop a career awareness file for the school library or your own
classroom. Nave each child learn as much as he can about the
,occupations of his father or moiher or someone he or she knoWs. Develop
with the class a standardized format and specific questions that
all of the children will ask. .(see interview sheet, aPpendix for
guidelines) Such topics as education, years of experience, salary
range and personal job satisfaction could be pursued. Several
viewpoints on the same job 'could prove interesting. Upon completion
of the interviews, file Cards (one for each occupation) could be *,
made up. As new jobs are discovered, more file cards could be printed
and indexed. The cards could then be ikontributed to the.school
library for' a Career AWareness File. Ilaturally the author of each
'card would have his name printed onxhis card.
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CAREER CARDS

LANGUAGE ARTS
P

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Alphabetiztng
2. Categorizing
3. Written language arts skills.

4

,PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of' work
#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations and
careers ,

#29 Recognize materials/pro-
cesses/tools of occupational
clusters

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30 minutes per career cluster

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Pencils, crayons, 3t1x.5" index cards or heavy manila construction
paper cut to index card size. Books illustrating various types
of careers with a written description of qualifications, etc.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Students will be constructing their own set of "career cards."
A picture of the career and title should be placed on the front;
and a description of the job should be writtemon the back of the
card. This information should include qualifications, approximate

- salary, tools, etc.

These cards, once constructed, could be used fbr an endless variety
of activities and games. The cards could be alphabetized, sorted ,

categorically into career clusters, held up aS a "flash card" and
then a student could be chosen to pantomime the career involved, etc.
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OCCUPATIONAL PICTURE FILE

LANGUAgE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Familiarize students with
instruments and tools used in

- various occupations.

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#29 Recognize materials/
processes/tools of occupational

clusters
#17 Recognize role of
education in career -and

life goals
#31 Develop positive -

attitudes toward employment

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Several days to collect material. bne period

to match pictures.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Magazides, newspapers

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

For a period of a week, ask students to gather pictures of

,various,occupations. Pictures should include various

instruMents or tools used id the particular occupation. Example:

Carpenterpicture of hammers, lumber, saws, etc. When the

."tures have been collected, place all the pictures:of several

-'-'occupations on one pile. Several boxes artWrd the room will .

have names of occupations. Have the students match the pictures

to the correct bccupationlbx.,

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCE:

-Career-Kits for Kids. Rusty the Construction Worker and Nellie the

'$28.50 (estiMate) Dicyclopedia Britannica Educational Corporation,

Nqrse
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"LIVE-0-VISION" CAREER INTERVIEWS

'LANGUAGE ARYS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:
.,

1. Oral interviewing techniques .

and expression. #06 Understand and use the

2. Questioning skills. concept "role"
. #08 Develop a positive self-

z.

concept ,

-, #12 Develop the necessary
socialization skill's

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

ESTIMATED CLASS'TIME: 10-15 minutes per interview

V
ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

A _large cardboard box, styled like a television witn a large open
hole for the screen.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Place the box on top 3f a tableso that the interviewer andein-
, terviewee can be seen by the entire class.

Students can take turnt: inte'rviewing either fellow-students role,
playing,a partizuler-career, or attual gue-st speakers. Questions

could include those about qualifications,carer.environments 4n
attitudes, cnmpensations anti rewards, etc. (See Interview Sheet/

Appendix) 4

/.
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'SELF CARiCATURE GAME

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Developing oral ummunication
skills-

ESTIMATED CLASS TIMF: One class period

PRIMARYJINTERMEDIATE

CAREMEDUCATION FOCUS:.
.%(DELLA Statement) :

#10 .Develo0 a.sensitivity
toward'and an acceptance of
others'

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Why Am I Afraid to Tell You Who I Am? - Character Cards (Argus Publi-

, cations)
i.

INSTRUCTIONAL .P'ROCtSS:

Divide the class into several small groups, (8-10) with a group leader'.

Ask, each student to select a card that depicts how he/she-sees him-

self and to explain whY he/she chose that caricature card. Ask each'

student to select a card for another student and to explain why he/she

see5.that individual in that way. Ask each student to select a card

and to act out the feelings characterized on the card-. The members

,of the group are to guess it. If the students, would like to draw

their own caricatures, suggest they draw themselves by lookingl at

their reflection on the back of a spoon.

"'SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:

'Canof Squirms. 0Drimary) Game wniCh encourages meaningful, interesting

dia og oetween individuals.
-$47..50 per set.of nine (estimate), $8.95 each'set (estimate)

Pennant Educational Materials

Critical Incident Writing.masters. -Each with critical ineidents with

questions.
Instructional Fair



LANGUAGE ARTS.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Oral expression
2.. Discussion skills

LEISJRE-TIME MODULES ,

_
PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREE'R EDUCATIONJOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#64 linderrstand interrelationships:

leisure time Andidleness
#66 Develop positive attitudes

.toward value of,lefsiire time.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 45 minutes in addition; time for oral reports

, and posting the activIties)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Books about hobbies, recreational activities (ihdoor.and outdocr),

craftS% etc. Large sheet of paPer and marking pens, crayons, etc.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:;

Prepare ahead by dividing the classroom into two equal sectors, one

containiag no activity materials,,the other containing, a variety of

books, scissors, paper, crayons, paints, toys, games, etc,

When the activity begin's', split the class into two groups. Explain

that each group may use only the materials within their sector and

that theyimay not leave their sector. Tell the children they have .

ten minutes of "free time" to do whatever they want\(within their,

sector). After the 10 minutes are up, meet as a large group to

discuss their reactions. This could lead into constructing and

posting a classroom list of "allowed" leisure-time aCtivitiei at

school or personal lists of leisure-time activities at home. The

students could persue-the leisure-time books about habies, etc. an,d

possibly choose one of their favorite leisure-time activities and

prepare an oral report on it.
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MAN'OVERBOARD,!

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM'FOCUS:
1.

1. ValuEs, clarification

2. Art'

PRIMARY/1NTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#41 Understand decision-making
involves responsible action
#44 Recognize thai deciiion-
making involves some Hsk taking

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period (45 minutes)

cSSENTIAL RESOURCES':
I.D. tags, life eaft (if desired)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Using an inner ahd outer circle formation-have 9 children tn the

center each wearing a career I.D. necklade.. The types of careers

chosen could be suggested by, the students orc the teacher may choose

some the class may have already tudied. A real life raft may be

placed in the center of the inner circle for dramatic effect de-

pending upon the distractability of the students. The teacher intro-

duces' the session by explaining that the inner circle students are

passengers on a "Career Cruiser" and that the raft can only hold 8

passengers. They must convince the other passengers that because of

their careers they are too important to society to throw overboard.

At the end of the "persuasion session" the passengers will vote for

the one that should be eliminated. The 8 may then sit in the life-

boat while the ()he not chosen may choose the 9 children to be pass-

engers on the next cruise.

A child could summarize the outcome of each cruise and as the children

go back to their seats they could hum - "Row, row, row your boats..."

and,end with a picturexif the life raft filled with 9'important career

personnel or a short essay on "The Last Words of the

Example:. "The Last Words of the Cook."
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"OFf TO THE MOON"

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Encourage decision making
2. Learn job qualifications
3. Increase vocabulary

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
ddscribing the world of work'
#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations
and careers
#29 Recognize materials/
processes/tools of occupational
clusters
#42 Kniow external factors
affect decision-making And vir:e-
versa

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period per occupation

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: .

Paper, pencil, Prior knowledge of occupations through teacher
discussion or research

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Select an 'occupation to be.discussed: Motivate the students by saying
"John is a fine doctor anti he has been asked to go to the moon tq
be the first doctor there. Remember that he is the first and he'

has 0 equipment,,no medicipeetc. Now, what do you think he Must

take with him?" Use as many questions as you deem necessary to get

the discussion rolling. 4.,

A list can be made on the board and cipied by students. As a unit

project, A book could be compiled.

o'
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SCRAPBOOK FOR EACH CLUSTER

LANGUAGE ARTS

GURRIpLUM FOCUS:

1. Develop written language
skills

2. Acquire knowledge about
community workers

3. ,Increase vocabulary

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable,

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION 'FOCUS:
(DtLLA Statement)

#13 Acquire vocabulary for
educational, planning
#23 Acquire vocabulary or
describing the world of work
#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
'Paper, pencilg, crayons, magazines, constructionpaper, and brass
.brads.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROtESS:

To develop an awareness of all the occupations included in a j
cluster, develop a scrapbook for each cluster. The students may design
their own symbol for the job cluster on the front of each bookle\.
The job cluster, Public -SerVice, for example, would include the \

postman, policeman, garbage collector, fireman, teacher, school
counselor, etc. After.discussing each occupation separately with the
use of films, reference books and guest speakers, 21,scrapbook pages
may be added tb the scrapbook. One page shows an illustration and the
second page should include such information as job qualificationsi

, training, tools/equipment, special clothes and related occupations.
When the scrapbook is comftleted, the student will have-his own
reference for that particular job cluster.

(See appendix for a iitt of.the 15 clusters as identified by the U.S.
Office of Education.) The Film series, The Kingdom of Could Be You,
(Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corporation) could be useq to
provide students with information about the different clusters and
occupations within each cluster.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:.

Ki9dom of Could Be You. Sixteen animated 6 minute films, introductory
film:and one for each career cluster.

$995 for'set (estimate),'$78 per film (estimate)
Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corporation
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DEPICTING OCCUPATIONS THROUGH::PUPPETRY

LANGUAGE ARTS

.CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Communication skills.
2. Cooperation with fellow workers.
3. Developing plays and scripts.

:17

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#06 Understand and use the
concept "role"
#29 Recognize materials/pro-
cesses/tools of occupational
clusters
#21 Recognize relattonship:
school environment/larger society'

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Several class periods,

'.ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Puppets and materials for their costumes, puppet st,ge, Occupational

Autlook Handbook, list Of occupatiOns found in the community.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have students write plays depicting various Occupations. Using

puppets have students make costumes and scenery to show the working
environment of each profession. Puppets-dray be.dressed in-costumes

,depicting each occupation.
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WRITING A CLASS '8000

LANGUAGE ARTS ,

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. WritTng Aories
2. Researthing information using

books and filmS

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:...

,

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#53" Understand the relationship:
technology/world of work

Discuss igith the class an object they Would:like to tind out more
about--for example--cars', motorcyCles, airplares, refrigators
sewing. machines, etc. ,

Research the object as follows: \
1. Ask several'students, or the entire aass to investigate

the evolutiOn of the object--who inven.ted it and when, what
did the object replace in terms af-fpnction, how it has
changed since it was first invented, and how it has changed t

ourlife style.

2. Ask the students to write stories about their experiences with
this object. For example--if the topic is air:planes--ask
them to write stories about trips thephave taken dn airplanes.
Perhaps they'd like.,to make a map.and locate the places they
havP visited on the map.

3. T lecrer develop a list of all the workers involved in the
...alfacture, distribution, sale and maintenance oi the object.

.

4. Ask the students to draw Oictures of Ohat the ,object looked
like in the past, and mightlLook.like in the fittpre.

5. CompiTe, all these materials IntO a plass. book.
,

6: Put the book in the class library for the,children and visitors
browsethrough.

SIPPLEMNTAL RESOURCES!

Cle

Families. FilMstrips and cassettes .
.

,
.

Help children understand'the family needs,and récoqnize ,how needs are fulfilled.
$66 (estimate) Trol Associates..
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a.

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

SpORTS IN'T.HE NEWS

1.. Increasing reading comprehension.
2.. Motivation of interdisciplinary'

aWarenes. 4

3. :Stimulation of creative thinking.
.- Expansion of -knowledge, and en-

couragement of furthEr inquiry.
5. Learning.basic research skills

necessary, for aaTifil-Trating

6. Learnirtg how to extract key An-
formation from accumulated data.

.7. Learning to formulate precise
questions designed to elicit
information.

8. Learning to write a'descriptive
accoUnt of an event.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

-ESSENTIALRESOURCES:
The Snorts Illustrated
teough ModuLearn Inc.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

r

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER ENCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#15 Be aw60
skills, knowledge'inyducation
#22 Acquire skills, good woric .
habits in preparing for a tareer''
#23 Acquire vocabulary.for
describing the world of work
#24 Understand variety and
complyxity of occupationt
and careers
#27 Understand prOcess of.
developing a "career"
W30 Realize: ,workjs an
integra.F part of the total a

life style
#47 Oevelop a receptivity for
new ideas/exploration'of new ideas
#62 Develop.vocabulary to
differentiate leisure time-activities
#64 Understand interrelation
ships: leisure time/one!s career
#66 Develop Obgitive attitudes
toward value of leisure time

Learning Progam (Time; Inc. available

Obtain copies of Sports Illusfrated for the students to read and
write guestiOns for each story or order a sample learning program

,from MoOdLearn which inCludes a Sports Illustrated issue with.an'
individualized learning packet. They will'sendyou a. sample which
is complimentary. 4:onsider subsc-ribing to the service-which pro--;
vides several copies of each.current issue of Sports Illustrated
along with several individualized learning packets for each issue.
These learning packett deNielop most language arts skills

If funds are not available for you to order this,program, consider
using Current Fligazines as the-basis for instruCtion. Students can
write quespons for the stories to be answered by their classmates
or you can.write and/or discuss questions for each story. The
opportunities for creativity apd.variety here are,abundant.



LANGUAGE ARTS

-CURRICULUM *FOCUS;

1. .Improve reading ski115:

2. Stretch imaginations
73. Improve writing skills

INVENTING CAREERS

INTERMEDIATE.

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#17 Recognfze-rae of edu7
tationjn'.career And life goals'

#25 AtiderStandhow occupations
:relate toifdnctions of society
#44';--RecO,Jn'ize that.decision-
Making inVolves some risk takingt.

.ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:" Three clasS 'periods

ESSENTIAL .RESOURCES
'Science fIction stories in\library (sr7estions at nd of lesson)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

The students read stories
their imagination:;...

and also write about things which stretch

Activity One: Provide an opportunity for each student in the class

to read at least one science fiction story.. ThiS'is to stimulate

the imagination.
\ .

.

AcM.Vity Two: Lead the class ir a discussion of the stories. What

_Was "far out" to the students? Can they pame some commonplace things
ow that'were "far out" a few years back? (An:expert said.the horse-

less carriage was only a dream of.the feeble-,minded. Stt-yOrS later

Henry 'Ford ,produced.:the,one-millionth Ford car. Editors didn't Want

to support.fools so the first flight of the'Wright Brothers was not

r 'norted in the newspapers of the time).

Activity Three: The students will be working in-a career of Gheir
.own choosing when the third-millennium begins'. The only limits to.

what can be accomplished lie within man's 'ability to dream, to
create, to invent. The technolOgy'is available, the imagination.is

needed. Everyone must help. .Ask eaCh student to select an area or

way of doing.something in our environment today that could be

pro\fd; (ncourage imaginative new ideas). The ideas could be

developed.through the decision-making prorlss. Examples:

1. Define'the problem.
2. Be certain that the problem exists.
J. Describe in de+ail the invention.
4. Tell. how the invention.will solve the problem.
5. Des.cribe any possible bad outcomes.
6. Compare good and bad effects and makedecision,whether to

proceed further.
7. Proceed or revise.

()
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Activity Four: Students.can share their.inventions with thej_class

through drawings,. models,.demonstrationt, etc (Note the creation -,'

of nhw areas.of occupations).

Related Activities:

1. Invite designers, inventors, etc. to visit the class.

2 Write Imaginative stories telling how mankind coUldbenefit,

Swggestions of Science Fiction Stories:

The Stowaway to the Mushroom Planet - Cameron

Matthew Looney's Invasion of/the Earth - Beatty

Time at the Top Ormondroy

City Underground - Martel

Wrinkle in Time LiEngle

Have Space Suit-Will Travel - Heinlein

"R" is for Rocket - Bra4Ury

All are available f!om he Career Motivation Program, Ohio Department ;

of Education, 1972.

-
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CAREERS IN THE. NE

LANGU GE ARTS , INTERMEDIATE

CURRICUlUM FOCUS:

1. Reading newspapers

Z. Reading the classified ads

3. Writing classified ads

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#14 Understand interrelationship
between education and work
#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupatiOns
and careers

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three caSt periods .

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:.
Classified ad sections of.newspaper, D.M.--Dictionary of

-Occupational Titles.

INSTRUCTIOAL PROCESS:

Students use newspaper adt as a way to learn-about careers.

8es0.ons one: oy Each student sefeas ten different jobs that are

Adv&tised and identifies oneskill in each. (2) Each student

identifies a subject in school-that will be..needed.for each job.

Session two: Selecting two of the jobs found in Session one,

each student will write an entirely new classified ad for-each

of those'jobs, or something.timilar.

Session three:__(1) From the original ten jobs selected in Session

one, the stu-dent will select the one 'requiring the least amount of

ucATO-n and the one requiring the most. (2) .Select two jobs

the student would be interested in holding, tlave student give

an explanatjon. (3) Select the job that requires the most physical

_------ strength and/or dexterity. Ask students.to tell why strength and

d v-t6rity are needed. (4) Select the Dccupation that would reqUire

eing able to work.well with other people.._ExOlaip---W6Uld you like

it? Why? .Why nOt?.-

5UPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:

Yellow Pages Career Library. Booklets show people in the real world

,become models tor learning.
$25.00 (estimate) Yellow Paget Career Library.

Careers' Elementary Guidance Series. Booklets and posters. Subscription.

Eight titles four times a year.
$lb.00_,(estimate) Careers,,Inc.
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LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUMJOCUS:

1. Spelling :
2. Creating and working

.crossword.puzzles.

CAREER CROSSWORDS

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS: .

(DELLA Staterient)

#23: Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class periods

ESENTIAL RESOURCES
Pencils, crayons, clear laminated plastic, 1/4" graph paper (may
be mimecy,raphed), list of words to help chcildren get s:Orted, or
sample 'crossword.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Ask the students to create crossword puzzles of various occupations
giving a job description as the "c10e." Either.laminate.them, so the
tudents can work on each others with crayon and wipe their work clean'
with a clbth, or:mimeograph copies of the students' puzzles and d's-
tribute ttlem to the other.members of the class to work on for fun in
their free time.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESuURCES:

Career Awareness .Program. 75 booklets covering 15 career clusters.
$39.50 King Features EduCa,tiOn Division

Children's Dictionary of Occupations .

$b.OU (estimate) Counselor Films*, Inc.
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CAREER'RELAY GAMES

LANGUAGE ARTS. INTERMEDIATE

.CURRICULUM

1. Spelling career names

.cOrrectly.

ESTIMATEE CLASS TIME: One class.'period

ESSErTIAL RESOURCES:
Chalk, blackboard

IN.STRUCTIONAL PPOCESS:

tAREER EDUCATION rOCUS:
(DELLA Statemert)

i,'23 Acquire Vocahulary for
Cescr1hi!-:p7fhe vorlrJ cf ucrk

Studerts should be divided irto tearrs cf ever number.s.starCing cr

sitting in rows.. T:_firt player in each row is.(jver a-r'eec of

chalk. At a signal, each of the players-with th'r chalk rurs te- the
board and writes.the name of an occupation. .

Ther.each. pldyer runs

back :ft*cl row giving. the second playEr the chElk. ae secord
playel' ray write another occupation en the bo E-.N.'. cr. he ray chem.(

to correct the spelling of an oecupatirll vhich hEis hcen vTitter

incorrectly by one cf his.teammates..,...The. rew ttat firShcs first

'without errors ir spelling and with tveryope havirc tzlc ! a turr,

LEnENTA.L

Cilreer Fla0-cards.
00 (estimate-) 1ounse'or

1.5



GAME: SCRAMBLED WORDS

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

I. Reassemble scrambled words-
spellingand phonics practice.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA-Statemert)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work

'ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper, pencil, list of words identifying careers, Dictionary of

Occupational Titles

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Print a list of career-related words in scrambled form. Along-side

each give a clue, such as the definition, classification, etc.. Ask

the students to reassemble the words. For example:

eokjcy--a person who rides-horses (jockey)
rvergoon--the person who heads the government of a state (governor).

Encourage the students to create their own lists of scrambled words, to

share th 'among their classmates, and work them in their free time.

This activity works well in literature courses when adapted to the novel

being read. A list of scrambled words for Twenty Thousand Leagues-'Under

the Sea could include: oceanography, scuba Aiving, leisure time water

activities, etc.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:

Childrens' Dictionary of UccuOations. Teaches reading and dictionary skills

as well -as .career information.
$5.00 (estimate) Counselor Films, JTIC.

The Creative Teacher A Practical Guide to ClassroOm Activities. Available

fox grades 1-6
$3.95 (estimate) J. P. Li-Hey and.Son, Inc.

,-"
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LANGUAGE A TS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Struetural analysis
2. Syllabication
3. Accented and unaccented
4. Prefixes - suffixes
5. Compound words
6. Silent letters

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
JO" -x-1-6" Game Board - (example attached)
40-pieces of cardboard with question written on back (green)
two markers, answer key, kids can make this game.

fAREER-WORD GAME

INTERMEDIATE

.CAREER,EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing tile-w6rld of work

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Directions: Two people play this game
1. Place green cards face down in the square marked cards.
2. Place markers on start.
3. Pick a card and answer the question.
4. If you are right move the number of spaces the card says.
5. The first person to reach finish_is the winner.

Sample cards are:
1. How many,syllables in accountant?
2. How many syllables ir bookkeeper?
3. Divide into gyrAles - delivery man.
4. Which syllable .is accented? salesman
5. Add a suffix to wt:at a FarmérAoes. (farming)
6. How many syllabes in blologist?
7. What.is the sufCx in the word carpenter? (er)
8. Divide this word into syllables - dispatcher
9. What two words is bricklayermade from?

10. Which syllable is accented? electrician
11. Divide into syllables - inspector
12. What letter or letters is silent? plumber.

13. .What two. words.is Araftsman?
1.4. Hard or soft g in engineer?
15. Ha'rd or sOft c in civil?

;

(move 1 space )
(Move 2 spaces)
(move 3 spaces)
(move 3 spaces)
(move 2 spaces)
(move 2 spaces)
(move 2 spaces)
(move 2 Spaces)
(move 3 spaces)
(Move 1 space
(MoNie 2 spaces)

(move 3 sOaces)
(move 2 spaceS)
(move 1 space )
(move J space )
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EXAMPLE OF GAME. BOARD

WINN E K

1
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ABBREVIATIONS AND TITLES OF RESPECT

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Students learn to recognize
abbreviations'.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two hours,

INTERMEDO

CAREERAUCATION FOCUS:
(DELVA Statement)

/
Develop the necessary

/ ocialization skills
7.#15 Be aware of multiplicity,

'ofskills, knowledge in edu-/ .cation

ESSENTIAL. RESOURCES: /
Teacher-made-bingo capds, flashcards

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:'

The following activity is designed to teach titles of respect
and abbreviations for various occupations. 0n teacher or .stu- .

dent-made, bingu cards, writetheabbreviations for various jobs,
aS well as titles of respect, such as:

Rev-. Mgr. .Col. Supt. Mr. Miss

Pres. Prof. Lt. Prin. Mrs. Amb..

Sec. Gov. Dr. Asst, Ms: Arch,

On 3 x 10 cards write the words for the abbreviation used on the
bingo cards.

The game is played by havinc; the teacher or a student, draw a
word from the deck of cards. The teacher then.reads the word
aloud to the students. The ctudcrits Locate' the abbreviations
for the words.on their bi- .
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CAREER CLUSTERS BULLETIN BOARD

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Word association
2. Career vocabulary

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement).

#24 Understand variety and.
complexity of occupations-
and careers
#25. Understand how occipations
relate to functions of society

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: .Six hours

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: .

.Magazines, bulletiniboard, scissors, paste, 15 manila folders/
labeled or each cluster, list'of career clusters.

INS;RUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Have students'examine list of career clusters then post this 1.ist
so they can refer to it.

2. Ask students to cut out magazine pictures of 'people working.and

identify the job and cluster.

3. Have students put,pictures in the cluster i older they think is

appropriate.

4. Check picture :. in the folders with the students and make any
necessary chars, :s.

5. Mark off the bulletin board in 15 parts and lgbel each part
with-a'career cluster title.

6. Students then takeTictures from folders and plate in appropriate
part of the bulletin board.

7. Identify Which occupations,are found in the nearby community.

8. Change.bulletin board every month.

ri 8
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FOLLOWING AND GIVING DIRECTION5

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. -Ability to follow directions.
2. Ability to communicate clearly

and concisely.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 45 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Blindfold

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION -FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

,#12 Develop the necessary
socialization skills- -

#21 Recognize relationship:
school environment/larger society

a

The following activity is designed to-Make student$ aware of the
importance of communtcation skills in many career situations.

-The object of the game is to have a blindfolded student locate a
specific object in.the classroom by following the directions of a

fellow student.

Divide the $tudents into pairs. One student will be. blindfolded

and the other will be the."Director.m The teacher will place an
object (i.e., eraser) somewhere in the classroom.- The "Director"
will give directions to the partner to reach the Object. The

number of, directions given to the student will be counted. The

team who uses the least amount of directions to reach the object

. is the winner.

Discuss why it is important to be able to communicate effectively.

_



TELEPHONE SKILLS

LANGUAGE ARTS7_

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Correct telephone us'age
2.. Improving verbal communication

.ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One clasS period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Bell Teletrainer or two phones

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA'Statement)

#12 Develdp the necessary
socialization skills.

Using the Bell-Jele'phone Company's "Bell Teletrainer" or two phones
located.in different rooms, have students practice telephone skills.

The following activities may be conducted:

1. While in a different rioom, have one studght Zte a.local call to
another student. Give the student the responsibility of answering'
correctly, carrying on a conversation, and-hanging up at the correct
time.

2- Have students practice taking short telephone messages.

3. Demonstrate Direct DialinliLong Distance telephone calls (within
and outside the area code numbers).

,

, 4. Demonstrate operator-assisted calls, colject dallS, person to
person talls, etc.
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INTRODUCTIONS'

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM'FOCUS:

Students learn,to make
proper introduttions.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 45 Mir tes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Videotaping etluipment

INSTRUCTIOW-A. PROCESS:

INTERME:DIATE'

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

412 Develop 'the necets'ary

socialization.sid115

^

Discuss the app-ropriate way to make introductions. Select several

studentseach morning to make introductions tb eath other. After .

practicing the rocess of making introductions, have students, se-

'TecI-Inames of workers from a hat and make introductions and describe

what the worker does in his/her job. ViOotape the.introductions

and discuss them later.

Discuss-how each student could improve,their introductions'and

descriptionsof workers. Stress the.importance of speaking clearly

arl smoothly and.being poised..

'

I.
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STORYTIME: MIGRANT FAMILIES

A

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRfCULUM FOCUS:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
,(DELLA Statement)

1. Developing listening.skills.
2., Developing problemrsolving skflfs. ,#1Q -Develo0 a sensitivity toward

3. Learning some Spanish-word's. aad an acceptance of others
#34 Recognize that occupaonal0

d

stereotyping is undesirable
#28 Understand the relationship:
Occupational role/life style

, ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period or 15 minutes a day until sitoryb.

is finished. ,
.N

ESSENTIAL ESDURCES:
gomato oy by Mariana Prieto (1967, The John Day Company),; other books

dealirig with the theme-"Mtgraht Workers and Faffilies' are: When

Carlos Closed the Street by Mann Miles (1969;'Coward); Hoagie s

Rifle-Gun by Miles (1970, Atlantic). .
.
,

. .

'

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCtSS:

Read to the 'class the story Tomato Boy, or other.sctories dealing with

a similar theme such as.poor people or migrants.

Tomato Boy is the story of Davey who wants aney red shirt to wear

'at the school show, where he will play music-on the-drums. He finds a

job selling tomatoes from house to house in Mfami so that'he can make .

enough money to buy the shirt,. His-friend Paco needs shoes so that

he can dance in the show but his parents are migrant workers and

cannot afford to buy the shoes. Davey rea1izes,t6at ;con Paco will

be gone and he may never See him again so Ve bug/Ls his friend a pair'

of shoes knowing that he won't have enough money left over for his

shirt. However, a sudden adventure enables Davey to play the drums

-/in the show.

THINGS TO TALk ABOUT BEFORE
READING TOMATO BOY

1. Find Mi mi, Florida, on a .ma.p. Davey lives'near there. What

ki-nd of weather does Miami have?. Do you think tomatoes and,

beans,and.oranges would grow. well there?

2. .Have you ,ever tried to sell anything? Are mosf people .kind to

.people wlio are selling? Are some people cross? Which are you?

3. What are migrant workers? What kinds of work do they.,do?
.

THINGS TO TALK ABOUT AFTER

.

READING TOMATO.BOY

1. 'Haveyou everTescued Someone in an pliergency?. Did you' know just
, %

A
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what to do? How did you feel just as the emergency happened?
How di.d you feel after it was all over?

2. Think of emerge9cy situations. Together imagine ways to

handle these situations.

3. What, problems idd) you think a migrant family would have?'
What would it be like to !wive from place to place and mit have

a stTly, guaraiiteed income for the family?

SUPPLLMENTAL RESOURCES:

Countdown. for Listening. 6 cassettes or records. :readies phonics, reading

.

and oral. skins. .

$29.95 , $39.95 :Educational Activities, Inc.

'Can of Squirms. Game. Encourges meaningful, interesting.dialog between

individuals.
, \

$47.50 per set of nine (estimate), $5.95 each*.set (est?mate) Pennant Educa-

tional Materials , ---,- ;, .
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LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Develop interpersonal
comunication skills 10 DeVel Asitivity

oward and an acceptance of, P

thers

BLUE - EYED CHILDREN\

INTERMEDIATE

AREER EDUCP- FOCUL

(DELLA\Sta

ESTIMATED ..CLASS TIME: Thr(-;, periOds1
.. \

,\

, , .

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
,

,

,

.

i

,

. \

,.INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS: .

.,..

,

,

,

. ,
.

,
Day one: Teacher announces that blue-eyed children are superior
and' all others are inferior. She continues by greatly Praising
the blue-eyed ones and degrading the Others._ The others will have to

i

I
wear paper colla- Ind may not talk, Ot by, or play.With the,
blue-eyed student:.

Day two: Reverse the situation. i

I

.

.

.

Day thrEe: Discuss the feelings thel stidents felt'in each of the
.

roles and how they felt toward the Othet.s of each grOul$.
)

You may want to give the first DUS011esson as a follow-Up,'"I'm

Glad 1'7 Me", (American Guidance Service)
,

..

I SOPPLEMENIAL aESOURCES:
;

I

1

First Ihings: A Strategy for .Teaching Values. 3 fIlmstrps with cassettes
or records

522.5D (estimate) Guidance Associates

Dimensions of.Personality: Here I Am and I'm Not Alone
student text $2.25-52.85, teacher'is edition $4.45-$5.25, spirit master& $2.00-

$3.10 Pflaum Company.

Focus on Self Development Level II Kit. 5 filmstrips, re ords or cssettes,

etc.
$121..0 (estimate) Science Research Associates

I
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LANGUAGE ARTS

ADDING MUSIC TO POETRY

INTERMEDIATE

. CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Recite poem and/or add ,

,

sounds according to #08 Drvelop a positive self-
personal interpretation. concept ,

ESSENTIAL RES"URCES: , ,

,

One or more poems, selected for their rhythmic
i

or sou, nd possibilities,

attractively displayed. Various percussion. instruments or found
sounds.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME One Or two class periods

INSTRUCTIONAL-PROCESS:

:ThiS activitv could beused in a learning station for 2-3 students.

Read the.,;(,:lected poem aloud'; ask if someone could find'or make an
appropriate sound at the end of the first line, and so on. Work out
a short por in. class. Encourage studentS"to do the soundmaking at.
.the end of each line rather than concurrently with the speaker, so
the sr.eaker can be clearly understood. Look for descriptive ele-
ments in the poem (including silence) or rhythmic patterns to echo.
Ask ifthere should be any change in thP speed or volume:

After the example has been done with the class, give the 2 or 3
students 10-20 minutes 1-.1 work on a different poeM. One of the
students will have'to .'.;!? the Teader. Have them perform for the class
after they have pra('
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:THIS IS HE SOAP THAT JACK MADE

LANGUAGE ARTS INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:- CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. To,be able to, llst things
in sequence.

2. To be able to participate
in a positive manner in a
group disCussion.

#56 Recognize that society
needs.labors of all its people

ESTIMAED CLASS TIME: One class period (45 min.)

ESS'ENTIAL RESOURCES:
Piece of soap, area in which Css might si.. on the floor in a circle,

copy of the nursery rhyme, "This is the House that Jack Built"

INSTRUCTIONAL.PROCESS:.

Seat pupils in a cirtle.on the floor. Read, to them "This is the House

that Jack Built." Show them the soap. Tell them that they are going

to.make up.a similar story about how the soap was made,and bought.

Going around the circle, the first pupil will name the laSt person he

thinks handled the soap. .Ex: I am the man who bought the soap. The

second pupil in the circle will name the next to last person who migh.

have handled the soap. Ex: I am the man who checked out the soap ,o

the man'who bought the soap. The :third' pupil in the circle, namO.s the

person who hahdled it befc e that, and so on. Ex: I am the man who

stocked the shelves for the man who cHecked it out for the man who.

bought the soap. Go around the circle, working backwards into the

history" pf the soap, imitating the forMat of the rhyme; "House that

Jack Built."

61low with a discussion.of all the people that were involved ir makin7

the soap. (Thk cali be done with candy or anY other object).
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INTRESTS, HOBBIES ANP WORK

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM.FOCUS:

, 1. Writing

ESTI'MATED CLASS TIME: Four short sessions

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper, pencil

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION 1C1,US:

(DELLA Statement)

#04 Understand that personal
characteristics can be changed

#62 Develop vocabulary to differ-
entiate leisuretime activities
#64 Understand interrelation-Aips:
1.eisure time/ one's career

Students identify interests and hobbies and attempt to relate

these to the world of work.

SessiOnAne: The .teacher leads the class in a discussion which

should terminate in a working dr,finition of what constitutes a

hobby. 'StudentS may then.be given opportunity to briefly mention

their own hobbies.

Session Tw: The teacher leads the class in a discussion of int 3t

areas (as different from.hobbies). Students may then discuss

tneir own interest areas.

Thre.:. Each student wigl.write.a short paper which

df'.!';es the r-,lationship between.the interest one has with the'

Jork oniL, does (hoby).

Zession 'our: The c'ass Jiscussesthe Possible waYs of searching

for a career (work) which will'be comptible to one's' interests.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOUtCE :

Explo:6, Unit I, 'Filmstyips with sound. Teacher's guide, Hobbies, Jobs.

ExtrA Curricular activ ;les become stepping stones to careers.

$99.0 (estimate) :-,cholasti, 7ook Services
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INTERVIW: PARENTS''CAREERS

WAGE ARTS INTERMEDU,TE

CURRICULUM FOCUS.

1. Develop effec ive oral
communicatiOn skills.

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA-Statement)

#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations and
ur rs

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two ur more class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper, pencil
May want to reproduce questions below

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have students develop a career it Jrmation form for learning all hey

can abkit their fathtr's or mother's career.

Sample: Career Information Form

1.. What do you do in your work.?

2. What is the wOrk location and setting?
3. Is'special clothing required? If so, what?

4. How much is the.bsual pay? .

o 5. Does your'work have rewards other,than pay? If so, what?

6. Is special fraining required?
7. .Can both men and women do thfs work? ,

8. Do you enjoy your work? Why or why not?

9. What do yoL like best about your work? Least?

10. What kind of ...?.ople usually do this type of work best?

11. What kind of training/education is required fw yOur work?

12. Do you have to purchase any tools-for your work?

13. What kinds of tools does you:..work'use?
14. you need to'take any of your hoMe o do?

15. Wh.t. are some qualities needed for job succeSs?,

Students will, spend1/2 day 'on the.job" wft h one ofitheir parents A'

a resource person if a pareLc. is unavailable, learning all they-can

about that,career. They will fill out a form with this information.

During the other half of the day, they will share their experiences

with their classmates.

k"Career BOOK" could bc made with these.forms.

c.

?1
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TWENTY QUESTiONS

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. DeveloriAxesearch skills
2. Developing interviewing

skills ,

3. Developin- oral communication

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER. EDUCATfON FOCUS:
(DELLA Statemgnt)

#26 Determine characteristics/
quOifications of occupatiOns

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One or more cl ,s periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCtS:
Occupational Outlook Handbook, Career Information Briefs - Career
Education Service, CSIU, P. 0. Box 213, Lewsiburg, PA 17837

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Ask the students to research an occupation using career informaion
sources sup', as career information briefsor kits, the OccupationAl Outlook.

Handbook, and interviev; with people engaged in various occupationS\,,
ATTer-They have done t' they are given the opportunity to "stump" \\

,assmates in a 'What's My Line" game. The class asks the student
qusions that can be answered,with a :.'yes" or "no" response. 9\

que!.ti)ns.might bei:Toes your occupation require four yearsof \
"1Is your job.a 'white collar' job?", "Does your job involve.

af. a member of a team?", and LIs the .demand for a person in your. \
Occupation ricrel.sogV The claps can ask a 'maximum of 20 luestions

in its attempt. .dentify the oCcupation of the student guest. The

clasSroom,teacner, or Student panel verifies the player's, responses

for scoring. Students win if the class is unable to identif,rtheir assumed
occupation within the 20-question limit. If all occupations are guessed

before the ljMit is reached, the student yno was asked the most intorrect

questions iS aeclared the winner.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:

When You Grow Up. 16mm film, '8-10 minutes. Exposing 'student's to the 1;lor1d

of work.

!:-'75 (estimate) Colinselcc Films, Inc.
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LAREER CHARADES

I.ANGUA6E ARTS
H

CURRICULUM' FOCUS:

1. Pra-tice in pantomiming,
2. De-21oping non-verbal

communication skills.
3.. Developing inference skills.

'Ca

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One or more class

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: . .

-- Names of-careers on slips of paper:

,...

________ ................ _.. ..... ...

INSTRUCrIONAL PROCES:

INTERMEDIATE

,CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations

periods

,Write the names of careers on slips of paper (one for each child).

I
Be sure the selected career lends itself to pantomime. Each student

selects,one4 Ask for a volunteer.to'start the game. 'He.or she

pantom,-es' the career. 'The st0Pnt who guesses it is next to pant-

omime. Thit game requires that the student have an understanding.

of career charar4-eristics.

You may want to elaborate On thiscame for'fUrther activit's in

role-playing, sh,..rt dramatic plaYs and additional'pantOmimes.

Crltiques can De node by students to help in retreating the same,

careers in different

W)
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CAREERS IN LANGUAGE ARTS

LANGUAGE ARTS

:CURRICULUM FOCUS:

Motfvate the chile-en to do
well :n English r

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION, FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#21 Recognize the relationship
between the school environment/
larger society

ESTIMATED CLASS TI1EThree or more class periods

_

RESOUROES:
Film,."School and Jobs," Bread and Butterflies series (Agency for.
Instructjonal T.V.)

INSTRUCTIONAL. PROCESS:

Discuss jobs that require specialization in English. e.g. actor,
clergyman, lect rer, broadcaster, advertiser, editor, librarian,
reporter, writer, etc. Invite some of these persons to the class-to
speak about their jobs, the skills they need in their jobs and the
satisfaction they get from their jobs. (See interview sheet in
appendix) After viewing the film, develop the idea that the school
is a microcosm of the world of work.

SUPPLEMENAL RESOURCES:

dread and Butterflies. Available on request f--)m the Pa. Dept. of Education
anu Intermediate Unit Instructionaimaterials. Centers: -Fifteen fifteen-
r-inute videotapmor 16mm films'. ExcellentIteacher guide.
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CAREER. EXPLORATION l''ROCIRA1

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

Letter.writing

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOMS:
(DELLA Statement)

2. Telephone techniques #02 Develop knowledge of unique

3. Verbal communication personal Characteristics

4. Social awareness #06 Understand and use the con-

.cept "role"
410Develop a sensitivilYT6ward

and an acceptance of others
#14 Understand interrelationship
between education and work

#20 Develop basic attirtudes
needed for entry/success in a career

#21 Recognize relatfonsh, school
environment/larger society .

#24 Understand variety.and com-
--plexity--of--ocoupations and careers

#26 Determine characteritics/
qualifications of occupätins
#30 Realize: work is an integral
part of the total,life style. .

#46 Recognize the need for making

a meaningful career choice

#41 Develop a receptivity 'or
new ideas/exploration of new ideas

#53 Understand the relationship:
teChnology/world of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two classes for preparatio, one day, visit, one

class report and discussion

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Chart for planning places to visit (attached)

Sample letter (attached)
List of businesses,:industries, government offices

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

In order to organize and operate a career and occupational exploration'

program', follow these five easy steps. ,

StepJ: : Construct a list of volunteers from the communitv'who might

be interested in participating in the program. (Allow your students-

to suggest places they would like to visit), Send these pre4ective

participants - i-iefietter explaining your objectives (see sample ,

-Tetter etti 'Thjs lay they will have a chance, to decide whether

of-not they .H!,h to become involved before you contact them by tele-

phone or visi,tation to receive 'a commitment to the program..
(

Step 2: Construct a 1 c 71,-fents and/or college studdnts who would

.
be interested in partic,, Parents,, might be remited through

newspaper artiLlês, teley c:Js, thelocal P.T.A. 'or by mail:: The

r./
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college students could be reached through a Dean.or a professor at

a local college.' Once again a brief description of the progFanC-

shOuid be :lade available before col.mitments are made,

, /

Step 3: Construct a list of chi)dren interesIted in participating.
After stev one is completed, the teacher mightmotivate Aditional
students'by listing the places to be visited. When pIcei such as
the Jiimal hospital, a local florist and McDonalWs appear on the

list, there will be no problem getting children to volunteer.

Step 4: Coordinate a schedule of names, dates, times and places
for all those involved in the program. A sample chart- is attached.

Step 5: After a child or a c nup of tw9 .br three.children has-chasen

.a place to visit, the educational experienee actually begins. tiow

the !AudJ,it preparation begins. As the children prepare for their
visits, they must appose a list of questions to ask. -They also

should know how to operate a.cassette tape recorder and a camera:

Durtng,the visit-IhL- student or group is required to find the answerS

to their questions by conducting interviews, observing and partici-

pating. They also arc required to take pictures or slides. Upon re-L

turning to the classrom,!these slide presentations and.photo storiet

can be shared With the other members of the-class.

Ways of evaluating your Program include surveys, ,interViews a.nd.

the audio-vistal presentations.- The 'possibility also exists that the

visits may serve as motivation for other mini;units of.study, such as .

flower arranging, or terrarium building.

L,



:.A.mPlE LETTER'

Date.

Dear

.,The term "Education" means different thirqs ta different people. As

aIT", Jier of young 'people I am concerned:that these future leaders.learn

abo,,, the environment in which they Will be assuming roles ahd.responsi-

bilities. To give them a better understanding of their environmentand

to acquaint them with the careers available to them,-1 am inviting- you

to allow these children to learn through'direct experience.

I would.like to send oneelementary student rangiqg image from 10-

12 years and a.college student td ex0erience one working dai in your

business establishment. )-lopeft111-377-these two peolal-ewo-u-l-dbe=able to

spen'd the equivalentof a school day (9:00 2:00) learning in a different

educational setting.

If you are interested in participating in this program, plEase call

the school and give your naMe to the secretary. Upon receiving your name,

I will contact you to clarify further details.

Thank you,' *.

Teacher
Subject-Gde.

'School
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:CHART-Fg PLANNING PLACES TO VISIT

.

Date:

-Timex,' visit:

Name of Studen
Class:
Teacher':

Name of Adult

'Telephone:

Business, Industry, or
Gov't office':

Address:
Telephone:

.

Contact person: -

,

.
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'GAME: CAREER 5i.UARES

LANGUAd ARTS

CURRICULUM F;,..0S:

1. bevelopir lihr.ry research

skills.
2. Developing.oral and written

communication skills.

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
.(DELLA Statement)

i'26 Determine tharbcteristics/
qualifications .pf occupations

ESTIMATEO'CLASS TIME: '',Five.'clasS periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Occupational Outlook H ndbOok
Career Information Briefs. - ,reer Lducation.Service, rSIU,,P.O. Box

213, Lewisburg, rA 17N7
S.

INTUCTIONAL

ame "Career Squares" mr .1 after the TV program ,I...Tlywood Squares."

itJsing sourCes of informat;on such dS career briefs, he Occupational
lOutlook HandbOok, comMt.j;.al k4t nd interviews with people engaged
in variods occupations, eAch student pursues the study of a particular

.occupation, thereby bo'ln oualifjed for;"star"status on -"Career
Squares." In preparatin." tor playing .the game, the students write

true/false questions ,ually 6-10) pertaininq t the occupation tkLy
have researche4,. .They then'submit these questio s: to a panel of judge
composed of thetr teacher and sOme of 'their cla smates for.proofreadincr,
revising and.verification.

74

Assoon asinine "student stars" 0.N. qualified to play, a tic-tad-toe
.diagram'is drawn.on'the cAalkboard, complete .with a list Of occupational
categories as thown in the example below. 'Next;.the class selects two
contestants and a master of teremonies,.and the contestants alternate
selecting a star category. Once a category has been chosen, the NC
reads_a question and "the' star" .answers true or false. The contestant

'then ruSt.state if he ovhe :agrees or disagrees with the 'star's".
answer.-; Tf the contettant correctly aarees ordisaarees,'hejs- awarde,0 .

the square. _The game continues until. one _player haspthree cluaret 4n* -
.a straight'or a ,diagonal line. If nekther.contestant wins in the us-ual

.::tic-tactoe manner, the gaMe is Won-hy,the,contestant who has been.
awarde4themcst Auarec. The first tontestant to win two out of three

games,js't champton and can be challenged,by another classfmember.. .

e' 'Nurse

'Chemist Veterinarian
Teacher Carpenter.

'a

Electrician
Secretary
Lowy e

0
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LANGUAGE ARTS.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Communication skill's
(verbal and written).

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

CAME:. JOBARDY

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FO.Cir,:
(DELLA Statement)

!2,6 Determine characteristics/
. qualifkations,of occupations

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Career Brief-Career Education Service, CSIU P16, Lewisburg. PA 17C37

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Game JOBardy, based. on TV game Jeopardy. Topics need to be selected.
They can be limited to a few specific Occupations or expanded t6 in-
clude job,clusters such as science, business, and health careers.
After the selection.of a topic, the -students conduct research intc
the occupations to be included in the game. This research' may take
the form of personal interviews, readino occupational briefs, or arv
other available-source bf information. There are usually five dif-
ferent question.categories.for each topic-job description, earnings,
training.needed, trend§ and tools used. The.students construCt
questions.in these areas and write theM on a piece of paper.. A mod-
erator reads ..the questions to the 'class. The class is arbitrarily
divided into teams. For example: in a class of720 students, they
could be arranged in 5 rows with 6 students in each row. The students
in,the first seaftf each'row have-the chance to answer the. first
question'. The first student to raise his.hand has the chance to answer.
If his answer is incorrect, the other students_ in the first seat have
a chance-to answer. If his 'answer is correct;:ar.v-whoever answers,
correctly serftts the next category and point 'value_ The correspording.
question is then 'read, and.the same procedure is used for the second
row, etc. An eXa4le of a 10-point question in the Health topics--
"tools used" category might be "a cutting instrument used by a phy-
sician in surgery." A .30-point question in the "job descrintion"
category might be "reduires knowledge of first aide skills, ability
to react in emergency situations and skill tr driving." Pn example
of the Chart which goes an the board is as follow.s: ,

Point Value

10

Topic: Health-FIelated OcCupations

Job Decription . Earnings , Training Needed Tools rced

20

30

40

50

29

_



LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

_THREE CAREER. WEEKS-
. JOBS OF THE PAST; PRESENT, FUTURE

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Vocabulary building.
2. History of local-town. /07 'Develop an understanding
3. Creative writing. of 'the concept !life style"
4. Reading. #56 Recognize-that society

needs labors of all its people
#45 Develop criteria for judgjng
how careers meet life goals

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three weeks

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Workers in the community, history books, science fiction books,
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, films, slides, filmstrips

JNSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

First Week-Jobs of Long Ago:

(Blacksmith, sheep shearer, soap maker, candlemaker, logger, etc.)..

1. 'Make candles,:butter; etc.in the classroom.

2. Conduct a Class discUssion *out these jobs.
,

3. Have children research and write stories about these jobs.
Also, ask students to illustrate their,stories.

4. Have students interOew older people in the community.

5. Use new_vocabulary words as a spelling list.

6. Write a short play linvolving,these careers.

Second ,,Ieek-Jobs of the Present

'1. Ask parents to visit school and'discuss tAeir jobs, interview
other workers, visjt job sites.

2. Students may be able to spend a day with a person of their
choice. If so, aSk stUdents to take pictures, interview the
person, and report back to their class.

Third Week-J9bs in.the FutUre

1. Students should be imaginative. Ask students to invent new jobs
and list the careers these new jobs would replace.

2. Have the students write stories about these new jobs.
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LANGUAGE ART

-CURRICULUrl FOCUS:

l.Aibrary skills
2. Writing skills

I.

HERITAGE EXCHANGE

INTERMEDIATE

J

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Ongoing for one year

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Library, museums, historical places, local people

INSTRUCTIONAL pROCESS:.

It is the intent of this activity to hetp the students to tacothe
aware of their own environment,and that of others in America.

A. Find a school in another part of the countryor state with
which to exchange information.

CAREER EDUCATION,FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement).

#07, Develop an understanding of
the concept "life style"
116 Understand need for continuing
education in a changing 'world
#18 Recognize developmental
processes occurring ip and out
of school
#11 Develop tolerance/flexibility
in interpersonal relationships
1112 Develop the necessary social-
ization skills
#22 Acquire.skills, good work
hdbits in preparing for a career
#23 Acquire voCabulary for
describing the world of work

B. Pick areas of interest to exchange information about.

1. Local histories.
2. Types of people who settled this area.
3. Customs of this area.
4. School-activities, .sports, classes, ete.
5. Occupations.
6. Etc.

C Have ohiVidren make reports, collections, interviews
draw pittures,take pictures, etc. describing their
and community.

D. Make an oral.report. Of the information collected to

E. Send this information to the cooperating school.

(tape),
own school

the class,

F. Display, listen, and read materials sent to you from the
'cooperating school%
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THEN AND NOW

LANGUAGE ARTS..A

CURRICULUM F0C4S:

Research skills
2. History
3. Writing skills

0

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) ,

1/17 Recognize role of education /
in career and life goals
1118 Recognize developmenfal
proces'se occurring in and,out
of school
1119 Realize technological

changesdemandretraining 0'
workers
1131 Develop positive attitudes
toward 'employment
1/25 Understand hew occupations
relate to. functiens of socie*

a

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two or three class perieds

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Library resource books relating to changes in careers, inventions.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROtSS:

A. Discuss various occupations-what the students think a person

does inva particular vocation.

B. Have the students pick a "job."

C. Research and report on,what a person did ten, twenty or thirty
.years ago in that job. Research and report on what a person

does now in that job. What tools are different?

D. Draw two pictures-showing a person doing that job then and'now.

Include tools used, if applicable, in the picture.

E. Report to class and/or display in room.
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LEISURE AND CAREERS

LAUGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Library use
2. Math °

3 Communication ,skills

4. Composition guidelines

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statehent)

#62 Develop vocabulary to
differentiate leisure.time
activities
#64 Understand interrelationships:
leisure time/one's career

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three des§ periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Reference books, newspapers, magazines, community members in "leisure

time" careers

.INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:.

Session one: Invite the class to help develop a list of adult leisure,

time activities. Students interview adult members of their: families,

as well as neighbors and friends,as to how they,spend their leisure
time and then report to the class on their findings. Also ask them

to find pictures from newspapers and magazines which depict leisure

activities.

Before the reports are typed, addsany new activitiesstudents Iliay have

discovered to the original list. The final product might include
leisure activities such as gardening", model building, welding, etc.

Students,should be asked to mark unusual hobbies that they never

heard of before or don't wnderstand.

S.ession two: Have the class catagorize the activities into those

that require training, special equipment, or an investment of money,

and those that do not. Have interested students make a bulletin

board for each category using the collection of pictures from

newspapers and magazines.

When the bulletin boards are constructed, ask students to react to

the statement "your leisure is our business." Ask them to describe

new careers that are opening up because of a general increase in

leisure time. Invite discussions of factors that promote increased

leisure time. Explore the psychological implications of leisure.

Using local newspapers and telephone books, have the students identify

organizations in the community that provide space, equipment, and

lessons for people interested in pursuing leisure activities.

Session three: Have the class pick one leisure time career area and

develop a comprehensive chart of all the observations and hidden

occupations possible.
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1

As an additional activity, the teacher can 0-range to involve an

.entire glass in one of the leisUre activitiPS. For example, bowling

once a week can be part of the Phntell EduCation program: Students

can applyJmath emat2cal skills in score-keepipg and playing a game.
Students can interview the manager, cashier, instructor, snack bar

attendants, about their rewards and respodsib lities of their jobs.

\

Addttional activity:
.

One Language Arts class tright be devoted to.

wriOng letters to manufacturers of bowling eqdipment, builders

of bowling alleys, designers of bowling clothes\and inquiYing about

the many careers in the production of these commodities.

SUPPLEMENTARY RESOURCES:

Explore Unit i Work? Play? Kit. Beginning serioris investigation into
working and how people determine their attitudes toward work.

$99.50 kestimate) Scholastic



CAREER QUALIFICATIONS

LANGUAGE ARTF INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Learn and Lite the. technique Ned

of outlining #26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations

10 . 0

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: one or more class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Occupational Outlook Handbook

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:
40

Make an outline using a career grouping as the main heading and list

the jobs involved in each section. Include the ualifications or

egquirements for each job. Example: .

ELECTED GOVERNMENT WORKE.RS

I. President--
a. must be at least 35 years old
b. must be native-born citizen

Vice President
a.

b.

III, Senator

IV. Representative

V. Governor

VI. Mayor':e

etc.

SUPPLEMLNTAL RESOURCES:

Election. A game ex0aining the vorxings of the political .process.
$5.35 (estimate) Educational Game§ Company

c
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LANGUAGE ARTS .

,CURRICULUM FOtUS:

1. Practice in writing
autobiographies.

WING AUTOBIOGRAPHIES

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: \iariab're,

VSENTIAL RESOURCES:
. Paper, pencils

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERME.DIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#09 Recognize that development
of self is constantly changing

depending on number of assignments

4;

JAIriting autobiographies can htlp develop self-awareness. In writing

an autobiography include RacWiof the nine topics below. Discuss

and brainstOrm each before writing.

1. One Person: What person has had a great influence on your life--

father, girlfriend? What moments show this influence?

One Sport: What experience with football, basketball or some ,

other sport has made a deep'impression on you? How 'did it in-s

fluence your life?

3. One Summer: How did one summer change yob? How did-it influence

your life?

4. One Day: What day was the most imp rtant in your lifel What day

was full of fun, emergencies, sadneps? You may want to describe

several moments of one day and why they were important to you.

5. One Fear:. Each of.us have had,a fear as a child. At what moment

ma's this fear the strongest? In what way has this fear changed

or disappeared?

6. One Death: Have you had an experience connected with death?
Perhaps a death of a friend, a pet, or even a stranger. What

moments connected with the death doArou rememb6r most? What

special meaning did you derive from this experience?

7. One Pet: How did you get the pet? Describe the first.moment of

your meeting. What did the pet look like? What moments were

the most delightful?

. One Hope or Dream:, What hope or dream for the future do you have?

Would you like to 'have a certain job? What have you noticed about

the job as you watched others doing it?

9. One Place: Everyone has spent many happy tithes in one place--such

as a farm, a cabin, a porch, a kitchen, a living room, a school

room.. What moMents in this place do you remember most joyously?
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LETTER WRITING

P

INTERMEDIATELANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA ftatement)

1. Students learn to write.letters.
2. Students learn to address #15 Be aware of multiplicity

envelopes of skills, knowledge in edu-
cation
#12 Develop the necessary
socialization skills

,

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME.; Three hours

"ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: \

Stamps, writing stationery and envelopes.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

As a final actjvity for a unit on letter writing, have each student
write abrief friendly letten to himself. As part of the.exercise,.
the students shall be required to correctly address and stamp an
erivelope. A walking field trip may then be pken to a variety
of mailboxes in the community where students mail their letters.
The eventuA7 arrival of the envelope proves to be self-reinforcing:

'Discuss how many careers were 'noted 'during the total process?
Be sure not to limit the careers to mail handling. (Include making

mailboxes, building post offices, etc).

.90 3
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I

"UNDELIVERABLE MAIL"

LANGUAGE ARTS INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM'FOCUS:. , CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

i. Learning the importance
of correctly addressed, #12 Develop the necepsary
envelopes. socialization Skills

#15 Be aware of multiplicity
of skills, knowledge in
education
#25 Understand hqw occuqations,

. relate to functions of'society

i

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 45 Minutes

-

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Envelopes

INSTRUCT4ONAL PROCESS:

As a sbpplemental activity to a unit on letter writing, make a
display of "Undeliverable Mail" (envelopes only) demonstrating
things such as: insufficient postage, incomplete address, ad-
dress unknown, etc.

.

Discuss how this compounds problems for employees of the Postal
System. .Discuss the importance of the Postal System to the
functioning of society. What are the different jobs available
in the,Postal System? In a discussion bring out tbe idea that
a postal worker is emb)oyed by the.federal government. List

.the advantages and disadvantages of working for the government.
(Example: many paid holidays, seniority, rggular hours, no
strikes, limited pay increases, etc.).
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OPENr'ENDED'SENTENCES

,

LANGUAOE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Develop skills in Presenting
one's feelings and -Ideas through
writing.,

INTERMEDIATE

LAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#08 Develop a positive self-
concept

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: dne or more class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
jf you have received training,in the Human Development Program, these
open-ended sentences could be used as cues-in a Magic Circle.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS: ,

Explain what an open-ended sentence is. Have'each student complete
these open-ended sentences:

PeOple who. know melaell think I am

My favorite color is

If I had $50,'I would

my favorite vacation would be

6I used to be , but now I'm

On Saturdays, I like to ......
.

I am good at

.

My favorite pet is

Careers that interest me are

If I could be anyone in the world I'd be

A fun time would be

My happiest time was

Something that makes me sad is

FrionCis are

!Ay family

School is

9

Work is

Allow students to discuss their choices!
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BUILDING A.GREENHOUSE

LANGUAGE ARTS

CURRICULUM FOCUS

1. Testing-knowledge of
biology

2. Increasing vocabulary
3. Descriptive writing

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

.#17 Recognize role of education
in.career.and life goals
424- Understand 'variety and
complexity.of occupations and
careers

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three-six class periods or longer depending on
depth of study.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Plan for a greenhouse, Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Science
books-biology, Pictures of greenhouses, Occupational Outlook
Handbook, horticulture references

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Activity one: Students are directed to design a greenhouse. This
requires a sketch, 'dimensions, uaterial. (Pictures of greenhouses
will help. ttudent imagination should be encouraged. Ask about
geodesic dome.) Near the end of this activity ask the students
to llst the type of workers needed to complete the greenhouse. Why
would anyone need a. greenhouse?

Activdty two: Using the provided list ofterms as a base*,.ask the
students to list all the things. needed in a greenhouse. Define the
terms. Prepare an article for a newspaper that explains What is done
in a greenhouse.

Activity three: Build a model of a greenhouse, including the
inttrior: Prepare signs to stand at appropriate locations indicating
the workers'needed to build and operate the greenhouse and the skills
required of each.

9

r
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I WONDER

LANGUAGE ARTS INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Arrange sounds to match
poem and slide.

ESTIMATED CLASS.JIME: One Week

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#03 Understand.relationship:
self characteristics/performance

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Discarded 35 mm slide and pipecleaner per student, bleach--in several

. small containers, 4-6 jars, glass stain. Collected and acoustical
sounds: tone bells, percussion sounds, xylophones, autoharps, etc.
Reel 13; reel tape recorder and tape,-slide projector, sheet or very
large projection screen, newspapers, ox 6f Q-Tips.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Write a list poem

Motivate students to think about things.they truly wonder about.
On a small piece of paper, have them write the words "I wonder' and.
the complete this sent2nce. Collect the students' sentences and
read them aloud; the total effect being a cumulative or a list poem.
(Keep them anonymous,

2. . Making slides

Remove emulsion from an old slide by dipping Q-Tips in ble4ch
and gently rubbing the slide. Using pipe cleaners, add glass stain
drops for fresh colors, let colors mix randomly. Be sure that the
stalents write their namesion the cardboard margin of their slides.
(Protect all,areas,glass siiin re4lly stains!) Show Slides (after
drying 5-10 minutes) on a very large screen.

30 Evaluating

Return slides and a copy of the list poems to each student. Allow
them to decide if their sentences "link-up" with each others. Some
students may want to rewrite their sentences. This is a self-evalua-
tion process.

4. Adding Sounds

List names of sounds on the blackboard. Make sure that they have
had some opportunity to experiment with these sounds-perhaps they
have collected*sothe of them. Ask them to write down several sounds
that will carry out their. theme.. Working in groups of 2, 3, or 4,
allow a 5-minute practice period. [lave them line up near the tape
recorder when they are ready. Then each studnt speaks his "I Wonder"

110

sentence, followed by the sounds as planned, into the tape recorder.
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Remind them to make the ounds as descriptive as possible: Use loud,
soft, crescendo volume , etc., But ALL final composition decisions
must be made-by-th-eitudents. If they ask for help, refer them to
their working group f7 advice.

Deposit slides in tray to keep whole sequence in order.

5. Sit back and enjoy

Play back the tape and 'show the slides (they have learned to run
the machines by now) on large screen, with students seated informally
around the projection area.
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MATH TOOLS 'OF THEJPADE

,MATH.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. One to one correspondence.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

PRIMARY

CAREER. EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA. Statement)

#,29 Recognze materials/pro-
cesses/tool, ofoccupational
clusters

Identifying Workers: Make a stencil showN persons invobied in various
occupations. Have pupils identify each pescin's. occupation. On the
lower half of the stenel draw tools or equipment used by these workers.
Ask the children to match th"6 equipment with the person who uses it, by
drawing lines or cAting them out and pasting them next to the persop
who uses it.
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CAREER/SITUATION MATH

MATHEMATICS PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Practice with basic number
functions #23 AcqUire vocahulary for

-2. Knowledge of geometric'shapes describing the wcrld of work.
- N,

..,

ESTIMATED CLASS-TIME: ariable

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:.
, "World of Work: Adventures of the Lollipop Dragon" Filmstrip
(Society for Visual Education)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

The class and/or teacher Can make up simple math situations which-involve
any number of occupations and, have the class proceed to solve the
problems. This can be done af the board, individually in their work
areas, or in groups. Examples: Grade 3. Mr. is a
°driver of agabage truck. Re drives 15 miles each day. In additiOn
'to hiS,salaryhe is paid $.08 for every mile he drives. Now much- .

does he get for driving each day? Example: Grade 1. Mr. Jackson,$)
the mailman, carried 5 pounds of mail on Monday ahd 6 pounds of mail
ori Tuesday. How many total pounds of mail did he carry on Monday
and Tuesday? Example: Grades 2--3. In which occupations would you
have to know about shapes, curves, lines, etc. In which ones woUld,
you have ft, *now about triang1es:-3quares, circles, rectangles, etc.?

Supplemental Resources: Fun Game Pack. Six games. A series of math
games teaching_learners to think Creatively about a variety of
products, services and work roles. Cost: $18.95 (estimate) Education
Achievement Corporation



POLICEMAN: EQUIPMENT COUNT

. MATH PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. 'Counting (all the equip-
ment that a policeman
needs to perform his job).

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30 minutes -

ESSENTIAL 1RES0URCES-:..

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#29 Recognize materials/pro-
cesses/tools of occupational
clusters

Telk about the job of a policeman and,hoW he helps us. Have
children list all his jobs and counFthem. Another primary
counting activity is to Count the equipment he uses wheh he is
on duty. (e.g., He wears a Ainiform, carries a night stick, a
notebook, handcuffs and a w6istle. He wears a gun around his
waist in a-holster and also wears a badge. For transportation
he may drive a car, a motorcycle or ride a horse).



BIRTHDAY GRAPH

'MATHEMATICS PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Identifies date of birth
2. Make comparisons
3. Uses graph to plot information

ESTIMATED_CLASS TIME: 55 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

Construction.paper, ruler, and graph paper,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Ask each student,tto tell his date of birth.' Determine who and how
many students were born each month.! Plot this informatTEIF on individual
graphs or Make one large graph for plp entire class. This activity
will help the studqnts identify a knowledge of themselves and their
classmates.

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

GO

0
#01 Develop vocabulary of self-
characteristics
#02 Develop knowledge of
unique personal characteristics

Discuss how many occassions a person has to identify his date o
birth.



GROWING;RECORD

MATHEMATICS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Measuring heights and
weights.

2. Charting results.
3. Graphing results.

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#02. Develop knowledge of
unique personal characteristics

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Over a period of time

tSSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Bathroom or dOctor's scale, yardstick, large 'paper for chart,
Film: "Measuring Units--An Introduction" (BFA Educatigial Films)

Prerequisites include knowledge of measurement scales.

INSTRUCTIONALTROCESS:

Show the film, "Measuring Units--An Introduction". Suggest to the-

students'that they weigh and measure each other.in the classroom.
A yardstick could be nailed to the wall and a scale brought in from
home. the results could-be recorded on a chart. The children could
then keep a record of how much they have grown ,over the school year.
The chtldren could also graph the heights and weights of the class
with a line graph4Or bar graph.

Supplemental Resources: ,Childcraft: The How and Why Library: Fifteen

volumes. Covers most subjects and links schoolto home and community.
Excellent photographs and illustrations. Cost: $89.00 (estimate)
Fibld Enterprises Educational Corporation



THE METRIC, SYSTEM-HEIGHT AND WEIGHT

MATH (METRIC)

CURRICULU FOCUS:

1. Measur ng and weighing in
metric nits.

,2. Learnin and applying the metric
measures

3. Learning o graph.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
,1 Graph paper marked off in centimeters, metric rulers, meter sticks;

metric tape measures,, tape on wall marked off in centimeters, metric
; house scales.

PRIMARY

6AREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#02 Develop knowledge of
unique personal characteristics
#05 Recognize relationship:
self-characteristics/decision-
making .

#29 Recognize materials/pro-
cesseS/tools of occupational
clusters

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

°

Each student will choose a prtner. with which to work. They will
weigh each other in kilograms and measure each other in centimeters.
They will tell,each other thes measurements and then they will
record their own height and weig t on the appropriate wall chart
made from graph paper.

.

Discuss occupations that will be greatly influenced by conversion
to the metric system.

;t71



DOUGH DAY

MATHEMATICS PRIMARY ,

\ CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUcATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement).

1. Learn metric system
2. Metric vocabulary #23 Acquire vocabulary for
3. Meawring (metric) describicng the world of work

429 Recognize materials/
processes/tools of occupational
cluster:;

ESTIMATED-CLASS TIME: 45 minutC's

ESSENTIAL RESOORCES:
Four, salt, water, oil, food colodig, plastic bags, metric measuring
cup

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

METRIC PLAYDOUGH-RECIPE .

1. Mix 750 milliliters of flour with 60 milliliters of salt.

2. Gradually add 250 millilitcrs of wata- with food coloring.and
15 milliliters of,oil.

3! Add more wate'r if tio stiff, more fidur if too sticky.

4. Mix all ingredients With your ftngers.
*Keep playdough in a plastic bag or container to keep'from
drying out.

Olaydough can theA be used for an art lesson or other projects.
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BAGGING BOLTS

MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS;

1. Counting objects.
2. Measuring according .to a

ciraduated inch.
3. Sorting according'to

length (usually discriminating
by size) .

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30-40 minutes

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#14 Understand interrelation-
. ship between education and work
#17 Recogrize role of education
in career and life goals

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
,Graduated bolts, coffee cans, ru.,er, plasOt bags. or.envelopes,
..: kitchen scale

.

'INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS.

Set up a morksho activity in the classroom:involving measuring.,
sorting and counting skills. First, give the.studepts a.can.of
mixed Uolts. The' will sort the bolts according to lerigthJfithst.
Then after thell'ol s have been categorized by length in labeled
coffee cans, they cn packageactording to numbe"r in plastic bags
or small_enveloges. After the activity is completed,, by one-stu-
dent, put the bOlts back in the large container for ,another student
to begin the activity.:

After the student has successfully executed the sorting and counting
task,,then a variation May be added.. Instead of packaging bolts by
number, package.them by weight. USe a small kitchen scale to weigh
out 16 oz. of bolts ard theh package.

_-

Discus's the pbssibqity of an asseMblyline'procéss incorporating
a sorter or a mflasurer, a packager, a Weigher and a quality check
person.



MATHEMATICS

CURRICULUM FOCUS: --

A CLASS RESTAURANT

PRIMARY

1. Practice in the use of
d given sum of money.

2. Selecting nutritionally
balanced,meals.

ESTIMATED CLASS.TIME: One clast period

ESSENTIAL.Rg§OURCES:
Rettaurant menus, play money.

INSTRUCTIONALPROCESS:

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
-- (DELLA Statement)

#51 Be familiar with basic
economi% concepts.
#60 Be able to use economic
information in decision-making
#61Ucquire basic consumer skills

Following a study unit on nutrition, set ,up.a classroom restaurant.

Plan with the'students and print large tagboard menus featurtng

itemssfound on.food lists of various restaurants. The dinner meal

is a good menu,to begimmith. Menus borc-owed from local eating

establishments ere especially helpf0-1 here. Set the menus in'a

prominent place in the classroom, Give each student $3.00 in play

money and have then "order" and iiay for items froni the menu, eeping

in mind the factt learned about good nutritionally sound food choices

and the four basic 'food groups., The students with the best food-

selections will have spent the 6,11otted^Money wisely. C,lassroom

discussien of student selections will.determine this.

47.
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MATH
_

CURRICULUM,FOCUS:

GROCERY $TORE

1. Learning social-skills; how
to behave in public plaCes

2. Adapted math problems to a
real-life,situation

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
r, (PELLA Statement)

#12 Develop necessary
sccialization skills
#33-- Develop personal habits
,which are socially valued

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Six weeks

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES':
Block and board shelves, play money, cash register.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

-gave child-r-; bring in cans that have been ppehed from the bottom,
flour and sugar bags which can be stuffed with newspePers and re-
sealed, frozen food boxes, coffee and jam jars which can be painted
on the inside, etc. Make up grocery lists and -have children take
turns being cashier, customer, clerk, bagger, etc. Talk about help-
ing customers, politeness in public places, how to ask for help,

,thanking people for their help, etc.

Supplemental Resources: Count Your Change. Game. Objective -
making change. Cost: SLMO (estimate) Learning Resource Center, Inc.

'
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MAT.H

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Students learn to use
vending machines.

2. Recognize the correct
change.

JSTIMATED CLASS TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Large appliance carton

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

VENDING MACHINES

PRIMARY

CAREER'EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work
#24 Uderstand variety .

and complexity of occupations
and careers
#51 Be familiar with basic
economic contepts
#59 Acquire basic money .
management skills
#61 Acquire basic consumer skills

The .ollowing activity is designed to give students practice in.
using Vending machines

Design your. own class vending machine in the folJowfng'manner:,
USing a large appliance carton,,paint.it to resembre.a vending
me/chine. 'Cut a door th the rear of the "machine." Have a
student get into the "machine" along-With a supply of purchasable
items. Have stUdents purchase itehiS by inserting money, play
money, tokens, etc. into the machine. The person inside the
Machine must send'purchaSed items out the chute.

_An additional 'exercise using the vendfng.MaChine may involve
having students.practice making change. Discuss the jObs re-
quired to design and service machines.

11.

1
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MAY I HELP YOU PLEASE?

MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Verbal communication'
2. Reference;iskills
3. AdditiOC:
4: .Subtractfon
5. ConsuMer.skills

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#59 Acquire basic money
management skills
#60 Be able to use economic
information in decision-
making
#61 Acquire basic consumer
skills

ESTIMATEQ GLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Catalogs, play money, dittoed order blanks for each child, dittoed
play checks

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Do the following before you begin the game:

1. Discuss what catalOgs are and why we use them.
2. Discus_shgff_much-money is available to spend.

3. Discuss why we use catalog stores.
-4. Discuss the differences between a regular store and a catalog

store (order blanks.)
5. Set up a,play store in the classroom.
6. Explain how to use an order blank. The Game--May I Help You

Please?

1. Selett.tomeone to be the clerk.
2. Each child must'order five different items,from the store

catalog.
3: Each child must .complete.an order blank to send.
'4: Each child must order from the store tlerk.
5._ When '(after a short length of time) the order comes the child

must pay by check or cash.

the following_af nish-the game:

tscern ammult-bf money spent and how it was Spent.
What were the jobs that people were doing between the ordering
and the receiving of goods?

3. How many different jobs can you list?

,



TRIANGLE, CIRCLE, SQUARE

MATHEMATICS

CUPRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Recognition 6f triangle,
circle and square

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

'-

#22 Acqui-ro skills, good work
habits in preparing for a
career

ESSENIIAL RESOURCES:
Construction paper, scissors, straight edge, "Hap Palmer: record
and songbook, Learning Basic Skills Through Music by Hap Palmer.
Volume 1, Educatic A Activities, Inc.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Prior to the activity th'e children have had a rudimentary understanding
of the concept of triangle, circle, and square. Distribute,a straight
edge, 9 x 12 white/paper and'pencils to eacK child. Have them
draw a triangle, a circle and a square:on the paper. The circle
can be drawn freehand or traced around an object such as a jar
lid. Cut out the shapes. Have the children match their three shapes
to those held by the teacher. Use the record Triangle, Circle, "and
Square to play a shape recognition game suggested in the song. .

As a follow-up ask the'children to identify these shapes in their
environment. Ask them to draw,pictures composed of these shapes.

1 2 )
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.INTRODUCING BASICSHAPES

MATHEMATICS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

11 Students learn to recognize
geometric shapes

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: .0he clasi period.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Magic Markers, magazine pictures

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

. PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#15 Be aware of multiplicity
of skills, knowledge in
education

In conjunction with an introductory lesson on geometry, give itudehts
practice in recognizing basic shapes (circle, square, triangle, and
rectangles) by locating the shapes in various magazine pictures.
Instruct students to locate pictures which contain the four basic
shapes. Using a magic marker; instruct the students to outline
the basic shapes. A collection of picture,3 may be_obtained and
contests held to see which student can lr.,cate the most basic shapes
.in a given picture.

Discuss the relationship between occupationsand recognizing and
utilizing shapes. For example, the importance of the triahgle to
.the draftsman; the importance of the assembly line worker in recog-
nizing thd fact that circular screws fit into round holes; the
importance of basic shapes to the architect, etc.

1 `)
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,THE TIME CLOCK

MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Students become aware of
punching a time clock.

2. Studets become aware of
actual work time.
Practice in writing and
'reading clock time.

4. Practice in computing time.

'11*

PRIMARY/INTEMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUSi-
OELLA Statement)

#22 Acquire-skills, good work
.habits in preparing for a career

ESTIMATED CLASS. TIME: 10 minutes a day for One weelc,

'ESSENTIAL RESOURCES':'

'Large appliance carton, teacher-made, time cards.
,-

-INSTRUCTICNALPROCESS:

To.have students becomefamtliar with the concept of-using Time
Clocks, conduct the following exercise.

Design a class "Timetlack" 13.1, using an eMpty 'appliance carton ,

which isla.rge-enough to hold a student. The front of the
"Time.Clock"i.may include a.pictore of a clock face (with movable-
handr), a ."Time In" and,a '"Time. Out" location'for ttudent tim6
cards, and a "Slot".into which'the students place their time

..tard to have it staMped.

As a tlass, design anappropriate time'card.tomeet the cla'ss. -
situation. Eath mornlng, select a:student to be the "Time
Clock" person Have the stkibent arrive five MinUtes.befOre his
clastmates. In the morning,and climb'into the "Time Clock." As
the,4tUdintt coMe Into .the room, they must locate their own
time card,'place,it into' the Time Slot where it:will bemarked
with the tiMe,.and place itAnto'the !"Time In" location.

Students m'ay.punth "In". and"Out", when: arriving and leaving
. school; going to and fr6m the restroom, cafeteria, etc.

-

At the end of the week,.compute thetntal. amount Of time spent
in'tlast by each student.

Discuss the reason fOr .using:Tlme Clocks in fndustry.
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READING CLASSIFIED:ADS.

MATH PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE,
4

CURRICULUM FUCUS: CAREER EDUCATION'FOCUS:
.,_

(DELLA Statement)
1. Read classified ads.
2. Make a'graph to designate

availability of jobs.-

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 10 class periods

#24 Understand variety and
complexity of 6Ccupations
and careers
#26 DeterMine Characteristics/
qualifications of occupation's

.e%

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Poster board or.graph paper, crayons or magic markers, classified
ad section of newspaper, transparencies and overhead projector.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Take a survey.of the jogs available in the community by examining
the classified ad section of the newspaper for a two week .period.

.Make a transparency of the newspaper .sectiOn and plhce.it'on the
overhead projector so the whole class can View the Help-Wanted
ads, DiscuSS thelualifications and characterfstics of each

.

occupation; recognize any siMildrities in the.occupatiOns, and
note whether the occupation. is' designated for males, 'females or

NeXt determine the aVailabflity of jobS by'charting the,
occupations:on a graphAt the end.of the two week period, the
.61astshould be able to tell What, occupa0ons are available.in.
.the community by looking at the frequency chart..

Supplementary ActivitieS:

1. 06rt the availability Of occupations during various seasons
of the year and compare;

.

2. Use several news'papersto determine what occupatians_are
available in different communities.

3. Compare the classified ad.s section of newspaperS in terms of.
.a rural community.vs. an urban area.

:4
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MAP RAP".

MATH.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1/ Map reading skills.
2. How to read "keys."

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#62 Develop vocabulary to
differentiate leisure time
activities
#63 Understand differences
between leisure time and-idleness
#66- Develop positii/e attitudes
toward value of leisure time
#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activities

I

ESTIMATED CLASS.TIME: Three to. four class periods

.ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Maps of Pennsylvania, overhead projector and transparencies

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have a tourist information,person visit-your clasroom and explain
hiS/her job andits requirements. Using the mier-head projector have
him/her demonstrate how he/she charts routes for tourists. -After the
explanation allow time for questions. Ask for free firochures.

At the next class each child should have a map of Pennsylvania. Have
students trace a simple route'with their fingers as you show the same
route on the overhead projector. Next have a chtld'come to the over-
head projecto-r and chart a route to a close tourist attraction-have
the rest of the class trace the same route with a crayon at tbeir
se4s. Have several others chart different routes.

At the next session, give an oral exOlanation of a mute using compass
directions and then show the answer, on the overhead projector.

A scavenger or treasure hunt map could be constructed with each group
having a copy and seeing which group can find the,hidden, treasure first.

I
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. CLASSROOM GROCERY STORE TN

MATH.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Reads and writes money nuMbers
2. Uses computational skills

'ESTIMATED ZLASS.TIME:.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: .

.Empty food containers

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESSf

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statment)__

#51 Be familiar with basic'
economic,cofiCepts
#61 Acquire basic consumer skilTh

0

Provide a number of empty containers (cereal boxes!, jars, milk cartons.,
etc.) each labeled with the selling twice. Divide students into, groups
of two. Have the students select ten items which they wou71:1 like to
purchase. One student will locate the item.an&tell the other student
its price. This student will write down the money number. A total.of
-the grocery bill may be'foLind. ave:the partners take turns in reading
arid writing money numbers.
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MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

COMPARING CAREERS MATHEMATICALLY

41

1. Pinding sums.
2. Adding a column of 2

digit numbers.
3. Practicing Jong division.
4. 'Finding averages,, means.

5. Making comparisons using
means,

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#02 Develop,knowledge of
unique personal characteristics
#26 'Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 'One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Copy of chart attached. "Personal Career Evaluat,on Form"

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Discuss the meaning of the job elements listed in the chart. Explain
that the importance of each of these elements differs for each one of
us since we are all different. Likewise, the strength of these job
elements variesfor different occupations. Using a point scaledf
1-10, grade a ca'heer according to these nine job elements. For ex-
ample, the occupation, elementary school teacher, could objectively
receive the following career grades:

.

Homelife 10, Security 9, 'Wages 6, Variety 7,. Advancement 2,,
Creativity 9, Status 7,.Influence 9, Responsibility.8'_

Next, ihe students grade (point scale.1-10) each of the nine job ele-
ments in terms'of-its iMpOrtanCe tO theMselves in chooSing a satisfying
career. For example, if-homelife is relatively important to.the
student he/she Might grade.it 8, if,viagesare very important they
might.be graded 9, and if oppoetunifies to utiize-creativity As
uniMportant it might,graded 1, 2, or 3.

Next, the st dents total the roWs, then they'total the.column be row
totals. ,This ,um is divided by.18 to find the average job element
grade. 'This number is a persdnal evaluation.gradd for the career:,
Various careers 6p be compared by.using this kotess to yield 'the
-average grade and.by comparing theSe grades. Do this activity several.
'times so that students can compare cat'eers in terms of how these
careers meet their own\persona1'needt.

\ , \\

Discuss,the meaning of the\average or mean and itsfUsefulness as a
mathema,tical Concept. At the.end of'the activity ask the children
to share the knowledge they gained.about themselves.

As a supplementary activity., yoU\may want to'showthe filthstrip/
cassette series, "Fascinating Wort4 Of Work,..Career Awareness Series"
-(National Career Consultants, Inc.)\:,
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PERSONALIiED\CAREER EVALUATION

.

FORM .,

.

CAREER
.,.

,

Job Element
..........

'Career Grade' Personal Importance points Total

Homelife S. .

Security
. .

,

.-,

Wages
. % '

Vaniety , ,

Advancement
. .

.

Creativity.

Status

Influence

Resporisibilit_ .

%

.

,

.

.

-,--

TOTAL. 7

.

'

.

.

-.(Average Grade)
I ,

OVERALL PERSONAL CAREER EVALUATION

3
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4

MATH LEARNING CENTER

MATHEMATICS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Practicing math skills
2. Utilizing creative thinking

skills in solving mathematical
0 problems'

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#14 Understand interrelationship .
between education and work
#15 Be aware of'multiplicity
of skills, knowledge in education
#22 Acquire skills, good' work
habits in preparing for a career

-2

E5TIMATED CLASS TIME: One or more class periods

E5sENTIAL RESOURCES:
.

Task cards with the information below

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Credte a math learning center in your classroom. Place in it learning

packets or task" cards which involve using math in career related ways.
For students this can be a useful way of practicing math skills as'
well as exploring careers. Below are some suggestions for 'task cards.

1. Would You Like to be a Mathematician?

Mathematiciang experiment with numbers. Here's an experiment you

can try. Roll one dice. What is the probability that the number
2, will come up each time you roll? (Answer 1:6)D. Mathematically,
the number 2 should come up one time 'for every,6 rolls. How many

times should it come up in 100 rolls? . (Answer: Divide,100 by 6).

Now experiment to see if your calculated (answer corresponds with reality.
Roll the dice 100 times. Each time the number 2 comes up, make a

slash mark on your paper. Count up the slash marks and compare

results.

2. Would You. Like to be an ACcountant?

Accountants. often dO income tax returns for other,p6ople. Bring

in.the short.forms.of indome taxreturns. Make. up hypothetical

earnings and wage:deductions. Let the Children:complete-the tax
returns with the'data you provide', looking up tax values in-the.
tables and computlng whether the government gets paid or pays for this
hypothetical situation.

3. Would You Like to be a Stirveyor?

Surveyors' work with sophisticated equipment to measure land. However,

you can use yardsticks to measure your classroom. Find'out the

length and width of the clasSroom.

4. Would You Like to be an Architect?

Architects degign buildidgs. First they must draw their plans on
paper, then build models of their plans to=scale. Design a building.

126
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Draw it to scale on paper and if possible, construct ft to scale.
Ask your teacher for help in determining a scale to use which would
best-fit your needs. Perhaps 1 inch = 10 feet.

Supplemental Resources: Career De;:bpment for Children Project

Level III. Consists of guidly masters, filmstrips, cassettes id

a game. Cost: $89.00 (estimate) McKnight Publishing Company

400
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. USING MATHEMATICAL SKILLS iN A MATCHING'GAME

MATHEMATICS INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUSL CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:

(DELLA Statement)
1. Practice with muftiplication

skills , #14 Understand interrelationship
2. Practice in solving work between education 4nd work

problems in math

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: A class period to prepare decks. A class period
ta play the game

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
A deck of clue cards, a deck of solution cards

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

a

For this matching game *the te,acher and/or students must-develop two
decks of cards. Onefdeck contains clues about a career and sample
problems the career person might have to solve. The cards in the
second deck contain the career naMes on one sibe and the problem
solutions .on the other.

To play the games, the clue cards are placed in a pile face down, and
the answer cards spread out face up, with the career names visible.
Children take turns drawing clues, working the problems', and then-
selecting the matching career card and checking th&answer.

Below, are examples of clues and problems:

Clue: I work with large instruments and machines that contain magnifying
mirrors and sometimes cameras. Today I spotted a new star. It

takes light rom the star 3,000 seconds to' reach the earth. How far
away. is ,that star? The speed of light is 186,000,miles/second.

AnsWer: Astronomer

3,000 seconds x 186,000 mfies/second.= 558,000,000 miles.

Clue: I work with wild animals from all over the world. Part of my job
is to collect information about the.animals eating, sleeping, breeding,
praying and hunting habits for people who need this sort of data or who
are just curious. Today a student called me to find out how much a
baboon eats in a year. I gave him the figures for a day: 1 lb. of ve-
getables and fruit, 2 bags of peanuts (contributed by visitors). How
can my caller figure out the baboon's yearly consUmption of each type
of food?

Answer: Zookeeper

1 lb./day,x 365 days/year= 365 lb./yr. of fruits and Vegetables.
2 bags/day-365 days/year = 730 bags/yr. of peanuts.

0

1 3
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THE TELEPHONE DIRECTORY. AS A-R&URCE

MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Use compustational

ESTIMATED 'CLASS TIME: One cl;ass per-lod

ESSENtIAL RESOURCES: ,

Telephone Directories
.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIATE .

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA:Statement)

'
#15 Be aware of multiplicity
of skills,-knowledge in edu-
cation
#12 Develop the necessary
socialization skills

The.following exercises may be used-to give students practice
in using a telephone directory, &§- well as in .solving praciical
math problems. 'Discuss the usevand differences between the
white and yelloW pees of the telephone directory and how to
use each.

,

. .

1: Have students turn to a particular page nd columnin a
telephbne directory, Instruct the students to write the numbers

,

ditregarding the hyphens. After the commas are correctly placed,
hav'e the students read the numerals aloud.:.-
(1 .e. 374-4323744,321)

24 instruct:students to turn to a'specific page and,Olumn in
the. telephone:,directory. Disregarding the hyphens, HäVe.thf-
students:total ephohé (i.e, 3744321 = 3 +'7
4. 4+ 4 + 3 + 2 + 1 ='24), lell the students to write the names
Of the 'perSons with the.highest and lowast totals..

3. Alave the students subtract the first three numbers from the
last four numerals of designated teleohone'numberS.
(i.e.,374-4321--4321 minus'314). .

0
4. .HaveSiudents multiply the individual numbers of designated
telephone number. Example:' 374-1111 Problem: 3 * 7 x 4 x 1

.x.1-x 1Fx 1 = 84. .(21) .(84) (84)
(84) (84) (84)

5. ave students find the telephone nuMbers of three friends.
Disregarding the hyphens, instruct the Students to find the total
of the-threg. nuMbers.'

Ha-V.b.students subtract their own telephone nuMber from'a
telephone number of a friend.

1.37
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. 7. Have students locate the telephone.numbers of several friends
in the directory. Have the students divide the first three
nuMbers into:the last four numbers "of each telephone. number. For

two digit division, students may eliminate the first or last number
of the first three numbers. 374-4321 4321 374, two digit

4321 .74Lor 4321 37).

.8. Have the students locate the telephone numbers of several.
friends ii-a-BIrerto . Instruct.the,..-stu.d.04.,,to divide, the

telephone.number by.th age-fiumber on which the telephone

number is. foUnd..

0

1
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HOW MUCH GARBAGE DO YOU-THROW AWAY?

MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

/ 1. Estimating
2. Predicting
3. Percentages

ETIMATED CLASS TIME: Ongoing

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Large brown paper bag'

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIATE
___---

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Stdtement)

'#02 Develop knowledge of
unique personal characteristics
#12 Devellip the necessary
soci,alization skills
#43 Recognize restrictions in
the decision-making,process
460 Be able to,use economic
information in decision-making

Math"problems 'about.garbage. Show the class a large grocery bag,
a type usually used for garbage in most homeS-. Tell students"to
keep track of the number of garbage bagS thrown out 'in one week.:
(if standard size bags are not used, students should estimate so
that the.unit of measurement is the s4me for everyone).. Also, bave
them enlist their mother's co-operation in keeping track of the
number of cans, glass containers,-plastic containers, etc. used
each week. Studentstan.make a. tally sheet at school and take it
home for recording items in various categories as they are thrown
away.

After one week have studehts bring their resultS,to tlass. How
much garbage would be thrown away in a month? year? How many
cans? GlaSs containers? Plastic?

Briefly discuss with the class the concepts behind recycling. If
there are recycling stations in your area, you may want to bring
in a,guest speaker to d4scuss homrecycling works.

How,do students feel about the enormous amount of garbage that is
thrown away? Point out that in most areas'restaurants are required
to sort-their garbage. How do students feel.about sorting garbage
at home? What can we do to help this problem of waste and large
quantities of garbage?
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WEEKLY BUDGET PLAN

MATH INTOMEDIATE

cukRICuLum CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELEA Statement)

1. Usihg tompptation skills.
2. Record keeping J50 Develop vocabulary for under-

standing. economic 0-lociples
51 Be familiar with basic
economic concepts
#51 Acquire basic conslimer skills'

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class, periods about one week apart

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Instruct students to make a 'Weekly Budget'Plan." Tell students they
will-receive .amountaIf_money.for their allowance per week.
Students are to Tist.all expense items and the estimated, cost of each;
as well at all Money received from outside jobs.

'After the."Budget Plan" is made; have Students keeva'retord of all --
money tpent and earned throughout the. week. Compare,the accurate re- .

tults to the "Budget Plans." Discuss Budget. Planning and howit re-
lates to real life situations.... Emphasize the fact that emergencies

.

often occur requiring 4 change in the "Budget Plans.". Develop."Budget
Plans".over an extended period oftime .0-Observe whether the studens
betome mOre accurate.in their planning.

,

Supplemental :Resources: Let-the BUyer Beware. Six filmstrips with
cassettes. Desighed to provide basic information concerning con-
suMer education. Cost: $54.00 (estimate) _EYE Gate House
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PLANNING AND BUDGETING
,

i-1--1:-

MATH . INTERMEDIATE.'

AIP
_

CURRICULUM FOCUS.: , CAREER'EDUCATION FOCUS:. :
(DELLA Statement)

1. Practicing.skills fp adding; .
.

.
.

subtracting, division, Multi= #54 Understand the"relationship
plication, percentage. . :,,between occupfor141 roles/per-

-so-nal economicsflife styles .

#57 'Realize wages should not be
sole baSis for career chbice

/ #59 Acquire basic money manage-
ment skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

.-

Activltrone: Assign-thecIass to identify,hOw much it costs to
provide one-student with food, clothing, shelter, reereiition and
transportatTon for one day.

(To StandardiZe data each student belongs to a family offour.
The primary wage earner is paid $5.65 per hour for 40 hr. a week.
Rent .on/Mortgage is $1.75.).

A pie chart can be Aeveloped to*show approximate distributionAf
etotal'income. The challenge is to-break dow6,the total budget

to'one student for one day.

Activity two: 'Ask the, students to identifyitems which may be pur-
- chased on credit terms% Does thiS,procedure-costmore money?. What

are,rthe_adVantages of this procedure? Disadv'antages? (Calculate
ctedlt:charges at.9!'; for mortgages for20. years, 13% peryea for
3 YearS.for cars,.and,1,25% per-month.for.charge card purchases if
not paid on 'time). '

Compare. ways t&Spend/save money with wying pUrChases, eg,-a boy
saves money for'a bike:, a gi:r1 purchases record album each lAeek.

141
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BUD6ETING

MATH INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM.00OS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement)

#54 Understand the relationship
between occupational roles/
personal economics/life styles
#57 Realize wages sliOuld not
be sole basis for career choice

,
#59 Acquire basic-money manage-
ment skills

1. Math skills: percentages,
addition

2. Economic awareness

,

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three class 'periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Sample budgets

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS: .

,

Lesson one: Discuss budgeting witk-the class. Develop a definition.
Ask the class to list all the ways.a family spends money. Make
a chart showing categories and the things to be purchased under.
each. -, z
Lesson two: Establish a budget for a family. Determine percent of
income for each categdry. Decide on dollar amount. Discuss difficulty
of maintainjhg a budgett Recognize Importance-of financial planning.

Lesson three: Rrepare'a budgef for a particular purpose (field
trip) after a resource person (business manager, accountant) explains
how budgets are made in adult-occupatiqns. Make a list of jobs
that relate to budget makfng:

SUpplement0 resources: Market- A game relating to retailors and con-
sumers. Cost $50.po (eSt1i7 Industrial Relations Center.
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MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS: .

1. ,Reads.catalogs
2. Uses order forms
3. Uses computationtl skills

WISH LIST

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
General Merchandise Catalogs

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCkSS:
7

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
4(DELLA Statement)

#51 Be familiar with bask
. economic concOts.

#61 Acquire basic consumer skills.'

. Ask students to bring to school various saleS catalogs, such as
Sears and Roebuck, Montgomery Wards, etc. (

Tell'the students to select-ten items they would like' to buy-a
"Wish List." Haye students practice COmpleting the order forms.

Includ,e the following:
_ .

1., Corr6c't spelling-01_0e nallie.,of the article,.

2. Correctly listing of the article No., as well as the page numbers.

3. Compute the shtpping total.

. Locate the correct tax amdunt if necessary.

5 Find the total cost. the purchase.
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PAID STUDENTS

MATH

CURRICULUM_FOCUS:

14 Understanding and using decithals
2. Economic principles
3. Using computation skills

_ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: No scheduled period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Script money, games

.INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

The folloWing simulation game'may be played to emphasize basic
etbnomtclowileiples' within the classroom. Establish a scrip economy
where students are paid for their efforts in "Paper" money. Students
are assigned jobs (see below) and aye paid by fellow students for
the successful performance of their job. ExaMple: The student as-
signed to sharpen the pencils, receives $1.00 for each pencil.sharpened.

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER, EDUCATION FOCUS:,,
(DELLA Statement)

#D0 Developyocabulary for
understan-Ong economic principles
#51 Be familiar.with basic
economic concepts ,

#52 Acquire basic money-manage-
ment skills

To get the economy flowing; the students reCeive $25.00 for each days
attendance. Students are allowed to accumulate their money or spend it
on various benefits or privileges. Cash.fines may also be levied by
the teacher for breaking laws, such as the following:

1. Speeding (rdnning),
2. Disorderly Conduct (fighting)
3. Loitering (looking)
4. Negligence (Incomplete homework)
5. ,Littering

the game may be extended to include the following:

1. Establish a checking and saving account.
2. Computing gross and net pay, as'.Well as deductions
3. Filing tax forMs

List of jpbS:

,l.

2.

Tax Collector
Bathroom attendant

11.

12.

Weather and News Person
Board Washer

3. PenO1 sharpener 13. Maid
4. Paper passer 14. Paper Pickers
5. Banker . T5. Utilities
6. Garbage collector
7. Librarian
8. Games 4tendant
9. Judge

10. Attendance person
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OCCUPATIONAL MATH 'PERIOD

MATH INTERMEWATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER.EDdtATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)..

1. Use comOutational skills'
- "#15. De aware of,pultiplicity of

skills, knowledge in.education
#17 Recognile'role Of education
inIcareer and life goals

ESTIMATED CLASS TImri One c1assAperiod,:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Octupational Math Period once a week, spend One period wsolving
practical math problems as related,to variousprofessions. Emphasize
'tha-t basic math concepts must.be mattered in order to perform various..
duties andresponsIbilities.

Examples:

Have ttudents.determine how much paInt:it,would.take to paint the
classroom. Concepts:of measuring a wall and computing square,feet
should be emphasized. Describethe occupation.

2. DeterMineAhe amount of concrete needed to pour a small SideWalk. ,
The price of.the materials heeded,shou)d -be, computed. Describe the
ocCupaiort
;"

. .

3:_Determinethe anioint of.earpet needed.focarpet the sCha01 room.
Also find the coSt of several,"grades'!.of.carpet and compare. prices.
..Describe the octUpation. (2

.SUpplemental.Resources: GaMe-Sim. Series 1 A packaged.set .6f85
learning simulations- Emphasis.on mathematies, cOmmunicdtion skills,.
.plussomesocial stl.udiesa'nd teience. Cost:'$250.00 (estimate)

: California Learning..Simulations



CHE'CKING THE CHECKER

MATHEMAlICS 'INTERMEDIATE

t CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS
(DELLA'Statement)

1. Subtraction is'used
everywhere #14 Understand interrelation-

ship between education and
-work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One--two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Newspaper ads for television sets, food, clothing, etc. with enough
so that various stores or brand prices may be compared.

=INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Activity one: Many items vary in price at different stores. From

the newspaper ads the. students will-select various items, list the
cost in each ad, calculate the difference in cost and indicate the

best buy. Following these individual activities, the class may
become in'volved in a discussion of'what they discovered. The following

questions should be answered: -What is the difference? Why be concerned

about it? What is meant by "shopping?" What is meant by 'shopping

Ta, Activitytwo: Students begin by responding to the problems-listed .

1 A boy worked f r three weeks.after school and earned $26.70.
He punctured his tireon the'last day and: bought-a tube
to repair it. The tube cost $3.25. ,What is ieft'for other
uSes?

4knother boy earned $2.65 babysitting. He spent $.92 for

a.writing pad and a pen. Did he have enough.left to. buY

another penjor $.65?'

Agirlbought 230 pounds of_wax to make candles. She use'd

119.pounds. How many pounds dOes'she now have?,
,

. !

4- ',4R storekeeperstacked 2 cases (24 bottles per case) of
S da in his cooler. ,.He sold six bottles to.Larry; five

ttles to Gail and. 'eleven bottles to Jack. How many are

1 tt in the cooler?.
/ .

5. 1,4 mechanic bought a car with 86,423 miles recorded on the

speedometer. Four months later the speedometer reading was
90,201: How many miles had the car--been driven during the
four Months?

" .
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What job or careers are illustrated in the problems above? What .

wOrkers4.. e doing these jobs?, Is.math (esp. subtraction) a skill
necessary fpr.each of these jobs?

Ask students to think of five jobs or workers that were not mentioned
in the five problems. Write a subtraction problem for each of
those workers.

-v
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'SUPER SHOPPERS

MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Use computational skills.
2. Use community facilities.
3. Plap meals (using basic

. food groups) and "buy"
food for these meals.

.INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS.
(DELLA Statement)

#59 Acquire basic money manage-
ment skills
#60. Be able to use economic in-,
formation in decision-making
#61 Acquire basic consumer skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 4-5 class periods (45 min. each)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Several ads from local papers of weekly specials af supermarkets.
Field trip to a supermarket arranged beforehand, boxes and'packages,
from a variety of products.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:'

Use one or two class periods to discuss how supermarkets are laid
out, students' experiences ip shopping with parents, unit pricing

t (could be done in math), meal planning .(in connection with a. health
unit on nutrition), list of materials to "buy", budgeting (using
ads and prices availaiile).

Plan a field trip to a supermarket.

Arrarfgements should be made with the manager for a brief introduction
of store"policies,.map of locations of various products. Students

should ghow the amount of money available to spend, how to subtract
each purchase Aiount from running total, and a list of items to buy.

This'activity could be expanded-to include the best buy (canned,
dried, or frozen), the various available careers in the marketing
field. Visits to other kinds of stores would be.another way _to use
community faciliPes.
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CURRICULUM FOCUS:

,

DO THEY TELL THE TRUIH?

INTERMEDIATt

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

9

1. Testing Commercial
Products

2. Graphing

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: From
of products tested.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

All kinds pf products--two different brands for each product.
You may want to use utensils, etc. for testing. products'. You
mapwant to introduce class'to Consumers' R-sorts.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

;

Have4lairs of students test products as t ey are advertised on T,V.
Efe sUre to keep products' naMes covered u til,all testing is
finiSped.

Keep. chart on products and'record-results of each test.

1:\ Did the product stand up to claims on T.V.?
2. \Whichbrand did students feel was the better of the two

'-they tested?
3. Which would be a'better buy for the prict?
4. Which Would the students buy?

.Class will prepare a large chart.to post ip.the classroom. Thjs
may be continued all year. Also-, it may be revised each year.

Discuss: Whatcareers are involved ixadiertising? (e.g. laStout
artist, copywriter, sales executive, package,designer, market researcher).

#61 AcOire basic consumer
skills..

#29., Recognize materials/

'processes/tools of occupational
clusters

1:16

one. hour td a week.dependihg upan.the nurther

".
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GRAPHING THE CLASS' GROWTH IN HEIGHT AND WEIGHT .

MATHEMATICS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. .GratAing
2. Measdrement-inches, pounds

e

INTERMEDIATE,

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:'-'-'
1DELLA.StatqMent)

#02' °Develop knowledge of unique
personal characteriskics

EtTIMATED pAss TIME: One period plus subseOuent recordings..

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:..\
.

Graph paper.or paber ruled to make graph paper, scale, measuring stick.

INSTRUtTIONAL PROCESS::'.

Ask each student howmu...h they haVe grown this school year in .

height. Ask how much each student has gained-in weight this school
year. Graph the class growth, using the graphs below as examples. -
Ask the class to deStribe the. class growth patterns.

Weight.

30- 30-

- 25- 25-

20- 204:
No. of No. of

stuclents students
15-

-

Height

10-

5 5-

6

. No. of inches No. of.pound$
-

Have students coni/ert measurements to metric units and chart meiric

-measuremtnts and weights.

Supplemental Resourc_es:..-Diagosis,:. An instructiOnia Aid - Mathematics
Pkit-designed,to tuder0 crk with Eittsics. Cost: $55.00 (estithate)-
Wence Research Associa
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-LET'S TRAVEL

MATH

' CURRICULUM FOCUS:

INTERMEDIATt,

CAREER EDUCATiON fOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

I. VocabL1ary bOldin4 P

2: .Travel awareneSS #26 Determine characteristics/
3. Map reading qualifications'of occupations
4. 114019e,t11.19.money' #59 Acquire basic money,mana-
5, StbdP6T.Mexico gement skills

#61 Acquire basic consumer skills'
#64 Understand interrelation-
ships: leisure time/one's career

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two 45 minute classes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: . .

Field trip to a travel agent, maps, folders; atlas,
airlirie schedules, bus schedules, tr&in schedules

INSyRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have students plan an itinerary for:a trip to Mexico (or anywhere)
for a two week period. 'The students must have some background of
the country. Conduct a discussion of the following questions:

1. What would you like to see?
2. How will you get there?
3. What is the cost?
4. Do you need a passport, shots, etc.?

-

encyclopeOias,

When these questions are answered, organizethe class into,groups
of four. The assignment is to plan a trip. (Include"method of

travel, route, dest:nation,'accommodations, cost, etc.).

Each group will report to the class with an oral report, or
graphically, or using some other methOd..

in conclusion, the entire class can make a list of all occupations
that would be.required to make the trip possible. When a job is
suggested, the student must tell of its relevancy to the trip.

401g
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. BUILDING BLUEPRINTS

MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Understand and create
drawings to scale.

2. Understand map legends.
3. Using a ruler to measure.

INTERMEbIATE

CAREER.EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#15 Be aware of,multiplicity
of skills, knowledge.in education

ESTIMATED CLASS'TIME: Three class periods, or more.

ESSENTIAL-RESOURCES:
Maps or blueprints

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Inspect several map or blueprint legends with the class and explain
the meaning of scare drawings. Ask the students to do a scale drawing
or blueprint of the types of houses they live in, or would like to .

live in. Perhaps they would also like to construct these houses, to
scale, with cardboard ir shoeboxes. ,They could decorate the houses
if they desire.

As supplementary re:. ,irdes use: a 16 mm film, "Maps.are:Eup"
(Coronet Ins:ru tional Media). Yod could also incorporate the-metric
system in scale pl3ns. Have students map-out the school playground.



VACATIONING

MATHEMATICS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Map reading
(2. CoMputational skill&

'ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two hours

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Maps

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION' FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#59 Acquire basic money
management skills

#60. Be able to use economic
, information indecision-

making
#61 Acquire basic consumer

--''"

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have students.determfne We actual cost.of taking a one-week
vacation. Establish certain guidelines.as follows:

1. Students may travel by themselves or-with a classmate. The
classmate may work on the project helping to compute the cost.,

2. Students will be traveling by car. Gasoline mileage of the car
is twenty miles per gallon. A quart of oil is used every 100
,mileS. The cost, of gasoline is 52 per gallon,. A quart of oil
costs 75o..

, 3 If turnpi,kes are used, the student must plan on paying $1.00
per 100 miles for tolls.

Students must plan on trveling at,least 1200 miles:.

5. Motel or Hotel rOoms will c6st $25.00 per night for one or two
. ,

occupants.

6. Plan on spending $10.0 0 per day per individual for food.

Other guidelines may also be established '. In planning the trip,
have the students do all of or some of theNfollowing:

1: Obtain maps and have each student draw'the.'roNute to be taken
from the departure point to,the destination ptilht.

2.. Compute the total mileage.

3. Estimate the length of time spent on the road.

4. Compute the total,cost.

1 5
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Discuss the problems that might occur when taking a long trip.
Explain the purposes of travel agencies. If possible, perhaps a
person from a travel agency could address,the class regarding
traveling as well as the jobs associated with a travel agency.
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ABBREVIATIONS, SYMBOLS, AND ILLUSTRATIONS FOR MEASUREMENT UNITS

MATH INTERMEDIATE .

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Students recognize the symbols,
illustrations or abbreviations
for units of measurement.

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work
#15 Be aware of multiplicity
of skills, knowledge in edu-
cation

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: -45 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Teacher-made bingo cards, flash-cards. '

,INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

0
As a supplemental activity in a unit on Measurement; have:the
students play "Measurement Bihgo." Make up bingo cards using-`
the abbreviations,. symbols, and illustrations-for linea'r, dry
.and volume measurements. On a deck of teacher-made flashcards,
write the names of the units of measurement.

,The game is played by haviog the teacher (or student) draw a
'card from.the deck of flasheards. The.teacher then reads the
word aloud to the students, The students locate. the correct
abbreviation, symbol, or illustration for the word. The game
continues until a student ,has five corrert answers in'a row.

List and-discuss the careers that use measurement.

\
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CHANGING MEASUREMENT.

MATHEMATICS

CURRICULUM FOCUS.:

1. Applying.metric measure to'real
i.situatiOns

2. Learning to recognize the
usefulness of mathematics

L.;

ESTIMATED.CLASS TIME: Two class periods,

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: /, .

Yardstick, meter stick, quart measure, liter measure, inches i

i caliper, centimeter calipers and other available measuring instruments
to compare., i

i

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#35 Be aware of the value, of
acquiring marketable skillS
#.14 Understand. interrelation-
ship'between education and Work
#53 Understand therelatioship:

.technologY/worldof work

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

f`

SesSlon 'one: Theclas., discusses how quiCkly the UW.ted States
can.cunvert-from AvOirdupois Measure .0. Metric'measure. Some gUessing
will Occur and challenges,.0the guessesWill bring out _reasons
why it will not be a-sudden.change.

/

rhé teacher can begin to direct the at'tention o the-class/ to real
problems when it becomes obvious-that the guetsing is limited to
ime only. The class can-be grouped for discussion of th p. problems
listed below:

,

1. Think of the problels that will ariSe during-the changeover
from avoirdUpois measurement to metric measurement.

a. At home:
Making a cake, sewing.a shirt, bUying food, mowing the lawn,
buying new carpeting, telling ;time.

'b. A plumber: r,
Tnreading pipe,.measuring.pipes,"Matching new to old pipes,
washers, etc:, using wrenches with new sizes.

c. Manufa:turing cars:
Replacing parts, buying new tcols,. sizes of container, printing
'brochures, speedometergauges and meters (The teach=n- can supply
additional suggestio'ns-)

Sessic,- The student groups can begin by selecting one of the
following occupations or_by Choosing careers in which they are interested.

rr
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METRIC CONVERSION

MATH-

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Applying Metric Measurement

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER,EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Stateffient)

ft24 Understand variety and
complexity ,of occupations
and/Careers .

52 Recognize materials/
,/.processes/tools.of occupational.
clusters

..ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two or more/sessions

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: ,

Measuring instrument-S, especiaJly Metric

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

,Students look at problems for workers when changing froM brie
measuring system to another.

Session One: The teacher sets up the sitUation: On acertain
date everyone will change 'from avoirdupois measurement to Metric
measurement.

-

1. What does this rilean? (Define terms)

2. .What things will change? (Bottles, measuring,sticks', bolts,
tires, etc.)

3. Practice using '(or comparing) Metric measuring instruments.
,

4. Will this changeover be expensive?
.,
-

Session Two: Think.dif any job that a "person Works at. -.How will
it-change? (plumber;'mechanic,' surveyor, cook, etc.) Write.
down all.the changes that,will take place for each-job. (The
number of efforts.can be regulated Lithe teacher. Students can
work in grdlups or independently). -EmphaSize the jobs and problems
workeft will have.



.

4.1

The students should then identify,the problenii associated with careers
that would be caused by a changeover from the avoirdupois system to
the metric system of measurements: beauty salon operator, newspaper

- printer, housepainter, mapmaker.
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RATIO AND PROPORTION

MATHEMATICS

, CURRICULUM FOCUS:

l. Ratios

2. Proportion
3. Practice using a ruler,

tape, or meter stick.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three days

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

'421 Recognize relationship:
schocl environment/larger
society
#39 Develop vocabulary for
stating and identifying,
personal goals

#65 Understand leisure time
-can provide some rewards of

work -

ESStNTIAL 'ESOURCES:
Tapes 'and meter stick, yardstick, ruler or any-stick, Ten-Speed

BicYcle.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCES'S:

1. TaWstudents outside to determine the ratio of objects' ,

heights to their shadows' lengths during a particular time of day.

After the students have'determined this ratio,'ask .them to find

the height of several objects (a telephone pole, a tree, another

student, etc.) by measuring its shadow's length.

2. Discussibn of ratios: Bring a Teri-Speed Bicycle into the class-

room and have the students determine the gear ratios by counting

the riumber of teeth in the sprockets and dividing the number of

drive teeth by the number of teeth on vie sprocket on the back

wheel. Using this information and drawing on their ownexperiences,

students can conclude which ratio will produce the most speed,

power, etc.

3. Discuss: What workers would need this information? Who fixes

your bfke when it breaks? How can you learn to do repairs by your-

self? Discuss the importance of math in operating your oWn re-

pair shop. Example: cost of materials, rent, Tabor, taxes, pricing,

etc.
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MATHEMATICS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:,

1, MeaSUrements-liquid and dry
2. ,Computing costs
3: Time (identify stated intervals)

',1.1 '

''EASURING FOR COOKINGp

INTERMEDIATE

OAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activities

ESTIMATED CLASS TIMF: .0ne class period (two with film)
NfOP

ESSENTIAL RESOURCE:- '

Recipe, measuring cups and spoons, recipe ingredients, baking supplies,
oven.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Plan with the students the necessary ingredients for baking cookies
or candx, Let the children do the measuring by following tne recipes
Have them watch the clock to be sure the Cookies don:t overcook.
Ask them to compute the cost of making the cookies or candy. When

the cookies have cooled let children eat them. Perhaps they'd like
to fry to make them again with,less teacher direction, and give them
as gifts or sell them, If estove is not available in your school
for you and the class to use, ask the cafeteria manager if they would
bake the cookies for You.

A supplementaf activity maybe to §how the 16mm'fi1m, "Measurement
in the Food Store" (Coronet Instructional Media),
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CLASSROOM ATHLETIC EVENT

MATH INTERMEOIATE

' CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Linear measur'ement
2% Record keeping

;ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:. One class period

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement)

' #15 Be aware of ,multiplicity of
skills, knowledge in'education
122 Acquitke Skills, good work
habits. in preparing for a career
#10, Develop a.sensitivity toward,
and an acceptance of others

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Soda straw, string,.measuring tape, balloons, paper.plates.

(

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:
,

To"give students practice fn linear.measurement, h ve an indoor
Track Meet within the classroom. Assign the variou areas of the
.classroom to conduct the'following athletic.events.

.,

1. .Javelin Throw--Have students throW.soda straws f

2. Shot PUt--Throw a balloon es far as possible: .

distance.

3. Hammer Throw--Attach a three foot piece of.string to a balloon.
Students must hold the end of the string when throwing for distance..

4. Discus-:Staple two paper plates together. Students mdst spin in
a circle before throwing the discus.

5. Standing Broad Jump--Jump as far as possible.withoat a running start.

At each event, assign.,students to measure the distance of-the various
throws (or jumps). Have students record results.
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MONEY SYSTEMS

MATHEMATICS INTERMEDIATE

'tURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREERT EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA,Statement)

1._,Concepts "trade" and "bargaining"
2. Money sYstem--past and present 159 Acquire basic maney
3. Use.of 'currency management skills

ESTIMATED tLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Items to use instead of money, such as pebbles, bottle caps, tokens,,etc.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Following a unit nn money, economics or another related field, discuss
the money system we use today and compare it to syAems of the past.
Discuss what objects were formerly used for money, such as, furs,
tobacco, beads, and discuss why they were used. Discuss the present
day currency and coins and why we use them instead of other items.
Discuss the monetary systems in several other countries. Compare their
writs of money with,ours (t.e. 360 yen = $1.00).

-

'Establish a small variety store and let the students buy things with
objects rather than money (e.g. bottle caps, pebbles, etc.). Or
hold a class auction using tokens which students have earned by
completing.assignments, for neatness, etc. (behavior. modificatior)
The objects being auctioned are in paper bags. Later discuss the
students'reactions to what they had purchased. Was it a "bargain"
or a "rip-off?"

-

1 et
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BANKING PRACTICES

'MATHEMATICS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

11. Addition and subtraction
with money.

2. Value of dollars. and
/coins

OTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

/ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Play money, checkbooks, savtggS books

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIATE

'CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

P59 Acquire basic money
management'skills

.011

Open a model bank in your,classroom. Have the class discuss diffei.ent
jobs found in 'a badk and choose classmates to work at ,thote jobs
which they feel are necessary to run the bank (e.g. bank president,
bank tellers). Give then play money to work With. You may want to
have them open checking and savings accounts and learn to balance a
checkbook. If possible, use real supplies acquired from a friendly
bank.

To-provide the students with practice in counting money, ask them
to play the game "MonoOoly" by Parkers Brothers or other similar
games involving money.

Supplementary Resources: Families. Six filmstrips with cassettes. Shows
learners the different needs of families and to learn how these needs
are fulfilled. Cost: $66.00 (estimate) Tholl Associates
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MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Pradtice filling out
applIcAtions

2. Develop a responsibility
to "credit cards"

0

:CREDIT CARDS

ESTIMATED CLASS TIM : TWo class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCE :

Credit Card aprflicatioiis

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATIO6 FOCUi:
tDELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing-the wOrld of work
#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations
and careers
#50 Develop vocabulary for
understanding economic
prnciples

.

#51 Be familiar with basic
Rconomit concepts
#59 Acquire basic money
management ikills
#60 ,Be'able.t6 use econdmic
information in decision-making

Have stUdents fill out various (simplified) applications for credit' ,
cards. Prepare mock-credit cards and mail to the students, When
received, stu'dents may have a "Credit Card Day" where,students .

may purchase items and privileges using the Credit Cards. Later,
bills moy be sent to the'seudents. Concepts such as interest,
finance chargee, 30-day period, rebates, etc. may. bediscussed,.

Discuss the jbbs and Careers related to the credit card operation,

-

I r
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MAKING CHANGE

1141ATH- INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Students learn to count money
.

2. Students learn to make change #59 Acquire basic money.
for one dollar management skill's

4

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES':
Play money', construction paper

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

C.

n

To give students practice in making 'change for one dollar, .the
"following exercise may prove beneficial.

ConstruCt ,a.money nuMber line by using 12" Y W construction:
paper. -"list the numerals (in cents) from _le cent to one dollar.
Place the money. number line in front of the student.

r

Begin the exerciSe by having a student (the customer) Nix' an
artiCle for less than one dollar. The customer gives the article
to the clerk as.well as a one dollar bill. A marker is/placed
on the money number line-to represent the cost of the article.
The clerk then counts change beginning atthe purchase price.
Whg.the money Wumber line as an aide, the clerk continues counting
chahge.until he'reaches .one,dollar (the end .of the money number
line).

Discuss the job of-a-cashler. In what.stores have stu\çlents seen
a cashier? What kind of pay;scale is a cashier on? How much

,educatiop does a cashier need? What job advantages and\diSad-
vantages are there in being a cashier? Is there room.for advanc'ehieht?
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CLASS CLERKS

MATHEMATICS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Computational tkills
2. MOney management

.

INTERMEDIATE

tAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)/

#50 Develop, voc4iDulary for
.understanding economic principles
#51 Be familiar/ with.basic
economic concepts
#59 Acquire.ba'sic money
management skills.

#61 Acqutre lasic consumer
skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 20 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: .
Record book, money--coir

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Throughout the year, and in some cases daily; teachers must collect
money.for various projects, purchased items, lunch money, or milk
money. Utilize these/situations as learning experiences by having
students collect the poney under your supervi,sion.

Select one student,
the students' names,
amount, and giving c
to have a partner fo
have the clerk demo

,their money properly
students by the amou
amount. The teacher
which will influence
lunches, money given

clerk, each day to be responsible for writing
collecting their money, counting the 'total
ange to his/her classmates. Allow the student
assistance. After collecting the money;-

strate to the class that he/she has collected
. The students may multiply the number of
t collected from each/student to find the total
should mention that special situations arise
the amount, such as:I Free lunches, reduced
to the clerk to use, for making change, etc.



MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

NEWSPAPER ADS AID MATH SKILLS

42;

1. Learning to handle money
effectively

'2. Using computational skills
3. Reading advertisements

INTERMEDIATE .

CAREER EDUCATION-FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#51 Be familiar with basic
economic concepts
#61 Acquire basic consumer
skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period (45 minutes)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Recent Grocery Advertisements

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Place several newspaper grixery advertisements in a4manila folder.
To each advertisement clip a "GroCery List" of items to be pur-
chased. Instruct students to pretend they are shopping. In
the folder they will find grocery advertisements and lists of
items. Instruct students to find the total cost of the food on
the lists. Also, have the students find change from a $20.00 Bill.

Grocery list should not total more than $20.

Lists may be different for different students.

Lists may be for picnics, a party, breakfast, etc.
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,,- FLEA MARKET

MATHEMATIC5 INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Communication skills
2. Money management
3. Computational skills

ES1IMATED CLASS TIME: Two hours

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: .

Unwanted games, toys, etc. Play money

INSTRUCTIONALPPROCESS: .;

#51 Be familiar with basic
economic concepts
#59 Acquire basid money
management skills
#61 Acquire basic consuber
skills

To give students practice in consume'r skills, money management
and bartering, conduct the following exercise: _ )

,

,

Select a day to have a "Flea Market." Allow students to bring
/

,

Give each student $5.00 in pTay money. The money sh d consist,

to school any items they would like to dispose of, such as:
Old models, old jewelry, old games or toys, old art or science
projects, etc-.

.

of bills and coins to give students practice in mak ng change.

Begin the "Flea Market" by allowing each student to display his
wares on his desk. Allot each person one or two minutes to desrribe
what he has to sell.

Have students take-turns roaming.around the classroom and buying
various products. .When all the students have had a turn and have
bought various objects, allow the students to barter with one another
for these various objects. Remind the students that the bartering
system was primarily used during the earlier days of this country.

When concluded, discuss the above activity and relate it to our
daily life.
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RCHASING

MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Money management.
2. Computational skills,

-/-7,,,---t.-:,,,w',A-n"---II/';.1,vL

1,.....
.-.--)

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: bile hour /-1-2._ ...,...._

`--:-7,-
--,..._____

,.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: 4,7,-,----

Empty food containers and their current prices.

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#50 Develop vocabulary for
understanding econoMic principles
#51 Be familiar with basic
economic concepts
#59/ Acquire basic money manage-
ment skills
#61_ Acquire basic consumer skills

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:-

Have students.bring to school various empty food containers from-
home. Limit the type' of producf to a few areas such as: potato
chip bags or canS; soup cans, or peanut butter jars. Try to de-
termine the Volume or Weight of the contents of the product in each.
package. Once assembled, begin analyzing and discussing the following:

1. How to compute the price ofthe product by the pound,
ounce, gram, etc.

2. How to determine the best buy.

3. How to purchase name brand products.

.4. How to determine the quality,of the product.

5. How'buying the product in quantity may change its price
per unit.

-
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PRACTICING PURPOSEFUL PURCHASING

MATN INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION POCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#59 Acquire basic money
management skills

1. Adding and subtrnting mentall).
. 2. Making change accurat2ly.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period and preparation time

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Substitute money, cash 'vox, assignment sheets,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

. Preparation Activity: Prepare $500 in bills and coins (this
might be a class or group assignment during a slow period or
lesson). Prepare at least fifteen assignments or one,for every
two students. (These may be circulated among students). Ob-

tain a cash box,,or reasonable facsimile.

Activity: Working in pairs, students will make change according
to the assignment sheet. The "salesperson" accepls money and
makes change. The "buyer" checks the accuracy of the transaCtion.

,ASSIGNMENT SHEET ILLUSTRATION

Cost of arm Amount of Mone Offered Amount of Chan e

37(t 50(t

$11.29 $20.00

$5.00 ,

10(t $1.00

5(t 25(t

40(t $1.00

$1.19 $2.00

olass Discussion: How many careers or jobs c.7.1 you think of where

people make change? (List them On the blacKf.,Jard for the clas). .

Some persons Make change without using money. 'Can you name some
of those jobs? (Accountant, business manager, bookkeeper, trader).

Alternative: Have students bring in clean, empty containers that
still have the selling price marked on them. Establish-a store to
practice making change, by adding,and subtracting.
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THE,LONG DISTANCE.RATE GAME

MATH

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Computational skills

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#61 Adquire basic consumer sktlls.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period (45 min.)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Telephone Directory, copies of rate pages).

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

For a combined lesson on telephone usage and practical math, the
following activity may be conducted.

.

Instruct students to locate rates for long distance telephone
calls in the Telephone Directory. Have students compute the
total cost of a timed long distance call to various selected
cities. Example: Three minute weekday full rate call to Buffalo,
New York.

Problem: Rates 44t forlfirst minute
29t for each additicinal minute

One minute x.44t two minutes x 29t = $1.02

Ask the class to identify the various occupations which can be
identified,with this activity. (Operator, line repairman, tele-
phone set ffeker, directory publisher, customer'representative, etc.).

(.

i
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MATHEMATICS

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

COMPUTING COST OF OPERATING CARS

1. ComputtAg
_2-..---Computing miles per gallon

3. Figuring costs

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

_INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS: ---
--(DELLAStatement)

#60 Be able to use econorw

44information in decis'Qn

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Commuting information from parents, check with local garages to find
out miles per gallon for differen types of cars

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS

Ask the students to find out how many miles their parents drivq to
and from work (if they drive). Then, determine the amount of
money spent for gasoline daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly using
the current gasoline prices. Have the students compare miles per
gallon ,figures among themselves to determine which cars (or drivers) are
most economical. Have them check with a local garage about miles
per gallon figures°for different cars. Have,the students compute
the sum of money their parents couTd save if they would drive a car
with greater gasoline efficiency. Ask them to share what they have
discovered with their parents.

Supplemental resources: World of Economics Series. Set of six

fimstrips. Illustrates economjc probiems and,operations. Cost $49.00

McGraw Hill Book Company

a
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BIRDWATCHING

SCIENCE PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Bird identification
#15 Be aware of multiplici.ty
of skills, knowledge in education
#67 Develop skills ih leisure°

,-time activities

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Large charts portraying North American birds

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Each day for ,two--three weeks focus on one type of bird. Have one
child draw &picture of it and properly color it. Perch it on a
large paper tree that covers the bulletin board. Each.day add

another bird. The child that draws the bird might record a two--
three minute report on tape about that bird. This tape could be
placed in the listaning center with a corresponding worksheet.

The teacher could make a chart fora bird-watching contest. Each

time a child sees a bird and fills in his own personal chart, the
teacher fills in the large class chart with a bird sticker. .

PERSONAL CHART

Type of bird
Date
Seen

Where
Seen Time

:-

CLASS tCHART

Students'
Names Robin Bluebird

1. A birdhouSecoOld be aWarded to the contest winner.

2. .The class could go on a walk and watch for birds:



GROWING UP

SCIENCE

CURRICULUM-FOCUS:

1. Plant growth, care and needs
2. Doing things for others

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#12 De.!elop-the necessary .

socialization skills
#33 Develop personal habits
which are socially valued
#66 Develop positive-attitudes
toward value of leisure time

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Field trip to florist.. Purchase supplies

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

After visiting a florist the childrerkwili...take the necessary slipplies
(soil, seeds, pots) back to school and, plant them. They,will be
placed 'in the best .growth-facilitating area.

The students will take turns with plant jobs.each day:'(waterin
planting, turning, putting.in.the light, etc.)

Once the plants begin to sprout and bud the students will then decide
who the plants should be given to; hospital, nursing home, etc.

After they have decideg, the class as a whole will give.their
"work efforts" to a worthy group as a ,community service.

I 7
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UTILIZATION OF RAW MATERIALS

SCIENCE PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Relate natural resources"
to the job they prmiide

2. Read a map

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUg:
(DELLA Statement)

#24 4nderstand variety and
complexity of occupatibns
and careers 7.

#25 Understand how pccupations
relate to functions/of society

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two sessions.: 1st part-65 minutes r/esearch
natural resource. 2nd part--55 minutes asSemble diagram

ESSENTIAL REAURCES:
Oak tag or poster board, magic *markers, cYou may want to use
PA Map of Natural Resources, Career Exploration Activity Cards For
Fun--Frank Schaffer, 26616 Indian Peak Road, Palos Verdes Peninsula,
California 90274

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

After' discussing the natural resources available in your geographical
area, select one raw material and research all °the uses for it...
Then make a diagraM to show all the jobs that go with each use. For

example, wood and its uses could be divided into three categories:
Resin products, Building materials and paper products. Under each
use, occupations could be ass-7ciated such as:

,

-Paper Products

Printer
Packager
Newspaper man
Paperhanger
Gre6ting Card Publisher
Book Publisher \
The differe uses and related'occupations then could be diagrammed
on ap outline of a tree.

177
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SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

BREAKFAST.CEREALS -

1. UnitOn nutrition -
Understand tharinJarge
measure "we ar'e what:we eat"-

3. Develop awareness of Uses of
advertistng in consumer world.,

.41

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One Class Period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES;
Cereal boxes': or pictul-es of packages of kidTtype cereals.

INSTRUCTIONAL-PROCESS:

PRIMARY

CAREEk EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) .

-

#61. Acquire basic consumer skills
-

Talk with children about the nutritional importanoe of eating a good
breakfast. Show cartoons or pictures of.kid-type °breakfast cereals.
Talk about elements of packaging and advertisingsuch-as use of,car-
toons;pretty colors, free prizes and.point oUt that these elements
'have nothing to do with she-actual quality Of the eereal inside.
Reid the list of ingredtents to children of. several cereals a

14

cLpoint
`1%Out the Very.high sugar, content. Jalk about w hit too Much suga does

Jtto Odt teeth,ow itjnfluentes unsound eating habits. -Talk ,abo t

what kinds of foods go together,to make good breakfasts and why goOk
eating habits areAmportant to all,of us. _,

.. .

-- .
-, J . .

.
.

Supplremental Resources; King-of Could-Be You.- Several appropriate
filmi:-.e0evelop awarenett of carers and self-esteem., Films.are short',
5-6 minUteS. ,Costf $78 each°(estimates), Encycl.opedia Britannica
Educational Corporation. -0

,..

,

.

f.
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A'LLASS RESTAURANT

-SCIENCE_

CURRICCLUM FOCUS:

1. Practice in the use of
a given sum of mpney.

2. °Selecting nutritIcnally
balanced meals. I

ESTIMZED CLASS TI4: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Restaurant menus, play money.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

(

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#51 Be familiar with basic
economic coacepts'
#60 Be able to use economic
information in decision-making
#61 Acquire basic consumer skills

Following a study unit on nutrition, set up a classroom restaurant.
Plan with the students and print large tagboard menus featuring
items found on food lists of various restaurants. The dipner meal

, is a good menb to begin with. Menus borrowed from local edting
-' establishments are especially helpful here. Set the menus,in a

prominent place in'the classroom. Give each student $3.00 in pla,
money and have them "order" and pay for items from the menu, keeping
in mind-the facts learned about good nutritionally sound food choices
and the four.basic food groupsThe students with the best food
selections will have spent the allotted money wisely. Classroom
discussion of student selections will determine this.

e..
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400e,IN.G ATMOSPHERES

%CINCE

CURR10LU1 FOCUS:

1. (earning how we use our sense
pf hearing, touch, and smell.
sinq our senses.

5.1-.IMATE0 CLASS TIME. 1-3 class period

"sENTIAL RESOURCES:
%ound effect records,

INSIVTIONAL PROCESS:

\ PIUMARY

\CAREER EDUCAN FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#29 Recognize materials/nro-
cesses/tools of -aticm 1

clbsters

vario' caroiaticjtems (see below)

Irovide stud ents with an opportunity to learn mbre about the world of
vork through their senses of hearing, touch and'smell. Play recorded
%ounds associated with various jobs. Ask the children to name jobs
\mere these soods would be heardj

Next, ask the children to shut their eyes. Pass around tools, materials;
4r equipmnt associa .. with variops jobs for the children to, feel while
41eir eyes are closecl. Let tnem guess what they felt. Afterwards, show
khem the objects passed around an.1 discuss who uses them and why

jhirdly, give the students an oppOrtunity to use.their sense of smell.
Ilbce substances with distinct aromas (perfume, vinegar, leather, etc.)
in separate containers. Ask the/chi]dren shut their eyes and then
sk them to identi.fy each substance by smelling it. Discuss jobs where
person would work with these sObstances. Be certain that the sub-

tances Y00 choose to smell are'not harmful. TherefOre avoid glue,
41edicines, gasoline and bleach,

OpleMental Resources: Childcraft--The How and Why Obrar Fifteen
"oluMe set. Links home, scoolatimunity.Photograp s and il-
1
djstretions. Cost: $89 (estimates). Field Enterprises Educational
Lorporation.
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MAKING BUTTER

SCIENCE PRIMARY

tURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Demonstrate differences technology
has made in production processes 1/3 Understand the relationship:

technology/world of work

ESTIt"kTED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Peanut butter jar with lid, and electric blender. .U40 half pints of
heavy cream,two small dishes, a spoon, salt, cr !ers

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Divide the class in half. Give one group a half pint of hew,:
cream and a peanut butter jar.. Have iachild fill the jar and screw
the lid on tightly. Ask ty0 children to keep track of the time it
takes to conduct:the following experiment.

Instruct the children o take urns shaking the jar until they see
small.lumps forming,in the creaM Observe the lumps and instruct
them to continue shaking the cream until most Of the lumps stick
together. How 1 ,ng did this take? Next, give the second group
of children a h;lf pint of cream. Instruct them to pour the cream
into an ectric blender and,to turn the blemer on full speed. Ask
some children to watch the second hand of the clock, while others
watch the blender. As soon ps the butter seplrates from the milk
Stop the blender ancLreCbrd the time it took the blender to separate
the butter from the Milk.

Have.the children help remn..0.2 the butter from the milk. Place the
7umps on two smallA.ishe3 Ad a. dash of salt, stir and pres- out
any remaining liquid with tpoon. . Spread the butter on crackers,
invite the children to tasteit, and to decide what it is.

. .

DiS-Cyss the experiMent by asking questions such as,: Which group
took-longer to complete the .task? How much longer? Why? Which ,

method would you..ise if you were making a large cluantity of butter? e

Ask the class to: imagine what life would be like without.modern
technology. How would the lack of conveniences such as newspapers,
telephones, radios, T.V., mail, cars, buses, trains, planes affect
their daily. lives?

,

Supplemental Resources: CoMmunity Helper Series - Set II. Film-
strips. Set ofsix: Cost: ,$35 (estimates). McGraw Hill Book Co.
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SCIENCE

\WOPKERS WEATHER WATCH

PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Study of climates and weather
2. Using reference materials
3. Making comparisons

#35 Be aware of the value of
acquiring marketable skills'
#42 Know external factors'
affect decision-making and

. vice-versa

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:. 55 minute discussion period, 55 minute construction
of bulle.1141 board

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
' Construction paper, tempera paint, ruler, --Assors, paste and

reference books such as encyclopedias and magazines .

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Discuss how different climates affect the types of jobs available
in various geographical areas. The type of job.." available in a
warm climate such as Hawaii might be contrasted to those jobs in
Alaska. A bulletin board may be constructed to illustrate the
contrast of occupations found in different areas. For example:

HAWAII ALASKA

1. Scuba instructor 1. Dog sled craftsman
2. EMployeec of pineappl,

plantation
2. Manufacturer of snow plows or

snow blowers.
3. Landsta0 Architect 3. Manufacturer of thermal underclothing
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"GETTING TO THE ROOT OF THINGS"

SCIENCE

cuRRIcuLa4 FOCUS:

1. Use of microScope
.focus
slide,preparation

c. magnificatinn

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: _Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
MicrostOpes, _prepared slides

INSTRUCTIONAL kOCESS:

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#22 Acquire skil%, good wori,
habits in preparing for a carp,r
#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations
#29 Recognize materials/
processes/tools of occupational,
clusters

Present several optical illusions and discuss how our, eyes can be

tricked. Then introduce the microscope disguised in a large card-
board box and simply say that a famous scientist realized that some-
times our eyes would need some help in detecting microbes, so he
invented an "eyehelper." Allow the children to guess what this
instrument is and when guessed place a microscope at each table of

, three or four students.

Have the groups identify the specific parts of the microscope and
then display a large,diagram of a microscope and have the childrer
label the parts.

Pass out d slide to each child and show them how to mount a slide,
zion a drop lf water, a inece of their hair, and a slide. cover.

FA. -1,e next se-sion allow the children to view their specimenstund( s
a microscope.and draw a picture of their-slide. Cover the picture
,win Saran Wrap or laninate them and "mount" on a bulletin bbard
u.titled,, "What You ee is What You Get" or a title the children

create.
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SPRING; BRANCH OF A TREE,

SC_ PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

_ .ULUM FOCUS:

Nature study; .plant growth

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:'
(DELLA Stateffient)

#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of society

#14 Understand interrelation-
ship between education and work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Oyer a period of abo t 3 weeks.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Large sheets of colored paper or poster board, cellophane tape.
Branches from a budding tree; floweri-j type is particularly good.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

As buds begirto form in spring, bring in .small branches from a
leafing or flowering type of tree (!,se the same species throughout),
or have students brino in short'branches (4" or so) from home. Have

them mour.t their first twig and label underneath with the date. On
each'succeeding day (or every other day at'first) have them tape a
twig next to the preceding one and label. Call attention to the
'growth of buds. At the end of the period, tdigs will be fully leafed
Or blossoming_. Discuss with students how the seasons affect tree
growth, howntrees get their nourishment, etc.

Ask students to list occupations that are related totrees and what
sort of interestcl people would be likely to have who did the various

types of work. (e.g. Ecologist, tree surgeon, lumberman, forest
ranger, fire fighter, nursery grower, landscape architect).

Supplemental Resources: Children's World Series. Lix filmstrips.
Introduce children to interesting facts about the world in which
they live. Cost: $32.50 (estimates). McGraw-Hill Book Company.
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BEANS IN A GLASS

SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Nature study; plant growth

0

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of society

#14 Understand interrelation-
''ship between education and work

ESTIMATED CLASS :ME:. Over a period Of weeks

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Beans, blotter paper, sawdust,;8-10
to bring his own)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

glasses may want each child

Cut blotter paper into strips the height_of the-glasses.. Roll .and

insert; fill inside with_sawdust. 2t sawdust and insert 4 or 5
beansAraundinside:Of glass, between glass and blotter paper, about
halfWay or more up the sift.. Label each child's glass and put on

sunny windowsill. (You y want to start ,glasses in groups a few
days apart, with date marled on label). Each do, or as Often\as

ede water glasses. 5 is will germinate and begin sproutirig,'
did !:.i...oc 1g out roots. ,flildren will be able to see both rbets and
..prout. tw-Nrjh the glass. Discuss with stwiefits how the:beans'art

usilg sAnlight, water and food epergy from the bean itself.

to 1!st-occupations where a knowledge of plant growth
important nd whaf sorts of interests people would be likely to

.have who did this ki-d of work.. (e.g. farmer, biologist, nursery:
owner,-truckAarne. seed company manager, ,Anservationist)..

'Supplemental Resources: Community Series: Agriculture and Industa.

Eight ,f.ilmstrips. Show how giods 1.*e produced to satisfy needs; and

how labor and capital transform raw materials into goods. Cost:'

$57.50.(estimates). McGraw-Hill Book Company.

1
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FLOWER POWER

SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. +lath computation
2. Science of plants and

gm, th

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#65 Understand leisure time can
provide some rewards of work
#66 Develop positive attitudes
toward value of leisure time
#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activities

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One or two ciass periods

ESSENTIAC RESOURCES:
Seee packet for each child and small pots and soil

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Makejivailable as large a variety of flower seed packets (vegetable
seeds could be substituted) fcr children to use. '4.ach student should

tabulate all the numerical information on his packet, listing the
lengt4,of growing season, spacin4 and depth of seed placement, heir
of adult flowers.

.Groupsof students will- take' above fhformAtion and make grapns to shoW
the differences-. Tfiete could be mourited.on A-bulletin board, with
Appropriate art work done by students. .

After the students have used the seed packet information, the seeds
could be planted fn pots in the classroom, later to be trantferred
to their own gardens...
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HAVE.YOU tHANKED A GREEN PLANT TODAY?

SCIENCE-

CURRICULUM FOCUS:.

1. Develop an awareness of
the inter-relationship of
plants to animals, man's place
in nature, how to hse natural
resources for man's enjoyment.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 3 class periods

ESSFATfALIESOURCES:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#18, Recognize developmental
procesSes occurring:In and out
of School
W29 ReCognize materials/pro-
cesses/tools of occupational
clusters
#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activities

.Field trip to Montour Preserve, Turbotville4.PA. Resource-bob-RS-.

on eco-structure of wooded areas.

INSTRUCTIONALPROCELS:

1. Discuss man's place in the natural environment. List rules to
'folloW in camping or enjoying nature. (Ihvite a,naturalist to visit
the class before the trip).

2. Take a field trip to the Montour Preserve. Take a nature wa-.
on"Goose Woods' Trail, pointing out that this is a visit to the home
of living things (relate td visiting another person's home). Discuss
how the life cycle5 of all living thjngs are related to each other:
(e.g. A dead tree provides benefits for other ,ving things). Point
out-the importance of careful and quiet listening and observation
in nature.

3. List careers that are rerated to the care of the'envirowlent.
Ask the naturalist at the Preserve to discuss his work, educational
requirements, etc.

4.. Role-play how plants or animals might feel when they see man
misusirg nature.

17
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HOW ARE SOME TREES DIFFERENT FROM OTHERS?

SCIF".E

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Classify different kinds of
trees

2. Demonstrate ability to identify
kinds of trees using the leaf,
fruit, and bark

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#15 Be aware of multiplicity
of skills,.knowledge in.eduution
#17 Recognize role of education
in career and life goals
#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activities ,

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Ten hours of classroom time in addition to a
two hour field trip and interview

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Pictures of various kinds of trees. Samples of various kinds of
leaves, fruits, and bark

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Arouse students' interest'by asking them to collect bark, leaves,
and pictures of trees Discuss the similaritiet and differences of
the samples the students have collected. Allow students 'to classify
the'samples they have collected. After this introductory activity
you may want to becoMe more specific end ask the students to collec4-
samples of bark, leaves, fruits, and pictures from a to.see Which has ///
been assi:ned. Students may mount their collections. It is important
to include a field trip where students can actually see these tree
in their natural setting,es well as an intervieW with someone,/
involved with the study oftrees .(see interview sheet, append,6).

./

ikfter the field trip discuss how one can learn.t.) appreciate nature
by learning More about it, Also disucss'how collectiq/leaves,
etc. may become a hobby. /

What careers require an interest in and knowledge of.trees? Why

are these careers important to society?

ci 8
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THE LIFE CYCLE OF A WILDANIMAL

SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. /Learning about our own natural
environment, the animals which
inhabl:( it, their life cycles.

. Develoking an appreciation for
our environment and a concern
for protecting it.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME TWo weeks

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
DELLA Statement)

#14 Understand the relationship
between education and work
#25 Understand how careers re-
late to functions 9f society'

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
.

Information from the National W.,dlife Federation, Wilderness Society. rs'.

Library resource books on animals.. Overhead projector for presentation.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Present to class thecidea of tracingthe life cycle of various wild
aniMals, locating. natural habitats,,types of foods, caring and rearing
of young, iproblems of su,'Vival (natural predators, destruction.of
natural nabitats, seasonal food shortages, ete.)....

EaCh student will pick an animal to research and give a presentation
to the class. Post a l4st on the bulletin board where students can
write in neXt to their names theanimal.,they havechosen to.study.
Allow class time to.visit the library and do research. Have class .-

aiscussions on organizations thatare concerned witf' protecting wild,
animals; present'materials from these organizations.and describe Some
specific concerns, work they are doing. Along with land aniMals,

--talk-about the plight of such animals as. seals, whales and dolphins,...
You may want to set aside time when students,can compose letters to
their'congressmen regarding the rights of eridangered-species. Talk

. about the value'-of natural mi'Alifeto enriching the lives of all of us.

After students have given, presentations, compile their reports in-a
class notebobk to put in the library for other students to read. Dis-

. cuss. careers related to nafural wildlife. List as many as possible
on chalkboard. Where could yw, co to rrceive training for these
careers?

I
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NATUAL BALANCE IN AN ENVIRONMENT ,

SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. 5tudy of .61e life cycle
2. jheory--The Balance of

Nature
3..Study of aquarium and

terrariuM life

INTERMEDIATE

CAREE1R EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#2r:.. Understand how occupations
relate to functions of society -

ESTIMATED CLASS.TIME: ,Two class.periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES.
Film--"Aquarium Wonderland" by Pat Dowling iictures, film--"Terrari4m-
Classroom Science,".BFA Educational Films

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

re the students set up an aquarium or a terrai-ium (or .both) in .
title classroom. Display a large poster showing the life-:cycle of the
aquarium (fish-plants) and discuss how plants can live .in a closed
terrarium. Ask the class what kind of jobs people have relating
to the studY of fish. What will happen if we overload the aquarium
with fish or the terrarium with plants? ,Through this discussion,
you can introduce the-theory of The BalanCe of Nature.

Explafn what the.Balance of Nature is and encourage the students to .

draw conclusions', about how this affectS their lives. Have the students,
read and find out what animals are extinct or are In.danger of becoming

'eXtinct,and why this is so.- Let them decide what'they can do tO solve
thisTroblem;stressing the point that this is. everyone's job, no just
thoSe people directly involved. At this time, discuss what jobs are
concerned with conserving our animals and riatural resoUrceS.
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SURVIVAL OF SEA.LIFE.

SCIENCE

CURRICULLO FOCUS:

1. Al) living things in the sea
'depend upon each other-for
survival

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

00 Develop basic attitudes
needed for entry/success in a

career

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
\

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

This activity is to accompany,a unit on life .10 the sea. Some
ond.epts which should be included ml the unit Are: one creature
idtes so another can live. For example, big fish eat small fish.
iSMall fish eat smallen fish. Smaller fish eat tinier fish. The
!tiniest fish live on plants. Each fish depends upon a smaller fish
and, ultimately, plants for survival, The continuity of sea life

'at each stage is dependent upon the previous stage.

Questions to ask during a discussion would be:

1. Todaywe know so much about life in the sea due to which occup ions?

2. What other types of'dependencies are there, that ts,%what do y
depend upon your parentsfor besides food?

/ .

. How does the dependence of the fish upon one another compare with
the.dePendence.of people on an assembly, line upon one anotheis?

Supplemental Resources: Career Awareness. Complete set incTUdes 57
filmstrips with sound. Individual units deal with basic needs, work
and the family, the value of things, ways of working, etc. CoSt:
$850 total estimate. Units are available separately. Scott Education.
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SURVIVAL TRIP

SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOus;
-

1. Study of,bion,es.
2. Alnderstanpinq different living

'conditions.

,

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME,: One session
.

.ESSENTA'AL RESOURCES:
Library books on -differeni

INSTRUCTIONAL' PROCESS:

After having the.class edy several ,differentbiomesi.-4vide class
into fivegroUps.. Each group will be taking an'imaginary trip to a
.different bibme-desert. rst, grassland tundra, crshore.

"As. a group,. pupils'mb,, .;evise a. list of aterils-tools,.equipmeht
Clothes,.:vehicles, fcac that they will ed to survive:one week in

their partiCular'
.6

°Decisions mUst be based 011 thowledge'of each; biome and .individUal needs-

'INTERMEDIATE

CAREER.EDUCATION FOCUS:
DELLA Statement)

#41 Unelerstand decision-making
involves retponsible action
#42 Know external factors
affect decision-Making and vice
vesa
#44 Recognize that.decision-
making involves some risk taking

-

t
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DENTAL HEALTH

SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:.

1. Procedure for brushing teeth

2. Making homemade toothpaste
3. Awareness of jobs in

dental health.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
.(DELLA Statement).

.#24 Understand variety and .

.
complexity of occupations and
careers

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Salt, soda, dentist or dental hygienist

INSTRUCTIONAL PROcESS:

Invite a dentist or dental hygienist into the classroom to discuss

dental health and what dentists, dental assistants, dental hygientists,

and dental laboratory technicians do. Show students how to make

their own tooth powder using salt and soda and compare this cost with'

the cost of commercial toothpaste.

185
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EVALUATING RERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

SCIENCE INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Awareness of personal
characteristics in relation #01 Develop vocabulary of

to a unit on health self-chracteristics
#02 Develop knowledge of
unique personal characteristics
.#03 Understand relationship:
self-characteristics/performance
#04 Understand that personal
characteristics can be ch&iged

ESTIAMTED CLASS TIME: One hour

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES.:
Health chart

,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Develop a chart which 'allows students to evaluate themselves.
Entitle the chart YOU.

Personal characteristics to be considered are:.

A. Appearance
.Grooming

2. Dress
3. Physical condition (complexion, speech, motor control

general health, diet)

.4. Cleanliness

B. Temperament
1. Emotional control
2. Patience.

C. Social .

1. Cooperation with others
2. Ability to converse'
3. Acceptance of criticism
4. Sense of humor
5. Cheerfulness

D. Job and Work
1. Accepts.responSibility
2. Effort
3. Quality
4.- Attendance and.proMptness-dependability
5. Honesty

I
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Students may evaluate the above characteristics by using any of a

number of standard methods such as:

A. Place an X in the appropriate column--good, fair, needs improvement

B. + or - in Satisfactory or Unsatisfactory

C. Numbers one through four. Excellent, good, average, below average

Discus,i with the students their evaluations and ways they could improve.
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EYE CARE

'-SCLENCE

CURRICULurrousr--------

1. Understand the parts of
the eye, controlling muscles,
care of this organ, etc.

2. Investigate the diseases
and defects of the eye and
corresponding professional
workers who attend to them.

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work

#24 Understand variety and-
complexity of occupations and
careers

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three or four class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INS-

,

Charts, texts, encyclopedia, school nurse with eye charts,-eye doctor

to visit class -K.

PROCESS:

The students will investigate the parts oi'the eye, how we see, how

the eye changes, etc. Included should be several exercises (how to

relieve eye tension, how-to locate the "blind spot," learning how to

read theeye chart under supervision of the school nurse).

Small groups of students will do a research of eye diseases-and de-

fects (from astigmatism to glaucoma). Reports will be made to the

class on these findings. Listings of all professional workers will

be made available, showing years of schooling needed and other per-

tinent information.
---- -L.

If possible, a doctor who4specializes An eye diiiirders-should be asked

to visit the class to explain his work and answer the\studentsL_questions.
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FOOD POWER

S6IENtE

CURRIC LUM FOCUS:
.

1. o analyze personal eating
habits
To understand importance'
of good nutrition and
basic food groups ..,

3. To shop for and prepare
one good meal

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:,
(DELLA Statement)

W18 Recognize developmental
processesoccurring in and out
of school
#25' Understand-how dtcupations
relate to functions of society
#29 Recognize materials/
processes/tools Of occupational
clusters

4

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME; Five class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Books, Charts, etc.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROaSS:

In preparation for this unit on nutrition students should keep a
detailed record for a week of everything they eat. (This is very

important and will 'provide a basis for fUture study.)

Using texts, chgrts, etc. the class W111 study basic food groups and
reasons for good nutrition. This can be supplemented by a talk by
the school nurse, posters to be made by.students and placed through-
out the school (especially in the cafeteria.) When students have
sufficient knowledge about food groups, they can begin to make sets
of menus including all of the necessary foods. These can be'compared
with their own records kept the week before.

A committee of students can be in charge of planning a breakfast or
luhch to be prepared for the whole class. Tnis will include shoppin
actual preparation, and clean-up. If this is done.more than once,

each'student will have an opportunity to help.

F.
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GOOD FOOD.AT GOOD PRICES

SCIENCE INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: ,

1. Study of the food groups
.needed forbalanced nu-
trition and good,health.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Film-"Measurement in the Food Stofe" (Coronet Eilms)

CAREER .EDUCATION'FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#59 Acquire basic money
management skills
#61 Acquire basic consumer

Skills

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Show students the film-, "Measurement in the Food.Store."

Then set.4 a "grocery store" in the classroom. Ask students to

bring in grocery ads Oom the local newspapers. Have students work

in pairs to determine whatAroceries would. be bought for a family

of four with a specific atount of. money.(e.g., $50.00 ,per week).

:
Help the children to-becbte discriminating between "bargains" and items

which are not. Plan shopPing lists around the four food groups

needed for good health.

Supplemental Resources: Career Awareness; Complete set includes

57 sound-filmstrips. Individual units deal with basic needs, work

and the. family, the value of. things, ways of working, etc. Cost:

$855 total. Units are available separately. Scott'Education.

q 8
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SCIENCE

.00

CORICULUM FOCUS:
J,

1. Study of the nervous system
:in the human.body

2. Learning about our own
mental growth

SYSTEMS

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#02 Develop knoWledge of '

unique personal characteristics

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL 'RESOURCES:
Bluntly sharpened pencils

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Below are,seyeral suggestions for learning activities to help. students

'
learn about their oWn mental growth. and nervoUs systems. 0

1. Ask the students to experiMent with the best conditions for them

learning Something. For example, complete silence:doing two

things at on e, associating what is.to be learned with objects

around you, 1 arning whi.e listening to music, having another

person drill y u on a pa icuiar sitbject, etc.. Discuss whether

any one way is better tha .another for everyone.
b

2. Here's an exercisefOr students.\o test their memories. Separate

them into small groups. Have a volunteer make up the first sentence

of a story. The next perSon epeats the, first sentence, then adds

to'it. The thirdperson repeats firstand second Sentences, and

, then adds a third.sentence. Fourth person, etc. Continue the

story, untiYiheTe are at least ten 5entenges, or until-each

person has had three turns.- a

. :;;"

3. Here's an experiment for the students to try to find out if nerve

endings are eveniy spread over a Oerson's body. Ask the students

° to choose a partner. Have one, person close his/her eyes or use

a blindfold. The other person whould use,two bluntly sharpened

pencils. 'Hold the pencils Close together-and tbuch the tip of

fingers, back of handsi,,:the neck and cheek. Move the pencils

apart until theY are distinguishable as.two. This is the approximate

distance between the nerve endings. Record the distance between. -

nerve endings on the finger tips, back of hands, the neck 'an&

cheek for each person. How do they compare?
'

1 9.9
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TO SMOKE ,OR'NOT TO SMOXE

SCIENCE

cuRRIcum FOCUS:

, 1. De'Velop knowledge of
respiratO7 system.and
hazards o ,smoking.

2. Develop-decision,making
.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 2-3 class periods

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

Develop personal habits
wH1ch alle socially valued

#41 Understand decision-making
involves responsible actipn

#48 Understand the need to
take responsibility for own
decisions

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: ep
Texts and films about the respiratory system and materials (posters,

films, filmstrips, bookjackets, bookmarks, etc.) from the American

Canter Society.

INSTRUCTIONAL-PROCESS:
66

After adequate research into the respiratory system, using conventional

resources, the class will be given several exposures to possible re-

sults of cigarette smoking.

Smoking MaChines that are available from the American Cancer.Society

will be uted by students to proVe the darkening of lung tissue.

Posters about smoking will be made by the students to be displayed

throughout the school.

Students will interview adults who have been, or still are, smokers

and will report their findings to classmates.

Students will role-pray in situations involvihg possible decisions

they will makein,tne future,_when friends urge them to.begin smoking,

ZOO
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WASTE NOT

SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. To continue from a unit, on
nutrition to a unit on cafe-
teria management.

2. To chart amounts of food' ,

waste over a specified time.

3. To suggest ways to cut down
an waste.

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#31 Develop positive aqitudes
toward employment
#30 Realize: work is an inte-
gral part of the total life style

#32 Realize one's success in work
is affected by one's attitudes

#34 _Recognize t!.,at occupational
stereotyping is undesirable

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods and, time-fr-the cafeteria

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Sptakers, graph paper

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Arrange for the food services manager and a cafeteria worker to speak

to the class about how menus are planned, how food is purchased, dif-

ferent'careers openoin ihis field, etc. Important concepts of nutrition,

cleanliness, promptness should be brought out.

Arrangements could be made to have4Mall groUps of students check on

amounts of food thrown away after cfi lunch period in a school. For

instance, whole vegetable servings that are scraped into the garbage

could be classed as one "waste unit" for Measuring purposes. After

fhe count has been taken over a length of time, graphs can be made,.

showing names of vegetables, ages of students, and amounts of waste.

.Following this the class will analyze results and make suggestions

'to the principal. (Depending Upon zoning, it-might even be possible

to feed scraps.to pigs kept nearthe school).

2 LI
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BUILDING A GREENHOUSE

sciENcE

CURRICULUM FOCUS

.1. Testing knowledge of
biology

2. Increasing vocabulary
3. Descriptive writing

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
.(DELLA Statement)

#17 Recognize role of educati 4/ ,

.

in career and life goals

#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations a
careers

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three-six cicass periods or longer dependin on

'depth of study.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
\

\

Plan.for a greenhouse, Dictionary of Occupational Titles,/Science

books-biology, Pictures of greenhouse, Occupational Outlook

Handbook, horticulture references /
/

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Activity one: Stuclents are directed to design a greenhouse. This -

requires a sketch, dimensions, material. (Piatur,es of greenhouSes

will help. Student imagination should be encouriged. Ask'about

geodesic dome.) Near the end of this activity 'ask the students

to list the type of workers needed Mcomplet the greenhouse. Why °.

would anyone need a greenhouse?

Activity two: Using the provided list.of
students to list all the things needed i
terms. Prepare 6n Srtic1e for a newspa
in a greerihouse.

terms as a base,- ask the
a greenhouse: Define the

er that explains what,is done

-

Activity three: 'Build a model of a greenhouse, including the .

interior. PreOre signs to stand arappropriate-locatioris indicating
the workers needed to build and o erate theagreenhouse and the skills

required of Och.

Supplement Resource's: Ed ion: Who Needs It? Four filMstrips,

cassettes arid teacher's gui . Shows need for education in the

worlds o work. Cost: $1 0 (estimates). Counselor Films.

2 4,1 'ja
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SCIENCE

CURRICAUMHFOCUS:

Testing CommerCial
Products

, 2. Graphing

DO THEY TELL THE TRUTH?.

,

-INTERMEDIATE .

4CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Stafement)

#61 AcqUire,basic consumer.,
skills.
#29 .Recoglize materialsr- .
processes/tools of occupational
clusters

1

.ESTIMATED CLASS,TIME: From one hour to a week depending,upon t e number

of products tested.,

ESSENTIAL RESIJRCES: , . . .'

All kindt of'products--two dtffere t'brarids
,

for each product..

You may want.to use 'utensils, etc. for testing products. You

may want to introduce class to Consumers.' Reports.
. ,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

A

Have pairs Of students test products as they are advertised bn T.V.

Be sure to keep products' names covered unttl all testing is

,finished.

Keep chart on products anci record results of each test.

1, Did the product stand up to claims on T.V.?

2. Whidhbrand did students.feel was,the better of the two

they tested?
3. Which would be a better bUy for the price?
4. Which would the students buy? //

Class will prepare a large chart to pdt in thp classrbom. his
may be continued all year. Also, it may be revised each year.

Distuss: What careers are involved in advertrsing? (e.g. layout

artist, copywriter, sales executive, package design)parket researcher)

0.
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iCIENCE

THE PLASTIC ERA'

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

. 1. DeVelop an awareness of how
science has lead to the
creation of entirely new
products, new ways of doing
things,.new careers.

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:,
(DELLA Statement)

#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of society
1/26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations
#27 Understand process Df
developing a "career"
#29 Recognize materials/pro-,
cesses/tools of occupational
clusters

,ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 5-class periods or more

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Encyclopedias, resource books on development'of various plastics

and on materials used duringthe pre-plastics period. Collect as

many samples of materidls as,poss.ible.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Assign students in groups to research various plastics, their

origins and uses (e.g. nylon, rayon, styrofoam, acrylics, etc.).

HaVe them prepare lists of ways their particular plastic is used.

EaCh group gives a presentation to the ,class.
-

Discuss what people used before there were plastics. What materials

were substituted with plaStic? To facilitate discussion, choose a

product area (textiles, cook ware, building materials, etc.) and

list materials demeloped befere plaStics, as well as different types

of plastic materials. Example:

Textiles

wool
linen
nylon
dacron polyester
fiberglass

silk
cotton
orlon acrylic
rayon
blends of synthetic
organic materials

What are some careers related to the development of plastics? Where

would one go to receive training in these careers?

4
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. A SMOOTH RIDE

SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Transportation ,unit
2. 'Understand origin of earth
3. Awareness of different
training for different jobs

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS::
(DELLA Statement)

#24 Understand variety and cm-
plexity of occupations and careers

#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of sotiety
#56 Recognize that society needs
labors of all its people

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One week

ES.SENTIAL RESOURCES:
Asphalt plant
Paving project
Samples of rock materials &-raw asphalt
Movies/on refining asphalt or quarry work

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCES5:
*

Plan a field trip to an asphalt plant. Explain to students that

they will find out how the road is made. Once they arrive at the

plant, they will be shown,the raw, materials from which-the black7

top will be formed. By touring the mixing plant, students will

.s(e hpw the materials are proportioned, dried, & mixed or.run

through the pugmill. Aftermixing, it is batched'into the.trucks,

to be hauled to.the job sites.

The class could then travel to a job tite to observe the material

being dumped from the truck into t)ie paver and spread onto the

road surface. The Students will also be able to see how the
material is rolled into a tight non-moving roadway., j

Returning to the classroom, the teacher and students could discuss

the different typeS of uses for the materials th,at they saw, using

the samples as listed above.

The new vocabulary words would be:

batch petroleum

paver aggregate

blacktop Ostillate
asphalt .quarry

pugmill

Ask the students to-draw a picture of their most interesting par,t

of the.field tdp and look for rod< samples arould their home.

They can incTude pictures of people who work with this material.

2 J!
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.WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET!

SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. ObserVation and inferences
2. Using a microscope

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#29 Recognize materials/
processes/tools of occupational
clusters

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Five minutes per unit (Individualized Learning

Center as an ongoing activity)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Low power microscope, Seven scraps of fabric of various textures

(2" x 2") numbered 1 to 7, Envelopefor fabric, paper and pencil,

Ditto page with seyen circles 2" diameter

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Directions on card in Learning Center:

1. Examine each fabric scrap under the microscope.

2. Each fabric scrap has a distinct pattern.
3. ObServe carefully
4. Draw accurately what you observe on the ditto provided.

Ditto Sample:

,WHAT'YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU LET!

.

d4 .

41 414
. .

.447.411 4i.
2 3 .5W-

.
.

In the circle numbered to.match your sample, draw what you observe

about .016 pattern of eath sample.

Note:
1. Check the weave of the items aHead of time to make'sure

there are distinct patterns.

, 2. For variatiOns,- use different grades of sand paper and wood

as samples to be examined under the microscope.
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WEATHER STATIONS

SCIENCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learn different components
of the weather

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#22 Acquire skills, good work
habits in preparing for a career

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods (45 minutes each) plus continuing

observations

ESSENTIAL RESOURtES:
.

Barometer, wind vane, thermometer, milk carton, broom straw, needle,

tape, glue and human hair for hygrometer, pointed paper cone, ruler,

milk carton, small straight-sided jar, larger jar, tape and scissors

for rain gauge

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Demonstrate to students how to read a barometer, a wind Nine and a

thermometer. Provide the students with instructions for making a
hair hygroMeter and a rain gauge. Divide the class into groups to

make these pieces of equipment. Have the class set up a weather station.

Each morning a different student(s) will be responsible for reading

the instruments. The class will then prepare a weather report for
the day which can be given over the school "intercom system by a
different student each day. A .follow-up activity,would be to visit

a local weather station or to invite a weatherman to your class.

2(i'i
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A WALKAROUND SCHOOL

SOCIAL STUDIES

.CORRICULUM FOCUS:-

1. Study of the community.
.2. Identifying community

workers.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three class periods.

PRIMARY

CAREERIDUCATION FOCU&:.
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Take a shOrt walk around the school. Select a route whidil will in-

volve seeing a number of people at. work.

After the waIk, have the children dictate to the teacher to-write an
experience chart. Include the workers seen and what they were doing.
Ask the children to vactice reading the experience chart after it
has been written.

Some children might like to write their own impressions of the'Walk.
Share and display these "stories."

Supplemental Resources: A Child's Life in the'Big City Five filmstrips

with sound and guide. Includes city scenes with background sounds:,
Presents values, purposes and social concepts at the child's level
-of understanding. ,Cost: $75.00 (estimate) Educatjonal Activities,

Pncorporated
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HOMETOWN MAP

410
SOCIAL STUDIES

,CURRICULUM FOCUS:

.
1. -Studying the community we live.

in

2. Reading maps

-

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations and
careers.
#56 Recognize that society
needs labors of all.its people.,

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three hours or more

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
A map of the communityT-TriTs-tolorel-paper for making flags

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Attach a street map of-your community to a wall at a height that

children can reach. Have children locate landmarks, their homes,

homes of relatives and family friends., Ask,t4em to show you what

routes they take to get to familiar places. Make a little flag with

the word school printed on it. Have the children help you pin this

flag to_the appropriate'address on the mip.

Work with the chiidren-to_ put flags on the map for the places where

their father or mother work-S-: Talk about these jobs. Talk about hoW

all these people contribute to the,faftioning of society. Talk about

the variety of jobs there are and What they*ould-like_to do when -

they grow up.

A map of the downtown Or Main Street area of your community can also

-be made. List the various merthants and professionals that serve T-' 1.-7

the community in this area. Group them into different categorfes,

such as esssential services, leisure commodities, retail items, repair

services, manufacturing, and professional services. Color.key each

category and put flags on the,map, for them. Discuss these categories.

Supplemental Resources: Classroom Journeys. Two filmstrips with sound.

OfferS insight into community life and relations. Cost: $98.00 (est.)

Troll Associates
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THE SEAT UP FRONT

SOCIAL STUDIES. PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Learning about community
helpers (e.g. bus driver).

2. Making a map of the community.

ESTIMATED CLASS'TIME: Variable

#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of society

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Pitture of a school.bus, a school bus driver, large paper, magic

markers.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Invite a bus driver to visit the class, to discuss his or her.job

and how it relates to the functioning of the school. Show (or draw

on board) a picture of a school bus and talk about different parts

the bus and why it is important to keep it in good running con-

dition. Make a make-believe bus with chairs and have students take

turns being the bus driver.

As a tonclUsion students max make'a map pf the routeS the bustakes

and he Chi-Wrens' homes along, the way.

<
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OUR TOWN

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Social interaction
2. Coping with others
3. Compromising
4. Group decision-making
5. "Neighbor" concept

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an'acceptance of
others
#11 Develop tolerance/flexibility
in interpersonal relationships
#12 Develop the necessary

--socialization skills

ESTIMATED'CLASS TIME': All year (ongoing)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCE$:
Room has desks arranged in clusters of four--five wi,th children

facing each other. Large posterboards and art supplies

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

At the beginning of the yeae, introduce the concept of "neighbors".

and have students introduce each otfier to the other members of.their.

group. Call each group:-a.town and have the childrendesign their

town on die poster board OTOTing to each neighbor a plot of.ground

, and saving space for the.specific stores, parks,' and whatever "extras"

theymant to include in their town. They may choose a name for their

town. 'DispLay",town blueprints" atian operrhouse so kids can show

their parents where they "live."

Encourage "litter Cdfitrol",and "police inspection" of each town by

elected community workers. Fruquently motivate a.discussion on some

- good ideas a particular.town'has coMe up with. PoSsibly.a "Good

Housekeeping" award could be awarded weekly to the cleanest town.. ,

This concept encourages self-discipline and.is easily adapted to

behavior modification--e.g. verbal praisegor tokens.for the bett

"behaved" town.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. The neighborhood
2. The community--

community workers

JOBS ARE,EVERYWHERE

PRIMARY

CAREER EICATION FOCUS:
(DELLA St tement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work

#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of society

#29 Recognize materials/
processes/tools of occupational

clusters
#56 Recognize that society
needs labors of all its people

-ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two -- five class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Polaroid camera(s)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Take a fteld trip to a "downtown" aeea: Ask the children to observe

people-doing jobs--(i.e. 6onstruction.workers)--Store 'clerksbank

tellerspolicemen. Each child is,responsible to take at least one

photograph of someone_doing something. The trip is for observation

onlynot interviews. In the classroom have-each child diScuss the

job title and Offer information about the person he has, photographed.

Display photographs or compile a book entitled, "Workers In Our

Community." 'This activity is used to familiarize childen with job

titles and make them aware of the variety of jobs within a few square

city.blocks.

a
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A BLOCK" IN OUR TOWN

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Becoming aware of many
types of work in the
community

2. Practicing drawing skills
ete

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:-.4Three periodt

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
White roll construction paper 10 feet x 5 feet,.tempera paints,

brushes_

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA S'atement)

4

#25 Understanding,how occupations
relate to functions of society
#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Following a discussion of community workers, have the children
paint a concentrated mural of a block in their city. or town. The

mural will be quite long and could be hung in the school hill. Upon

completion of the mural have each child draw a picture of himself in

the occupational.roll he likes best. Be sure the child includes

the proper attire on his figure. The figures are then cut out and

pasted in appropriate spots on the mural (policemanon the corner,

truckdriver and a truck being unloaded at a school, etc.) The

'children could culminate the activity by composing a paragraph on

the, topic, "I am a ----. I am needed in nlx town because ----."

2;6
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COMMUNITY HELPERS

SOCIAL STUDIES

°CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learning.about community
helpers.

2. Practicing descriptive
language. ,

3. Increasing sight -reading a

vocabulary. '

ESTIMATED CLAS TIME: One,class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Commumity_Helpers Picture Packets (Siandard PubliAing Co.,-Cincinnati,

Ohib), envelopes

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESal______

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement).

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
,describing the world of work.

a

Display the pictures of various peopfle at work. ,After having discussed

the various occupations, several ctlildren are given envelopes with the

word postman, teacher, or doctor, etc. printed on a slip of paper in-

side.- The children then take turns dramatizing the occupation printed

inside their envelope. They do not say the title of that job.. Whgn

the class,guesses the job the printed title is placea below the4rreture.

2 7
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2 FIND ME A. FARM!

SOCIAL STUDIES/GEOGRAPHr

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. To have stUedents decide
what kind of soil, weatherA
surrounding terrain and area
wobld be necessary for a
particular kind of farm

PRIMARY

CAREER E6UCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#29 Recognize materials/processes/
° tools of occupational clusters

#42 Know external factors affect
dec4s4on-mak1-ng-and vice -versa.-

#49 Develop effective decision-
making strategies-and skills-

- #60 Be able to use economic
information in decision-making

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30 minutes a day for.three or four days

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Pictures of farMs, flannel board, pictures of types of soil (sandy,

clay, etc.) pictures of weather (cloudy, Tainy, sunny, etc.), terrain
examples (mountains, platys-, etc.)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Day one: View. the "pictures" of a variety of farms with.the students:,

Ask them what4kin1 it is (truck, cattle, dairy, sheep, orchard,
%horse, chicken, grain) Ask the class to-decide what'kind of farm
they should plan together: let each child give his favorite and, why.

Decide on one far040t1 put Ole, others aside for now.

-

Day two: Show weather'pictu-res. Discuss these and how they may

add to or hamper productivity, of the farm selected. Select ideal

weather conditions for the farm to make it most productive.

Day three: Show soil terrain pictures and discuss most beneficial
types as on the previous two- days. Also decide the size that the

farm shbuld be. Select those conditions which would be most

suited to the type of farm selected.

Day.four: Combine all the selected elements on the flannel bd.a.rd

or easel to complete the picture of a productive farM.

.Example: Dairyjarm
Weathermild cTimatei notrtoo hot
Area--large amount.for4razing
Soilclay or humus for growing grass
Terrain-i,flat,orbilly, not mountainous.

Write these elements on a large sheet of chaft paper.

Make a class mural of their complete farm.

21 8'-
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...'ArTRIP TO AN ANIMAL SHELTER

SOCIAL STUDIES'

CURRICULUM FOCUS::

1.: Understanding worker traits.
2. Learning about environmental

variety:
3. Art skills in use.

PRIMARY .

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#24 ,Understand variety and
complexity of occupations
and careers

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 4-6 class periods plus a field trip

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Bus transportation, construction paper, crayons, paint scissors, paste

,INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS: 1 ,

The teacher will plan a trip to ,an animal,shelter. Prior to taking
this trip the children will need to understand-the primary purpose of
the trip which is to'become aware of the variety of workers needed
to maintain an animal shelter. They should be thinking about the
ideas they need to deVelop a puppet,show. Class discussion may en-
courage the children to anticipate what to look for on the field
trip and the rules toebe followed. Some time .should be given to
developing questions that might be appropriate to ask the workers at
the shelter.

During the trip to the animal shelter the children should be encouraged
tb observe closely, to ask questions and to remember what they have
seen.

--

During.the next class period the children can draw or paint pictures
of the animal shelter,. Students will explain their pictures,to the
entire class. The purpose is to review the information learned about
the animal,shelter during the trip. It is anticipating the development
of a puppet show.

Discuss ways sharing'reSponsibilities for tasks and the reason for the

sharing of resOnsibilities. Identify alltof the different 'jobs they
might have observed during the trip to the animal shelter. List them

in front of the Students: Students may role-play some of the people
they-saw working at various jobs.

Plan and present a puppet show about 'the'building of an animal shelter
whichinall tell otherstudents about the division of labor. Additional
activities might include building.an animal shelter or taking a walking
trip around the neighborhood to identify places of work.

a
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EMERGENCY

SOCIAL STUDIES PRIMARY

CURRICULUM-FOCUS: CAREER EDUC8TION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Awareness of professicns
needed for home emergencies. #13 Acquire vocabulary fdr

educational planning
#23 'Acquire °vocabulary for
describing the world of work

#56 Recognize that society--
needs labors'of all its people

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Telephone directories

INSTRUCTIONA'L PROCESS.

Play the game "Emergency" $n class. Instruct the students to name

,the professional.they would contact in case cf an "emergency,",

such as the following:

1. 'Broken water pipe. (plumber)

2. Constantly blown fuses. (electrician)

3. Sickness in'family. (doctor)

4. Toothache. (dentist)

5. Loss of'picture on T.V. repairman)

6. Loss of heat.. (furnace repairman)

7. No dial tone in telephone receiver. (telephone

, 8. Dented fender on car. (auto-body shop)
,

9, .Car needS tuned. (auto mechanic)

10. Watch gains time. (jeweler)

Etc:

2.40
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PUBLIC SERVANTS

.S0pIAL STUDIES PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. DeVerOrawareness. of the
.PubITE Service cluster

2. Associate occupational
titles with the jobs they
.perform

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: TWo class neriods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

CAREER _EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

125 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of society

§haring and Caring filmstrip, Art and Design Filmstrips
5alveston, Texas, fAmstrip projector

INSTRUCTIONAL Pk)CESS:

To'intro4ce the Public Service Cluster bf jo6s;--review the "
"Sharing &Rd Caring" filmstrip and discuss it. Also The Kingdom
of Could Be'Ou--Public Service (available from Encyclopedia
Britannica Co oration) is a nod introductory film. Both

describe those &kers of the community who help make our environ-
ment clean, safe nd efficient. Then list all the public servants
that were,mentione in the film.

The next class period could be used as a more in depth study of
public servants through He use of My Career Workbook, Pages 2,

3, 26 & 27 to illustrate he uniform of the various workers
and also what tasks they pe orm.

As supplementary resources use: My Career Workbook from Career
Futures-Incoroorated.

221
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CAREER COLLAGE BULLETIN BOARD .

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Knowing commtnity workers
2. Associating beginning

soundS'
3. Oral language.development

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Orgoing

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Magazines, paper, paste, scissors

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

-PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

123 ,Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work
#25 Understand how occupations
'relate to functions of society

1.) Select a sound ("A", "B", etc.) and assign a group of children

to make a bulletin board. This Koject can be used for two weeks

at a time. Eveey two weeks select a new sound and a new.group of

students. Students cut out magazine pictures of people whose

job or job title begins with that particular sound. They are

nesponsible to describe to the class some aspect of those particular

careers they have contributed to the "career collage bulletin board."

2.) As the children learn to write, they can briefly describe

on no.te cards certain occupations. These cards should be placed

in an envelope near the bulletin board. Children then can match

the card to the picture.

;.
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BULLETIN BOARD OF CITY CAREERS

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Study of the city
2. Careers in a city

ro-

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#24 Understand variety Snd
complexity of occupation and

careers
#25 Understand how occupations
relater to functions of society

#26 Determine characteristics/
qualification of occupations

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two lessons--25 minutes each

ESSENTIAL RESOURCE:,
Social studies book--SRA Our Working"World, picture's of cities,

drawing paper, magazines, construction paper, scissors, corrugated

paper.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:
, ,

First lesson: Children make a model of a city out of construction

paper and corrugated paper. Place the model of the city on a bulletin.

board.

Setond lesson: Allow children to leaf through social studies books.

S.

'Show them pictures of cities. Ask them to name various occupations

connected with a city. List these bccupations on'the board. .Discuss

them. Ask the children to draw a person engaged in their favorite

"city or town Occupation." (Variation: cut pictures out-,Of.magazines

of people engaged in their favorite "city ocOupation.") Place these

pictures on the bulletin board in a proper environment.

IS
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NHAT'S MY LINE"

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Communication skills.
2. Awareaess of school workers.
3. Practice in asking questions.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 45 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Adult as guests

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
Adscribing the world of work
#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations

Adaptation of the televisjon game, "What's My Line." Have each

student select a particular occupaticm to be guessed by a panef

of selected students. The panel may only ask questions which

require a "yes"-or "no" dnAer. Students may take turns being

on the panel and assuming the "guest" role. For an added at-

traction, invite a "Mystery Guest" to play "What's My Line."

Blindfold the panel members before having the guest come into

the room Suggested Mystery Guests: school nurse, principal,

art teacher; janitor, cook,

224
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OCCUPATIONAL RIDDLES

SOCIAL STUDIES PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Communication skills.
2.. Practice in written expression.
3. Writing.descriptive statements.

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of. work
#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of society
#29 Recognize'materials/pror
.cesses/tools of qCtupatidaal
cluSters

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One hour

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:'
Examples of riddles.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Explaim how to state or solve a riddle. Have each student select
a different, favorite occupation on which they would like to write
a "riddle-."

The Occupation. Riddles.may range in varying degrees of difficulty
.according to grade and ability levels.

The following examples may be presented.to the students:

1. I deliver letters and OackkieS to your home. Who am I?
(Mailman)

2. I like to build houses of wood I use .a hammer and nails. Who:

am I? (Carpenter)

3. .1.'raise cattle and sheep and grow all kinds of fruits and vege-
tables. Who am I? (Farmer)

4., I. go to school everyday and help children learn. Who am IT-
(Teacher)

5. I lend people money and help them to save theiT money. Who am I?
(Banker)

Variation: Select one occupation and have students write riddles con-
cerned with the specific tools of that occupation. Example:,

Occupation - Carpenter

1. I have teeth. andI cut wood. what am I? (Saw)

2. I have claws.and a headand I strike nails: .What am 1? (Hammer)

3. bits and I make'holes. What am 12 -(Drill)

a.:
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"HAT"'RIDDLES

SOCIAL STUDIES PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Practice in handwriting ,

and written expression

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One hour

'ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:'
Collection of hats

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:
'4

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations
#29 Recognize materials/processes
'tools of occupational clusters

Have students identify various occupations from the type of "Hat"
the person wears. Instruct the student to wite simple riddles
describing the hat worn.* 0 person in a particular occupation.

Examples:.

1. I wear a small cap and a .white uniform. I assist doctor's in
helping sick people. Who amnI? (Nurse)

, 2. My hit is hard'and has a light attached to the front brim.
The light is used when I go down into deep holes in the'ground.
Who am I? (Miner)

3. My hat is shaped like a floppy mushroom. It's found most often
in the kitchen. Who am I? (Baker)
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FABRICS AND FASHION: 'NOW AND, YETERDAY

SOCIAL STUDIES,

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

Unit on Clothing, Now and Long Ago

1. Awareness of material clothing
is mdde of.

2. Development of vocabulary to
describe the teXture of different
clothing materials.

3. Awareness of' processes involved
in making a finished garment.

4. Awareness of how to choose clothing
appropriate to climate and occasion.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three weeks

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: -

Filmstrips, books, fabric samples

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

A basic outline of this unit follows:

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION'FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#61 Acquire basic consumer skills
#64 Understand interrelation-
Sh4s: 'leisure time/one's career -

#23 Acquire.vocabulary for
describingothe world Of'work
#25 Understand how occupations
relate to.functions of society

.#29 :Recognize materials/processes/
tools of occupational Clusters.
#53 Understand the relationshiP:
Iechnology/world of work

I. Clothing made from Animal Sources
A. Wool

B. Silk
C. Leather
D. Fur

. 'Clothing made. from Plants
A. Cotton
B. Rubber
C. Linen

III. Clothing made from Synthetics
IV. The Clothing Industry

A. .Raw Materials
B. Processing Raw Materials Into
C. Manufacturing Garment'

1.. Designers
2. Patterns
3. Cutting Fabrics
4. Finishing Garments

D. Wholesaling Garments
1. Distributor
2. Trucker

E. Retail Store
A. .Pricing
2. Inventory
3. Sales

Clothing Throughout History
VI. Clothing Today

. ,
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Day #1: Display some fabrics and let children feel them. Talk about

what kinds of fabrics they are. Develop a vocabulary to de-

scribe their texture. Ask the children to-bring in swatches of

fabrics. Create a bulletin board or display table with th?se

samples and make labels of the names of the fabrics and words

the children have used to describe their feel fOr each fabric.

This will increase the children's sight vocabulary.

Ask the children to bring in pictures of models wearing clothes

of today, and pictures of dress from different periods in history.

When they bring them in, contrast them and create a displaY'.

Several children may also have dolls of different national dress

they can also bring in to be displayed'.

Day #2: Discuss the fabrics the Children bring in that have been made

from animal. sources--wool, silk, leather, and fur. Make a

bulletine board that would enable the child to match the Fabric

up with its animal source. Show a filmstrip. Create a class-

room library of books about fashiols, where the raw materials

come from and how they are processed and about the different

careers in the clothing industry--from the farmer to the retail

merchant.

Day #8: Show a filmstrip about the making of wool-from sheep. Discuss.

Talk about care of wool .garments. Bring-in dry cleaning in-

struction tags to display and discuss.

Ask the children to make picture dictionaries so that they can

add new words they learn connected with this unit. Ask them to

paste samples of fabrics, in these dictionaries beside its written

name. Include in the dictionaries the job titles of workers in-

-volved_in the clothing industry.

Day #4: Introduce a sewing project that can be done in the students'

free time in an art cepter in the classroom*. ,Have buttons,

needles,.thread and fabrics available. teach ha/ to sew on

a button. Have sample patterns for the students to cut out and

sew hand puppets or doll clothes,.

Day #5: Provid cardboard looms. Show the children how to prectice

weaving n these looms. Make these materials available for them

to use in their spare time in the art center.

Day. #6: Show a filmstrip about silk. Discuss. Display silk items. What

types of things \are Made from silk?

Day #7: Display matenials made from leather and fur. Show a filmstrip.

Invitechildren to tell stories of times they may have gone'

hunting with a parent: Invite parents' to speak to the class

about how to hunt and what to do to the leather and fur to

make use,of them. Talk about different kinds of fur and the

animals from which they coMe.

Day #8: Discuss the types of cloth that is made from plants. Bring in

pictures of cotton growing in fields. Bring in samples of
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eotton, if possible processed'into cloth and unprocessed. Ask

if the children have relatives who used to pick cotton. Per-

haps.they cOuld be invited to class. Show a film.

Day #9: DiscOss rUbber--where it comes from and how it is used. Rer-

haps some children would like to find out more about the growing

and processing of ruLber by researching books ahd encyclopedias

in the library. The class could begin,ikking a book abeibt what

they have been learning.

Day, #10 & 11: Learn about the industry of making clothing. View films, display

books,,a!ld pictures. Take field trips. Contrast the difference

between how clothiq- is made today with how it was made in the

past. Discuss the jobs that would be involved in this industry.

DiscusS how liking fashions, or sewing, or drawing might be re-

lated to this industry. .
Ask if anyone in the class has interests

or hobbies, that make them want a career in the clothing industry.

Day #12: DiscUSs the differences in dress for different seasons, climates

and.occasions: Have the children find pictures that illustrate

these differences in,clothing. Discuss and create a bulletin

board display.

Day #13:. Let the children who wish to dress up like someone else in

ilistory-Ex: Indians, Pilgrims, Daniel Boone, etc. do so.

Discuss the reasons these people from history dressed this way.

Ask:
Do we form opinions about people froim the Way they dress?

What factors should one keep in mind about dressing?

Discuss the importance of neatness, clean clothes, colors

that complement each other,and appropriateness.

Day #14: InvOl.ve the students in drawing a mural. Make half of it

show modern,day dresS; the other half show dress of long.aga.

Supplemental Resnurces: What Do People Do? Twelve filmstrips -with

souhd. Answers questions about what adults do when they work. Cost:

°$132.00 (estimate) TrollIssociates

9
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TRANSPORTATION

, SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICUOM FOCUS:

1. Develop awareness of different
types of transportation and
what the steps in production
are

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: TWO WeekS

PRIMARY 0.

tAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for describing
the world of.work
#24 Understand variety.and complexity
of ocCupations and careers
#25 Undhrstand how occupattons
relate to- funcOons of society

,

a
ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
, Resource books on transportation and history of transportation.i

Building materials for constructing a city.--Corrugated cardboard,

tinfoil, poster paints, markers, rulers, colored plastic.
,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have children build a city including all medns of transportation.

Group children (by intereSt) according to the means of transportation

they choose. Each child will research and then reproduce this means

of transportation forthe city. Lnvite other classes ip and have

a spokesman from each group explain all their research.

Items of reseat'ch should inclUe:

1. Identification v

2. When this mode of transpertation was created
3. What is necessary for its production
4. Uses and comfort' . I

5. Future proposals to improve the mode of transportation
chosen

6. Who is inyolved in the process of production

2 :3 1

0

4
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GOODS AND SERVICES

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUMFOCUS:

1. Develop knowledge of occupations
coocerning goods and services.

2. Awareness of relationship betwee.
workers in these areas.

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work

#24 Understan& (bariety and
complexity of occupations and
careers
125 Understand how occup4ions
relate to functions of society
126 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Introduce differences between goods and services. Have students

list numerous jobs under each category. Discuss the differences

between these jobt and how they are related to each other.

2. Ask the students to form three circles (10 children in each

circle). Have children choose anboccupation from those listed
above and pantomime at least three dharacteristics of that job.
(e.g., a meat cutter, a cashier, etc..)

3. Then ask the students to Oess what occupation is being
pantomimed.



0

SWAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learning to use the
yellow pages of the
telephone book.

iiii:YELLOW PAGES

a PRIMARY

CAREU EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabula'q for
describing the worN o work

ESTIMATED-CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Telephone,books, paper, pencils, How We Use The Telephone Directory

(filmstrip), Teleonia, Communicating by Telephone, available from

the Bell System. ,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS: 7

After viewing the filmstrip How We Use The Telephone Directony,

distribute telephone dit.ectories, paper and pencils to each

student. Print the following sentences and others similar.t0
them on the chalkboard. ,

1. The person who takes care of our teeth is called a

Pages

2. Lumberto build houses can be purchased from a

Pages-
,

3. If you would like to read about what-is happening in your

world, you would need the
Pages

Have the children print the number of the sentence, the answer to

the-question and the page number of the yellow pages where the

answer was.found. Several answers may be given. .

;
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BAKERY .BINGo

SOCIAL STUDIES PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS; CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Sta,tement)

1. To reinforce words discussed
and used in studying the 1123 Acquire vocabulary for

bakery and its functions. describing the world of work

1129 Recognize materials/
processes/tools of occupational

clusters .

ESTIMATEb CLASSA1ME: One or more class periods

ESSENTIAL. RESOURCES: .

Large index cards with six sections drawn, sthall cards with a '

word on each,.bingo chips or cardboard discs-six for each 'child.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

(. Show a list of:the words that will be used and go over them

with the children; leav.e.this list displayed for the first 1 or

2 games played. Some suggested words e:

-

knead, flour, butter, salt, 'bakery, sugar, bread, roll-s,

ingrediencs, yeast, mixer, combine, baker, pans, etc.

2. Distribute large cards and chips'.. Select a helper for the

first game.' .

Place.the tmall cards in a bag to be shook before

"each is drawfr out. Have the.ehild call out each word and Shdit

it. Words "may aveyto be poirited out on the list forithe first

game or two.

3.. Ihe'first child to covet...all the words on.his card wins and

may next call out the words. If two win; then one- shakes, and

one calls and-they switch jobs during that game.

4. Afterwards this may be placed in a lcket for children..

Example of the large index 'card:

9 13
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IDENTIFY THE FEELINGS

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM. FOCUS:

1. People in the family have
feelings Offerent from
mine

2. People in the family
enjoy different interests
from mine

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Ditto sheet (attached)
and activities

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Oscuss concept that the people within a famtly have'different
feelings. They also enjoy different things.

2. Discuss words: happy, sad, angry, worried, afraid,\no feeling.

3. Associat bove rds with these faces:

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCIJS:

(DELLA Statement)

,#10 Develop a sensitivity
tbward-and an acceptance of
other
#11 Develop tolerance/ \

flexibility in interpersonal
relationships
#12 Develop necessary /
socialization skills ./'

#2 Develop knowled "of

unique persona aracteristics

(

iCtUres of 1.eople doing various jobs

Happy Sad ,Angry Worried A raid No Feeling

4. Distribute ditto sheet. The teacher will hold up pictures
of-people doing Various actiOties (cooking, driving, cleaning,
playing sports, eating, etc.) For each activity, the chtld must

-circle how he feels about it, then how each parent feels, and how
a friend might feel byscircling the appropriate face.,

5. When the activity is over in the classrodm, the children can
go home and ask their mothers, fathers,-and a friend how they

might.resOond.



. COOKING

2. DRIVING

ME

.MOTHER

FATHER

FRIEND

3. PLAYING SPORTS

ME

MOTHER

FATHER

FRIEND
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HAPPY OR SAD

SOCIAL STUDIES

CU ICULUM FOCUS:\
1. together with family

and community invplves
caring'0oUt peoples'
feelings

2. Relationships depend on the
kind of interaction ope
develops

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
--- Dittoed response sheet

'INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Discuss the feelingS.: Happiness,

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#10 Develop a seniitivity
toward and an acceptance of
others
#8 Develop a positive self-
concept

sadness

Distribute dittoed answer sheets numbered 1-15. Each number

on each answer sheet has a happy and a sad face drawn nexf to it

Read situation to the class. For instance, Tommy and Johnny

are walking down the street. Tommy buy,s a candy bar ahd shares

it with Johnny. How does Johnnysfeel? Circle the face that shows

how Johnny feels with a yellow crayon. Circle the face that shows-

how Tommy feels with a blue crayon. (Both circles might be drawn,
-around the same face.)

Continue with situation #2 corresponding to faces at #2 on the

ditto sheet.

This activity can be used repeatedly using different situations
each time the game is played.

9, 3 b
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COLOR YOUR FEELI,NGS

.PRIMARYSOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. The child determines how
he fits in with the family
and .others by getting in
touch with his own feelings.

2. He sees that as he grows,
his feelings.grow And change,
too.

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS;
(DELLA Statement)

1/01 Develop vocabulary.of
self-characteristics
#09 Recognize that development
of self is constantly changing
#10 _Develop a sensitivity
toward and an atceptance of others

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Ongoing

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
David C. Cook photographs Moods and Emotions.

--INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Display photOgraphs on bulletin board. (The'photographs

show people experiencing a wide range of emotions).

2. Determine with the class two colors-one representing "hppy",

the other 'sad".

3. Place several of each color tags in envelopes attached to the

bulletin board. -

4. Give each child a time during the day when he may go and assign

and attach a color to eAch picture, according to the way it makes

him feel.

The child should learn from his own experience at.the board some-

thing about the way he feels.. Hp can also learn by observihg

that others may react differently. He also can change his mind-

according to the way he feels'on a particular day.

i\
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TURN DOWN'THE PICTURE

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Things welearn in school
help us to do a variety of
activities outside of school.

PRIMARY.

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement)

#1.4 Understand interrelation-
,ship between.education and work
#17 Recognize role of edUcatiOn
in career"and life goals

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:.
Pictures of people doing activities .(cooklbplaying games;-typi-nia-,-

a house, and someone sleeping).

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. ,Have ttudentS determine types of knowledge and information

theY learn in school. Make a list (e.g.-Writing, countingt getting

along.with others,.etc.) on the blackboard:

2. Display al) the pictures irra row. If.a child can 'associate

one Of the items.from the list of school-derived knowledge with

the performance of the activity in the picture, the picture is

turned down.
. .

3. Only the picture of someone sleeping should remain. The

children should see that what they learn in school is positivtly

related to everything they do in some way or another-unless they

are sound asleep!

fifr
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I WAS I AM.;I WILL. BE ABLE

SOCIAL STUDIES,

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1, Understanding self.
2. Understanding the family unit.

1

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:'
(DELLA Statement)

#08 Develop a positive self-
concept
#09 Recognize that development
of self is constantly changing

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

---ESSENTIAL-RESOURCES:, c_

Photographs (magazine pictures) of children performing basic pre-
school.skills (dressing; grooming; bike riding; roller skating;

setting the table).

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Modnt the pictures of basic pre-school skills and discuss
each skill.

2. Have each child determine if he.has learned the ski11. Was it

a skill learned at home? Did someone there help him learn it? If

he hasn't lea-rned the skill, does he project his ability to-master
the skill this school year?

This activity should promote self awareness in-terms of'retro-
spective thinking-"I learned that last yee.-this is something I
can do"-promoting a positive liTT-image. It should also set up

ijf,determined goals for future skill-building. Children can
:that there are many things they are now capable of doing that

they could ait fol-merly do. This should spark an impetus to try

more (self is constantly changing). Discuss which skills ore

taught at home, at school, self-taught. .Who can we go to for.help

in learning these skills?

240
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'ME, MYS.ELF AND I

SOCIAL STUDIES

'CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. To recognize a picture of

.
themselves and discuss their,
emofions and their physical
being and how they are separate.

2. Naming and recognizing parts
of the face.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30-40 minutes

PRIMARY,

CAREER EDUCATION-FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#02 Develop :knowledge of .

.unique personal characteristics
#08 Develop a positive Self-

,

concept
#09 Recognize that development
of self is constantly changing'

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: .

Pictures of children Targe drawn empty silhouetteof a. child,
large. magic marker, drawing paper and crayons.

INSTRUCTIONAL.PROCESS-:

1.. .Show photographs of children-have each child find his pieture.

.Ask each .child, "How do.'you 'know this is you?" (Answers-my hair,,

eyes, body-ThiS.is Me!)

3. Write the word 'ME' above a large drawing of an outline of a

body. Ask the students the following questions:

a. Could this be yo0?
b. What is missing that Would make this you?, .(Eyes, nose,

mouth, clothes,-etc.)

,Have- the.studentS.draWthese On the,outline of the body.

4 Ask tiie students if anything else is missing. What makes you-

you? (If they do not respond with-feelings such as, angry,happy,
sad; give them an,exampl-e they would reiaCt to, such as someone

making them angry).

5. Then have'the students write words describing their feelings'

around the outline of-the body, such as, tears for sad, smile for

happy, etc. Young children will only begin with these feelings, so

you maywish-to add others, such as-frightened, excited, etc.

6. Have them draw a picture Of themselves being angry, happy,

frightened. Help each child write one sentence telling what

happened to him/her,

7. Discuss these pictUres and w y.it is all right to show these

feelings sometimes.

241
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DUSO

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

I. Getting io !,now ourselves
and our limitations.

2. Understanding that each
person is unique and special.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Duso, Book 1, Stories, Un'it I-IV, American Guidance Service, Inc.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)._

#01 Develop vocabulary_of
self7characteristics
#02 Develop knowledge of
unique personal characteristics
#08 Develop a positive self=

concept

The lesson is initiated throUgh the.reading of the stony "The Red

and White Bluebird" in Duso, Book 1.; Also, use the large colored

illustrations included with the story cards. Upon completion of

the story the following types uf questions may be asked:

1. How did the little bird feel when he met Duso? Can you make

your face look like the red and white bird's face looked?

2. How did the bird.feel at the end of the story? Show me how

he felt.

3. Why didn't the bird like his color? What color did he

, want to be? Why?

Following this discussion have two children stand together infront

of the class. Have the class discuss the obvious similarities and

-differences of the two individuals. Stress the fact that although

people are sometimes very different in appearance there are many

similarities between individuals.
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GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS.

SOCIt STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:
a

1. Developing good manners
and conduct,

2. Developing pride in
belonging.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: -

PRIMARY .

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance of
others
#11 Develop tolerance/flexi-
bility in interpersonal re-
lationships

Nils by Ingri d'Aulaire, New Boy In School by May Justus, Crow Boy

ETTaro Yashima

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Read selected situations,from the following stories and get the children
to act out different solUtions; e.g:, the book Nils by Ingri d'Aulaire.

Have the students mole-play how they would reaCCir they were Nils and
their classmates laughed at their "funny" stockings. Other role-playing

situations can be derived from New Boy In School by May Justus or Crow
, Boy by Taro Yashima.

Provide students with opportunities.t6 practice good manners by planning
and giving a party. Invite,younger brothers or sisters, parents, or

another. class.,

2 4 3
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SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE AND WHAT THEY bo!

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. To understand how work can
contribute to personal
satisfaction.

2. Deve1o0 the concept that
successful people are hard
working people in the field
in which they work.

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS':
(DELLA Statement)

#08 Develop a positive-sself-
concept
#31 Develop pOsitive attitudes
toward employment -
#32 Realize one's success in
work is affkted by one's
attitudes

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 2-4 class lieriods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Pictures of famous people from newspapers, magazines.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Have a discussion of success and work. Have children give

definitions of satisfaction and success. Review these defini-

tions at the end of the unit to see if they have changed.

2. Have them.constructa bulletin board on Famous People. (Use

pictures from,magazines and newspapers). Each chiTd then can

discuss their "heros" (with a small group or the whole class)

by describing what made them famous.

3. Have each child write a shOrt biography of herself/himself

and what he/she feels successful at doing.
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A SCRAPBOOK FOR EACH CLUSTER

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCpS:

1. Develop written language
gskills

2. Acquire knowledge abbut.
community workers

3, Increase vocabulary .

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#13 Acquire vocabulary for
educational planning
#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the Woeld of work
#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper, pencil,-crayons,'magazines,- construction paper, and brass
brads.

INSTRUCTIONAt PROCESS:

To develop-an awareness of all the occupations ineluded in a job
cluster, develop a scrapbook for each cluster. The students may design
their own symbol for the job cluster on the front of each booklet.
The job cluster, .Public Service, for example, would include the
postman, policeman, garb'age collector, fireman, teacher, school
counselor, etc. fter discussing each odcupation separately with the
use of films, re.ference books and guest speakers, 2 scrapbook pages

- may be added to the scrapbook. One page shoWs an illustration and the
second page should inelude suchninformation ps job qualifications,
training; tools/equipment, special clothes and related occupations.
'When the scrapbook is completed, the student will'Have his own
reference for that particular job cluster.

(See appendix for a list of the 15 clusters as.identified by thee U.S.
Office of Edutation:) The Film.series, The Kingdom of Could Be You,
"(Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corporation) could be used to
provide stUdents with information about-the different clusters and
occupations within'each clustee.

Y.
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THE --WANT ADS *..

SOCIAL ST5D,IES

CURRICULUM FOCUS,:

1.- Practice doing research.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

,c

PRIMARY/LNT6MEDIATE
,

CAREER:EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA'Statement)

#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations arid'

careers

e

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Newspapers, large pieces of construction paperpaste.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:.'

The newspaper is a valtrable 'tool' In employment descriptions.

.wave the children clip "Help Wanted" classified advertisements

: from their hometown rapers. PiCtures or articles from the.news-

paper concerning various occupations may also be used. Prepare

a large paper on which the material can be pasted for student

observation. A discussion can then be initiated concerning the

job openings and their requirements most common for the area.

Lis4 of job openings obtained from the local ,UnemployMent Agency

may-be added to the lisfs.
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'CLASS "HOPPING,CENTER"

SOCIAL STUDIES ,

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Recognizing that different
stores sell different items.

ESTIMATED LASS TIME: One hour (plu

PRIMARy/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCOS:
(DELLA Statement)

#21 'Recognize relationship:
school environment/larger,
society
#61 Acquire_basic consumer skills

preparation time)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: r

Cardboard boxes, pictures ofptirchasable items.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Construct a small "Shopping Center" out of variobs sized tIoXet
(shoeboxes). .Label the bUildings wit)) the names of locaPstores.
On the store Fronti, display windowsMay be created by pasting
small pictures to t4 boxes.

From magazines, newspapers, books, etc., cut pictures of items

that can be found within.the various stores.

Instruct the students to place the pictures in the appropriate
_

/stores.

. r '

C' a
.11
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ASSEIOLY LINE PROJECT

SOCIAL STUDIES PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: ,

--
1. Understands division of labor
2. Learns to cooperate
3. Role playing

CAREER EDUCATIO'FOCUS:
(DELLA Statemeht)

#1I Develop tolerance/
flexibility in interpersonal

relationships'
#10 Develop a sensitivity
toWard and an acceptance
of others

ESTNATED CLASS TIME: Three Class periods (45 min,. each)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Supplies determined by project undertaken-

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCFSS:

With the classroom, develop an assembly line activity which

emphasizes the -Ped f cooperation among fellow employees.

Begin by selecting a project, which involveS several operations.
These may.include assembling a box., collating a book, etc.
Demonstrate each operation along tbe assemblY line. Assign

students to the various operations. After,the students-practiCe
the-assembly line activities, discuss the following:

1. The need for the cooperation'among the workers.

2. Prtfduction quotas

3. 'Mass production

4. DiviSjon of labor

'5upplemental ResourceS: Bread and,Butterflies. 'A seriet of 15 film/
videotapes with teachers guide., ,A project in career developMent

for: 9712.year olds. Cast: free. Available from Intercmediate Unit

Instructional Materials Centers. Also, send blank\video-tapes to
PA Department of Education for free copies.
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KNOW YOUR STATE: PARKS AND FORESTS

SOCIAL STUDIES.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Study of geographyNOf the state.
2. Map-reading skills.

I, 3. Developing research skills.

; 4. Spelling'.

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#20 Develop basic attitudes
needed for entry/success in
a career
1125 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of society .

#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations

#30 Realize: work is an integral
part.of the total life style

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:,.Variable

ESSENTIAL-RESOURCES:
1 State maps, including maps showing land elevation. ' Resource books

on state geography. Guest speaker: foreSt ranger.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Present state maps to class and show how land elevation maps are
read. 'Talk abouf the different types of maps available (e.g.

political maps, land,elevation or terrain maps, resource maps,

etc.). Give students a list of state:parks and forests and have

them locate 'these on the maps., What are the ecOlogical reasons

for,having state parks and state forests? How do they benefit

people living in'the state or traveling to the state? What animals

live there?

Invite a.forest ranger t \visit the class to discuss his occupation

as well as state lands. (See Interview- Sheet, Appendix).

Have students,compile thedat a. frOm.their research and interviewS

ihto a resource. booklet.' List'yidian words used in naming'gen-

.graphical areas, rivers, etc. Incorporate these names An a weekly

spelling list. .,\
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SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

GEOGRAPHY GAME

1. Study of geography'
2, The relatiollship between

geography and certain oc-
cupaiorit. .

3. Knowledge of a geograPhical

area.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA,Statement).

#28 Understand the' relationship:
Occupational role/life style

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
An area map showing geographic and demographic characteristics

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:.

Playthe'game-"Where Will I Find Work?" This game is de'veloped

around a map of a geographical area.

Ask students to write, on a small piece. of paper, the namEs of oc,-

cupations they can think of; one name to each paper.. These slips

are o be placed in a large container.

Students then draw a' slip of paper from, the' container, taring turns._

They should draw a ptcture to illustrate that octupation. Ihey

should also ocate an appropriate place on the map for a person in

that occupation to live and work, and write a brief statement

plaining: For example:
-

A. I am a tobacco farmer. I would live where the soil is

rich and the climateis mild. ,

B. I am a dock worker. I would live ,and work in a seaport

'city.
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THE EVOLUTION OF CITIES

. SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. UnderAand that the history of
cities began long .ago and that
roles of-each person in these
communities changed as time passed.

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION4FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of society
130 Realize: work is ah integral

part of the total life style

-.ESTIMATED CLASS'TIME: One week:-

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Magazines, encyclopedias; books, bulletin board material§

IN5TRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have pupils,prepare a bulletin board display entitled "The,Stage

bf People." One stage would'be hunting and gathering, another

herding, and'another settling down in river' valleys. Students

can use magazine pictures or they may draw their own Tictures.

Each s,tage of development should be.deseribed in relation to the

roles of the members'in -each of, these stages.

Assign some pupils reports on the topic§ above. In magazines, .

encyclopedias and books they should find examples of people still

living i.n the hunti,ng and herding stagPSt Compare them with the

,communities we have today:
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BECOMING URBANIZED

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. .To show differences between
city ahd country workers

2. To describe hoW the roies
in 'occupations are,constantly
changing

e'

ESTIMATED CLASS TgiE: One week

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Tape recorder, Interview sheet,in Appendix.
cheek with your local' newspaper and Chamber
historical maps and pictures

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#19 Realize technologi,cal
changes demand retrainig of
Workers
#25' Understand how occi.pations
relate to functions of ociety

#56 Recognize that soc/lety needs
laborsof all its people

/

IlkSTRUCTIONAL PROCES

You may want/to
of Commerce fOr

Discuss and list on cha1kb6a'rd.the differences betweenieity life
and non-city life. Discuss the various ways city infloence has
spread (tall building, shopiing districtS,Lusiness offices), and

relate th4se to the term urbanization.

Have pupils interview their parents or other adults o see if '

they can remembL. sections,of the community that hav become

city urbanized over the last 20 years.

Have the children try to find old photograOs or mapt that indicate
such changes.

Discuss differenr.fes in the roles%".1: workers from 20 years ago to

today. (List them).

Have children-interview people that have been in business 20 years
or more to explain differences in working conditions, proaCtion,

etc These interviews. gould be taped.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:
4

Students bk. ume awa e of
punching a time clock.

2. Students become aware of,
actual work time.

3. Practice in writing.and
reading clock time.

4., Practice in computing time.

1.

THE TIME cLoCK

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

-CAREER-EDUCAT/ON FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#22 Acquire skills, good work
habits in preparing for 0 career

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 10 minutes a day far one week

ESSECTIAL RESOURCES:
Large\appliance carton, teacher-made time Cards.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

To have students become familiar with the concept of using Time
Clocks, conduct the following exercise.-

_Design a cla'ss "Time Clock" by using an empty appliance carton
Which is large enough to hold a student. The front of .the
"Time Clock" may include a,picture of a clock face (with movable
handS), a "Time In" and a "Time Out" location for student time
cards, .and a "Slot" into whicF the Students placetheirtime
card to have it stamped.

As a class, design an Opropriatetime card to meet the class
situation. Each morning', select a.student to be the "Time
Clock" person. Have the student arrive five minutes before his
cMassmates in the morning and-Omb into the "Time.Clock.". As
the students. come-i"nto the roor. they roust locate their own
time cards, place it into the Time Slot where it will be marked
with the time; and place it into the "Time In" location.

Students m'ay punch "In" and ,"Out." when: arriving'and leaving
school, going to and from the restroom, cafeteria, etC. .

At the end f the. week, compute the total amount of time spent;
in class by each student.

Discuss the reason for using Time Clocks in ihdustry.
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"EVALUATIONS"

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULbM.FOCUS:

1. fimareness of,each others
behavior and production.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Behavior Charts

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE .

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement)

#32 Realize one's success in
work is affected by ofie!s
attitudes
#58 Recognize worker pro-
ductivity is influenced.by
rewards

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

To demonstrate the principle that employees are often evaluated,
the following in-Class exercise may be conducted. Select various
students,to evaluate during a given day. On,a posterboard chart,
list all the activities the student is to complete for a particular
day. On another chart,,list all the negative liehaViors the stu-
dent possesses. Assign point values to each item on bgith charts.
Keep track of all the good and bad things the student has.done.
At the end of,the day, total thp good Roints and subtract the
negative ones. Offer prizes for good ppints left over. The .

negative chart should be discussed privately with the student and
the positive chart made public.
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DECISION AWARENESS

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Individuals need to be,able

to make decisions
2. Individuals need tp be

competent in decislonImaking

skills

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#42 Know external factors
affect decision-making and'

vice-versa
#49 Develop effective decision-

making strategies and skills

,ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Four class periods

'ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Resources of Career information such as people, books,-etc.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

The counselor, and teachers might work together to create a module'
of activities to implement Decision Awareness in the classroom.
Some suggested actrvities ane:

1. Decision Charts: The cliss witl develop a ,series of charts
which depict decisions mde.durifig various time segments,.,e.g.,
from getting up-to arriving at schdol; from beginning-to end
of recess; during lunch and from time school ends until dinner.
In disCussions students will become aware that the series
of deciSions they make differs from those others make.

Z. Plan-A-Day: The class will work together to plan the classroom
activities-for a day.

After%the activities fiave-been decided, the students will identify
influences upon their decisions such as: which decisions wermade
immediately, which decisions were made by others for-them, which decisions-
could have been made later ttf the day. They will discuss those
decisfons 'which were most difficult to make and why.

3. life-Style Prediction: The class will be divided into small
groups (3-6 students). Each group will decide on cne occupation
they find interesting. "ogether they will discuss and predict
what type of lifestyle a person in this occupation might
have and will chart their predictions in terms of: hours on

the job, home life, leisure activities, job responsibilities
and duties, salary, and job entry requirements.

The groups will check the accuracy of their predictibns in one of a number

of ways.

a. Using the Community Resource File, obtain an address of'a
cor -nifty member in the occupation. Send predictions to the
community member and request a reaction to predictions.

AsS
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b. Contact the community members by telephone and report to
the class the accuracy of their predicttons.

c. , Invite the community. members to the class to check the
accuracy.of their predictions. -

d. Check occupational information liter'ature as toNe aCcuracy
of their predictions.

4, Evaluating,Alternatives: Working in small groups,,the students
'will identify-alternative ways of accomplishing a specific
.task. From their lists, each group will select what they
feel to be the best alternative. After the task is completed,
the class will discuss reasons for their selection of
alternatives.

v

to- 6
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.PRODUCTIN AND CONSUMPTION.

-SOCIAL STUDIES.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Awareness of what individuals
produce and consume.

2. Relationship between producers
and consumers.

ESTIMATED CLASS, TIME: One hour.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCE:
(A,

INSTRUCTINAL PROCESS:
,

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#50 Develop vocabulary for
understanding economic principles
#51 Be familiar with baSi,c
economic'conc--'

To tllustrate the,poncepts of "Production" and "Consumption", con-
duct the following activity: Begin by defining thec,terms, production

and consumption. Emphasize the fact that a producer makes or does
certain things,; whereas, a consumer uses these things.

Instruct each studentto make a list of what they produce and con-
sume whi)e in school. When completed note the differences among

To extend the activiTY, seleCt various professions and list what
people in those professions produce and what they consume.
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WAREHOUSE TRIP .

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. To become aware of the
"behind the scenes" action
of a supermarket

2. To map out a warehouse are
during and after a field
trip

write thank=you letters
_

afterthevisit_

a

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of society
#29 Recognize materials/processes/
toolsiof occupational clusters

#31 Develcip positive attitudes

toward employment

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three or four class periods'and-tifferfortrip-

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
A visit from a consumer representative of a supermarket, after

a unit on economics (supply a d demand, distribution, raw materials,

etc.) Trip to warehouse with our of facilities.

INSTRUCTIONAL...PROCESS:

1. Invite a consumer representative to class. Ask this person

to explain the supermarket business from the viewpoint of company,

importance of quality and cleanliness, problems of distribution

and shoplifting, availability of jobs for teenagers and

Have question and answer period. (See interview sheet, 4:tidix for

sample questions.'

2. Take a class trip to a supermarket warehouse. Each student shbuld

be equipped with a pencil, map outline of whole warehouse area

to be-filled in as each section, is visited (i.e. ice cream,

loading platforms,'so0 products, cigarette stamping, etc.)

Students will -notice .a variety of jobs and inquire about the

training and skillS. needed for each. A chart,could be developed

later in the classroom to show a floor plan of the warehobSe

(taken from their maps) and the approximate positions of the

various jobs.

3. Further follow-up. Students will write letters of appreciation

to those who made the field trip possible. Students can write

a news article to be put in the newspaper about the activity.

2 5 8
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SUPER SHOPPERS

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM' FOCUS:

, 1. Use computational skilli.
2. Use community facilities.
3. Plan meals (using basic

food groups).-and "buy"
food fbr these meals.

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)'

059 Acquire basic money manage-
ment skills
060 Be able to use*economic in-
formation in decision-making
#61 Acquire basic consumer skills

ESIIMATED_CLA5,S_nMEI__A-5 class_berieds (45 _in. each)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Severalad from local papers of b./eel:1y specials at supermarkets.
Field trip to a supermarket arranged beforehand, boxes and packages
from a variety.of products:

'INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:
, '0

Use one or two class pe.iods tb discuss how,5upermkrkets are laid
out, students' experie ces in shopping with parents, unit pricing

(could be done in mat ), meal planning,(in connection with a health
unit on nutrition), 1 st of materials to "buy",.-budgeting (using

ads and pribes available). .

Plan a field trip to a supermarket.

Arrangemepts should be made 'th the manager.for a brief introductibn
of store policies, map of lbcat' ns of various products. Students

should know the amoUnt of money available to spend, how to subtract
.

each Purchase amount from runni,ng total, and a list of iteMs to buy.

Tris activity could be expanded to-include the best buy (canned,

dr;ea, or ftwen), the various aloilable careers in the marketing-
Visits to other kinds of stores would be another Way to use

cOMmunity facilities..
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.socrAL STUDI,ES

.CURRICULUWFOCUS

SHOPPING DECISIONS,

1.. Money manageme t skills

:2. coe,t contctpdsness

3. -Comparative shopping

4. Careers this comMercial

world of work

ESTIMATED CLASS, TIME: Three class periods

ESOENTIAL RESOURCES:
Several recent nevpapers. 'Pictures of a school, a flag, a church,

a home, an apartment building, an automobile,'a televiston? a ,city

park.

INSTRUCTIONAL,PROCE5Se'

INfERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION^FONS:
(DELLA Statement)

,#59 Acquire-basic money

manaement skills
#61 Acqufre basic conumer
skills

,

Working with the,class as a whole or wtth several -smaller groups,

initiate a,discussion on the wide variety of factors used in making

decisions about the following:

1. -Buy--doWt buy;
2. Buy now--buy later;
3. Buy this--buy that;
4. Buy at this store--buY at that store.

4

The product of tfiese discutsions should be fists of faetors that

could be used tO help make decisions': - ,

°

From newspaper,' clip adv,drtisements from various grocery.stores which

.adveOlise prices and wbuld enable a cohmittee to do, some selective ,

shopping-for groceries. The teacher will havejrepared a list of

items that Would approximatethe groCeries needed for a 'family of four,

for one week. Each group will have a copy of that list. The committees

would then determihe where would be the hest place'to buy and Mat.

would be,the bett item to buy in supplying the weekly needs for the

faMily.

Arrange the pictures, mentioned above in the required materialsi.

Around the classroom,so that All students can seeall of the pictures.

Be Certalli ,that all students under:stand what each picture represents.

In a class discussion, the teaCher will ask the students to iMicate who

'Might .be-the decisich-makerin the purchase of the items in the pictures.

This should lead'tb a-follow-updiscussion of who the workers.Are that

,would be ini/olved in the careers depicted in the pictures.

For the'conclusiorio'f the lesson, each student should decide on an

item he/she wduld.like to buy.. They then shrjuld do some comparattve

buying. -.At the. end of three eeks come back to the class'arid indicate

whether ot'ho't'it woOd have been better to purChase the item on the

original dgteordiscustion or if it would be cheaper or more expensive

three weeks later.'

2(i0
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:WHY DOES A pubaittsi SO MUCH?

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1: Citizenship
2. Economic respOnsibilities

.3. Understanding concepts of
supply vid demand

INTERMEDIATE

=, CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

. ,

#50 D-evelop vocabulary for
'understanding econanic. principle,
#52 Realize how the labor_
market effects the nation's
economy

C.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three-five lessons

ESSENTIALS RESOURCES:
Selected resource materials-. EncycicrAias,'films, Dictionary"of
OccUpational'Titles, Occupational Outlook Handbook,- U.:S.Dept..-

ofAgriculture'publicationt.,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS

. J

The ttOdents folloW the production cif.a consuMable item to learn
about rights-and responsibiTities'as wel_l_as social- roles. -!

LeSson one:. Class begins a:discussion on how muth a pizia costt

and then why it cbststhat.ImUch... Quettions to be. answered:
.'What is-supply. and-demandricing? Why.do we Use.this method?
-4hat determines:tuppl,jf?. What determines.demand? (other items may.

....be substituted for.pizza). IS this -a fair'system? How can you

help- Control it? What responsibilities do you have?'

Lessontwo': Research the cost of. supply. Ingredients,, place of

business,.transportation.,- middle man, taxes.,; quajity.,11ing
advertising (local, nationwide), etc. The,librdry is a'f'etOurce

center, trade magazines will'heTp,..a pizza-shop OWner.(franchise)

would be an asset in,your classrOom.. How many: Sobs can-be recognized

frah the aboVe?.
. .

Lesson three.: (Teacher. originaited or student originated)'scr en s
will form groups. ',Each grimvielects.a product to be deygloped
.(ice cream cone). They Will qwPcklywritE a list of steps.
(10,minutes) then "begth a game, -One grci;o Will pick a topic re-
-searched by anothergroup and try to.get all-the tteps in sequence

Within three minutes. The originating group will time and eValuate
whether or not.all stepswere covered.

You mi t.wint'to. plan field' trips to farms, packing plants,

,,restauran
-44-to visit clas

shipping companies, etc. Or invite;resOurce .p&Spns
(Intervfew. Sheet; Appendix).
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USING GAMES IN SOCIAL STUDIES

SOCIAL STUDIES

/ CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learning bas)c economic concepts.
2. Learning to cOpe with consumer

affairs.
. .

3. ExamininTszurrent affairs-,

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:/

INTERMEDIATt

CAREER EDUOTION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#51 -Be familiar with basic
economic!' Concepts

#52 Realize'how the labor
market/effects the.nation's
ecOnomy
#57 1Xealize wages should not
be sole basis for career choice
#60 iBe-able to use economit
infdrmation in decision-making

.ESSENT1AL RESOURCES:
Games-list is.included, (See Index of PUblishers in Appendix).

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:
0

)

This activity /proposes that the teacher vary the presentation of

,career educat on concepts in social studies by using games and

t

simulation. here are no'recommendations for procedures because
each game has its own instructions. /The games have been selected

. as being appropriate for grades five/and six, for social studies,

and For meeting career education contepts,. :

I

1

-They have beeh selected to focus on/basic economic concepts.sUitable-.

for fifth andlsixth graders'. They:should help the student become_ --

more awae of consumer affairs whi1e.learning within the framework

df current af airs. In each reference, the teacher will find the

name of the ga e, a brief discussion of it and the name of the

supplier Or ma ufacturer.

1.
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THE AID COMMITTEE GAME

Players form committees to study a developing country and its
problems. The goal is to best allocate a limited amount of
money for development projects.

Publisher: Oxfam Education-Department

BROKER

Players learn some.of the more intricate aspects of stock market
and the developmenf of market strategy.

Supplier: Calhoun Book Store

CO-OPERATION

Players compete in a ball-trading exercise, developing many systems
for winning: barter, buying balls, cheating, etc'. Mutual cooper-a-

..tion usually wins. The .issues presented'are confidence, team
building, cooperation, and trust.'

Supplier: Training Development Center

ECONOMY

'Players assume roles as members of a small community discovering
how families and businessmen interact and depend on each other.
Their small economic community experience .allows them to project.
how the American economy fpnctions.

Supplfer: Benefic Press

ELECTION: THE GAME FOR PRESIDENT

A board game, which 'simulates the steps usually followed in actively
pursuina and achieving a career related to public:Service and poli-
tical life. Career progresses on local, county, state, and federal
leVels. 00posing teams vie to.win 270 electoral votes for the
presidency.

Supplier: Educational GaMes Company

INFLATION

Simulation of training using "Gold Certificates" as currency. Ex-

.
'perience with the problem of expanding and. contracting money values
helps illustrate the functions of the Federal Reserve System,'and
the-IfiterhationarMo-nitary Fund. ..

Supplier: Grade Teacher

JR. EXECUTIVE

Simulation of small business to help players become aware of the
concepts of earning money, contracting, and liquidating debts,
seasonal sales, and insurance coverage.

Supplier: Albert Whitman and Company
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111
LOG EX-EXPORTS EAST

7o develop an awareness of how one state becomes dependent upon

one industry and the problems that can result frbm a one.crop

economy. This game simulates the conflict between American and.

Japanese interests. ItshOws how.pressui-e affects law and policy

decisions in a democratic society.

Supplier: The Guy Lee Elementary 'School

McDONALD'S FARM GAME

competition at the County Fair. Stock up the farm, corner the

market, trade, unload surplus stock. Each farm includes pias,

turkeys, sheep, cows, horses'; chickens, and a dog. ,

Supplier: Shelchow and Righter Company'

.MAKING A PROFIT

A business simulation (donut shop)' in which the players are involved

as operator and customers. The player who is able to sell at the

best'price makes the most profit and.is.the winner:

Supptier'. turriculum Development Associates

MONOPOLY

In-this real estate trading classic; 'players buy, sell,.swap and
even bluff their way to a financial empire-or go broke in the

procss.

.Supplier: parker-Brothers 'Inc..

PINK PEBBLES.-

As primitive farmers, players progress through seven levels of

economy, relying more and more on the "Fink Pebbles" which repre-

sent money.

Supplier: Educational Man Power, Inc.

SUPERMARKET

Players assume roles as supermarket managers, who want to maximize

sales; and bUyers,, who want the most value for their money.

Supplier: Creative Studies, Inc.
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PRODUCING COMMERCIALS

. SOCIAL STUDIES INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA-Statement)

1.. Study of mass media

2. Speech com.lunication

3. Types of propaganda

#.5.1 Acquires basic consumer

''Skills.

#02 Develop knowledge
of unique.personal character-.
istics/performance
#n6 Underrstand and 'use the

concept "role"

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Four--five class periods (45 min. Each)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:-
Video-taping equipmen , props

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCES:

Divide the Class into small'groups-. Have each group select

a topic that they would like to sell, ie. real estate, insurance,_

grocery items, etc. Anstruuc students to write commericiAls

concerning their products. Allow students to make appropriate

costumes, use makeup, form various scenes, etc. When ready,

video tape each groups commercial.. ,

When concluded, analyze the commercials. Discussions may be

held on'the type of propaganda used, how appearance helps sell

products and how television, radio, newspapers, bill-boards,

personal recommendation, etc. influence our buying.

Supplemental Resources: Market.. A game designed to simulate retail

supply and demand. An entire class may participate. Cost:, $50.00 (est.)

Industrial Relations Center
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TELEPHONE SKILLS

SOCIAL STUDIES .

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Correct telephone usage
2. Improving verbal communication

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Bell Teletrainer or two phones

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

:NTERMEDiATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#12 DevA0op the necessary
socialization skills.

Using the.Bell Telephone Company's "Bell.Teletrainer" r two phones
located in different rooms, have students'practide telephone skills.

The following activities may be conducted:

1. While in a different room, have one student make a local call to
another.Student. Give the student the reSponsibility of answering
correctly, carrying on a conversation,.and hanging up at the correct
time.

2. Have students practice taking short telephone messages.

1. Demonstrate Diredt Dialing Long Distance telephone calls (within
and outside the area code numbers).

4. Demonstrate operator-assisted caTls, collect calls, person to
person calls, etc.

2 (i
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JUNK AUCTION

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRI.CULUM.IFOCUS:

1. Supply and demand
2. Skills in money use

INTERMEDIATE
--- -

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#50 Develop vocabulary for
.understanding economic'
princip3es
#51 Be familiar with basic
economic concepts
.#60 Be able to use economic
information in decision-making
#61 Acquire basic consumer skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods.(45 min.)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Balloons, tablets, pens, pencils, crayons, play money, and Other
auction items.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Give students an equal.amount of play money ($50.00). Hold a

junk auctfon within.the classroom. Items may consist of balloons,
pencils, tablets, etc. Be-sure to have-a large'supply of some
items, and a very limited supply of others. Try to keep the'
items of-similar value. For example: fifteen 5(t balloons and
one lOct bicentennial pen... Giye Students an opportunity to view
the items before the auctionStudents may.contribute items:

Plan the auction so that students have an active part and make
it as real as possible. (In soMe.cases it may.become a real
auction ief the tea0i,,r is interested in carrying through: In
that case the Students brin.:1 in items they.want to auction off
and purchavs'aremadt with real mon0). The auctioneer must
be trying to raise t)e price:;, the recorder has prepared a list
and kee0s track f names and selling amOunts.

Record the results of the auction. List eaoh item and its cost.
In most cases the greater the numberof identical or similar
items available, the lower the bidding. This is the ooncept
of supply and demand which the stu'drnts should. be able to. understand.
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CREDIT CARDS

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Practice filling out
. applications.

2. 'Develop a responsibilitY-.

to "credit 'cards"

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Credit Card applications

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER.EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work

#24 Understand variety'and
tomplexity of Occupations
and careers
#50 Develop vocabulary for
understandihg economic
principles
#51 Be familiar with basic
economic concepts
#59 Acquire basic money
management skills
#60 Be able to dse economic
information in decision-making

Have students fill out various (simplified) applications for credit

cards. Prepare mock-credit cards and mail to the students. When

received, students may have a "Credit Card Day" where students

may purchase items and privileges using the Credit-Cards. Later,

bills may be sent to the students. Concepts such as interest,
finance charges, 3O-day Period, rebates, etc. may be discussed.

DisOss the jobs and careers felated to,the credit card operation.

2(38
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A CAMPAIGN - SELLING SCHOOL SUBJECTS,

SOCIAL STUDIES INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. The use of propaganda
2. The effectiveness of advertising
3. Salesmanship

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One or two weeks

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
None

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

035 Be aware of the value of
acquiring marketable skills
#53 Understand' the relationship/
technology/world of work
058. Recognize worker productivity
is influenced by rewards
4459 Acquire basic money
management skills-

Within the school, conduct the f011owing exercise. With'the

cooperation of fellow teachers and administrators, demonstrate
the effectiveness of advertising.

To begin, select a subject such as math, science, reading, spellin
etc. (the product) that the class would like to sell. Conduct a

poll with surrounding clattes to determine the popularity .of the
product (subject area)'Once the poll is completed begin the
campaign of selling the product. Put 100% effort into the campaign.
For example, if the.vroduct is math, havestudents make creative ,/
posters attempting:to sell the product. Place the posters throughout

the school. Devise simple math games to be.played, and circulars
to be passed ()IA to the students.. Hold contests s'uch.as--guess-
how many one inch diameter marbles can be placed in a.box, with the
dimemsions of l' x Give the winner an appropriate prize.

Pf, the school bii1din n intercom system, conduct daily math

'Contests such as: Sel_t one class each day. Give the ciast a

problem via the intercom: The student who first correctly answers
the problem, is awarded a free lunch for:the. day.

Have the campaign for a two week period; As a final activity,

conduCt another poll. Analyze the retults. Relate the activity to

the commercials found within our society., particularly In the mass

media. area.

Ask the students to define the job of an advertising representative

Or a direct sales person. Would anYone like to have One of those jobs?

209
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ASSEMBLVLINE

SOCIAL STUDIES INTERMEDIATE:
.0

CURRICULUM FOCUS': CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statebent)

1. ,Study of industry
#58 Recognize worker productivity
is influenced by rewards

CSTINATED CLASS TIME: fhree class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Erector sets or other materials essential for assembly of wagon (or

.any other useable objects)

INSTRUCTIONAL,PROCESS:

While studying industry and the different jobs it invol,ves, one activity

might be to operate an assembly line. The clbject: make a wagon with

an erector set.

Line desks Or boxes in a row. On each desk stack several of each

essential item for complete wagon assembly.

Explain to the students that they will be assigned to one desk only.

They may not do anything except to attach theiritem and move the

wagon toward the next station.

After 20 minutes of this, stop the process. Assemble all students

in a group to discuss what was done.

1. Did they like this kind of job?-
2. Why was this system useful? 0

3. Do peopledoing this type of work get paid well?

4. How could this work be done without an assembly,line?

5. Why is this type of activity considered part of the Industrial

Revolution?

Supplemental Resources: Game-Sim. A packaged set of 85 learning

simulations. Emphasis on mathematic, communication skills, as well

as social studies and science. Cost: $250.00 (estimate) California

learning Simulations
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OBSERVING PUBLIC WORKERS

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Develop understanding of
government operation.

2. Improving citizen participation
in overseeing,government

INTERMEDIATE'

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement),

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describingthe world of work
#24 UnderStarid variety and
complexity of occupations
and careers
#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of sOciety

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Five periods. one week) ,

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
List of job classifications for local (county, state) government
positions, D.O.T. Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Occupational
Outlook Handbook.

. INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Activity one. Visit a courthouse or city hall. Students note all
the people working. Keep notes. Ask workers what training,
knowledge, strengths are needed to get those jobs. (Jobs may include
secretaries, political,(elected, appointed), janitors, managers,
accounts, policemen, etc.)

Activity two: Discuss the visit (Record on'chart or chalkboard-
students write in notebooks) (1) How do those workers help the
community? (2) What services do they perform? (3) Do any of
those jobs appeal to you? Why? (4) Why do Persons run for
office? Make a chart of all the jobs at the courthouse.

Activity three: Class will decide to do something for the community.
(Clean up a dir"-- place, help people,_ plant bu5hes, etc.) Plan the
action, and se1eL a date. --Notify all proper authorities.

Activity four: Jobs are carried out. Individuals are selected
to-write reports on what was done. Send a report to appropriate
officials and the newspapers.

Activity five. Discuss what was done by the students. Identify
the workers. Compare students as workers'to public employees as
workers. Classify the jubs or write job descriptions. Note that
classification of jobs is necessary so workers know what they are
expected to do.

Supplemental Resources: Career Awareness Program. 75 comic books
covering occupations in 15 clusters. Cost: $40.00 (estimate) King

Features Education Division
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.CLASS COUrROOM

SOCIAL ST6DIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. .ExaminatiOn of the Judicial
SYstem

2. Develop understanding ofthe
Constitution . 1

tra

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement)

#41 Know external factors
afrect decision-making and
vice versa
#48 Understand the need to
take responsibility for own
decisions
#21 Recognize relationship:
school envirOnment/larger
society

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three class periods (45 min.)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Job descriptions, copy of laws (any kind, to show what they look
like)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS;

Select a crime (e.g. stealing, television pictures) to be tried in
a wurtroom situation. Assign the following roles so that all
students are involved:

Judge
Jury
Defense Attorney
Prosecuting Attorney.

9efendant
Spectators
,Bailiff

Policeman
Witnesses
Plainttff.
Stenographer

Before beginning the trial, :provide a brief job description for the
above, as well as a statement regarding correct courtroom procedure.
When the trial fs conCluded, discuss common problems which are
frequently settled through the judicial system. (e.g.non-payment
of debts, consumer frauds, libel)

Reference to .the-Constitution,should-follow these-discussions to
sho0 the relaonship of all :Local, and state laws to the federal
law.

job descr4tions:
Judge. A person who:decides questions
DefenSe Atterney-- A person who opposes the claim of the. prosecuter
Prosecuting Attorney- A perton'who investigates and accuses
Stenographer ReCords what it said .

Bailiff - A minor court officer
Policeman - A iperion who enforces the laws.

`.
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j'i610PLIFTING"

SOCIAL STUDIES INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Recognizing the'legal
and social ramifications
of a crime.

ESTIMATED CLASSJIME:, One hour

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Videotaping equipment

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

CAREER ED.CATION FOCU:
(DELLA St tementl

#41 Undestand decision-making
involves responsible action
#42 Know external factors
affect decision-Making and
vice versa
#44 ReCognize/that decision-
making involv.es-some risk taking

#61 Acquire/basic consumer skills

Through the 'use of role-playing, instruct the students"to act out
a situation in which a shopper is accused of shoplifting. If..

possible, videotape and 5how this o the students. Follow with

a discussion an:

1. What constitutes shoplifti'ng?
2. Legdl ramifications.
3. Social implications.

.As a follow-up 'activity, a visit by.a State.or local police officier,

or a local merchant, to discuss shoplifting would be beneficial.

As a supplementary resource you may,want to use the film,

"Caught Shoplifting," Produced by Oxford Films. Price $325.00
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SOCIAC STUDIES

EINICULUM FOCUS:-

1. Vocabulary building,
2. History-of local toWn.
3. Creative writing.
4. Reading.

THREE CAREEVWEEKS-
'JOBSOF.THE PAST',..PRESENT, FUTURE

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three weeks

INTERMEDIATE

-CAREER:EDUCATION FOCUS:
.(DELLA ,Statement)

.;

.407. Develop an .understanding
'Of:the concept "life style"

a.

#56 Rebognie that society
neeas labors bf all its people
,#4,5 '/Revelop:briteria for judging
}lbw careers Meet 1,ife'goals:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:. .

Workers in the community:history books, sOence fiction books,
Dictioarv of OCcupational Titles, films,:Slidesf.filmstrips

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

-First'Week-Jobsrbf Long Ago- .

(Blacksmith, sheep'*earer, soap maker, cahdiemaker logRer etc )
,

1. Make candles, butter, etc in the classroom. .

.-

2. Conduct a class discusSion about these jobt.

3. Have children research ,arnd write stories ;baut.thes-6 jos

Also, ask students to illuStrate their stories'.

4. Have.students ihterview older Rcople in the comMunity.'.
,

5. Use new, vocabulary words as a spelling list.

6. Write-a.short play involving these careers.

Second Week:JobS Of the Present

.81

d,

1. Ask parents to visit school and discuss their jcibs-, toterv*.ey
.

other workers, vtsit job sites. -

Students may be able to'spend.a da,y witha person of their
,choice. If so, ask stUdents to take pictures, interview-the
9erson, and report.baCk to their class. -

.Third Week-Jobs the Future .

1. Students shoUid be iMaginative.. ,Ask students to invent new jobs
and list the' careers.,_these new jobs Wbuld replace'.

,
Have the students write stories about these new jobs.

-
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3. Build some new mAchines-robots, electric boards 0.be used

with thel: new jobs.
\

4. Again,.se new vocabulary words for a spelling list.

5. Prepare/a puOpet shI'm PI' play: This may be adaPted to any

of the/three job eras.

cm*,

2 7
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\
COMMUNITY rRKERS.

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURP,f6LUM

1, Develop understamiing of
government-operations,.

2. Improving citizen partici-
pation in overseeing povernment

INTERMEDI1TE

CAREER EDUr
(DELLA St

\ #23 Acqu .abulary for

\describing tne world of work
\#24 Understand variety and
Omplexity of occupations and
60reers
05; Understand how occupations
rqate to functiions of:society

ESTIMATED CiASS TIME: 'Five class Periods (one\week)

ESSENTIAL IRESOURCE;: 1

List of joiyclessifictions flor local (county and State) government

positions-Dict4onary of Occdpational TitleS, Occupational Outlook

Handhook

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Visit a courthouse or 4ty hall. Students should observe all

the people working and keep' notes. " k workers what training,*

knowledge cAnd r,trengths are needed tu get theSe jobs. (Jobs may

include secretaries, political (elected'and appointed), janitors,

manageqss, accountants, policemen, etc.),.

2. Discuss the visit with the class. The teadher should record

responses on a chart or chalkboard as students 'make notes in their

notebooks. Suggested questions for discussion are:

1. How do these workers help the communitl

2. What services do tihey perform?

3. Do any of these jobs appeal to you? Why

4. Why do persons run for,office?

Have students make a chart of all the jobs at th courthouse.

3: Ask the class as a, grOup to decide to do" som thing for the

community. (Clean up.a dirty'place, heTp people, plant bushes,

etc.)... Plan the activity and select a date. N,tify all proper
--

authorities.

4. Haiie the ,tUdents:carry out the chOsen activities.

are selected to write!reports on what they did. end a

appropriate officials:and the newspapers.

Individuals
report to



.

_

5. Discuss what was done by the students. kentify the VariouS

types of workers ir the activity. Compa)'e s.tudents as.workers

to public employees as workers. Classify the jobs- which .the

students performed or write job descriptions. Note that classi-

fication of jobs is necessary so workers know what they are
exDected to do.

c
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PRWUCERS'AND CONSUMPTION

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Awareness of the economic

system. .

2. Realizations that everyone
plays a part in each system.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

TNSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#50 Develop vocabulary for
understanding economic principles

#51 Be familiar with bas:c
economic concepts
1152 Realize how the labor market
affects the nation's economy

#56 Recognize that society needs
'abors of all its people

-

Compare the Governmental System, Industry and the Family unit to

each:Other as roducers and -consumers. Have students make,a chart

to show the relationship.of each system.

PROPHCERS

!I

GOVERNMENT

CONSUMERS

Provides services to
citizens'-improvet and
builds streets, buildings,
bridges. Enforces laws.
Provides parks, schools.

Materials needed
for projects,-
Labor wages.

.C:COML

Taxes

INDUSTRY

MakeS products to sell to
pe-ple such as: food

produ:ts, clothing, build-
ing materials.

Costs of raw ma-

terials-Labc
wages.

Sells to,people
and.governrrrt.

FAMILY

Produces skilled and un-
skilled labor to govern-
ment and industry.

Food, clothing,
utilities, housing
costs,etc.

Wages from
industry, and/or'
government.

Have students demonstrate the relationship between the three j forming

a "chain" or "cycle" such as the following:
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CONSUMERS

Gov t

offoic45
6;a20.5

,Seroge-.5

ti zens

.514tlice...1t0

.561iViCiS
0003

6704

i ti zens

6moos,

\,..:Industry/ Industry
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:A PANEL DISCUSSION OF NEWS ITEMS .

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

I. Current events
2. Distinguil,Hng facts
3. Defending a point of view

INTERMFDIATL
.......

..

CAREER EDUCATI6N FONS:
(DELLA Statement)

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:, Tnree class periods
f..

sSSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Newspaper------

#52 Realize how the labor market-
affects.the nation's economy
g53 Understand the relationship:
--chnology/world of work

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Explain and discuss the purpose and methods of a panel discussion.

Include instructions to the'a ,ience abOut asking questions.

Select five children tO Prepare a 20 minute presentation to the class

-on the same topic, currently in the news, pPeferably in relation to

the job market, worker problems-, or economic problems. Give these

five children several:days to prepare the presentation and be "experts"

on the topic discussed. After the presentation, the remainder of the
claSs could ask questions, clarify points, or,add to what the panel

has said.

Supp1emente.1 Resources.: Education: Who Needs It? Two sets of filmstrips,

cassettes, and guide. .Explains how workers in the world of work use

knowledge learned in school. Cost: $100.00 per set "(estimate)

Counselor F-lms, Inc.
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COOPEWIVE COLLAGES

SOCIAL STUDIO

CURRICULUM FOCUS:
,

1. Local community studieL:

2. Citizer-hip

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Five class pe s

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA: Statement.)

;?.I Understand variety and
cnr,:rlexity of occupations and

careers
.,L.'25 Understand how ocCuoations
relate to functions of sotietv

ESSENTIAL PESOURCES:
.

Paper, glue, sciSsors, old magazines, Enoficlopedi.a. of Careers and

Vocational Guidance, Volumes one nd two, William E. Honke,

(Doubleday) Garden City, NY. ll5-n--Oictionary of 0(:tupational

Titles, Occupational Outlook Han :ook

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

The class is divided groups of two to four stud nts. The

'div;sion4may,be randr , hajahced by artistic and intellect l

level,.or Je divided by sex to bring 7Ut sex-steeotype

reonss In this ldtter possibility, ene third of the group\tal

,1 MaIi, :)ne fhird all female, and one third with sexes mixea..

pOnt,cut this grouping-pattern until all antwork is completed.

Each.group should ..)ick ajob.that interests all members of the group:\

Probably each nrc p should select 'a different job unless'the teacher

has a particuar ;nterestor contr8st to Lressamong the fi'7)11PS. Each

group then.lists all occupations they can think; of, which are dependent

.upon or related to that occupation. This is.usually called brainstorming.

An example might te the ro'e o-` a policeme.n and thiS might produce

a list consisting of: judge lawyer, FBI, gunsmith, dogtrainer,

secretary, radio dispatcher, mechanic', laboratory technician, Oris(in

guaru, warden, etc.

When the list is 'completed, the stuaents will,gathcr-pictures, wors,

andanything else that is 'appropriate to developing a collage. Each

group constructs a collage depicng the key occupation:and its

interrelatiOns with other occupations. Students can differentfatc

relationships by drawing different Colored line, or solid and dotted

lines to connect the Occupations with each other.

jo encourage student dartic!pation, the teacher' might point out the

different relationships students can identify; inc1udi!3 some inwhi-h:

9

1. The main occuktion it dependent upon other jobs;.

2. Other jobs ate.dependrnt.upon.the ain occupation;

3. Peoplr from two ocCupions must rate e8ch other:

4. 'Peop" from two occupations'must talk with ,

5. People from two occupa'zions mUst use materals pruuuce

by each other;
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When collages.have be, coi.dpleted, each group prelits itsartwork
to the class and the class interprets it. The 1,Artist" indicates

howclOse the class came to Tnterpretation of the information and
ideas whi(* wer, int(ido' to be conveyed. The teacher can also
raise for discussion:

1. aid nap collages reveal ethnic or sex sLereotyping? If so,

ho;,:?

2. Which jobs A*0 nte'rdepenuent with_at least'one e-.h,er job?

3. Wc11 jobs encourage pleasant woridng relatinships arriong
peuple? Which cD not?

4. What tasks OCu involved inspecific jobs?
5. Which of the jobs identified in the )ilages can found

in the vicinity of ;Ale school or f.:ommunity?

Follow-up _,ctivity may include: *anstrul-..Ling mobiles, interviewing

persons from occupations studied, bringing w-kers from the.community
to d.jscuss.their.job with the :lass.

JiApplemental Resc:urces: Cc:reel- Awarenes,L, unitS teachim,

L. :r awareness os well as with.pide.
$8.55.00 .(estimate) Un:s ,.1rchased sepa,atev.

EducatHn

/

2 Z,
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WHERE WEI I FIND WORK?i

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. StUdy of geography
2. The relatior nip geography has

with occupoLions in that area
3. Knowledge of a geographical'area

- ESTIMATED CLASS_TINE-:--- -------- ----____

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Map

,INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#28 Understand the relationship:
occupational role/life style

Play the game--Nhere Will I Find Work?" This game is developed
around a map of a geographical area. Huve children write the names
of occui ,tionu on slips of paper, one name per paper, and place
them in , llrge container. Shake the container.well. Then have
children take turns drawing an occupation ane, fastenMg it to an
appropriatei place on. the map, explaining the choice of location.
For example:

a) I am a tobacco,farmer. I would live- where thu so:1 'is rich
and the climate is mild.

b) I am a dock Uorker. I probably would live and work in a
seaport city.

Supplemental Resources: Kingdom of Could Be You. Set of 16 animated
16 mm color films which encourage consideration of career awareness
and self-esteem by th2 young learner. Cost: S995.00 :estimate)
Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corporation
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OUR SCHOOL

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

,INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Map skills

,3-

*3..

-Audio-visual skills
Speech skills'

#11, Develop tolerance/rlexi-
bility in interpersonal relationships

4. Group work skills #15 Be aware.of multiplicity of

5. Interviewing skills, knowledge in education

-/EStIMATED CLASS TIME: One month

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

.8mm camera, 8mm film, tape recc.
Paints, colored pencils.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Children Will take a walking tour around the-school
back,discusA s, draw and lahel a map of the sChool.

Brak into fouy. groups. Put one group in charge of the 8mm c lera

anrfilming. Ask them to film the school and gvounds (film the
school nurse- her. room at :-he school, librarian-library, custodian-
his rooms, cafeteria workers-cafeteria, office-principal and secre
tary, and other- desired),

#16 Acquire vocabulary_for-de--
scribing_the-world-drwork

----2.-6- Determine characteristics,/
qualifications of occupationS.

r and -film; paper, Pencil,,

When they come

The second Poup will A.interview the abo people and synchronize,

(See Interview Sheet, Appendix).

The third group will tape.interv:.ws with le film.
e

The fourth 9roUp will work up a presentation fo- the other grad-_,c
by editing the film, etc.
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PANTOMIME

SOCIAL STUDIES NTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:,
(DELLA Statement)

1. Awareness to various occgpations. II

Understard variety and
complexity r;

UnderstaiJ.. 7Ind use the
0

conceOt "role"

ESTi!IATED CLASS TINE:: Two class periods

ESSEri IAL RESOURtES:
of occupat'Dns know- to th:: students.

INSTR'JCT7ONAL PROCESS:

A simple contest may be held where students ...elect a particg1,1r
occupation.to nmtomime to the claSs. Have the student guess
each others octupation. Score may be kept to see which students
correctly guessed t:le most oczi,pations. Following the contest
a discussion Hay .7)e held relating to the Occupation panomimed.

286
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POLAROIDING SCHOOL CAREERS

SUCIAL STUDIES INT2RME6IATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS; CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. StUdents leatn the importance
of various c cupations. #21 Recognize relationship:

schuol environment/larger
society
#28 Determine charecteristics/
qua f i cati ons occupati ons

OS.. Be aware of multiplicity
of skills, knowledge.in
edu._ation

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One hour

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Polaroid camera

INSTRUCTIONAL.PROCESS_:

Ask the students to make a list.of all the professions of ,in-
dividuals found.within the schoOl building. With the cooperation
of these individuas, assign stydents to observe the person for
paet of a scbool day. A. camera.cprgfee&LA_Polaroid, may be
used to tak-e pict-ures.of the 'individUajs.Performing their jobs.

After re'turning, have the students present.to the class a brief

description of what they observed. The picture, may aid in their

discussion'. -

People to observe: school carpenter, electrielan,i guidance

counselor, teacher, cook, janitor,-pnincipal,and'secretary.

9
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CARER RELATED CROSSWORD PUZZLES

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:
-

. 1. Recognizing.Varidus professions
und each profession's role
or skill

Z. Working crosswer;d puzzles
Developing spelling skills

.ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION'FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement)

#15 'Be aware of multipliOty
of skills, knoWledge in education
#24 Under-Aand,variety and
complexity of occbpations and
careers

Two--30 minute periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Teacher-made cronword puzzles

INSTRUCTIONAL RROCESS: -

DeVelop simple crossword plyzTes related to various careers. To aid'

students, a lis't of the answei's to the questions may be provided,

Example: Sample tcosr.word puzzle related to one profession

cm
'IL F4Y4 0 ill
/1 R Eg

m lanarainNE.1
ul 1 N TY 1

r1 IA na IR
M , n

.' Dow.

1. Workman'who cuts wood
and builds buildings, .

3, Tool usect;tocut Wood:
'S. :roól used to smooth mbod.

Example: Sample

a

bE

Across

2. Tool used.to
4. Pieces of Steel you poun
6.. Pieces of wood used im /

building a house.

crossword'puzzle and questions.

Down
/

1 A person yob see whenyoure sick
3.' A person who 7ixes leaky Pipes.

5. person .whp 'chefcks,your teeth

Across

2. Perscn whO.assigns homework
3. Person who fli s an air:plane

Perhaps students would like to makdk puzzles o/ their own, using

ngq careers they have -.earned about..
"'
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CRACKn CRAFT-

'SOCIAOTUDIES

.CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. ,COldren will be mere
zadar of ;J variety of

(4-...fts and the tools

and materials needed for each

.ESTIMATED Ct. SS TIT. Three

ESSENTIAL RES, *ES:
Pictures btf craftmakifl

INSTRUCTIONAL.PRuCES:

This activity can
.early crats. Sinai

'further. They
to'do their.craft.

1NTERMEOTATE 4_ /

'CAREF1R EDUCATIQN 6CUS:
(DELLA StateMent)

#24 'Understand variety and
somplexity of occupations and
careers
#29 Recognize* matecials/prou;sses/
tqols of occupational clusters

half;.hoUr,periods

dr6 paper,
r

visit,to a. crft show and/or a study of.
Jps of children choo§ craft to study -
the different touls and Lioterials needed

,Pictures of the-- drawn and lab'led ,2n the .bot twOAirds of

a sheet of drawing :.aper. The nam of tbe craft isWritten ft
top one,third.

The paper is'thencut.apart with fin irregular Tine making a puzzle. A

These ar'e 'collected 40 .shbffled.
by'

The.gdme, Cr7acked Craft, is:then played; Each group of students is
given the.boftom of one craft 'Picture and'the top of another. Each

group must'find.the section thatmatches theirs. The first group .

to find toth matching sections wins, .but the game is pl.ayedontil
all piciuret are matched.



JOE'S ON A COLONIAL WHALER

_SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. To realize the variety of
jobs contained on one ship

2. Tote aware of one way
cooperation was achieved on
'a colonial whaling ship

ESTINATF.P 30 mi

ESSFITIAL RESCUP.CES:
Peoord or tape of sea charl,J,y

INSTRU:TIONAL PROCESS:

:INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement;

Develop tolerance/flexibility
in interpersonal relationships
i;23 Acouir4vocabulary for
describing the world .of work
'i24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations
and careers

This activity can be incorporated into the study of colonial
industry.

.;

Review a variety of tasks performed on.a whaler. Using' classoleaders,

have ch,:ldren reenact yarious jobs to music. Theimportance of
coone-ration'in:.some*tasks t-lcomes very evident (i.e., hoisting-anchor,
sails and the The music Ea.sed chantey] should set the rythm
of the childre-n's role-playing.

9

e.
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'BLOCK WALK

SOCIAL STUDIES INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER/tDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1.. Awareness of local jobs
#23/ Acquire vocabGlary for
describing.,the world of work
#24 Understand variety and
complex,ity of occupations
and careers
#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of society

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One afternoon for Block Walk, One and one half
hour follow-up

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper; pencil, sections of town with industry or businesses accessible
to students, adults to accompany groups of students.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

In conjunction with a.study of Pennsylvania industry and business,
children should be diyided.into three to five groups. Each group
(with an adult) is to list.every job opportunity available within
one square block. .BloCks to be assigned should be arefully chosen
so'they will:include a wide variety of job opportunities: A business
tection,.a section including mUnicipal.and/or county workers, industry,.
etc.

Folldw-up activities may include:

classifitat;on of jobs by cluster
obvious similarities andclifferences between.types of jobs
compiling one' list of all the observe0-jobs
role-playing some of these jobs

282
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CLASS.TALENT.SHOW.

111 SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Communication skills
2. Performing in front of an

.audiencv
3. 'Creating a talent show and

presentation

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION'FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#03 Understand relationship:
self-characteristics/performance
#06 Understand and use the
concept "role",
#26 Determine characteristics/
oualifications of occupations

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Several class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have each student select an occupation he would like to portray 4n

a class Talent Show. Students may spend time prior to the show
investigating the job they selected. The students' presentations

may be either entertaining and/or informati4i

If possible, have a team of teachers or parents award prizes to the

students who present the best demonstrations. Categories for awards

may be divided into areas such as: "Most Informative," "Most

Entertaining," "Most Creative," etc. A prize may also be awarded
to the student who did the "Most Outstanding" job.

Following the Talent Show, discuss the occupations presented by the

students. Discuss the resources available to the students for finding
additional information about these occupations.

283._
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'SOCIAL STUDIES

CAREER EXPLORATiON.PROGRAM

CURRICOLUM'FOCUS:

1, Letter writing
2. Telephone techriiques

3. Verbal communication
4. Social awareness

INTERMEDIATE_

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#02 Develop knoWledge of.uniqUe
personal characteristies
#06 Understand and use.the con-
cept."role"
#10 Develop a sensitivity toward
and an acceptance of others
#14 Und&stand interrelationship
between education.and work
#20 Develop basic attitudes
needed for entry/success in a career
#21 Recognize'relationship: school

environment/larger society
#24 Understand variety and com7 .

plexitY of.occupations and careers.
#26 Determine.characteristics/ .
qualifications of occupations
#30 Realize: .work.is an integral

part Of the total life style
.#46' Recognize the need for.making'
a meaningful career choice
#47' Develop a receptivity 'for
newideas/exploration of new,ideas.
#53 Understand the relationship:
technology/world of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two classes for preparation, one day visit, one

class report and discussibn

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Chart for planning places to visit (attached)
SaMple letter (attached)-
List of busineSses, industries, government offices

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

In order to organize and operate a career and occupational .exploration

programfollow these five easy steps.

Step 1: Ceetruct a list of valuate
be interested in participating in the program. (Allow your studénts-.:

to sugges.tplaces they would like to Visit). Send these-proSpective:

participants a brief letter expliining your objectivei'-(see sample
letter attached)..'This way they.will hak(e a'chance o detide whether

or not they wish to become involVed before you contact them by tele-
phone or visitation to.receive a commitment to the program.

Step Construct a list of parents and/or college students.who wOuld

be interested in participating. Parents might be reCruited through
newspaper. .articles, telephone calls, the local.P.T.A. or.by.mail. The

,
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College students could be reached through a Dean or a professor at.
a local college. Once. again a brief description of the program
should be made available before commitments are made.

Step 3: Construct a list of children interested jn participating.
After step one is completed, the teacher might motivate additional
students by listing the-places to be visited. When places such as
the animal hospital, a loca' florist and. McDonald's appear on the .

list,.there will be no problem getting children,to volunteer.

Step 4.: 'CoordiAate a schedule of names,.dates;.times 'and places
for all those involved in the program. A sample chart isattached.

Step 5: After a child or a group of two or three children has chosen
a;place to visit, the educational experience actually begins. Now

. the student preparation.begins. As the children prepare for their
visits, they must compose a list of*questionsAo aSk. They also°
should know how to operate a cassette tape recorder and a camera.
During the visit ,the student or .group is,required.to find the answers,,
to.their questions by conducting dnterviews, observing.and partici-
pating. They also are required to take pictures or slideS. Upon re-
.turnina to the classroom, these sTide presentationS and photo stories
tan be shared with the other members of the class.

Ways of evaluating your program include surveys, interviews apd Iriewing

the audio-visual presentations. The possi.bility alsoexiststhat the
viSits may servp.as motivation for other mini-units of study, such as
flower arranaing or terrarium building..

215
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Dear'

-3-

SAMPLE LETTER

.pate:

The term "Education" means.different things to different people. 'As

a. teacher qf young people I am concerned that these future leaders learn. .

about the environment in whith they will be assuming roles and responsi-

bilities. To give them a better understanding of their environment-and

ta acquaint them with the.careers available to themI arm, inviting you

to allow these childrento.learn through direct experience%

I would like tà Send one elementary student,ranging in age from 10-'

12 years and a college student ta experience one working daY in your

business establishment. Hopefully, these tmo people would be able ta'

spend the equivalent-of a-,schoOl day (9:00-'2A0) learni-ng,in a different-

'educational setting.

If you are interested in participating.in'this program, please.call

the school and giVe your name ta,the secretary. Upon receiving your.name, ,

I will contact_you to clarify further'details.

Thank you,

Teacher
Subject-Grade
Sthool
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CHART FOR PLANHING r*ACES TO VISIT

.

.

Date:

oTime visit:

Name of Studeni
Class:
Teacher:

Name of Adult.

Telephone: ,

Business, Industry, or
Gov't office:
Address: \

Telephone:
Contact pers :

.

.

.

,

,

,.

,

,

. .

.

. ,

,
.
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PUZZLED CAREERS

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCI'S:

1. Community study

"\

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30 minutes

ESSENtIAL RESOURCES:
Copies of a local telephone directory, chalkboard, c reer puzzles
(attached)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

-#2' Acqu,ire vocabulary for
describirig.the World of work

4.0

Divide the class into groups of five or six students. Ik each
group to "brainstorm" end list as many jobs as possible bat are
available within their community. A local phone director) (yellow
pages) could be a good resource for each group. Give the roup
10 minutes. Then make a composite list on the blackboard. After
this is complete give each student a career puzzle to see ho many
jobs they can find in the nidder) career puzzle.(see sample at ached).

(Individual teachers could make up the puzzles according to th graqp
level in which they are teaching. Student groups could also ma up

the puzzles and then hand out to the other groups) .,
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SAMPLE CAREER PUZZLE

ME.TE 0. R d L OG I S T Z E..Y

Y E T Z L A W YER Z SEJNO
SEC R E T A R Y X I.'A AOGZ

.V X J H PS E. Q.I P KICLI A
Y Z 0.AIVR.YTRLHIN---T

R\O C.X ON Z TJ.0 E.O E T EH

E CO L ST X L RR.1 EL*

D X 0CCEJC YOCZirCRE
R S K Z T R A0 0.L OG.rI ST
AZ XJ 0 0 N'AMER IF ADE
BAKERKRJF

4-
Z°X MPNE A

.

P H O T G R A APHER X ZNP
BUT°CHER PLUMBER TT
CL 0,14NM-ERCHANT VI I I'

LOG'GERJZ -)A R E.N'T SS

'Y Z ARCH I T ECTjK X T T

CAREERS

Can you find 3E careers hidden in this puzzle? .We did. They read
across, down,.up and diagOnally, And One reads backward.
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:ROBOT MOVERENTS DEMONSTRATE HABITS

SOCIAL STUDIES INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCAT/ON FOCUS:
.

. (DELLA Statement)

1. Social and environmental _

changes effect individuals #19 Realize technological

2. Following directions changes demand retraining
of,workers

ES1IMATED CLASS TIME: One class period (45 minutes)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCE$: ,

Dictionary of dccupaiional,Titles

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:
,

Play the following game to emphasize the fact that people have
to change or re-learn new'skijls to keep pace with modern techndlogy.

Begin by saying: Pretend you are-a new machine, poss4bly a
. robot. This new machine works differently than any other machine
ever i6ented. The madbine follows directions opposite,to what
it is given. For example, if it is told to raise.its left arm-,
this machine will raise its right arm. If it is told to wal.k

forwerd,.it will walk backwards. See if you can follow the di-.
rections given. to you. Remember to'do op'posite of what the .

directions say."

Sollow the above by giving the students vdrious oirectionS.to
follow. Students will become aware of the fact.that it is often-
times difficultto change a habit.

.

Ask students to explain what retraining means. Have them suggest
occupations that are no longer important end people must find/
new ways to work. (Bookkeepers in places where computers have
been installed. Carpenters who built railroad bridges. Furniture
makers who change from wood to plastic). What makes re-learning
difficult? .



,

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM Fncus4.

1. Library skills
2. Writing skills

HERITAGE EXCHANGE.

INTERMEDIATe

eAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:-
(DELLA'Statement)

#07 Develop an undestanding of
the .-oncept "life style".,

#16 Understand need for continuinj
education ina changing world
.#18 RecognizEdevelopmental
processes occurring in and out
of school
#11 Develop tolerance/flexibility,
'in interpersonal relationships
#12 evelop the necessary social-

ation skills
22 Acquire skills, good work
habits in preparing for a career
#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of. work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Ongoing formic year°

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: .

Library, museums, historical places, local:people'-
,

2 INSTRUCTIONAL PRObESS:

It is the intent of this activity to help the students to become
aware of their Own environment and that of others in'America.

A. -Find a school in another part Of the countr,14.or state with
which to exchange information.

B. Pick-areas of interest to exchange information about.

1. Local histories.
2. Types of people who settled this area.
3. Customs of this area.
4. School-activities, sports, c1asses(1 etc.

5. Occupations.
6. ;Etc.

111

C. Have children make reports, collections, iliterviews (tape),
draw pictures, "take pictures, etc describing thein own school

and community.

D. Make an oral report of the information, collected to the class.

E. Send this informatiol to the cooperating ;chool.

F. Display, listen, and read materials sent to you from 'the

cooperating school.
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SOCIAL'STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Research 'skills
2. History
3.. Writing skills

THEN AND NOW-

,

INTERME4ATE::
.

CAREER EDUCAOON FOCUS:
(DELLA StateMilt)

#17 Recognizole Of education
in career and goals
#18 RecOgniz**velopMental
prOCesses ocCkring'in and out
of school.

#19 'Realt*e4eCtinological .

changes deMapdretrainihg of
workers
#31 . Develop. 06stitive,attitudes
.toward employment
#25 Urlderstand how occupations
relate to functiobs of society

ESTIMATED CLASS TJME: Two or three class periods

ESSENTIALRESOURCES: '

Library resciurce books relating to changes in careers, inventions.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

A. Discuss various occupations-what the students think a person
does in a particular vocation.

B. Have tr;6 students Oick a lob."

C. Research and report on 4lat a person.dfd ten, twenty or thirty
yearS ago in that job. Research and,report on what a person
does noWr in that job: What tools are different?

Draw two piatures-showing,a person'dotng that job then and now.
Include tools used, if applicable, in the picture.
1

. Report to class.and/or display in room.

..
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SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

PIONEER DAYS

1. Understanding the concepts

as a monetary system
2. Socialization skills
3. Communication skills
4. Cooperation

7

INTERMEDIATE.

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

Devel-o-pveredirsurlaryfor

understanding economic
principles
#51 Be familiar with basic
economic concepts
#61 Acquire basic consumer
skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two--three class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Old or unwanted items

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:-

.In conjunction, with a histoty unit on economics, discuss the means
of purChasing items today as compared to yestetyears. The concepts of
tradinTand bartering may be:discussed. Emphasize-the fact that -

the past,. "money" was notneeded to purchase goods or Services.
Frequently an agreeable transaction could-be made by trading. To
demonstratethe above, conduct the following activity:

Have "Pioneer Days"'within the classroom' where students trade and
barter for *goods and services. Students maytring old, unwanted
.items to school to-rade with one anothet: The'teacher may become
involved in the activity by bartering privileges for completed.
homeworic assignments: Tor example:

"I will 'allow you to go to the libtary for fifteen minutes if-you
complete all your homework."

301
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MELTING POT

.SOCIAL STUDIES.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. To become aware of contri-
butionscmade by immigrants
from many nations.

2. To become familiar with
location and culture of
various countries.

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) ,

#05 Recognize relationship:
self-characteristics/decision-

' making

#19 Realize technological
changes demand retraining of
workers

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two cr three class period045 min. periods)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCESe''
History books, encyclopedias, reference hooks

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

After a unit on "waves of immigration" to the United States, which
included discussions of skilled and unskilled-labor, necessity of
having a job in order to be considered fora country's immigration
quota, how to become a naturalized citizen, etc. the class should
be ready for this activity.

!,

Divide-the class into groups of five each. Each group Should elect
a leader and a secretary. Each group should choose (or draw, per-
haps)-a'foreign country and research its location, 'languages, culture,
occupaional scene, etc. Then they should decide what jobs they
(as immigrants from-that specific country) would be able to.handle.
They should include what training or education they might have had.

After a suitable length of, time for preparation, the leader of each
group should report the group's findings to the whole cla'ss, followed
by discussion. t

/
This activity 'could be supplemented by a visit to a naturalization
ceremony at a courthouse.

0

.
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DIVERSIFIED COMMUNITY OCCUPATIONS

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS::

.--Geograpty:---How it affects
workers

2. Social Studies, comparing
work for people living 100
years apart

3. Art design
4. Language Arts, writing

ESTrMATED CLASS TIME: One week

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA 'Statement)._

#24 Understand-variety and
complexity of occupations
and careers
#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of society

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
ConstruCtion paper, crayons, paint and brushes, adhesive tape, glue,
old magazinescatalogs, Mark Twain books, history textbooks, other
textbooks

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Students learn about careers and how they originate through examination
of historical development and changes.

Before introducing the project activities it is necessary that the
students have an awareness of several concepts. The teacher should
determine if the students are aware of these concepts. If not,

areas should be explored before the lesson begins.

The concepts include:

1. People have many kinds of careers.
2. Every occupation contributes to society.
3, Every person is an individual, with different abilities,

interests, needs, values.
4. People pursue careers for many reasons.
5. A person may be suited for several different careers.
6; Changes and conditions in the world affect careers.
7. People must,adapt as the world changes.
-8. feren-t- occupa ti ons__a re- i riterrel a tedi n_na ny_ ways.

The purpose of this activity or lesson or series of lessons is
to find a way to develop -with' the student an understanding of the
diversity of occupations that contribute to the life of the community.

In addition, they should-beaware of the interdependency of these
occupations. In all probability, you would discuss the idea with the
class and ask for some ideas about how to design it for your classroom.
The plan might develop into,something like the following.

3 3
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Construct a scale simulation of the "Mississifppi River"
on the floor or wall usina construction paper or another
suitable material. It shoUld be of considerable length
toaccommodatethe---acti-v-i-t-i-es- which will be described:

Ma.ke a little steamship that Will move along the river. The ship .

and the river should have a name.., If the simulation is constructed
on a wall they Will need to use the appropriate wire or'adhesive and

design some means of moving the vessel '.along to any desired location
along the river.

Students .could make simulations of river towns and cities with
construction paper and bits of carved wood or other material. They

Might paste captions beside the simulation. At this point, it is
/probable that students will need references for some authenic
Idetails about steamship days along the Mississippi or, they may.decide
Ito do it in a modern theme. In either case, it will be necessary
Ito have enough background. to be able to carry out the activities which
wil' be suggested.

Witi the mural qs. a background, students might be challenged to' write
ima,linary journals about-residents of the river ! ls, 'depicting

variouS local business activities, and the tradt .1 commodities

characteristic of each geographical reaion. Other students may
wive stories or plays about the workirg lifeof the people or of
the riverboat crew. Some of,these stories may lend themselves

to role-playing.

Each Student may prepare a paper contrasting occupations-in the riverboat
era withoccupations that 'now provide different goods and services.
You can initiate conversations witlq- the class about positive and
negative aspects.of a variety of occupatiors, about life styles, past

1
and present, about some'of the changes in career preparations Which
have been brought about by industrialization and specialization.

'.This type of activity, whether it is the Mississippi River or
something similar, lends itself to interdisciplinary teamwork among
,social studies, geography, art,..and language arts programs. Adaptations
are possible as the ideas of the-participating teachers and students
are expressed.
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MAPPING.THE STATE

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Study of Pennsylvania's
geography, natural resources,
products and workers.

.2. Map drawing.

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

456 Recogni±e that society
needs labors of all its people

ESTIMATED CLASS-TIME: Two-three class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Map of Pennsylvania, reference information about the natural resources
of the state, large drawing Paper, felt-tip pens'of various colors,
'overhead projector

INSTRUthONAL PROCESS:

Using an'averhead projector, project an outline of a map

on.a large Sheet of paper.

Divide studcnts'into small groups. and ask them to:

1. Trace the outline of the map.

\
2. Divide the map into sections according to natural regions'.

of Pennsylvania

Assign one natural region to each group.of students. From references

available in the robm, students'will:draw representations of natural.
resources, farm products, Manufacturing activities, commerce, and oc-'

cupations found in those regions.

Each group.will-présent this information about their region,and the

explanation of.the Map to the entire class..\-A new group will be forme&
by Selecting one TepreSentative from each original group to construct

a composit of all Maps. The final one is to be Posted in the hall for

all students to'see.

Supplemental Resourtes: Toward Affective Development (TAD). Kit

.,including,pictures,to disvIss, filmstrips, games, etc., an&manual,

besfgned to teach understandirig of feelings, behavior, cooperation,

'éta-.--Cdtt-t--$9006-(estimate)---American-Gui&nce,Servite,

Is

3 ;3
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STATE GEOGRAPHY

SOCIAL STUDIES,

CURRECULUMFOCUS-:-

1. Geography of Pennsylvania
2. Preparation of maps

INTERMEDIATE

CARFFR EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) .

#56 Recognize that society
needs labors of all its people

ESTIMATED CLASS THS: Two class periods

\\ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Drawing paper, large map of Pennsylvania, small maps (reduced

.copies of the large map. Film--"GeogreOhy of the U.S., and Introduction,"

from Coronet Films, rulers, encyclopedia.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Provide each student with a 8".x Tr map of Pennsylvania. Mk studenis

to discuss the purposes of a map. Explain the symbols used on the

map and illustrate-these on the large map. Develop a key for the

map. (Students have a reduced scale)

Using the large map as an example havê°students fill jn major cities

and rivers on their, mapi. When the maps are completed, the students
should discus\thb map-making process, who'makes maps, where.the

data for, maps is gathered,

;.7

kty
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SOCIAL STUDIES

ABBREVIATIONS FOR STATE'S OF THOJNION

1.° Students learn to recognize.
the abbreviations of the States
of the United States.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two hours

'ESSENTIAL.RESOURCES:
Teacher-made bingo cards.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER-EDUCATION-FOCUS:
(DELLA Statemenq

#15 Be aware of multiplicity,
of skills, knowledge in. edu-
cation
#22 Acquire skills., good

NN

,work habits in preparing for
a career

The following activity is designed to give students practice in

recognizing abbreviations for the States'of the United,States.

On teacher or student-made bingo cards; write the abbreviations

for the States of the Union. On 3 x 5 note-cards, write the

names of the States.

The game is played by-having the teacher or student draw a card

from the deck and read the word aloud. The students attempt

to locate the abbreviation on the card.

1. Emphasize tke.importance of knowing the abbreviations
for the States within the United States.-

2. Relate it to jobs such as mailman, shipping clerk,
secretary.



SOCIAL STUDIES

A SMOOTH RIDE

1, Transportation unit
2. Understand, origin of earth
3. Awareness of different
training for different jobs

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One week

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#24 Understand va-riety and_com-
plexity of occupations-and careers
#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of society
#56 Recognize that society needs
labors of all its people

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Asphalt plant
Paving project
Samples of rock materials & raw asphalt
MOvies/on refining asphalt or quarry work

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Plan a field trip to an asphalt plant. Explain to students that
they_will find 'out how the road is made. Once they arrive at the
plant, they_will be shown the raw-materials from which the black-
top will be fOrmed.By touring the mixing plant, students will
see how the materials are proportioned, dried, & mixed or'run
through the pugmill. After rnixing-,----it_ts batched into the trucks,--
to be hauled to the job sites.

.

The class could then travel to a-job site to observe. the material
being. 'dumped from the truck into the paverand spread onto the
road surface. The students will also be able to see how the
material is rolled info a tight non-moving roadWay.

' Returning to the claSsroom, theAeacher and students could discuss
the different;types of uses for the Materials that they saw,., using
the samples as listed above.

The new vocabulary words Would be:

batch
paver('
blacktop
asphalt
Ougmill

petroleum
aggregate
distillate
quarry

Ask the students to draw a picture of their most interesting part
.of the field trip And look for rock'samples arould their home.
They can include pictures of people who work with, this'material.



SOCIAL STUDIES

,CURRICULUMFOCU-S-:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Vocabblary building
Trayel awareness.
Map reading
Budgeting money
Study of Mexico

.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

LET'S TRAVEL ,

INTERMEDIATE

;.

(DELLA Statement)

#26 Determine characteristtcs/
qualiffications of occupations
#59 AC*Iuire basic money mana-

,

gement skills
#61 Acquire basic consumer skills
#64 Understand interrelation-
ships: leisure time/one's career

igr

Two 45 minute classes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Field trip to a:travel agent, maps, folders, atlas,:encyclopedias,
airline schedules, bus schedules, train schedules

INSTRUCTIONALPROCESS:-

-Have students plan an itinerarYtfor a trip to Mexico (or anywhere)

for a two week period. The students must have somebackground of
the cpuntry. Conduct a discussion of the fo1lowiilg questions:

1. What would you like to see?
2. How will you get there?
3. What is the cost?
4. Do you need.a passport;-shots, etc.? 4

When these questions are answered, organize the class Into groups

of four. The assignment is to,plan a trip. (Include method of

travel, route, destination, accommodations, cost, etc.).

Each.group will r'eport to the class with an oral report, or
graphically, or using soz.-3 other method.

In.conclusion, the entire class can aeke a list of all occupations
that would be required to make. the trip possible. When a job is
suggested, the student must fell of its relevancy to the t-rip.



SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

. 1. Recognition 'of personal
characteristics.

2. Pride in,achievement.
3. Personal rewards.

ESTIMktED CLASS TIME:.

ESSENTIA RESOURCES:
tin board

"WHO'S WHO"

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#03 Understand relationship:
self-characteristics/performance
#04 Understand that personal
characteristics can be changed
#05 Recognize relationship:
self-characteristics/decision-
making
#08 Develop a positive self-
concept

u.

fib

INSTRUCTIONAt PROCESS:
\

As a means of developin9 pride and a positive self-concept among
students, conduct one or several of the below activities:

1. On a wall within the classroom, develop a "Who's Who Among
Students" within "Mr. Smith's Class." Selett one Student each

, week or month who has excelled academically Or socially during the'
month. On the wall, place the student's name, picture (if possible),
exampies ofthe student's work.and a brief biography of the student.
Emphasi,ze the honor of b2coming a member of the "Who's Who Club."

2. On a class bulletin board, develop a'Nall ofFame" area which
honors a student or group of students for,outstandin9 merit.

,?

3. "Classmate of the Week4.may be selected$by the siuderts each
Week. This may be a "social at'ard" honoring the4iiast poOular
student in a given week.

After selecting a student for an award, discuss with-the class the
qualities the student passesses and the reason why he has received
the award.

Show volumes of Who's Who from the library.- Explain that most of
the people listeTiniTFave contributed outstandingly in their
careers or other work efforts/

'r
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'SOCIAL. STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

- CLASS RECORDS

Meaning of gaining personal
recognition.

2. Pride in achievement.
3. Personal rewards.

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER'EDUCATION FOIS:
(DELLA Statement)

#20 Develop basic attitudes
needed for entry/succesis in
a career
#58 Recognize worker productivity
is influenced by rewards

ESTIMATED CLASSTIME: One class period,per ninth

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:°' .. 4
. Bulletin board

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Make a bulletin board entitled "Can You Set a Record." Explain to
the students that breaking a record means'doing better than anyone
has done before. Relate this concept to si5Orts.- Explain that,
breaking a sports record brings an athlete recogYiition.

A discussion of the recent Gold Medal winners at the Olympics may
be beneficial.

On the bulletin board devise certain catbgories in which records
may be Set and broken. Example:

(CLASS RECORD)

EVENT
CURRENT
RECORD '

NA ME
CLASS

RECORD
NAME

Attendance: (number

.
otdays without
missing school)

Reading: (number of
,

,

eleisure time books
read)

Math: (number of

,

,

,

_

consecutive 100%
scores'on quizzes,
tests, etc.)

N .

Spelling: (number

.

o

,
..-

.

of consecutiie 106
scores on quizzes, ...

tests, etc.)

Physical EdUcation:

.

.?

.

.

lnumber of push-ups,
foul shots, etc.)



-2-

,Relaie the\concept of beaking _records to that of businesS and
industry. State that breaking a sales or production record often
brings a person great satisfaction and freguentlY monetary rewards'.'

4

1.
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TAMOUS AMERICANS

SOCIAL STUDIES'

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Realization of life influences
upon famous'American's lives

2. Biographies of famous'Americpns

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Five.hours

I.NTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)..

#14 Understand interrelation-
ship betweer educatidn-and mirk
#16 dinderstand need for cOntinuing
educatjon in a changing world
#17. Recognize role of education.
in career and life goals
#27 Understand process of-'
developoing a-"career"
#30 Realize: work is.an
iritegral part of the total life
style
#32 Realize one's success in
work is affected by one' attitude

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Biographies; paper, pencil

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Each-child must have completed reading one biography of a
famous American.

2. Class discussion--What Do We Want to Know. In this discussion
cOldren will tell what types of things were interesting about
their character: childhood, education, nterestt, what actually
made them famcs, their career, etc.

3. 'Class discussion--Why Did They Choose Their tareer4 (diseCuss
'interests, abilities, opportunities, histortcal,time and setting,
etc.)

4. _Have the children dress up as a character and tell about them-
selves ending their story midway in their life and telling what
they hope to 'do in the future.

4'



111/

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Family studies
2. Citizenship
3. Commurtity

Db/ELOPING A JOB BMOC

NTERAEDIATE,

CAREER'EDUDATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#31 Develqp positive attitudes
toward emp1loyment

#34 Recognize that occupational
stereotyping gs undesirable

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two-four class periods, out-of-class assjgnments

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Tagboard or construction paper, old magazines, bulletin board, and
a questionnaire (Appendix): .

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS: ,

.Through4ntei'Viewsstudentt learn about adult attitudes, types of

work_people are inVOlved in,careers in the community.

Each student is to interview a parent, a relativee or an adult-friend.
lhe purpose of the interview is to gather information for alass
"Job Bank" which will store information and pictures of differ-int
careers in the community.

The earliest activity will be to divide the class into small groups
to develop questionnaires of their own. The teacher can suggest a
few examples of inftirmation that should be elicited from the_inter-

!

Nviewed adults. (See Interview Sheet in Appendix).

FiW1 questionnaires are ones suggested by the teacher, suggested
in -Os lesson, or a compilation orthe best which the class has
constructed. There should be just one questionnaire that everyone
uses when they go for their interviewing. It would be'best if each
student tested the questionnaire on a classmate to practice asking
the questions and°to make sure the questions are clear. It will

'probably take several days before, all students can complete their
interviews and bring the results back to the classroom. In the

meantime, students should be looking through magdzinet, rmmspapers,
or any sources including photograOhs of people doing"the.kind of work
Which'is the subject of their into ..view.

:After the interviews have been conducted', eachpstudent reports the'
. _
fesults to the class. Also, all survey results and photographs -are

Oabeled and posted on the bulletin board. When it is time to clear
the bulletin board, inalude the s,urveys, pictures, and photographs
in a, "Job Bank" (loose leaf binder) as 'a resource guide for later

use. ,This ay be-lplacedin the library or in,the school guidance

office and made available for all'interested students.
.
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TheJollow-up discussion may include.:

,l. List the types of buSinegS, agenciesand industrieg that
,arelp our community.

o'certain communifies have'certain types of businesses
genvies in thenvand otherS do not?

3. In g neral, how did most of thepeople interviewed answer the
'ques ions on liking. or disliking their work? Does it geem as
thou h men or women enjoy, their Work More? Do you-knOw why?
Do people seem.to like certain.types of jobs more than others?

_ ,

4. Do any pf these jobs seem to create fami)y Problems for the
parents? What kind, of jobs..are.likely to create such,problems?

e

5. Why do you think adults chose.the jobs they did? 'Did they, have
any'choice in the jobs they took? Can'you have any cho;,ice?'

61 Who is the primary-wage.ear'ner-in the family? is it always.

the man?

There might be alternative activities that come either prior'to-or
, following the basic lesSon, ih which'students invite an adult to

the class to'discuss the job which the adult 'holds. Another possi-
bility iS for students to role play scenes as they underStand adult
jobs._ -

Supplemental Resources: Career AwarenesS'Series:7Four filmgtrips,
cassettes, guide. On-the-job action. Cost: $48.00.(estimate)
Educational Activities,Inc,

3 I10
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''CULTURAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF AMERICAN BLACKS

SOCIAL STUDIES, '

,CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Developing biographical
sketches.

.2. Using research skills

ESTIMATED'CLASS TIME: One week

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCAfION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

06 Recognize that society-
needs labors of all its people

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Our Great Americans, The Negro Contribution to American PrcgresS,

compiled and edited by Fletcher Martin

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Ask the students to develop some biographical
in records of some of the musicians listed in tne

Instrumentalists

Louis Armstrong, trumpet
"Count" Basie, jazz composer and conductor
Duke Ellington, jazz composer and conductor
Erroll Garner, jazz pianist

Composers

Dean Dixon, symphonic composer and conductor
\ Harry T. Burleigh, spirituals and anthems:
William Grant Still, symphony
William C. Handy, blues

Concert

Marian Anderson
Leotyne Price
Mattiwilda Dobbs
Dorotny Maynor
Mahalia Jackson

Jazz Vocalists

Sammy.Davis, Jr.
Nat King Cole.
Lena Horne
Eartha Kitt
Harry Belafonte
Johnny Mathis
EthelWaters
Josh White

316
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Some suggested references are:

Famous New Yolc Music Makers, Langston Hughes. NY, Dodd, 1955
The Negro Vanguard, Richard Bardolph, NY, Rinehart, 1959
CataTo lie of Records, Folkways Records, 117 W. 46th St., NY
Invitation to Music, Folkways Records, 117 W. 46th St., NY

2. Arrange for the class to study the lives of.various scientists,
then plan an bxhibit of the products resulting from their research.
Examples:

Percy L. Julian (chemist) established Julian Laboratories, best
known for its soya products, horMones and pharmaceuticals

George Washington. Carver (scientist) is best known for his pro-
ducts from peanut's, sweet potatoes, and pecans.

Dr. Charles R. Drew is best known for his work in blood preser-
vation and blood plasma.

3. Ask students to prepare a .skit, "Who Am I?", depicting the contri-
butions of the following persons to the_areas indicated:

Mary McLeod Bethune, educator
Langston Hughes, poetry
Sidney Poitier, theater
Benjamin Bannekar, inventions
Carter C. Woodson, Negro history
Jackie Robinson, baseball '7
Louis Lomax, writer
James Baldwin, writer
Carl T. Rowan, ambassador
Hale Woodruff, art
Richard Wright, writer
A. Philip Randolph, trade union,leader

4. Display works or pictures Of the works of'Negro artists. forexample:

E. Simms Campbell
. Richmand Barthe

Augusta Savage
Hale Woodruff

5. Throughout and concluding this activity discuss the concept that
society needs the labors of all its people. Also discuss the societal
cultural advantages of contributions from various ethnic groups.,

Supplementary Resources: The Story of Black America. Filmstrip

with biographies. Cost: $8.95 (estimate) Learning Resource Center, Inc.

.3 ;27
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TWENTY THINGS I LIKE TO DO'

SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. All individuals are
unique and have different
likes and dislikes

2. Analyzing our own
behavior, our likes and
dislikes can help us
understand ourselves
better

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME; Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Attached worksheet

\INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIATE.

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#07 Develop an lunderstanding
of-the concept "Life Style"
#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an Acceptance of

. others'

Give each child a worksheet withArids, like-the one onfthe following
page. Ask the students tO list twenty things they like to do. After
this has been done, read them the instructions below, and ask them -

to follow these instructiont. These tasks.are destghed to help the
.student evaluate his.likes, and learn more about himself. After the ,

students have.evaluated their responses according to these instructions,
dtscuss the concept of "lifestyle" and how our likes and Nalues help

\determine Our life styfe. Discuss the'uniqueness of each individual. .

.in the class.
, 0

'\ 1. . A dollar sign ($) is to be placed beside any item which costs
more than $3 each time it is done. (The amount could vary,
depending on the group.)

2. The letter A is to be placed beside those items which you
really prefer to do alone; the letter P next to those activities
you prefer to do with other people; and the letters A-P next
to activities which you enjoy doing equally alone or with other
people.

3. The letters P. are to be placed beside those items which
require planning.

\

14. The coding N5 is to be pl,aced next to those items which you
would not have listed five years ago.

,5. The numbers 1 through 5 are to be placed beside the five most
\ important items. The best loved activity should be numbered 1,

the second best, 2, and so on.

The student is to indicate next to each activity when (dayidate)
it was last engaged in.
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6. Place the letters PU next to any items which you think a
PURITAN would'say are wastes of time.

7. Put an MI b.y any'of your items Which you would not be able to
do it you moved 1,000 MILES south from where you now live.

8. Choose three items which you want to.become really BETTER at
doing. .Put the.letter B next to these items.

9. Which of.,,the items that you put onyour 'list would you want
to see on a list made by the person you love the very most?

Mark these items with an L.

10. Next to eacnitem write the name of a person you want most
to talk to about that specific item.

11. Write the letter F next to those items which you think will
not appear on your list 5 years from now.

12. Use the letter R for those things on your list which have an
element of RISK to them. It can be physical risk, emotional

risk, or intellectual risk.

13. Put an I next to any item which -involves INTIMACY.

14. Mark with an S any items which call only be done in one particulir
SEASON of the year.

15. Put the letters IQ next to any item which you think you would
enjoy more if you were smarter.

16. Place the letter U next to any item you have listed that 'you
think other people would tend to judge as UNCONVENTIONAL.

17. Put the letter C next to items which you think other people
might judge as very CONVENTIONAL.

18. Use the code letters MT for items which you think you will
want to devote increasingly MORE TIME to in the years to come,

'1 . 'Put the letters CH next to the things you have listed which
you hope your own CHILDREN will have on their own lists someday.

20. Which items on your.list do you feel nobodymould conceivably
REJECT you for loving? Code them with the letters R.

-

Supplemental Resources: Focus on Self Development. Level II. A

kit including teachers guide, filmstrips with sound, photoboards,

easel and learner activity book. Cost: $135.00 -(estimate) Science

Research Associates
7/'



NAME'

TWENTY THINGS I LIKE TO DO WORKSHEET

t.

2

3

4

5.

7.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13:

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

0-
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A HAIRY SITUATION

'SOCIAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

I. Understanding of how our
appearance'is affected by cur
environment

2.. Opinion poll .

3. Understanding social change

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLAStatement)

#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations
#29 Recognize materials/
processes/tools of occupational
clusters
#35 'Be aware of the value of
acquiringiNarketable skills -

ESTIMATED tLASS TIME: Variable

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Back drop for "peek hole,"_,art materials, mannequins and hair-styling
equipment, Guests, hairdresner and/or barber
Pictures of hairstyles throughout history, and,present styles

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:,

Invite a hairdrester and/or barber, to visit the classroom and possibly
7 demonstrate on.a boy and girl a modern hair style that's popular. 1

They.might also bring in mannequins. With hairstyles from the. past.
After the actual hairstyling techniques have been demonstrated'on .

the students, the class, could yideo tape an interview with the
hairdrester and barber. (see Interview Sheet in-Appendix)

A .class disCussion could follow comparing the hair styles.then and

now and possiblY how these depict the feelings of the times.

A scrapbook of different.hairttyles could be compiled by the-Class

and maybe a "peek hole" center could be construCted in the hallwey

for the kids.to enjoy and possibly atontest entitled "Hair 2000
could be started where.the kids would design a possible haii, style

of thefuture: .. _

The'clats could take a 'walk and ask people on the street-to vote for
the hair style of their choice for 1980 or 2000...

A day could be arranged where all the kids wear 'hair styles from a

particular period of history.

1150
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DO YOU WANT A HUNDRED DRESSIS?

SOCIAL. STUDIES

CURRICULUM FOCUS.

1. Develop appreciation of
others,particularly those
who are different

2: Analyze the heroine's .

actions and feelings

INTERMEDIATE
,

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#04 Understand that personal
characteristics can be changed
#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance of
others

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three 30 minute time periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
The Hundred Dresses, by Eleanor Estes

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:"

Read the book, The Hundred Dresses aloud to the class. Conduct

a class discussion as to why_ the heroipe (Wanda) acted as she

did. Discuss alternate ways she might have acted under different
tircumstances. .Discuss'the changes attitude of the rest of the
class towakl the heroine from.the beginning to the end of the
stOry. Relate pupils' discussion to how people cope in difficult
situations.

List what career opportunities might be available to the heroine.

\

2, 2

4
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DRAWING A PERSONAL COAT OF.ARMS

ART PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS:, ,
CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement).

1.:?ractice in drawing
.:.1..

2. Usi.ng crayons, markeit #02 .Qeveldp knOwlolge*.of
.

. ,uniguOv'ersonal characteriSOcs

TIMATED CLASS TIME: TWo class periods

E SENTI4...IRESOURCES:
!

Paper,Icrayqns, encyclopedia pietures, art books

It)STRUCTIO Ai .PROCE5S:

-ci

Displ pictures uf several different Coat of Arms. Discuss them
in te s of their meaning, purpose and history. Suggeq to the cla s
that th make their own personal Coat of Arms. Give them a large
pattern c use which looks like this--dividing 'hP patterns into
8.section

Ask the students t draw something about themselves in each section.
For example, they c n represent:

1. Favorite colo
2. Favorite food
3. Favorite hobby o leisure time activity
4.. Something I do we 1 and could teach somebody
5. ,Something I fear

,6. Something I. cherish
7, Something I want to be when I grow up
8. A person I respect
9. If I had a million dollars

10. Etc.

Ask for Volunteers to expldin their Coat of Arms. the students'
permission, dtsplay their Coat of Arms around the r m.

Supplemental Resources: Focus on Self Development-Level I. 'Film-
strips with sound and teachers guide, photoboards, easel, learner
activityrbook. Cost: $108 (estimate). Science Research Atsociates,
Inc.
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4 "SELF" DRAWINGS

ART PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CVRRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Developing sktlls in
drawing #01 Develop vocabulary of

self-characteristics .

#02 Develop knowledge of unique
personal Oaracteristics
#03 Understand relationsh:p:
self-characteristics/performance
'#04 Understand that personal
characteristics can be changed
#07 Develop an understanding
of the concept"life style"

ESTIMATED CLASS,TIME: One hour

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Drawing paper, crayons, etc.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have students draw two pictures. As the first picture, have students
draw themselves and all the things they like, including: food,
games, toys, clothes., activities,etc. As the second picture, have
students draw their homes and items within their homes, including
the family.

Instruct the studentsto compare their pictures Of themselves.
Note the differences between pictures. Take into consideration
the following:

1. Dress of the student
2. Types of food liked
3. Types of games played, eta.'

Discuss the fact that the pictures show-the students,' unique character-
istics. Secondly, compare the pictures of students' names and their
families. Discuss the following;

1. Size of the home,and family (math) ,

.2.- Style (shape) of the houses (art)
3., Material pbssessions (boats, travel trailers, colored T.V.,

pet owners, etc.)

Discuss the fact that the pictures show the family's life style.
Also show that rarely are two,families identical.

A discussion may also be conducted on how home environment ''and ltfe
styles affect a person's personality, the way he/she looks and acts,
talks, and thinks.

326
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PLASTER,HAND CAST

'ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learning about ourselves.
2. Painting.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

PRIMARY .

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:\
(DELLA Statement) \

#01 Develop vocabulary of
self-characteristics
#02 Develop knowledge of
unique personal characteristict
#04 Understand that personal
characteristics can be changed
#10 Develop a sensitivity toward
and an acceptance ef others

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
.

.Paper plates, plaster of parii, water, bowl and spoon for mixing,can of vegetable shortening, poster paints, gummed hangers tomount for hanging, newspapers, large table.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS: rr

Each'child makes a print of his hand in plaster of paris-and theRpaints the background with poster paints.

Cover a large table with newspaper and set out materials. Mixplaster-et. paris. .Pour plaster-on paper plAte. Have each childgrease'his/her hand with the shortening. Guide the-child's handto make a pressure print in plaster. Set the plate-and plasteraside to dry. Do the next child's hand. _(Mark each plate withthe child's name).
. .

.

When plaster is dry children cark.carefully paint around their.palm print: Mount a iummed hanger on back and write the child'snaMe and. date on,the back of the palth priht.

Afterwards, when children have seen each other!s prints, talkabout how people grow and change. Compare 'your hand to thechildren's hands: Talk about the ways .peol3le are dfffereht:ancrthe ways,they are alike.

11110
"II,.

t,
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SHA6OW SILHOUETTES

. ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Developing discriminative
powers of observation

2. Painting skills

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS;
(DELLA Statement) \

#08 Develop a positive s lf-
coricept

#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance of
6thers °

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: _One'period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
, Slide projector, 12" x 15" white construct4on

black.tempeea paint
o'

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1

a ,/bTack crayon;

Position a slide projector approximately five feet from a bdre
wall upon which a large white piecT of constructton paper is taped.
Have a child stand.between th e. projector and th'e'pOer so that the
side of his head casts a shadow on the paper. After the room has
been darkened; turn on the projector and draw the outline ofthe
child's head. on the paper. Draw a silhouette of the head and shoUlders
of each child in the class. Have the children paint the,draWing with<
black paint. Upon completion of the'pictures, place them in a
conspicuous place in the i'oom. Discuss the piCtures and ask the

. children to guess'the identity of each one.

Discus't the ways in which we are alike and different.
.

4
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ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

I

ME, MYSELF AND-I'

, To recognize.a picture of
themselves and discuss their
emotions and their pkysical
being and.hqw,they.are separate.

. Naming and recognizing parts
of the face.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30-40 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: .

Pictures of children, large drawn
_ large magic marker, drawing paper

\INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#02 Develop knowledge of
unique perional characteristics
#08. Develop apositive self- .

concept'
#09 Recognize that development

:of self is constantly ,changing

-

. -

empty silhouette of a child,
and crayons.

1. .Show photographs of children-have each-child find his ,picture.

, 2. Ask each child, "How do you know this is you?" (Answers-my hair,
eyes, liody-This is Me!)

< 3. Write the word 'ME' above a large drawing of an outline of a
-body. Ask the students the following questions:

. Could this be you?
. What is Missing that would, make this you? (Eyes, nose,

mouth, clothes, etc.)

Have the students .draw these on the outline of the bódy:

4. Ask the students if anYthing else is missing. What makes you-
you? (If they do nbt respond With-feelings such as, angry, happy,
sad; give-them an example they would react t3, Such as someone'

:making them angry).

, 5. ThenNhave the students write words describing their feelings
. around the 'outline of the body, such as, tears for sad, smile for
happy, etc. Young children will only begin with these feelings,
you may wish to add others, such as-frightened, excited; etc--

6. Have them draw a picture of themselves being angry,. happy
frightened. Help each child write one sentence telling what,
happened to him/her. .

7. ibiscuss.these pictures and why it is all right to show these
feelings sometimes.

9

SO
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H.C.K (HOBBIES, CAREERS, Hm-m-m??)

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Painting with Que-tips
2. Oral communication or

verbalization

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30 Minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper, paint, Que-tips

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:.
(DELLA Statement)

#27 Understand process of
developing a "career"

. .

.Ask 'students to paint pictures of their hobbies.or family members'
hobbies that' might develop into a career. Ask the students to
display and tell about their,pictures.

330
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LiFE7SIZE OCCUPATIONAL PORTRAITS

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Practice in cooperative
work. .

2. Observation of certain
uniforms for certain work.

31 Painting with tempera.

ESTIMATED' CLASS TIME: Two class periods

PRIMARY

'CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
,(DELLA-Statement)

#06 Understand and use the
concept Hrble

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
5 foot long pieces of wrapping paper, tempera paints, brushes,
crayons

INSTRUCTIONAL.PROCESS:

Ideally the children should be taken to the playground or .iome
other large flat area for this lesson. Have -each.child select
a partner-with whom he can work. The teacher can use the odd
numberchild in his demonstration. Have the child lie down On .

a.5 footpiece Of wrapping paper. The paper should-be long enough
and wide enough to accommodate.the child with.his arms,..spaced
slightly out from hiS sides. The child's partner then drns
carefully around the entire body of his friend. .The children
then reverse their.positions until each child hatan outTine of
hiMself with which to work. The children.can then use tempera .

paint and brushes to create a life-Size portrait of themselves
in the outfits of the Occupation they would most'like.to learn
about. . When the.Ocirtraits*Ory they can be cut out and displayed
in the,halls of the school. .
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ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

MAKING COSTUMES

1. Create clothing to show different
occupations.

2. Describe how the special clothing
helps the employee in his/her job, ,

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods

'PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statetent)

#29 Recognize materials/pro-
cesses and tools of occupational
clusters

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Construction paper, oaktag, scraps of.material, scissors, glue,
thread, needle and supplementary tools to describe jobs.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Use one class period to create a costume to illustrate a career.
Depending on the'level of the children, the materials may be
yaried. The more advanced student may use materials, thread
and needle to design a whole costume. However, other students
may use construction paper to make parts of-an occupational

uniform. 'The students may use classroom items or tools from home

to accent their costumes.

The second class session is the Job Fashion Show. One student
or two should be designated as commentators,. Their job is to
describe each costume and how it helps the person with his job.'

Another class or the parents may be invited as the audience for
the fashion show.
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CAREER PAPER DOLLS

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Developing eye-hand
coordination in the
young child.

2. Coloring-and cutting skills.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30 minutes

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCOS:
(DELLA .Statement)

#23 Acquire Nocabulary.for
destribing the world of work
#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations
and careers

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Richard Scary's Best Rainy Day Book Ever (published by Lucky Book
Club). Crayons, scissors, patterns for paper doll figuie'and
"career" clothes.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Students should trace paper doll 'patterns and clothes Which the
teacher-could'have prepared on.a ditto. Or the students could
design,their own using a basic pattern to insure that the clothes
will match the size of the "paper dolls." (Richard Scary's book
offers'an excellent example). The "clothes" should show typical
clothing for many careers: fireman-, -doctor, etc. Once the paper
dolls and clothes have been cdnstructed, they offer an excellent
basis for a continuing learning center and for an oral discussion
about the various careers.



PAPER BAG pUpPETS

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

-1. Practice in using descriptive
vocabulary.

2. Developing puppet plays.
3. Making paper bag puppets. ,

PRIMARY

CAREER,EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#5 'Recognize relationship,:.
self-characteristits/decision-
making

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: TWo class periodt

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper bags, crayons or paints, largeappliance box

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have several students make paper bag puppets depicting people in

various occupational roles. Other children can make puppets of

such people as housewives, shoppers, drivers.of automobiles, etc.

A puppet stage can'be made from a refrigerator or television .

carton. The class then devises a number of everyday situations

in which their "workersui will be placed, i.e. a policeman stopping

a speeding car, a supermarket checker and a shopper who doesn't

have enough money for her purchases. Have the children discuss

these problems and then act them out yith their puppets.

7
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ART

CAREER JIGSAW PUZZLES'

PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)-

1. Provide practice in using .

occupational vocabulary. #23 Acquire vocabufary for

2. Drawing. describing the world of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Crayons, sheets of colored"construction paper (9 x 12")

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Distribute crayons and sheets of colored constructioh paper to

students. Have them fold the paper vertically and draw an oc-
.cupational character on the left Side of the paper and print
the name of the occupation portrayed on the right side. The

teacher then collects the papers and discusses the occupations-
pictured with the class. The teacher then uses a crayon or-ink
marker to draw different,shalied lines down the folded part of
each paper-so that when each paper is cut apart on these lines'
the two pieces resemble puzzle pieces. ,An exaMple is shown here:

All of the pieces of papers are then mixed up and placed in.a box.
These puzzles can be placed in a learning center for children to
enjoy at different times during, the day. When the children become
proficient at matching the oetupational -title with the picture,
the pictures can be replaced with,brief class-written job descriptions.
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CAREER CARDS

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Alphabetizing
2. 'Categorizing
3. Written language arts

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1123 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work
1124- Unders'tand variety and'
complexity of occupations and
careers
#29 Recognize materials/pro-
cesses/tools of occupational
clusters

ESTfMATED CLASg TIME: 30 minutes per:career cluster

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Pencils, crayons, 3"x 5" index cards or,heavy manila construction.
paper cut to index card size. Books illustrating various.types
of careers with a written description of qualifications, etc.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Students will be constructing their own set of "career cards."

A picture of the career and title should be placed on the front;

and a description of the job should be written on the back of the

card. This information should include qualifications, approximate
salary, tool,s, etc.

These cards,'once constructed; could be used for-an endleSs variety

of activities and games. The cards could be alphabetized, sorted
categoriOally into career cluster's, held up as a "flash care and
then a student could be chosen to pantomime the career involved, etc.

.



THE LEISURE BUSINESS

ART

CURRICULUM k)CUS:

1. Develop ability to classify
according to function -

2. List informaiion in
categoriet

3. Use reference materials

'PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOUr:
(DELLA Statement)

#64 Understand interrelationshigs:
leisure timekone's career
#65 1Understanaleisure time can
proyide some rewards of work

'ESTIMATED CLASS TIME.: Three hours'

. ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper, pencils,. crayons/water colors, eld copies
magazines.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

.,Discuss leisure- time activities which interest the. class. Select two

or three activitiesl,yith the Students aTIO divide the students into.

interest.groupt. EaCb group shouid researth their selected leisure

time activitttO find opt-howMany,occUpations it'involves. After

researching swimming,-for example,.i.hey should,list all the occupations

affiliated with it.: They could-include such occUpations as: lifeguard',

twimming. instriicton, 'bUsiness manager, gardener', short order.cdok,
tustodian,,cashier, concession salesperson, Waitress., etc. After

each group completes:their list; they may. illustrate the various
occupation's:, then'each group caliMake.a wesentation to the other

of leisure-related 1

groups'.
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LOLLIPOP CENTERPJECES

ARr.

CURRICULUM FOCU§:
#

1. Develop motor control
_2. Develop the ability to

sequence steps
3. Identify, create, and repeat

- radial, symmetrical, and
free-form patterns

4. Achieve harmony through
limiting colors and
shapes

5. Develop skill to arrange
and attach pieces functionally.
(balance)

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance of
others
#44 Understand decision-making
involves responsjble action
#47 ,.,-.Develop a receptivity.

for new ideas/exploration of
new ideas
#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activities

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods of 40 min.

ESSgNTiAL-RESOURCES:
Lid shapes to trace, self-hardening olay (base), nage tags, scissors
sticks or rolled paper, construction paper, pencils, crayons,
watercolors, baggies and twist-ties, desk coverings, Elmer's glue
Examples of three types of patterns.: radial, symmetrical, free-form

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Teacher-student discuss on: What do you like about candy
lollipops? How do we get su h beautiful colors and patterns? If

you could decorate lolliprs, what patterns could you choose from?
How cap We practice in schoo ? Can you use these ideas at home?
In the future?

2. Teacher demonstration of step-by-step procedures:,
1. Trate and cut three sets of two-lid Shapes
2. Ute three types of patterns: -decorate. your cirdes with crayon'
3.. Glue sticks,between layers of pirOe shapes

Paiht with water colors and arrange,ln the'clay base'
5.- Attach your name tag
6. Let.dry and 'attach your baggies.as coverings
7. Paint your:base if desired
8.. Evaluate-your work/view,others/Participate in the class

discussion. Help with tlean-up.
, 9.. Take your:work home and Aisplay it

3°. Students working independently following the step-by-step
inStructions given by the teacher (Poster--blackrboard picture
illustrations to follow)

Teacher-student evaluation of the project: Did you enjoy this

sculpture project? Did you use the three types of patterns and
follow the directio'ns? Did you use good craftsmanship? Did you

7



view others and learn from others? Did you make good and/or
bad.decisions? Did yoo make up things you never sawbefore?
Did.you cou? What would you change if you could do this project
over again? How can you use these ideas at home? On candy?
On other things? Where can you find help when needed,and see other
eRamples made by different people?

As supplementary resources use: slides/pictures/examples of unusual
and plain candy lollipops and/or take a trip to a candy factory
(Videotape, etc. to shbw process) \
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WRAPPING TREE BRANCH SCyLPTURE
..

. .

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Views respond to, and
investigate art made by
Others

2. Select, wrap', and attach
textile Materials to each
other

'3 Contribute materials
from home

4. Achieve harmony: limited
color theme

5. Use good craftsmanship

PRIMARY'

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#10 Develop a sensitivity '
toward and an acceptance of
others
#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work
#44 Understand decision-making
involves responsible action
#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activity

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One--two class periods if interest continues
and students are not done

ES5ENTIAL RESOUACES:
Forked tree branches, assorted scraps of yarns and strings, Elmer's
glue, scissors, commericial and/or hand made beads, scissors, name
tags

Pictures/slides/actual examples made by others

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Teacher-student discustion":- What is wrapping? How is it used
by others: funttionally and,decoratively? How can we use it in <

art clasS? What material's can you add from home? (did you bring?)
Where can we,find examples made by others? How can you achieve
harmonytind good craftsmanship?

/'

,2. _Teacher demonstration followedAy student-participation
independently with teacher's help when needed, Independent
viewing others and selrxtion of materials. ,

3. Have an art show at.the end of class. Have a tlass disoussion
based on tbe following questions:. What did yoklike.about this.
-procesS and.the results? -What would you.phangPand/or afid if you
did this type of art again? Where can you find materials if you
want to do this at home? What decisions, do You have to make when
you do something like this? What vocabulary words should you know?

As supplementary resources use:
Field trip/film loop/ Videotape of the prdcesS, trip to an artist's
workshop to see,wrapped examples.
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PRINTMAKING' .

ART

CURRICUL6M FOCUS:

1. Develop printing motor control
skills

2. Develop good Craftsmanship
3. Combine different shap s to

form a border and a mo,if
4. Become aware of the benefits

of individual differences
5. Complete, exhibit work', view

others

PRIMARY '

-CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#3 Understand relationship:
self-characteristics/performance,
#10 Develop a sensitiVity
toward and an acdeptance of
others A

#15..Be aware of multiplicity
of skills; knowledge' in education
#47 Develop a receptivity

, for new ideas/exploration of
new ideas °

#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activities

ESTIMATED b.ASS TIME: One--two time periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES: '1

Three colors of water base paint,
Assorted printmaking.stamps: :fingers, aponge, vegetable,

. metal, rubber, styrofoam
Background paper or other material, -

Teacher examples of'good and poor use of the materials and proceSs.

wood. .

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:
.

1. Teacher-student introduction and discussion: What is printmaking?
How is it used? Have you ever printed anything by accident? On,

. purpose? What is the easiest and best way tOJdo it in school?

2. Teacher demonstration of printing techniques, materials
available, use lira patterned border and.central motif,'Color selictioN%

(..,*

framing and display.

-

3. Student 'participation independentlyi teacher-help when needed:
1 Planning' and. practice on scrap, p'aper

2. Developing finished,product
3. Viewijig others, sharing 'sUppl i es

4. Art Show and class discussion:
. Do you like this process?

, What is good and bad about ftt?
What other things can you,Print besides papdr?

'Where can you buy, supplies out of school?
Where camyou see examples outside of school?

-

As supplementy resources use: 1) Reference books on printing:
Examples of different uses. 2) Film loop/videotape/movie of the

- priflting process.- 3) Slides of good and bad examples Made by other
students.

r
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WOODWORKING:, JIGSAW PUZZLEf;

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Develbp knowledge of paint
.and wood characteristics

2. Participate in planning,
drawing, painting, and
sanding

3. Yiew, respond to, and
investigate art made by-
others. ,

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two time periods:1
1) Plan, paint, divide into sections (Hand in to be cut by the teacher)
2) Sand, put together, investigate others, display your work

PRIAARY . .

CAREER EDUCgTYON.FOCUS:
.:(DELLA Statement) 1

#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance of.
others
#29 Recognize materillS/
processes/tools of occupational
clusters
#44 Understand-decision-
making invblves.responsible
Action
#67 Develdp skills in

I. leisure time activity

ESSENTIAL RESOURCE:
Scrap paper, pencils, white.pine wooden square's, acrylic paints

- and brushes, newspaper, water, (..lfgsaw for cutting the wocid)
sandpaper, baggies. (storage) Examples of good and bad puzzles

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCES:'

1. Teacher.-student-discussiom s.101at 4 toys? Where do they come
frbm? Who .makes them? Why?. Who:decides-what to. maka What
:qualities do we look fa when we'buy/Make 'things? .HoWCan you.'
make a.tox in art class today?

Planning, painting, drying, drawing cut,
,(Show good and bad examples)

Teacher demonstration:
liney, sanding, ealuating.

3. 5tudent participatiph:
help when needed.

step-by-step: ..Self-evaluation and teacher.

I. \
4, Teacher-student discussion at .Xhe end of the\project: Did you
like designing toys? How do you like working with.the artmaterials?
Where can Pog find art-materials if you want to do thiS project
on your own at home? Where can you ffhd other examples of things
to make?.

As supplementary resources use:
1) Film loop, videotape or slides, the process of creating a.
jigsaw'puzzle
2) Videotape/field-trip to a shop tb watch puzzles being, cut

Examples of puzzles made by otherg prpfessionally: historically

'3 4
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CURRICULUM FOCUS:

PLASTER OF PARIS CASTING-MOLDS

1. Develop knowledge of
plaster characteristics

2. Practice in drawing and
pOnting

3. Participate in recycling
materials

4. Develop .sanding and carving
skills

.ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two time periods

--ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:,-,1

Period One: De't-k coverings, plaster

and scraps, Elmer's glue, scissors

Period Two:- Sandpaper, scissors; magic markers, water
brushes, projects from week one: molded and free form

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

'#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and amacceptance
of others
#29 Recognize materials/
processes/tools of occupational
clusters
#47 Develop a receptivity for
new ideas/exbloration of new
ideas

.#65 Understand leisureitime
can provide some rewards of
work
#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activities

of paris, styrofoam trays.

INSTRUCTIONAL OR017,ES

Period One:

1. Teacher-class'iliscussion. What is sculpt0e? Plaster of

paris casting? How_ve molds used? How can we use plaster in

school?

2. Teacher demonstration of mixing and pouring plaster free form.

3. Teacher questibning: How can we control this shape?- Change

it? Demonstration of making a mold from'styrofoam.

4. Student participation in mold making.

5. Teacher-student pouring plaster when the molds -are dry.

colors,
scOptures

6.. Save for week two.

Period Two:

1. Teacher-student discussion. What happened to our plaster?

(color, shape, texture) What can we do to change the color,

335
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shape; and texture of our sculOtures?

2. Teacher demonstration:. remove from mold,.sand, carve,Araw
and/or paint.

3.. Student participation ih step #2.

4. Student participation in viewing others, displaying your
work and/or art show when finished.

5. -Teacher-student discussion. What did you like, dislike about
casting plaster? How did you like decorating the sculptures?
Where can you find these art materials if-you want to do this
at home? How expensive are they? How can you use and change these
ideas?

.6. Students taking home.examples.

As S-upplementary resources use:

1. Film loop, videotape of the.process of making free form and mold
cast .plaster examples.

2. Slidps, pictures of free form and.molded cast examples from
naturE -and our man-made environment:. clay, cemeilt, plaster,
Metal', plastic, food.

3. Actual examples of this type of casting done by other 'students
.and/or.the teacher.



DECORATIVETABLE SETTINGS

ART ih
CURRICULUM FOCUS:

Explore and use (draw 6nd
paint) motifs and patterns
that are similar on
differen shaped.objects

2, Select and use a combination
of patterns that for a
center motif.and border ,

3. Achieve harmony through
limiting shapes, repeating
shapes

4. Change obiects that are
only functional into ones
that are also decorative

View others, display your
products

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance
of others
#17 Recognize role of education
in career and life goals
#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work

Realize one's success in ---

work is affected by one's attitudes
#67 Develop skills in le.sure
time activities
#47 Develop a receptivity for
new ideas/exploration of new
ideas

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One--two classes depending on involvement of

students and length oF each class

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
04

White 12" x 18" construction paper, white cups, paper plates and
napkins, plastic silverware, tin cans, scrap box of paper, crayons,
water color paints, scissors, Elmer's glue, table coverings to .

protect the desks, water (If planting in tin cans: soil, seeds or

plants, water)
ExamPles of motif and border usei homemade, commercial

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

This activity will familiarize\students with the field of
art:

corfimerctal

1. Teacher-student.discus'sion: HOW do.we use motifs and patterns?-

How do we make different things look\like they belong together?

Why do adults decorate sets of.dishes,\etc. so they match? Why

don't they'leave them plain? Who does this type of job? Can you

do the same job--in school, at home in the\future?

2. Teacher demonstration of
painting, printing. Teacher

1, place mat
2. plate
3. napkin
4. cup
5. silverware
6. tin can

using a motif an .a\Nborder: drawing,

suggestion of steps to,fellow:

glue ogether
0

3. Student independent participation IA the project. Help

from the teacher when needed. Independent viewing others

and self-planning and evaluation
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4. Teacher7student discussion of the project at the end Of the
class: Did you like this project? What,did you learn from
others? What, would you change if you could do tt again? .How
is you craftsmanship? How can you use these ideas at home,in
other things? Where can you find art sUpplies?

As Supplementary resources use:
1. 'Slide set/examples of this lesson done by other students:
good and bad examples
2. Commercial examples of matching tableWare: slides, picture,
actual products
1. Field trip/videotape.to a printing shop/designer's workshop
td see how designs are created and reproduced

Supplemental Resources: Career Discoveries: People Whc Create
Art. Four filmstrips with cassette. Shows learners the possi-
bilities in a richly diVerse world of work. Cost: $55 (estimate
Guidance Associates.
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PLASTER OF PARIS CASTINGSCULPTURE

c-

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Review characteristics
of plaster

2. Use two types Of molds
3. Experiment with plaster

compositions .

4. Develop sculpture skills:
planning, sanding, carving,

.painting
.5. Recognize individual differences

411,art expression
6. Develop awarenes S. of functions,

of casting in society

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#09 Recognize,that develop-
ment of self is constantly
changing
#21 Recognize rejationship:
sChool environment/larger
society
#47 Develop a receptivity for
new ideas/exploration'of new
ideas
#67 Develop-skills in leisure
time activities

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two time periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Period One: Plaster of paris, sawdust, vermiculite, safety pins,
spoons, small milk cartons., newspaper for desk coverings, mimeo-
graphed planning sheets.

Period Two: Sculptures from period one, sandpaper, scissors,
water colors, magic marke-s, planning sheets for reference.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Week One:

1. Teacher-student discussion.- What is plaster? How are plaster
sculptures used? (functional and decorative) What is a mold?
What kinds of materials are used to make molds? How are molds
used in the-larger society? How can we use molds in school?

2. Teacher demonstration: pouring plaster in spoons to make
pin jewelry. '

3. Teacher-student discussion. How can we change the composition
of plaster? Add sawdust and vermiculite. Teacher-student partic-
ipation in mixing and pouring tds mixture.

4. Teacher question: How do peOple keep from making a lot of
costly mistakes when hey are making something? Planning. Teacher
introduction to pla ;ng sheets for student use.

5. Student planning on the mimeographed sheets while the plaster
is drying: save for week two.

Week Two:

1. Teacher demonstration of removing plaster from molds, using
planning sheets, sanding, carving, decorating, and displaying work-
viewing others.

34'i
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2. Students work,independently, vieWingothers, displaying work.

3. Teacher-student discussion. How do,you like casting? Can .

you dathis on your own? Where A0 you find the materials? How
can you change and use this idea- _Wflat would you change if you I

could do this again? What did you learn from others?

As supplementary resobrces use:

1. Filnrloop, video of plaster process: spoon'and box casting
and scuThture techniques.

2. PictUres, actual examples'of thistype of sculpture done
by others. ,

3. Slides, pictures, examples of casting used.in larger sdcietNi.

Supplemental Resources: Career Discoveries: People Who Create
Art. Four filmstrips witETisette. .Shows learners the possi/-
ETTities in a richly diverse,world of work. Cost: $55 (estiniate).
Guidance Associates.

i
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WOODWORKING': WOODEN PAINTED STOQLS

'ART:

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. to becomr amiliar with
'different styles of furniture,
materials used, finishes, and
construction

2. To select and create a
functional piece of furniture
(stool)

3: To f011ow recommended steps
of'construction

4. To achieve harmony through
limiting color

4

INTERMEDIATE.

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA StateMent).

#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and,an acceptance'of others
#15 Be aWare of multiplicity bf
skills, knowledge n education
#58 Recognize worker productivity
'is influenced by rewards .

#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activity

'#17 Recognize role of education
in Career and -rife goals
fi24. Understand varie:ty and
'complexity of occupations and
careert
.429 ReCognize materials/
processes/tool of ocCupation'al

clusters

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: TWo-three class periodt'

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
'1. Slides, pictures, actual examples of different.styles'of
furniture, materials used, and construction.-
2. ScrapS of. wood, (top and'leg pieces) attorted sizes,, ,.

sandpaper,t1mar's gliJe; nails,- brushes, paint, sponges, pencils',
cardboard 'combs, stencils (paper), collage materials, stains

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. teacher-stUdent' diScussin: .,What isTfurniture? Why was it
Created-.invented?. By Who? ey does.it change in style and material?
Who decidet what changes sbould'be madO :What can'we create in our'
classroom? P

V .1.
,r-

2. Teacher deTIonstration of materials and stool design pOssibilities:
Plan, design; tand,select:a wood ti7eatment, apply, evaluate, view
others.

3. Student participation.

4. Teacher-student discussion: What styles and treatments were you
influenced by? Are:you pleased with your level of skills? How.,Can

you change your skills in the future? Where can you. obtain knowledge
in woodworking,if you wish to continue to use this form of art:.
In school? out of school? Where can you find examples to be
influenced by?



As supplementary resources use: ,

1. Videotape, slide set, field tilp to a furniture factory's design
and construction departmtnts.
2. Books, magazines, display examples
3. Exampleg of other students' work: good and bad, step-by-step.

$upplemental Resour8es: Carder. Discoveries:- People Who Create Art.
Four filmstrips with cassette. Shows learners the possibilities fn
a richly diverse world df work. Cost:, $55 (estimate). Guidance

,Associates.
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CARTOONING

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1, Awareness of relationship
of cartoons to personal
experiences .

I. Awareness of the.process of
cartobning and the jobs,
available in:this field

ESTIMAtIED CLASS TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Cartoonist, cartoons from newspapers

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EWATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#02 Develop.knowledge of
unique personal characteristics
#26,. Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations
#25 Understand how occupations
relate to functions of society
#27 Understand process of
developing a career

Several class periods

and magazines

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCE$S:

Discuss with the students the folloWing questions:

1. What are cartoons?
2. Where may cartoons by found? ,

3. What jobs are associated with creatihg cartoons?
4. Whit purposes do cartoons serve?

After the discussion the following activities may be conducted:

1. Haie students bring cartoons depicting various occupations.
2. Invite the cartoonist.from the local newspaper to discuss

cartooning as an art and'as a career.,
3. Ask the Art Teacher to demonstrate the process of cartooning.
4. Instruct students to create their own cartoons, preferably

about a particular occupation.
5." Have 1:Cartoon Day"\where'students present their cartoons to the

class. Prizes may be awardedlor the best cartoons.

Supplemental Resources: Creer Discoveries: People Who Create Art.

Four filmstrips with cassette. Shows learners the possibilities in'
a richly diverse world of work. Cost: $55 (estimate). Guidance

Associates.
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"LIFE STYLE" COLLAGES

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. . Develop oral exOression
skins

2. Develop written expression
.skills

INTERMEDIATE

'CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) .-

#07 Develop an understanding
of the concept "life style"

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: TOne--two claSs'periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES;
Magazines', scissors, construction paper, glue

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Discuss with the children what d "life style" is.

2. Tell the children to look throlsgh magaztnes to find pictures Of
peoPle with different life styles, cut them out and glue them to
construction paper.

VZ.1

3. When each ch'ild has:completed his 'life style" collage, he may
show it to others and explain the different life styles he has
chosen for his collage.

4. Collages may be mounted around the room. Older children may
wish to write a few sentences explaining the dOferent life
styles in their collages. These could be mounted along with the
collages.

Supplemental Resources: Career Discoveries: People Who Create Art.
Four filmstrips with cassette. Shows learners the possibilities in
a ri6hly diverse world of'work. Cost: $55 (estimate). Guidance
Associates.

do.
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COLLECTION HOBBIES

ART

COOICULUM FOCUS:.

1. Awareness of enjoyment a- hobby
can brtng

'2. Awareness,of someyof the kinds
of Objects people collect
3. .Encouragement in developing_
a hobby'of one's own,

HINTERMEDIATE.

, CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:t
(DELLA Statement)

Y62 'Develop vocabulary to
differentiate leisure time
activities
#65 Understand leisure time
can provide some 'reWards of work
#67 Develop 'skills in leisure
time activities

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two or more-class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

Library books devoted to.various types of collecting,

...Opaque projector. Field trip ,to museum.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Bring, books to Class On various types of collections ( ottles,

postcards, model ships) and using an overhead projector show them
to the class. Arrange a field.trip to a-museum if possi le to.view

their collections.

List
make

on the chalk hoard s2me of the things people collec , try to

the list as long and vailed as possible. Example:

Thimbles
Swords
Matchbooks
Bone China cups &
Glass figurines
Antique cars
DoTls
Bells
Turtles
Baskets
Quilts
Posters
Postcards
Antique furniture'
Clocks
Driftwood.
Ivory
Stamps

Candles
.Models (ships, cars, planes)
Dollhouse furniture

saucers Handicrafts of a particular
country or medium

Spoons
Pewter items
Glassware
Lithographs
Etchings
Paperweights
Musical instruments
Old dishes -

Bird nests
Rocks & minerals
Seashells
Buttons

, Money (coins and/or bills)

'Students can bring in their own collections to show cl.ass and discuss.
Encourage students to think of things they would,like to-collect as,

an interesting hobby.

3 5
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MUSEUM TRIP

ART INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:
4

1. 'Developing an appreciation
forCart.

2. Developing skills in art.

EiTIMATED CLASS TIME: One week

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#24 Understand variety and_
complexity of careers

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Library books about art and artists, tape recorder (opt4onal

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS::

.Take a trip to a museum of art. Before this trip, discuss aspects
of careers in art. Enroute, play a game noting the activities of
various workers seen from the bus. In the museum, observe workers
who contribute to the smooth functioning of the museum. Arrange
for a guided tour at the museum. Back at school, encourage the chil-
dren to apply this experience to their artwork by freely using their
imaginations.- Ma.ke pictures and books about art and artists avail--
able to them through the school library. Perhaps they can record
on tape their perceptions of the workers they Observed and.their
feelings about art. They, also might vote to determine their .vondte

piCtures studied at the museum. A print of it could be pre!,3n' 'd
to the school.

0_

Supplemental Resources:; Career Discoveries: People Who Create Art.
Four filmttrips with cassette. Shows learners the possibilities in
a richly diverse world of work. Cost: $55 (estimate). Guidance
Associates.
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.CARPENTRY A LOFT

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Project construction using
lumber,- nails, scPews,letc.

-
INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#22 Acquire skills, good work
habits in preparing for a career
#29' Recognize materials/pro-
cesses/tools of occupational
clustef's

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

ESSENTIAL RESOURCE:-
Lumber, nails,\sCrews, hand todls, .graph paper, resource person.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCE S:

Discuss with chji-dren the.idea that they construct a specig) quiet
place in the roomcto use for Individual or group study and other,
activities. Ask for the students' thoughts. Develop plans and de-
signs. Guide the 'Children in identifying some of the prdblems they
might encounter.

Invite an architect, builder' or carpenter to address the class on the
basic principles involved in constructing a loft. If this person is .,

willing, ask him/her-to makg,a design for a simple loft and then dis-
cuss this drawing with the students. Ask' the students to invite,
family hierbbers to.help with the project.

Discuss the scientific principles related to building_such as bracing,
weiiht support, etc. Invite the children to create a workbook of math
problems ihvolved- with Construction. Help the. students determine the
meteri'als and cost. Acquire Whatever approvals and permtssion,are
needed:to construct' the ,2oft.. Schedule work periods so that adults
are present to supervise.the iafety and efficiency of the students'
construction work. The money for the project could be raised through.
a class project, the PTA,. or ask your principal if there are funds
for.special prolects like ,this.

When the project is finished:review with the children.the stages of
work and the teamwork involved; relate the tasks children performed
to possible future careers..

Supplemental Resources:* Career Discoveries: People Who Create Art.
Four filmstrips w4h cassette. Shows learners the possibilities in
a richly diverse rld of work. Cost: $55 (estimate). Guidance
Associates.
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ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Drawing people in action.
2. Figure*and field perception

and_drai4ing.

NEIGHBORHOOD'CAREERS MURAL

ESTIMATED CLASS TiME: Variable

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Wrapping paper (roll), paint, Oue, colored chart, scissors,
newspaper for working area.

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#25' Understand how occupations
r-elate to functions of society '

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:
I.

rushes,

Ask the children to make a muralor,a,bulletin board of,their neighbor-
, hood. Eaeh child will 'choose one worker (ex.-. mailman, milkman, minister,

policeman,.plumber, painter, ambulance driver) and draw him in action.,
'This could be donp with different mediums such as, tempera painting, -

crayon batik, water coloring, construction paper shapes; or paper mache.

Supplemental Rbsources: Career Discoveries: People Who Create Art.
Four filmstrips with cassette. Shows learners the possibilities In.
a richly 'diverse world of work. Cost: $55 '(estimate). Guidance

_ Associates.
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/CRACKb. CRAFT

ART

CURRICULUM FOCUS.:/

Children will be more
aware of a variety uf
early crafts and the tools
and materials needed for-each

.

INTERMED.IATE

CARE'ER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA.Statement)

#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations and
careers
#29 Recognize materials/proce!7es/
tools of occupational clusters

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three half-hour periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Pictures of craftmaking drawing paper, scissors

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

This activity can follow a visit to a craft show and/or a
early crafts. Small groups of children choose a craft to
further. They research the different tools and materials
to do their craft.

study of
study
needed

Pictures lpf, these are drawn and labeled on the bottom two-thirds of
a.sheet ofdraWiig paper. 1..he.name of the craft is written on the

,top one-third.
\, , .

TiitNAper is then cut lalaket with an irregular line making a'puzzle..
These are colleCted and shuffled.

Yhe game, Cracked Craft, is then played. Each group of students is
given the battom of one craft picture and the top of another% Each
group must find the section that matches theirs- The first group ,

to-find both matching sections wins, but the game iS played until
all pictures are matched.

CANDLEPIAKING

ill wIcKs

moLos WAY. 3-- FIRE
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ART

/

GOD'S EYES-AMERICAN INDIAN ART EXPLORATIOV

CURRiCULUM FOCUS:

1. View, respond,to, and
interpret art made by
others: American Indian

2. Select, wrap, and attach a
variety of textile materials
to each other in a
controlled direction

3. Achieve harmony through
limiting colors

4. Pay cioge attention to
craftsmanship ,

ESTIMATED CLASS
of project

TIME: One--two class
and student' interest

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Dowel rods, assorted/yarns
glue, scissoi.s, nameitags

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS: I

/

INTERMEDIATE A

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statemen )

#10 Develop a/sensitivity
toward and an iacceptance of
others
#23 Acquireivocabulary for
describing the world of work
.#32 Realize' one's success in
work is affected by one's
attitude
#67 Devellop skill's in leisure
time activitiet----

periods depending on complexity

and strings, beads, feathers, Elmer's

1. Teacher-student discussion: What is w apping? Why is it

important? (decoratively and functionally) How did our American

Indians use wrapping? How have we used their ideas? Do you

like their art? Can you create something/that looks like it was
made by the Indians -the same style? Wha/t vocabulary words and

skills must you kno ? H,:sw can you achieie harmony and craftsmanship?

2. Student partici ation independently:/ teacher help when needed.
Have diagrams of tec niques posted.

3. Student-teacher e aluatibn of the project? Did you like it?
What would you keep t e same/change.if You didit again?. Where

, can you find materials and other examples of this type of art.

Supplemen 2esources:' Career Discoveries: People Who Create Art.

Four films,. Ips with cas
.;

ette. Showslearners the possibilitibigi
a richly-diverse world o work. Costi $55-testimate) Guidance
Associates.
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STENCIL RbBBINQS-AN ABSTRACT SHAPE EXPLORATION

ART

;CURRICULUM FOCUS:'

1. Develop and use a stencil.
2. Experiment with rubbing on

different surfaces.
3. Develop good motor control,

craftsmanship.
4. Achieve harmony by limiting

colors, shapes.
5. Use lights and darks.
6. Overlap shapes.
7. Use framing.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One time period

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATIbN
(DELLA Statement)

#03 Understand relationship:
self-characteristics/performance
#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance of others
#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work
#47 Develop a receptivity for
new ideas/exploration of new ideas
#65 Understand leisure time can
provide some rewards of work

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
reacher examples: good and bad. Oaktag paper, scissors, crayons,
pencils, rubbing surfaces, lightweight rubbing paper,,framing
paper, Elmer's.glue.

INSTRUCTIONALPROCESS:

1. Teacher-student introduction-discussion. What is a stencil?
Rubbing? How are they used in our society? flow can we use them
in school? What variables must we consider? What will we use
our pictures for?

2. Teacher demonstration of stencil creation, use, rubbing: lights
and darks, color use, overlapping, framing.

3. Student independent participation: teacher help when needed.

4. Student-teacher discussion-evaluation at the end of the class.
Did you like this process? How can you apply it to other things?
Where-can you find art supplies and other examples? How can you
change this process or combine it with something else?

a

As supplementary resources use:

1. Videotape/film loop/slides of the process.
2. Pictures/slides of stencil-rubbing use in society.
3. Slide/examples of iiork'done by other students.

Supplemental Resources: Career Discoveries: People Who Create Art.
Four filmstrips with cassette. Shows learners the possibilities in
a richly diverse world of work. Cost: $55 (estimate). Guidance
Associates.
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MUSIC

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Learnins about music

RHYTHM BAND

ni160

PRIMARy,

CAREER EDUCATIONFOCUS:
(DELLAStatement)

#11 Develop tolerance/
flexiClity in interpersonal
relationships
#67 Develop skills in leisure
time activities
#29 Recognize Materials/
processes/tools of occupational
clusters

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Several class perio depending on students' interest.

-ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Glasses, knife, balloons, combs and 'tissue paper, sandpaper, blocks,
sticks, spoons, tambourine--simple rhythm instruments, or made-up ones.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS

Have students bring materials to cla-ss (as well as using items at,
hand) to uee as rhYthm instruments. (E.g. balloons rubbed together,
glasses filled to different tevels and tapped with a knife). Using
simple tones, nursery rhymes, etc. get them involved in a !Dana.
Have children exi:hange instruments and try new ones, till they'find
one or two they like best.

Talk about the ways music,comes into our lives (music in stores,
background music on TV shows, concerts, records, etc.). Who plays

this music? How did they learn to play? Why does one need a lot
of patience toJearn to play. wefl? What are'the'-usbal conventional
.rhythm instruments?

360
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4111
MUSIC

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

TRIANGLE, CIRCLE, SQUARE

1. Recognition of triangle,
circle and square

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

. PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION rOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#22 Acquire skills, good wcrk
habits in preparing for a
career

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Construction naper, scissors, straight edge, "Hap Palmer: record
and songbook, Learning Basic Skills Through Music by Hap Palmer.
Volume 1, Educational Activities, Inc.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCES-:

Prior to the activity the children have had a rudimentary understanding
of the concept of triangle, circle and square. Distrtbdta. straight
edge, 9 x 12 white paper and pencils to each child./Have them
draw a triangle, a circle and a square on the paper. The circle
can be drawn freehand or traced around an object such as a jar
lid. Cut out the shapes. Have the children match their three shapes
to those held by the teacher. Use the record Triangle, Circle, and
Square to play ;hape recognition game suggested in the song.

As a'follow-up ask the children to idomtify these shapes in their
environment. Ask them to draw pictures composed of these shapes.

3
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CAN BE WHA'l I WANNA' EE

MUSIC PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1.. Expanding career awareness.

2. Developing .song lyrics to a

well-khown tune.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 20-30 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
pitar or piano accompaniment

1

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

CAREER .EDUCATION FUCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#24 Undei7stand variety and
complexity of occupations
and career's s

#23 Acquire:Vocabulary for
describing the world of work
#31 Develop positive.attitudes
toward employment'

Have children make up.verses to.the tune of "Three Blind Mice" by

supplying names of careers and acting out the motions of that

careet. For example:

I am a farmer
I am.a.farmer
See me work or (see me ,plow)'
See me work or (see me plant)
.I can be what I wanna be
'I am a farMer.

A different child can make up the verse each time the song is sung.

Also, the awareness and span of the (careers) jobs they chooSe will

groWeach time they do this activity.
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*I- WANT TO BE THE POSTMAN

MUSIC

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Postman's job
2. Skipping
3. Singing

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30 minutes

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#06. Understand and use the
concept "role"'

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Postman's hat, bag, letters (can be made

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Talk abOut the postMan (sometimes he is called the mailman.) What
.is.his jgb? .What material does he need to do his job? Take a trip'
to the, post office or, if you'liVe ih a natal area have the postman
stop.at the sdhool with his truck. Ask a postman for one of his
old hats and let children play the game,. "The PostMan." The children
take turns skipping around the room being the.postman.

Song, "The Postman," A.B.C. Music Seriesi...American Book Company.
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BIRD CALLS

MUSIC PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Make up a bird calf unique
to the individual; communicate
with a bird call

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

#03 Understand relationship:
self-characteristics/performance

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Tape recorder, record of bird calls

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Bird symphony. Encourage children to think of their own bird
call. Let them practice, softly., all together. Then listep to each

one. Try imitating some of them. Tape record them if you can.

Conduct a bird symphomy by gesturing for everyone to "sing"
interspersed with solos or duets, for-Contrast. The total effect
is delightful and delicate in texture.

. Contouring. On the blackboard, try drawing a bird call according
to the way it sounded. Does it look appropriate? Listen again.

3. Bird improvisation. Choose a resident bird and a visiting bird.
Send 'the visiting bird outside the room for a few moments while
the resident bird decides if:

1. he will frighten the other bird away from his territory,
2. he will invite the bird to his best feeding area.

,
Communicating only by their bird calls, they resolve their
situation through-sound and gesture.
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BIRD MOVEMENTS

MUSIC PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Move in a personally creative
way to bird characteristics #03 Understand relationship:

self-characteristics/performance \\

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Manila drawing paper, crayons, paints, or markers, pictures of exotic

or imaginary birds.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1 Bird walk. (This is most effective as a complement to a bird

unit in progress in science.) Let children walk freely aroun4

the room as you tap on a tambourine., Be sure they stop and

freeze when you, stop the tambourine; be sure they do not talk;

be sure they do not touch each other. Once these procedures are
etablished, during a freeze call out "part of a bird, part of

a bird." As hands go up, choose a response (beak, feathers, wings,

claws) and improvise an appropriate sound as they move according

to that bird part. Include jerky head and beak movements, walking

with heels on and off the ground, and ruffling feathers. Between

each segement, let them walk to the tambourine beat as they think

about birds. (The tambourine ideal because it can thump

or shake.)

2. Original bird. Start them on a walk adding one bird part at a

time. Encourage them to be different froM each other. Are you

heavy or light? Shy or pushy? Beautiful or awkward? Long-'

feathered or short? Hopping, spindly-legged, or waddling?

3. Draw your original h4-e. 'Provide children with large paper and

crayons to visual4 Ile bird they.pretended to, be. If possible,

let them create.c .-,mes for their imaginary birds and have a

parade.

1
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CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Improvise body sounds
to your name

NAMESOUNDS

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Open classroom space

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#03 Understand relationship:
self characteristics/performance

1. Warmup.-IStudents sit down in large circle on the floor. Explore
body sound by tapping, thumping, and rubbing vatlous parts of the
body. Go around the circlet6 find as many sounds as possible,
the group echoing eacn new sound.

2. Namesounding. With everyone standing up, one person says the'
name, adding body sounds to match at the same time, so that the
name is literally choreographed. Others should cho as each
name is performed. Continue around circle. Help them notice
uses of loudness, softness, getting faster or,slower. -

If they have difficulty getting started, let them have a short time out
to practice individually. Be sure the total atmosphere is congenial . .

and supportive of all individual differences, for here the divergent
idea is valued more than the borrowed one.

4,

An alternative activity could be: With everyone standing, one person
says their name, makes sound and orally identifies a part of the body.
(hame-sound-knee) The next person gives their name, a different sound
and the corresponding part of body. Continue until all students have
had a turn.
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GETTING INSIDE A SLIDE

MUSIC

CURRICULUM. FOCUS:

I. Describe and-move according
to a.projected slide.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 1-2 class periods

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#08 Develop a positive self-
concept

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
'Several handmade slides (bleach old Slides and daub with glass stain),
35 mm projector, screen or sheet, darkened room, several records (or-

chestral) of contrasting moods, tambourine or other found sound (rubber
wastebasket drum and crinkling paper)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Preparation: If possible, have students walk'around rodirri without

touching, to a steady beat. Be sure they freeze when you stop the
beat. Establishjitah, medium, and Tow space to move in by asking them
to do_s_amething str-Ong in low space, sOmething squirmy in middle space,

-slotething smooth and Slow in high space: Keep them going. Help them

involve their whole body with verbal direCtions such as hump your back .

intomiddle space, stretch out as far as you can in.low space, etc.
Insist on no talking and keep'them intent on their movements. 'Use
highly descriptive words; invent some new onet.

2. Project slide and ask fcr words to describe ivalities. Choose the

, first three appropriate descriptiOns and let. them get underneath the
light beam, facing the slide, and gradually work their way into the
picture, moving and.matching the qualities in the slide": Add music.

If,anyone steps "out.of character" with the slide and 'sounds, remind
them of their descriptive word, and continUe.i. Plan to give eVeryone

a turn.
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SOUND GESTURES

MUSIC PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATg

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER.EDUCATpN.FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

I. *Move according to a specific
musical gesture ,- #03 Understand relationship:

se '. f-characteri sti cs/performance

ESTIMATE6 CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Some open classroomSpace; sound "sources such as maracas, cymbals,
bells>, wood block, triangle, etc.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Chbose

Each student selects a sound end seats himself on the floor with
.the instrument. Perhaps one=half the class will wait their turn
and dbserve the first time so it is-no'r*too crowded.

2. Move'

bne by one, each student makes a sound ansi.the Others react in -
movement, freezing when the sound is gone. :Enthusiastic leaderShip
by the teacheris helpfol to get-things rolling, once started, the
students can continue themselves.

3. Evaluate

They might select a word that matched their gesture as a way of
sharing insight into the quality of the gesture. Would they choose
the same sound again? What is their favorite sound quality? Do

they enjoy moving !different ways?

3 8..
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COLONIAL MOVEMENTS

MUSIC PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1.. MoVe.and make sounds according
to_daily activities in the '

colonial period
#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward.and an acceptance of others

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One-two periodi

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Open area in which to move,a record by Bach with a

INSTrrTIONAL PROCESS:

/

medium.4/fast tempo

1. Preparation. Give students turns to pantomi-me_Activities of
Colonial America: spinning, kneading, chopping Aod, dipping
candles, churning butter, etc. After they have the idea, add
record and encourage them to move in time to,the record. Be
sure everyone is involved, eiiher.a.lone, or in following a leader.

2. Group projects. The class should divide themselves in groups
- of three to five persons. Working toOther, they decide on an

activity, body movements, and accoMpanying voice/body sounds.
Practice.

3. Perform for each other. :,Discus5;.-\ Did the movements include
detail? Was there more than one step performeOZ_ Did the sounds
ftt? Could you tell if the group had planned together?

.1
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CURRICULUM FOCUS:

MUSICAL .SKILLS AND:.PROFESSIONS

1: Demonstrating performance skills
2. Relating basic skills in other

fields

INTERMEDIATE a

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#20 Develop basiO attitudbs
needed for entry/success in
a career-

#32 Realize one.'s succei's in
work-is affected by one's
attitudes
#37 Develop necessary edu-
cational/occupational competency
#67 Develop skills in leisure
time,activities

, 5 74,

---ESAMATED CLASS TIME: Three class- periods,
'

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
D.O.T.-Dictionary of Occupational.Titles. 0.0. :Occupational
Outlook Handbook.

INSTRUCTI.ONAL PROCESS:

Activity One: Selectivig studerits.who play an instrument wel nodgh
to be in a band or orchestra, ha eadh givé a solb,demonstrati 6
on their selected instrument Then, ask'the'performers Wplay
exactly the same selection n an.instrument they never played before

Activity.Two: In class discussjon, analyze the basic skills each
siusician has leanned: scale, notes, positibns. Note that every-

'one learns them. 'Why, then, knowing these basic skills,cannot
they be transferred.from one instrument to anotherlwithout.
further skill evelopment? What specialized train4ng will be re-
quired? Hag may other>be involved?

Activity Three: Using the resourdeifind °lit how manY occupations
are available to competent-Ausicians.. Invite musicians to visit
the class and tell'about training, effort, and related education
they have experienced: (IntervieW sheet', Appendix)

liPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:

Bread and Butterflies. Videotape or film, . Includes fifteen minute tape
program and excellent teacher manual

. '

Free fro, PA Dept. of Education Or Intermediate Unit Instructional
Materials Centers1

The Valuihg Approach to Career: Education.- 0-5.series)' Five filmstrtps with
sound. Presents valuing as 'a pervasive process interwoven throughout
activity.

$77:5u (estimate) Educational-Ahievement Co'rporation



BE A MUSICOLOGIST!

MUSIC INTERMFDIATE

1 '

.CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:CURRICULUM FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)!

1, As, a musicologis coillect

and interpret so nd from other #25 Understand how occupations

cultures i
relate to functions of society

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME1: Two'class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Tape recorder, Instruments typical of a particular,culture: Spanish

(guitar, maracas, claves; castanets, tambourine) -RMmitive (stones,
shells, gourdes, logs) Japanese (tone bells for pentatonic scala,
gong, bamboo wind chimes) Reference-book: Alan Lomax-Folk Song_S"czle,

and Culture.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS-

:

1. Ask students if they can think of a song_taught-to-them,-by--a- Member
of their fami 1,Ywhich was-not-Written down. How do th0 learn

--most-of-Vie-if songs - T.V.? Radio? Records? School? Discuss the

impact of the transistor radio an records on different -ultures.

Select a volunteer musicologist. His job will-be to make frierds

with a group from another cultur, , convince them to let their
music be tape recorded, and finc: out the occasion for the music-
making. Assume that the musicol gist speaks a few words of the

language. While the musicologist steps outside the room, five--
six students choose sounds from a culture and determine the
occasion (wedding, funeral, -la ting, or harvest, for example).

3. When the musicologist.enters, e others improvise with the
'instruments, possibly chanting or singing. The musicolow:st

does his best to accomplish th tasks. Establish a time 'Amit,
but the overall'attitude shou1fI be one of patience.

4. Discuss. What happened? Was some informatior gathered? What
personal qualities would be needed for this kind of work? Education?
What types of reward-would this kind of job have? Choose another

group and continue.

SUFPLEMENTAL 11,ESOURUS:

Bread/ahd Butterflies. Videotape or film. 1J1c4udes tifteen minute tape pro-

-gram and excellent teacher
F ee from PA Dept. of EducatiAam-riF Intermediate Unit Instructional Materia!s

Centers.

Jhe--Valiiing Approach to Career Education. (3-5 series) Five filmstriOs with'

sound. -Presents valuing as a pervastve process interwoven throughout
activity.

$77.5u (estimate) Educatiunal Achievement COrporation
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LUMBERMAN'S

MUSIC

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Folk music mirrors the lifestyles
of lumbermen

\INTERMEDIATE 0-

--E.S-T-IMATED-CLASS TM4O minutes .

.ESSENTIAL RESOURCES
'Lumbermen folk Fongs

1

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCES;
I

1. Listeri to several lumberman' folksOngs:.

6AREER EbUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statnment)

#2a Acqi i abulary for
desibir orld of work
#24 Under:, variety and

,

comp of occupations
and c reers
#26 gtermine characteristics/
qualifIcaLions of occupations
#30 Realize: work is an
integral part of the total
life stile

2. Discuss and record facts 17'rned the lumb'erman' :life and
job from these folksongs.

This technique can alsO be used for the lifestyles o Negroes (spirituals),
seamen (sea chanteys) xailroadmen, cowboys, steelwor,ers, etc.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES: 1

/ Bread and Butterflies. Videotapes or film. Includes fifteen minute tape Iwo-
gram and excellent teacher manual

Free from PA Dept. of Education or Intermedi te Unit I structional materials
Centers.

The Valuing Approach To CareerfEducation. (3-5 series
sound. Presents valuing as, apervasive process int
activity.

f/$77.50 (eStimate) Educational,AchieveMent Corporation.
N,

Duke,Ellington: King of Jazz. -Book. A biography tellng stories -1-fin4-.
his most tamous songs.

$2.79 (estimate) Garrard Publishing Co.

Five filmstrips with
rwoven throughout
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BICENTENNIAL BALLADS

MUSIC

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Develop understanding of
historical background of
ballad through dramatic
improvisation

INTERMENATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
.(DELLA Statement)

#03 Understand relationship:
self-characteristics/performance

ESTIMATED CLAS-STIC Two periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCE"S
Narracire style songs preferably with e_his-to-ri-cal-htaground from
school music textboaaarsangtiOokY printed for the Bicentennial.

--- --Reference materials, such as an encyclopedia.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Motivate. Discuss the characters and the historical setting of
the song. Sing each verse, stopping to ask questions, discuss
'new words, while keeping a soft accompaniment going. Learn the
song together.

2. Set 1-) a conflict. For instance, in the ballad Young Ladies in
Town, the girl of homespun dress tries to convince the other to
Be7f a similar patriotic attitude, rather than wearing London's
latest fashions. Choose one "homespun6 girl and one "calico"
girl and see if the former can convince the latter to change.
Help set the scene by asking where they are, and what they are
doing.

3. Watch the improvir.ation. Let the argument run:its course, but
stop the activ- if it degenerates into a "yes, I 111"-"no I
won't" altercaion, or if someone is genuinely stuck. Refer
frequent y to the song for additional reasons and new arguments.

4. As surl
of anoth
printed

mentary resources use: Visuals to illustrate lifestyle
r time and primary historical references, such as
rticles, supply lists, diaries, cpeeches.

SUPPLEMENTAL RES URCES:

Bread and B tterflies. Videotapes or film. Includes fifteen minute tape pro-
gram and xcellent teacher manual.

Free from PA Diot. of Education or Intermediate Unit Instructional Materials
Centers. -

The Valuing ApOroach'To Career Education. (3-5 'Series) Five filmstrips with
sound. Presents valuing as a pervasive process interwoven throughout activit

$7;.50 (estilmate) Educational Achievement Corporation
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MAGIC SQUARE

MUSIC

(I

CURPICULUM FOCUS:

1. Duration and timbre
2. Arranging a sequence of

scunds

ESTIMATED CIA5S_IL4E÷--------

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement),

#49 Develop effective decision-
making strategies and skills

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Magic Square drawn on large paper, at least 20"x 24" (attached example)
Collected sounds such as shakers, rEiroad spikes, suspended cymbal,
coconut shells, sand blocks, etc. Pr Ivate area or tall storage
cupboard. 1

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Each player picks a 3" x 5".card, each of which reads:

Find a Find a Find a
continuous short vibrating
sound sound sound

The interaction and decision-making process begins here as they secIt
sounds that match their task cards. Then they perform the Maw,: Sqvixe
according to a route they have agreed upon, making sure all blank
spaces are treated f irly as silences. After practice, usually ?r,
minAtes, they should perform Magic Square for the class or a small
group who tries to guess, by listening carefully, which route was
taken.

Note: When used as a learning station, it is essential that it be

(I

introduced to the class as a whole at first, with one example wor.ri

in front of everyone.
.d

SUPPLEMENTAL RES0,:ReES:
I

Bread and ButterfliEy,. Videotapes or film. includes fifteen minute tape
program and excellent teacher manual

Free trom PA Dept. of Education or Intermediate Unit Instructional Materials
Centers

The ValuiAg Approach to Career Education. (3-5 series) Five filmstrips with
sound. Presents valui as a pervasive 'process interwoven throughout activit

$77:5u (estimate) Educational Achievement Corporatioii

3 7 A:
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MAGIC SQUARE
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WORD CANTATA

MUSIC

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. -Perform a single word in a
personally revealing way for
its qualities and meaning.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIA.E

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#01 Develop vocabulary of
self-characteristics

1. Preparation: Ask students to raise their hands as soon s they

can think of a word to go with - . . "summer." Choose one and speak

together several times. How can it be changed? Softer? Slower?

Higher? Lower? Faster? Lazily? Repeated? Getting faster? Ex-

periment-with several words.

2. Conduct Cantata: Name a category-color, school, fish, mammal,
vegetable-(category can be applied to any subject area) and choose

seven volunteers. Standing in a small semi-circle with the teacher

as conductor, motion to individuals to perform on their word until

a cut off is given. Try conducting a dialogue between two opposing
words, try repeating a short series like an ostinato.pattern, try

their sounds all together, work toward a climax, end the composition

clearly.

3. Talk about it: Which words seemed to fit together? Oppose each

other? Whose word had the greatest range of pitch? The roughest

sound? Die the word penformance suit that person? Try more groups.

Have fun:

As a supplementary resource you might want to use a recording o

Fugue of the States, Toch.

SUPPLE,4!-NTAL RESOURCES:

Bread and Butterffies. Videotapes or film. Includes tifteen mirute tape

program and eAcellent t-F..v..her manual

Free from PA Dept. of Education or Intermediate Unit Instructional
Materials Center

The Valuing Approach to Carecv Education. (3-5 series) !--ive filmstrips with

sound. Presents valuing as a pervasive procesc interwoven throughout
activity.

$77.50 (estimate) Eaucational Achievement Corporation

Duke Ellington: King'of Jazz. Book. A bi-graphy telling the stories behind

--fis most famous songF.
$2.79 (estimate; Garrard Publishing Co.

3 7
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STONE AGE IMPROVISATIONS

MUSIC

CORICULUM FOCUS:

1. IMprovise by playing And
listening sensitively_to oneself
and , Lhers

ESTIMATED LIASS TIME: One class period

ESSENTIAL RESOURtES:
Collection/of sound sources app,opriate to the Stone Age: shells,
hollow logs, seeds and nuts, sticks, bow, baskets, gourds, etc.
You may Want to use: Rubbermat, called "skin", thatresembles hide
or a real animal skin. Slide, handmade dr eerie, forest-like
background.' Tape recorder.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA. Statement)

#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance of
others

1. Prepare the envi,nment. Lay the colletted sOund sources\out
on the skin. Ta K about.primitive. music-making, lack of Written
music, oral trad--ionS, rituals, serious nature related to Magic

religion. -Tr out some of the sounds. HoW many different\sounds
in you find on one instrument':

Improvis(a. Five on six primitive tribesmen gather on the skin.
Onr.-7s designatetlas leader to start and stOp the improvisation..

leader starts 4nd the 'rest join in; their sounds may Weave,
in and cut i someone starts a pattern-others cod add tcyjt;
if .om.c7: p,ays softly, others.ShOu'l be sensttive ermgh to
join that idea.; the most usual ending is a loud gesture of sOme kind,

'During the playing, the room Should be darkened and the slide
projected.

3. Talk about it. If you taped it, replay immediately. Ask if the
players were sensitive to each other's sounds. Was there contrast
in the texture? What type of ritual might the imprOvisation silggest?

SUPPL,EMENTAL RESOURCES:

Bread and Butterflies. Videotapes or film. Includes fifteen minute tape
program and excellent teacher manual

Free from PA Dept. of Eduqation or Intermediate Unit Instructional Materials
Centers

The Valuingivroach to Career Education. (3-5 series) Five rilmstrips with
sound: Presents valujng as a pervasive process interwoven throughout
activity.

$77.6_0:(estjmate) Educational Athievement Corporation

T
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VOICE STORY IMPROVISATION

MUSIC INTERMEDIATE ,

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1,, Develop self-confidence in the
singing voice, #02. Develop knowledge of

unique personal characteristics

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Tape recorder

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Working with partners, students decide on and practice a voice sound.
Their sounds must match or cOmplement each other. As the teacher
improvises a story line, such as "down in tH there lived
a ," the students perform their voice effects for all nouns
anOtverbs. Should their sound'be very short, gesture for them to
repeat it several:. times. keep the,story rather hort, at first.
Liscuss what the sounds might represent.

?

If tape record the sequence, play it back, stopping often to
discuss qualities of.sound and the resulting 'effect_

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:

Bread.and Butterflies. Videotapes pr film. InCludes fifteen minute tape pro!
'and ..?:xcellent teacher manual.

Free from PA Dept. of Education or Intermediate unit Instructional Materials...
Centers

The Valuing Arproach to Career Education. (?-5 Series) Five filmstnips with.
sounds. Presents valuing as a pervasive process interwoven throughout .aCti%

$77.50 (e,timate) Educational Achievement Corporation

C;l.v(e Ellington: King of Ja2e. -Book.. A biograPhy telling the stories behind
his most famous songs.

$.79 i'estimate) Garrard Publishing Co.
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I WONDER

MUSIC INTUMEDIATE ).

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) .

Arrange sounds to match
poem and slide, #03 Understand relatiOnshil

self.characteristics/perforMance

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:- One Week

ESSENT7AL RES'ACES:
, Discarded 35 mm slide and pipecleaner per student, bleach--in several
small containers, 4-6 jars, glass stain. Collected and acoustical
sounds: tone bells, percussion sounds, xylophones, autoharps, etc.

,Reel to reel tape recorder and tape, slide projector, sheet or very
large projection screen, newspapers, box of Q-Tips.

INSTRUCTIONAL,PROCESS:

1. Write a list poen

Moth, te students to think about things they truly wonder about.
On a small piece of paper, have them write e.e words "I Wonder' and
the complete this sentence. Collect the students' sentences and
read them aloud; the total effect being a cumulative or a list poem,
(Keep them anonymous)

2. Maktng slides

Remove emulsion froWan oid slide by dipping Q-Tips in bleach
and gently rubbing the slide. Using pirn cleaners, add glass stain
drops for fresh colors, let colurs mix,randomly. Be sure that the
students write their names on the cardboard margin-of their slides.
(Protect all areas,glass stain really stains!) Show slides (after.
drying 5-10 minutes) on a very large screen: .

3. Evaluating

47.

Return slides and a copy of the list poems to each student. Allow
them to decide.if their sentences "link-up" with each others. Some
students may want to rewrite their sentences. Th.k is a self-evalua-
tion process.

4. Adding Sounds

List names of sounds on the blackboard. Make sure that they have
had some opportunity to experiment with these sounds-perhaps they
have collected some of them. Ask them to write down several osounds

,thatrwill carry out their theme. Working in groups of 2, 3, or 4,
allow a 5-minute practice period. Have them line up near the< tape
recorder when they are ready. Then each student:speaks his "I Wonder"
sentence, follomed by the somnds as planned, into the tape recorder:

379
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Remind them to make the sounds as descriptive as possible! Use loud,

soft, crescendo volumes, etc. But ALL-fioal composition decisions

must be made by the students. If they ask for help, referthem to
their working group for advice.

Deposit slides in'tray to keep whole sequence in order.

5. Sit back and enjoy

Play back the tape and show the slides'(they have learned to run
the machines bY now) on large screen, with students seated informally

around, the projection area.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:

Bread and'Butterflies. Videotapes or film. Includes fifteen minute tape

program,and excellent teacher manual
Free'from,PA Dept. of Education -- Intermediate Unit InstrucLional Materials.

Center .

The Valuing Approach to Career.Education., (3-5 series) Five Filmsvcids with

sound. 'TresentsNaluing as a pervasive protess interwoven throughout
activity.

!
$77.50 (estimate) Educational Achievement Corporation

Dtthe Ellington: King of Jazz. Book. A biography telling the stories behtnd

his most famous sonos.
$2.7'9 (estimate) Garrard Piblishing C



SOUND PICTURES

musIc INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Interpret a painting by
using sounds. #I7 Develop a recPotivity for

new ideas/explc-Won of new
ideas

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Variable

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Collection .of Impressionist art reproductiohs, large variety of sound
sources, Overhead projector-. large projectlqn screen or sheet.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

This may be a learning station activity for groups of 3 or a class
activity.

Discuss Impressionism and draw attention to the use of dabs of color
and shimmering, viblating.qualities: 'Search the picture fon things
that suggest movement and therefore.imply sound. Locate a few Sample
Sounds for thi'ngs fOu: in,the. picture. Particularly note the timeof
day and its relatiOnship to sound.

After 'choosing a painting, let each groupjractice.their sound pictUre,
the individuals planning and talking about What they'll use. .Don't

interfere or offer much advice, let them make their own decisions
within their,group.

;If the whole class is working on sound pictures, take the time to
project them on a large screen or-sheet in'a darkened room as they
perform.

Evaluate each perfprmance by asking the players' to explain how each
particular.portioh of t'-e painting inspired their sounds. And take
time to enjOy the reactions of responsesof listeners.

SU. PLTENTAL RESOURCES:

Bread and Butterflies. Videotior'ilm. Includes, fifteen minute tape .

- program and exc.ellent teacher ::ianual
Free trom PA'Dept: ot Educatioeor InteHediateiuhit Instructional Materials

, Centers.

The Valuing Approach to Lareer.Education.. (3-5 seiles). Five filmstrips with
soted..ii Presents valuing as a pervasive prpass inter,:cven throughGut
activity.

$71.50 (estimate)Educationa4 Achievement Corporation

:3 c1.1
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MIRRORING'

MUSIC INTERMEDIATE.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. cDeveloo sensitivity and
concentration in developing
a partner's movements.

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#10I Develop a sensitivity
'toward and an acceptance of
others

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:.
$ome ope!1 space in classroom, free from outside interference. Recording
of Clair de Lune (Debussy) Moonligh/t Sonata,(Beethoven) or other quietly
flowing music. Prcjectors, slides, large screen or sheet.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Students chdose partners, deciding on one who will begin as leader.
Not all the class has to work at the same time. Facing each other,
the leader begins to move slOwly, with the partner mirroring each
gesture. Keep moving several minutes, then change leaders. If done
precisely enough, it becomes very difficult to discerr the leader.
This is an \objective of the students.

Try standing\inJra t'of large.slide_projections, or colored circles .
of light, for heightened dramatic feeling, and Add slow, flowing'
mdeic.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCE$:

Bread and ButterflieS. Videotapesz.or film, :IncludeS fifteen minute tape
*. program and excellent teacher fi4nua1 _

Free from.PA Dept: of Education or4bermediate Unitinstructional Materials:
Center

,,

. -
,

.

,
.

.

Valuing Approach,to-Career Education.. (375 series) Five filmstrips with.
.sound. Presents valuing.as a-pervasive process interwoveh throughout
activity. .

.

- .

$77:b0(estimate).1thicational AChievement Corporation

puke Ellington: -King of Jazz. . Book._ A biograOhy telling the Stories behind
his most tamous songs.

.

$2.79 (estiMate) barrard publishing o.

...

,



.WHALES

MUSIC .

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Moving without:using- the
sense of sight.'

2. Experiencing loneliness
and displacement.

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER° EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance of
others

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One or.two clas,s periodS\
1.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Record of whale sourA or Whales and Nightingales, Judy Collins

(recording on Elacktra), pictures (-.) whales, -flaking Music Your Own,

Silver BUrdett "Adieu to my Comrades'

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

After discussing whales and their plight as a species, listen to .

/hAle soUnds and practice duplicating them. Darken the rbom to ,

!simulate ocean depths. Blindfold eight,volunteers and have eight

'others turn them around and disperse them to different parts of

!the roOm. (Dpn't remove all obsta, es). The task of the blind-

ifold "wha,les" is to.make enough whale sounds that they locate.each

!other and fcrm a herd.

Discuss their reactions, including how much they depend on their

sense 'of sight.

With another group, have a-few onlOokers stmulate distant ship
Motors and underground explosives; did the sounds confuse the whalie

gathirinq? Discuss implications.

.Be sure all observers are-"frozen" while the whale herd is forming.

Most students want to try this one again. A few may not be v011ing

to take the risk of sightless.movement.
\

DiScuss feelings .about 1:)r experienced Oring this exercise.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:
/.N,

:Bread and ,Butterflies. Videotapes or fin. Includes-fifteen minute.tape

program and excellent- teacher Manual \\

_.fee.fromPA. Dept. of Education or-InterMediate Unit:Instructional .Materials

Center: .
\

The'Valuing Approach to Career Educktion: (3-5sertes) Five filmstrYps with

Sound. Presents valuing as apervasiveproceSSAnterwoven-throughbut
. activity. .

$71:50 (eStimate) Educational AchievementOrporatio
c



/

milsic MACHINE

MUSiC ; INTERMEDIATE
. .

CURRICUIn FEUS: CAREEq EDUCATIONJOCUS:/ 0..

(DELLA Statement). : '

,

1. .Urgan,zing a sequence of'
sounds; oaking decisions
*in-a small. group.

'ESTIMATED-UASS TIME: One week

#44, Recognize 'that decision-making'
involves some risk-taking.

1

-.ESSENTIAL RESOURC S:
Sturdy music tand, easel or otier framedork,..variety of sounds-at

least Oght, .ir6,, string, tape

INSTRUCTIONAL PRO ESS:-

o
Introduce the ) station to the tlass as a wholb, and work

. out an examRle for see.
_

Instructions Aut,-: be posted:

1. 'Add sounds to the "music machine' hy using tape, wire, string,
. or by ba17,r-ing. .

2. Plan a ,position with:
A beginwg (make it interestin
A Middle (at least one minute
An end (shquid be final soundi

3. Praceice for 'aboui015-20 minutes'.

1

ong)

4. .Perform.the composition for the class..

. Help eValuate by asking these qUestions:

Was t)iere evidence of-fitanning?
.Did they,develop non-verbal communication to.start and stop?

. .

Did they listen carefully to each other.?
0 ,

et--------7---Were their sounds balanced or,not? '

.
.---

which part was the beginning? The middle? The end?
*

,

.Af few of these criteria dere met, the performance should be repeated-
or sent !tack to the pradticd'area if there is time. ,

SUPPLEMETITAL RESOURCES:
-

Bread and ButterfTies.. VideOtapes or fiLTI. Ancludps fifteen minute tape'
prograd:and excellent teacner mdnual . .

!Tie' from,PA Dept. Cf Education or Intermedtate Unitinstructional Materials.
-Centers'

-
The Valuing Approamto Careerdducation. (3-5 senies)Tive filmstrips with

sound. P.pesents yafiling.as a pervasive=process,Fliterwwien throughout

activity .
.

$77:50 (estimate) Educational Achievement Corporation







NUSIC ITF.PMEDIATE.

CURRICUUM

1. --Recitc- poen: )nd/or

sounds accor,!ing -to
persrnal interpretoticw.

E57WiVTLL CLASS T.IVE.:

11

CAPEER EITCATION FOCUS:
(PELLA Statement)

Develop a positive self-

concent

no or Lr -.ss periods

One for their rhythmic or sound possibilities,

attrcti-1 us percussion instruments or found

sounc!-.;.

.ISTPJ)CTINAL PPOLESS:

This activity coilIc Co usc,d in u ernirl(; aLion for 2-3 students.

Rtdj the-tct-ed prolr if someone-could-find or make an

appropriate sound at the end, of the first line, and so on. Work out

a short poem in class. Encourage students to do the soundmaking at

the end of each-14-RtrT-than concurreffrry-with the speaker, so

the_spear can be clearly understood. Look for descriptive ele-

ments in the poem(ingluding silence) or rhYthmic patterns-to-echo. ----

Ask if there should boany change in--the speed_or-v-011iMe.

After theexample has ben done with the class, give the 2 or 3

students 10-20 minutes to work on a different poem. One of the

students will have to he the reader. Have them perform for the class

after they. have-praWced.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:

Bread and ButterYiies. Videotapes or film. Includes.fiteen minbte tape

program and excellent teacher -manual

Free from PA Dept. of Education or Intermediate Unit Instructional Materials

-CenterS.

Tne Valuin21roach to Career Education. (3-5 series) Five tilmstrips with

sound. Presents valuing as a pervasive process interwoven throughout

activity.
S77.b0 (eStimate) Educational Achievement Corporation

uuke Ellingten: King of Jazz. book. A biography teliing the -stories behind

his mOst famous songs.
(estimate) Garrard Publishing Co.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

, 1. Creativ, dancing '

2. Dance as a form of

communication

ESTIMATED .CLASS TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Record player, records

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulay for

.

describing the world of work

Ask several children to pantomime activities typical of the workers they

have seen in their neighborhood. For example, a carpenter builds

with a hammer and saw, a policeman directs traffic with a whistle

and his hands, etc. Play a familiar musical recording and ask the

children o set their pantomimes to the music. Create a dance with

the pantomimes. Signal changes An steps brcalling out the occupations.

Let the children take turns being leader by calling out the occupations

and intiatating the change in dance steps. After the children have

learned how to mime dances,.have the class divide into two small .

groupsto develop "mystery!! dancet., For example-, one group might

portray .the activities, of all the persons involved in'fighting a fire.

After each group,presents a "mystery" dance, have the class guess

what was happening and hame the occupations that were demonstrated.

j1ave a group'discussion about the many ways in which people contribute

to society and the rewards they might get froM their work.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION PRIMARY/INTE MEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCA ION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statem nt)

1. To develop a personal system
of physical exercising #08 Develop 4 positive self-

concept
#56 Recogniz fhat society needs

a

labors of all its people
#63 Understan14 differences
between leisurb time and idleness

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Continuous small eriods throughowk school year

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Classroom space

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Through interviews with working adults, plus personal knowledge already
available, students will contribute to a class list of Occupations that
require some special physical ability (examples:_agility: .firemen who
climb ladders; carpenters, professional athlete's, brickTayers, plumb2rs,

whomust be dexterous in their work.) ,

With the help.of the physical education instructor and the students,
the teacher will set up a 10 or 15minute program of exerOses which
can-be carried out by the whole-class in thb classroom every day
without' the nconvenience of moving furniture. These activities can
include arm flings, neck stretches, toe touches, high marching steps,
running in place, etc.

Attention should be paid to advantages of exercises in improving health,
in learfiing how to use leisure time ia a worthwhile manner, and to
realize the pleasure of keeping one's body in shape for now and in the
future.

if



4111,0.WIt,

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Playing circle games
2. Dev.,loping running skills #23 Acquire vocabulary for

describing the world of work
#29 Recognize materials/
processes/tools of occupational
clusters

(I

ESTIMATED CLASTIME: 30 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

The players are in a circle with one player outside the circle and

a second player -in,7..tde the circle. The first player says,'"I am a

doctor" (or any other occupation).. The second player thinks of a

tool of that bccupation and sayss"I am a stethoScope" (or another

appropriate response). First player: 711 catch yOu.'.' Second

player" "No, you can't," The first player chases the second

player by letting him in'and out of the circle, but trys to hinder the

-first player. When the second player is caught, both players choose

others to take their places.

4.)
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CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

f. Incrwse child's skills
in broad jumping

2. Knowledge of professions.
that utilize this skill

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: .0ne class period

ES'SE,NTIAL RESOURCES:
Chalk or tape

INSTRUCTIONAC PROCESS:

1-444 Acquire vocabulary for
arTcribinj the world of work
1467 Develop skills in leisure
time activities

Engage the class in a discussion about jobs that require jumping.

Ask them,to assist you in making a list. Help them modify this list

to range from the simplest to hardest. 'For example: Circus clown,

dog catcher, ski instructor, tennis player, gym teacher, soldier,

marine, basketball player, ice skater; ballet dancer.

Place two lines on the ground or floor Using masking tape or chalk

to represent the brook. Distance in jumping is increased by widening,

the broals-._ Before a.child leaps the brook he says, "I'm a

." Use the above list of jumping professions which is listed

according to the agility required. A new profesSion is used with each

increase of the width Of" the brook. Anyone missing the jump is sP!nt

home (back to his,place) to pretend to change his wet shoes and socks.

After this he enters the game again and tries to jump. Not every

child will be'able to achieve the highest title, but all shOuld be

encouraged and prajsed to,keep at it and do their best.
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CURRICULUM FOCUS:.

1. Learning to play a tLg

game
2. Describing, making inferences

3. Asking questions

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#26 Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations

6.7

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Goal line marker-tape, chalk, etc.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Divide the children into two ,groOps. One group, the Workers, decide

on a career and the other group, the Storm, triet to guess the

career chosen. Both groups Tine up across the .center of the playing

space, facing each other. The group which is guessing, the Storm,

may ask any.question that can be answered by "yes" or "no".

Immediately upon guessing the career, the Storm 'chases the Workers.

The Workers are safe. only when they reach the goal line at the

opPosite end of the play area. Anyone who is tagged before reaching

the goal line must join the side that tagged them. The game continues

until there is one person left in the Worker's group.

One child in the Worker group should be selected to answer all'questions

asked by the Storm: If the Storm is unsuccessful'in guessing the,

*career, the teacher may help by asking leading questions. Encourage

the children to ask questions that will give them clues:

1. "Do you wear a special uniform?"

2. ."Do you work outdoors?"

3. "Do you-use big machinery?", etc.'

is

za.
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LUKKILULUM ruLua;

1. Pl'ofessional games yersus

amateur games.
2. Development of eye-hand,

motor coordination.:
3. Familiarization with

scoring techniques.

ESTIMATED CLASS :TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Balloon, badminton rackets

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS

(DELLA Statement)

#67 Develop 5kills in leisure

time activities
.#66 Develop positive attitudes
toward value of leisure time

#63 Understand difference
between leisure time and idleness

When weather conditions do not permit, an adapted game of indoor :

badminton may be played. Using regular badminton rackets and a

balloon, a game of badminton may be played by hitting the balloon

over a row of desks (the.net).

A discussion may be held on the following:

1. Correct scoring of the game.

2. The skills needed to play the game.

3. Games siMilar to.badminton.

4. The difference between games being played as a leisure

tiMe activity as compared to a professional sport.
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,Creative movement and
rhythmic 'exercises

(ULLLA 3IALUMUNL/

24 .Understand variety and
complexityeof occupations and
careers
#26 .Determine characteristics/
qualifications of occupations
1428 Understand relationship:.
occupational role/life style

#29 Recognize materials/
processes/toolf, of occupational

clusters

ESTIMATED CLASS TIMP:. One period peOccupational cluster

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Record plier, Walt Disney record from "Snow White"

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

HaYe class line up along one side of the gym with right shoulders

touching the wall. Asthe simg "Hi,- Ho" is played the class moves

in follow-the-leadet_fashion around the .perimeter:of the gym. Thep

are encouraged to demonstrate different ways of ."going" to. work

(ex:--skip, crawl, slide,...) The teacher verbally praises them for. .

creative idea's. About mid-way through the song the.teacher gives

each child a "job assignment." Use about six different jobs with

four or fiye children sharing the same job. One job assignment might

be loading wheelbarrels and pushing them to a specific point. The

jobs cOuld bewritten on oak tag and worn around the neck as.a

necklace.' Each child would go to A previously appointed spot on

the gym floor according to the number which appears on his name

tag. [record plays continuou§ly and'teacher praises those Who move

to the rhythm].

IIINING

Play record continously,and praise students who move to the rythm

of the music,

.rosition #1 JOB DIGGING

1. Children use imaginary picks.

2. Children are'encouraged to uSe "trunk twisting" and "toe touching"'

exercises to depict.their excavating..
3. They pick up the broken,stones &rid use a Swinging motion in a

bucket.brigade style to transpOrt th stones to.position #2.

Position #2 JOB - LOADING WHEELBARROWS

.1. Children pick up imaginary stones, skip t6 'their "wheelbarrows"

and load them in the "wheelbarrows" whioh ate children. with hands

, -384'
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0. (

". Pos.ition #3 .
.

JOB - WEIGHING.AND SORTING.
.

\ ,,

1. Children unload "vheelharrows" and use an "arm swi )g or "Windmill"

exercise to depict scdles. .
,

Z. Children sort the rocks by hoppfrig to the reject pil or rolling

to the pil.o of good rocks. .

.

,.

.,

Position g4 :MB - .LOADING DONKEYS
,

\..

1. Nildren bounce halls to "donkeys." which are classmates

crawling position.
2. Don',:eys must.crawl to position #5 holding a ball between thtir

legs or under an arm.

Position .#56 JOB, LOADING TRUCKS

1. Each student .holds a ball 'and all of them roll together' is a

large truck to the'llos.ition. g6, the boat dock.

0

Position #6 JOB LOADING BOATS

I. Each child sits on his r# ear with a ball between his/her stomach

and:thighs. They.use a rowing liotion and Pull back with their

feet, sliding across the floor.

2. Teacher° returns halls to position #4.

-This activity could be adapted to any job cluster with the "elf"

role 'still used. An "Eager Elf" medal could be awarded to the best

crew at the end of the period.
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Development of skills in
physical education

2. Application of physical
education skills

3. Use of physical
education apparatus)
and equipment

#26 Determine characteristics/ 4.

qualifications of occupations

#27 Understand process of
developing a career'

#66 Develop positive attituaes
toward value of leisure time

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Three to four class'periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Available physical education equipment, i.e. mats, jump rope,
basketball ad Hoop, climbing ropeS., balance 6eams, etc. Ladder,.

chairs, poster cards, marking pens. Dictionary of Occupational

Titles

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

I

The students'design an "obstacle course" which incorporates physical

education skills, planning skills, ingenuity; shows edricatioa

related to careers and may involve the entire school or one class.

The students wiLl become involved in the'desio, construction and

operation of a career-related "obstacle course," The first step

is to Aevelop a chart which relates,occupations to a physical

activ,ity taught in the physical education programs. To illustrate:

'Obstacle Course Item.

Rope limb
Balance beam
Basketball
Tumbling

Related Occupation

Telephone lineman
Steel construttion worker
Coach .

Parachutist

When the chart hos been developed as far as possible, the information .

should be used to design a physical "cation "obstacle course."

At each obstacle there will be a card or sign explaining the'skills

to be demonstrated, the minimum requirements and a brief explanation

(and illustration) of the corresponding career. A poigt scoring
system can be developed so that participants can measure themselves.

Score sheets can be. made available for the participants..

This activity might be for a ClaSs, or it may becomea school-

wide activity. For addi ional suggesti9ns refer students to the

President's Physical Fitn s Program; professional sports. Also

have students note the grow g interest golf, hockey, tennis!

and volleyball.
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. practicing,Writing skifls #14, Understand intermation-

0,
ship.between education and work

#17 Recognize role of education,
in career and life goal's'

,

ESTIMATED C[ASS tIME: Two Phys: Ed. periods., One''.Language Arts period.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:'

. Session One: From records of earlier Phyi. Ed. achievements the

students match or better their efforts. They see that continued

practice and nreater effort bring improved achievement. They'

should have opportunities to try this in other events or sports

for a feW weeks toosee that it is applicable in other fields.

Session Two: Using session one (or several sessions) have the
students identify the ways in whichthey adapted skills to other

uses. Introduce a new "task. Then have the students indicate to'

other students (by a chart, etc.) what they have. achieved.
oO

Session Three: In Language Arts class the students may write an

autobiographical sketCh to describe personal adjustments made in

the Pijsical Education Program.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:
(4.

flrugs: A Trick--A Trap. .
Five filmstrips with cassettes .and guide.

-- Facts presented in context that elementary students can understand
eh .$68.00 (estimate) Encyclopedia,Britannica Education Drporation

Education: Who Needs It? Set 1: Filmstrips and teacher's guide. MaKing

the subject relevant, to student interests,
$100.00 (estimate) Counselor Film, Inc.
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skills by running, mopping,. ff4D UeLermilic l...1141CIL:6U1 1361a,

_Jumping, skipping, crawling, etc.. qualifications of occupations

2. Ability to follow wri.tteh- directions #27 Understand process of

.
.

developing a career
#40 Apply vocabulary of career
exploration to decision making.

ESTIMATEp CLASS TIME: 45 minutes--one hour

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
A physical maie in a large room'with hurdles, tires to crawl through,

and other physical obstacles. Index cards with prepared written

instructionS.

INSTRUCTIbNAL PROCESS:

The stip:lents will progress through the maze by reading a card found

ef one of the stations (a tire, hurdle, etc.) and then by proceeding

to the next physical obstacle in the manner stated on the Card.

Each/card also includes.a statement about.career development. An

example of a typical card sequence might include the follOwing:

You havp graduated from high school.
Run to Station #1 (the high jump).
There you will decide if you want to 6

go to cbllege or start work immediately.

,

The next station might include the following.:

Choose a card-from Pile A if you,go

to college.. Choose a card from.
Pile B if jlou decide to work.

L_

.
The complexity.of the directiens would vary with the level of students.

SUPPLLMENTAL RESOURCES:

Drugs: 'A Trick--A,Trap; Five filmstrips with cassettes and guide. Facts

presented in.context that elementary students can understand,

$68.00 (estimatf)'Encyclopedia Britannica Education Corporation

Education: Who Needs It? Set 1: Filmstrips and teacher's guide. Making

the subject relevant to student interests.
S100.00, (estimate) Counselor Film, Inc.
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ATHLETES'- BIOGRAPHIES

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Research information about
. various professional athletes

INTERMEDIATE

CARREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)'

#54 Understand the relationship
between Occupational roles/
personal economics/life styles
#62 Develop vocabulary to
differentiate leisure time
activities

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class session 7 several sestions of independent

time

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Newspapers, magazines, biographical studies, television,
Who's Who In America.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Together pupils and,teachers develop an outline concerning the non-
athletic life of a professional athlete. Include informatiOn such

as: Hometown, family,.. other business interests, and hobbies. Each

01.1,04 chootes an athlete!. '

Pupils use various sources to fill in the outline,. perhaps .even

writing-to the athlete for information. Pupils present the inforMation

'orally to the rest of the class.

SUPPLEMLNTAL RESOURCES:

Drügs: A Trick-A Trap. Five filmstriOs witn cassettes and guide. 'Facts
presented in context Iharelementary students can understand.

$68 (estimate) Encyclopedia Britannica Education Corporation. '

Education: Who'Needs It? .Set 1: Filmstrips and teachqr's guide.. Making

the subjett relevant to student interests,
$100.00 (estimate) Counselor Film, Inc.
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TIME OUT

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

To use sports pages to
employ math techniques

2. To investigate PosSible
career opportunities in
sports areas

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#24 Understand variety and
complexity_of occupations and
careers

#6:7 Develop-skills in.leisure
time activities,

ESTIMATED...CLASS TIME: One class period and free time at Tearning centers

.ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Sports'Pages of local and national papers, -7.nstructor of physical

education as-a guest speaker

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

The class will investigate all the possible career opportunities open

in.the field of sports. Books, encyclopedia, magazines, etc. should

be available for research.

Since Sports stWstics are a vital part of the sports. picture, a

learning tenter can be set up entitled, "Time Out" for students to

,explore during free time: This could be changed as different sports

.are.in season. (football, soccer, tennis, basketball:, hockey, baseball,'

etc.). The teacher would make available all information (box scores,

Major league averages,.etc.) so that students could complite averages,

percentages, or Could graph the progreFs uf their favorite teamCip its

league. The vocabulary of the different sports should be a part of

this whole learning'process. .
In the "News'of the Day".discussions for

the whole class, favorite teams' standings could be compared.

WDLEMLNTAL RESOURCES:
6

A '

Drugs: A Trick--A Trap. Five filmstrips with cassettes and guide. Facts

presented, in context that elementary students can understand.

$68 (estimate) Encyclopedia Britannica.Education Corporation

Education: Who Needs It? Seti: FilMstrips and teacher's guide. Making

the subject relevant to student interests.
$.100.0 (estimate) Counselor Filmi Inc.
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SCAVENGER HUNT

.PHYSICAL EDUCATION INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. ScaVenger hunt
#29 Recognize materials/
processes/tools pf ocCupational
clusters

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two class periods, about one week apart

a

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Lists of occupations

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have a Scavenger Hunt. A list of various occupations shbuld be made

up by the class, or the teacher may give out a prepared list of

occupations. The object of the game is for each child to find

one article that would be associated with each occupation on his

list. For example: mailman--letter, barber--scissors, etc. This

sdavenger hunt takes place at home. rhe child may go to different

homes in the community to find his objects. The child who brings

in the most objects would be the winner.
4.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES.:

Drugs: A Trick--A Trap. Five filmstrips with cassettes and guide. ,Facts
presented. in context that elementary students can understand.

$68 (estimate) Encyclopedia Britannica Education Corporation

Education: WhO Needs It? Set 1: Fiimstrips and teacher's manual. Making

the subject relevant to student interests.
$100 (estimate) Counselor Film, Inc.

3 9
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4,

GAME - CAREER BALL

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1.. Practice in throwing a ball.
2. .Practice in catching a.ball.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

'ESSENIIAL RESOURCES:
Ball

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#23 Acquire vocabulary for
describing the world of work

Divide the children into groups Of six to 'ten players, with thild

or the tpacheras the leader of each group. The leader faces the

others who form a line about eight feet away. When.the name of an

.occupation is called, the leader throws the ball to the person at the

head of the line. Before the player returns he ball, Ile/she must

name another occupation beginning with the same sound. The leader

repeats this protedure, with each player down the libe. _If the'

teacher Or leader misses, theyl'change places with the person who

-threw the ball.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES:

Drugs: A Trick--A Trap. Five filmstrips yith cassettes and guide. Facts

presented in tontext that elementary stUdents can understmd.
$68.0U (estimate).Encyclopedia.Britannica Education 'Corporation

Education: Who Needs ItT Set.1: Filmstrips and teacher's guide. Making

the subject relevant to student interests.
$100 (estirate) -,..nselor Film, Inc.
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SSE IT LIKE IT IS!

GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Develop observation skills..
2. Individual differences.

.PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS: .

(DELLA Statement)

#01 Develop vocabulary of self-
characteristics
#02 Develop knowledgii of unique .

personal tharacteristics

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 45 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Mirrors (large size preferable), papers and pencils

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

1. Have children observe their image carefully in a mirror and then

sketch a pictiTe of themselves. Have them record tpree word's that

describe their physical characteristics. lirown hair, taN,

freckles, etc.).

2. Have the children get together'with a partner and exchange'

papers. Their partner must then chdose and record three character-

iStics that are unobservable ("can't-6e seen in a mirror"). (i.e.

Friencly, helpful, quiet, etc.). When the papersare l7eturned,

partners can explain why those words were chosen.

3. A discussion follow-up could help point out the uniqueness of .

each student.

1,e
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FAIRNESS

GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS);-:-.

1. .Contept pf fatrness
2. Solving problem'S

ESTIMATED CLASS,TIME: 30 minutes

ESSENTIA4 RESOURCES:
Focus on Self Deyelopment I-Unit M, p. 97 in manual, _(Science'Research
Assocjates). FilmStrip-"It's Not Fair!" (Guidance Associateq

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

For one week pror to the introduction of Unit M, keep a log,of
problems that have been referred to you. Discuss this log with
the class and introduce the concept of "Problem-Solving." To do

this follow the suggestions in the manual.

saLfollow-up, role-play a situation involving problem-solving.
(Eiiample-a brother and sister want to watch different TV shows
at the same time. The parent tries to help solve this problem)'.

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#05' Recognize relationship:.
self-charatteristits/decision-
making r
#06 Undei.stand,and use the
concept :irole"--

ute the filmstrip It'Oot Fair. Discuss fairness when problem--

sOlving.

.)

r.
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THIS IS:THE--WAyWE HANG OUR FEELINGS.,..

GUIDANOE'

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Persoral interests
2. PerSonal strengths
3. Personal feelings

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#09 Recognize that development
self is constantly changing

#10 Develop a sersitivity toward'
and.an acceptance-of others
#08 Develop a positive
self-concept
412 Develop the necessary
socialization skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 20--30 minutes

,c-

--.-ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Large continuum--thermometer about six feet long numbered from
one to ten.

....Large faces made of colored paper.

HAPPY SAD

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

WORRIED AFRAID 'BLAI-i

Stick the large thermometer up on the47wa11-.--Choose five-students
and'give each a clothespin to mark the place of their'choice._
Ask questions-sUch as: How do you feel...when a friend calls T
you a name.:.when you come to school...when you work with a partner...
when you work alone...when someone gives you. orders (bossy)...when
you can be boss of.others....when a job is. completed...when you have' .

to make.quick choices or decisionS,etc: Have students put up their-
clothetpir-tO mark their feelingt then briefly eXplain their choices.
(questions can be invented to discuss friendship situations,,or-skills,
work-habits, personal interests, etc.)

. . .

Cortinue.this activity again,until all StudentSY?have a chance to mark
their feelings on the tKermoteter.

396
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'GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1: Using Career .E.ducation resources
2. Serving as. a resource specialist

and guide%

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME.:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Career education materials

'INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS: .

(DELLA Statement) .

'.#24 Understand variety and
complexit3 of occupations and

'careers :

#26 Determine characteristics/
,qualifications of'occupations

Collect as- many.samples of Career Education resource materials as you
an from both commercial and private sources. Focus especially on

workbook types of materials that can-readily be integrated into each
teacher's subject matter, .

.Offer these materialS to the 'Leathers in appropriate, ways. Place

announcement's on the-teachers bulletin.board or,on their daily
announCement sheets)or displaythe materials in the teachers' lounge.
Show and explain the Use. of these material's 'atfaculty meetings.
Especially make teachers aware of the material during reqUisitionina
time. Offer theSe materials to individual teachers.as ypO become
aware of their Interests and-needs. Offerto meet with specifi .

'department's where specific suggestions foc. use can be made.

This activity would need to be an ongoing effort each year. As

teachers respond, use reports of their successful efforts to increase
the use of these:materials. A
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GUIDANCE PRIMARY

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. -Expanding career awareness.
2. Developing song lyrics to a #24- Understand variety and

well-known tune. complexity of ciccupations

and careers
#23 Acquire Vocabulary for,
describing the world of work

#31 Develop positive attitudes

toward employment

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 20-30, minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES':
Guitar or piano accompaniMent

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS.:

Have children make up verses to the tune of "Three Blind Mice" by

supplying names of careers and acting out the motions of.that

career. For example:

I am a farmer
I am a farmer
See Me work or.(see me plow)

See me work or (see me plant)

I can be what I wanna be
I am a farmer.

.

A different child can make up the verse each time the song is sung.

Also., the awareness and span of the (careers) jobs they choose will

grow each time they do this activity.

4 0 ti
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GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Body Awareness of physical
self, motor skills, and
listening skills

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 15 minutes

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#1 Develop vocabulary of
self-characteristics

ESSENtIAL RESOURCES:
List of body, parts for counselor's reference

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS: ,

cs

Using the format of "Simon-Says"'
Simon says put you hands on yourH

head
shoulderS
elbows
wriSts
waist
hips .

thighs ,

kneeS
shins'
anklet
heels
feet
toes'

chest
neck
ears
eyes
nose
chin
mouth

,Counselor will demonstrate these,
,steps in front of the children'
during the game. The counselor
can also evaluate each student
duriNg the gahle.

-7

4 0,7 .

_
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qu IDANCE

CURRICULUI4 FOCUS:

,Awareness of one's physical
1Characteristics.

PRIMARY

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#01 Develop vocabularYof
-self-characteristics
#02 Deyelop 'knowledge of
unique personal characteristics

. 4

ESTUJIATED CLASS TIME: Nine weeks-at least 45 minutesonce a week.

4

ESSENTIALIRESOURCES:
FOC!!S on Self-Level I (SRA) story "Cindy and the Elf," DUSO I (A.G.S.)

second story "The Red and White Checkered Blue-Bird," at least one °

full length mirror, enough brown paper,to do a bddy leuth of each

child in the room, white art paper, crayons oribaint. Plenty of

paper, meter stick or yardstick, scale, scissoer, Mr. Roger's record

about the giraffe with a short neck. Camera and film (lots).

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

_Session one:. Introduction: Read the story "Cindy and the Elf.,!'

Discuss, with students questions about the story. Take time to

have each'chi{d4look in the mirror to see hair, eye, and skin color.

Line children up according to height. Then regroup children ac-

cording to hair color, eye color, and skin tones.

Session two: *Provide a short retelling of "Cindy an0 the Elf." .

Hand out brown paper so that children can trace one another, head-

to-toe, wtth counselor supervision. Have children cut out their

outlines and color ln hair color, eye color, asoWell as the clothes

they have on. Put the figures up around the room and have the

children guess who's form is who's. Put a plaque 'Under the form

with the child's name'on'it.

Sesgion three: ,
Read the story "The Red and White Checkered Blue-

Bird" from the DUSO kit. tse the introduction song "Hey, DUSO"

and the "I'm Glad that I'm Me",(song and poster for Unit I) followed

by the discussion at the end of the story.. Pass out white paper

for thechildren to draw a picture of themselveS to put up on a

bulletin hoard called "I'm the Only Md." (The teacher may want to

keep picture's to compare at the end of the yearl.

Session four: Play the song,"I'm Glad t ,at I'm Me" and help'the

children learn the words. Then .have a sing &hong. Introduction to .

the 'actiyity: Today we will be making a book all about you. Children.

will take three or four full sheets of art paper, fold them in half;

and pick their favorite color art paper for the cover'. The counselor

will.staple the book for each child or4Oelp the 0iIdren staple their

own. Place each child's picture on the front of his/her book. Dis-

cuss possibilities of what to put on pages of book. Books may re-

present the child in different activities, at different ages, alone,

400
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with family at -home, in scr ogi W1LN IFICHUJ, JUMC61MCJ 1 m 6ulavj,

soMetimes I'm sad (represe t4Ove sitijations). Note: Do not

- finish.the hook in one se ion.
.\..

Session five: Continu ook About Me. Have some children go back-

to the mirror to draw eyeT/near accurate color): Have some ch.ildren

measuring each other with supervision. Have other children weighing

each other'on a scale. -Make a large chart with name, height and .

weight for.each child. Help them lvt this infOrmation in.their book. :

Have children rotate to a,11 station until they haVe all the infor-

mation. Once the chart is complete help the children rank each

other from the ta11e-st to.the shortest and.heaviest tb lightest and

put their ranking in their book.

a
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GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:
.

1. Awareness of physical
characteristics

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:. 45 minutes

PRIMARY

CAREER'EDbUTION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

01 Develop vocabulary of
sel1f-characteri4tics.
#02:h Develop knowledge of
uniOue personal cha"racteristics
#04 Understand that personal
characteristics can be changed-

C.

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Baby pictures of tiv students, art paper and crayons

,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Ask the students to bring'in baby pictures of;themsdlves from home.

As the children bring in paby pictures place them on a bulletin

board so children can guess who is who. Begin the session with five

children in the front of the room with their baby pictures ,(mixed-

up). Have a child come up and put the pictures. with the'chiid he

thinks it, belongs. The child receivesspoints- for hoW many he gets

right. Without giving all the right answers let another, child come

up-and try. Do this until all have their own baby pictures, then

bring up the next set of five. After all the children in the rood

have their own baby picture back, have them place'it in their Book

About Me.

FollowAJOWith a discussion on how we change over time. If time

allows hav6 them draw a picture of how they think they willllook

when they "grow-up."
f

4 1
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"ME - THE PACKAGE YOU SEE" PART I
MEET ME AT THE .FAIR

GUIDANCE

COR11CULUM FOCUS:

1. 'Body Awareness
2. PKysical self

E.STIMATED.CLASS TIME: 45 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
flirt-or, play phone

----INSTRUCTIOVAL:PROCESS:

Introduction activity:

PRIMARY
-

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#01 Develop yocabulary of
self-characteristics
#02 Develop knowledge Of
unique personal characteristics

"Today children we are going to pretend that we are going to meet

someone at the fair. You have called on the phone and asked to meet

an aunt at the fair. The only ptoblem is that your aunt has not
seen you since you were a little baby. You will have to tell her
exactly how you look so she will be able to ftnd you. As you

talk to her you may look in the mirror to see how you'look," (give

each child an opportunity to use the play phone and mirror.)

For an evaluation of self-awareness the counselor can use a check

sheet for each child to see how much information the child gives

(prompted and unprompted).
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GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Self-awareness

TO CHANGE FS NATURAL

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE .

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#09 Recognize that,development
of self is constantly changing

#35 Be aware of the value of
acquiring marketable skills

#36 Aware of own multi-
potentiality as to marketable,

skills
#55 Recognize role of work in

economic independence

ESTiMATED CLASS TIME: 3D minutes for each unit

ESSENTIAL,RESOURCES.:
S.R.A. Focus on'5elf DeveloPment II, Units on Interests and Goals

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS':

Discuss students' interests and goals before beginning each unit.

Use the auditory materials in the kit. Also, refer to the discussion

questions in the manual, emphasizing the changes which have taken

place and will take place in one's interests and goals.

If the interests and goals expressed do not reflect career considerations

or directions, invite the children to consider career options.

Discuss the value of acquiring marketable skills; our multipotentiality

in terms of skills, and the role of work in economic,independence.

4
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GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Self-awareness.
,

ESTIMATED CLASS. TIMET'

YOU--YOU'RE THE.ONE
If

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#61 Develop vocabulary of

self-characteristics

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
SRA Focus on Self Development II, Drift on Self Concept.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Emphasize the uniqueness of each individual,Hohysically, emotion-

ally, and academically. Play the record in the above mentioned

kit and discuss its aspects by using the questions provided in the

manual. Then have each student write down the best clues he/she

can give about himself/herself on a piece of paper. Then have

the students put their papers into a box. Each student will then--

draw one slip of paper from the box and guets the person who has

mitten these clues about himfelf/herseif.

4 r
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GUIDANCE

. CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Self-characteristics

I'M ALWAYS ME

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:-
'(DELLA Statement)

#01: Deyelop !ocabulary of

self-characteristics
102. Develop knowledge of
unique personal characteristics

.ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Two cla.ss periods

ESSENTIAL ,RESOURCES: .

Constrliction paper to make 'three circles, each circle .1 1/2" smaller

in diameter than the ne)Cc.

,INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

.Have children name 20 of the characterkistics of people while t6

teacher writes them on the chalkboard. For the next day make a

copy of these words for each studen";. Each student then cuts out

the names of the characteristics that he/she feels pertains to him/

her, and pastes them on a piece of construction paper. The paper

is divided into three sedtions:

Always Me

Sometimes Me

Never Me

Students, are to place what they feel are their own characteristics

in the appropriate section.
,

4
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GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

- 1. Self awareness
2. Social awareness'

YOU ARE SPECIAL

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION fOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#01 Develop vocabulary of
self-characteristics
#02 Develop knowledge of
unique personal characteristics
.#08.. Develop a positive self-

,

concept
#10 Develoo a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance of others

.ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30 minutes (follow-up 20-30 minutes) 46

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
A large Posfer size paper for each person, kit DUSO I, Unit I

-INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have each student make a. poster entitled, "You :are Special (name) "

with bright colorS.and decorated-if. deSired-r:-:Hang;these posters around

the rooM. Use DUSO I, "Unit I of Understanding Self and Others." 'Help

the,class realize and understand'that each-persdn has special.character-'

istics and things that make him special. Hang these posters ,for 2 weeks.

As the Class members find things about each other that are special they

are to anonymously write, that.i'special thought" or "special characteristic"

on the poster of.the individual. These .comments Should be written on

the posters when the person is not watching in order for him/her to be

surprised. Teacher may alSo add comments as special things are seen for

each child. Be sure to help classmates remember everyone-in the room.

Everyone has something special. At'the end of two weeks.the posters

can be taken home.

FollOw-up.discuSsion.is valuable. Children can tell how they felt when

they read the comments others had written about them. HoWthey felt

about writing special things about classmates. Was it difficult to look,

for positive or special things in,others? , What did you learn about your-.

er..0.f? About others? Did you.learn 'anything new about yourself?

-1.
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GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Self awareness

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

MIRROR; MIRROR ON THE WALL

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE -

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

406 Develop a positive self-
Concept ,

401 Develop vocabulary of
self-characteristics
402 Develop knowledge of uniaue
personal characteristics
410 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance of others

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Variety of magazines, kissors, large white paper, glue or paste

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have an art teacher help student§ cut.out their:own silhouette on

white paper. (if postible)i

Conduct group discussion about-the things that make.dach person an
individual (e.g. strengths, interests, hobbies, friends, family,

thoughts, dreams, goals, activities, likes, dislikes, etc.). .Have

st6dents cut out pictures of many_things which describe themselves.

(Be sure.these pictures represent something important to them),

Paste the pictures on to the silhouette each chi.ld has already made.,

Allow children to describe to the clasS their collage. Ask the

follewing questions:

Why did they choose the pictures they did?

Have classmatestellrwhatthey have learned new about others by

°seeing their collage silhouettes. How did they feel while making

collages?

How did they feel telling about tbeM?

What can you see abobt yourself by,looking ,at your oWn collage?

408
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SUCCESSFUL CAREER EDUCATION FIELD TRIPS

GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Planning field trips
2. Serving as a liaison.

between .school and

community.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME:

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
List of community resources

INSTRUCTIONAL 'PROCESS!"

PRIHARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement), ,

Recogni2e relationshiP:
school environment/larger society
#24 Understand variety and
complexity of occupations and'
careers
fi26 Determine tharacteristics/
qualificationS, of occupations

fi31 pevelop positive attitudes
toward employant

Offeryour services to' teachers as a .helper in planning and carrying

out Carter Education Field Trips.

l. Planning': Get involved early in. the'planning. Help teachers

focus thei.r purposes and'expectations. Suggest that students help

plan the trip:

2. Preparation: Make sure students.have a clear concept tf purpose'

of a field trip. Help them prepare for what they mill see, questions

they, should ask, appropriate. Lehaviors,.what they should be prepared

to do in the way cf follow-up to the trip.

The counselor could offer to be the liaisop person between. the school

and the communify by suggesting places tovisit tojhe tea.Chers, and

making very clear to tusinesses'and industries the focus of the trip.

Make sure all'proper and clear communication is taken care of. Visit

places in advance.'

3. Offer to help chaperone the trip. Help keep the trip'spiirpose

focused at it progresses..

4, Offer suggestions to the teacher on debriefin.tbe students. Help

with the follow-up activities.

The counselor maywsh to put field thp suggestions writing as well

as the services he/she can render..
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BE AN EYEWITNESS

GUIDANCE ,

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Developing observation skill

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#33 Develop personalhabits
which are socially valued
#43 Recognize restrictions
in the decision-making process

'ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: One class period or as a Learning Center

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Clock with second hand or egg.timer, detailed and colorful pictures,

question sheet for.,each picture.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Two students role-play at the same time, one.is the eyewitness and

the. other is.the examiner. The examiner selects a picture.. After

'the eewitness stUdies it for one minute, the examiner asks him

ten questions about the picture. Each correct answer counts one

point. The players then change roles, using anpther picture. The

player with the most points is the best eyewitness.

Discuss the importance of observing carefully and how the quality

of our ob.servation skills determine our perceptions and decisions.

Questions which the examiner may ask are:

1. What was the robber (person) wearing?

2. How would You describe the person's face?4'

3. What was the person carrying?

4. What color was the car?

5. What was the can's license number?

6. At what time did the robbery occur?

7. What other buildings were near the scene?

8. Who mere the witnesses?.

9. What were themitnesses doing?

10. Did anyone try to stop the robbery?

4 4 8
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PLEASE MR. POSTMAN

GUIDANCE PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOC S:

1. Social awareness

t7

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#01 Develop vocabulary of
self-characteristics
#024 Develop knowledge of unique
personal characteristics

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: Twp part activity--30 minutes each

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper to make lists, large mailbox, crayons. (Duso I - lesson I of

Unit I, Red/White Bluebird could also be used to supplement these

activities)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Part one: Conduct group discussion for 10-15 minutes on describing

Personal characteristics. What kinds of things make us different

from others? If we were describing, ourselves to people on another

planet who have never seen us what would be important to describe?

Have students then each make a list of 8-10 or more characteristics

about self that could be sent to Martians to help them find this

person on -earth. (characteristics such as: male/female, hair color,

eye color, quiet or talkative, reserved or,outgoing, friendly,

helpful, likes to be alone or with people, likes or dislikes sports,

hobbies, interests, family, etc.) Anything that could help these

Martians find you when they visit earth. Keep the lists anonymous.

Part two: Fold the lists like letters and draw a stamp and address.

Put all lists in a big "mailbox." Have children get a list from

the "mailbox" (not his own) and pretend to be the Martian. Take

turns reading the lists and trying to locate the sender.

Describe how'self characteristics of each person will be different

from others

,

4 I 9
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OH, YOU'VE'GOT'TO HAVE FRIENDS

GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Developing the interpersonal
skills and values of studepts.

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30 minutes

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS':
(DtLLA.Statement)

#10'.:Dev;01op a sentitivity
towaTd:010 an acceptance of

.#11 Dev.plop, tolerance/flexi-

bi.fity ibAnterpersonal re-

lAtionships
#12 Develop t*necessary

ESSENYIAL RESOURCES:.
,
Focus on Self II, Unit on Companiónship (Science Research Associates)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

>

Discuss companionship with the class and play theLrecord in the SRA

Unit entitled, "Harder thar Anything." This is designed to develo0'

an awareness of the importance of others:. Ask the students, "How

long do you think you could live on the earth if you were the only

person alive?" This quertion causes them to become aware of just

how much they depend on (,chers.,

An added a4ivity is to as1<the students to name 15 characteristics

of a good friend. Write these characteristics on the chalkboard -

and have each student pia< five characteristiCs which he/she feels

are ,.he most important.,
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GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOtUS:

e 1. Develop attitudes toward
work.

CAREER CLUSTERS

PRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

.#23 ,Acquire Adcabulary for
describing tneNeorld of work_

#24 Understand variety
and complexity of.occupations
and careers
#30 Realize: work is an
integral part of the.total

life style

to)
ESTIMATED tLASS TIME TWo part activity 30-40 minutes each

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Interview information sheet (to be a class handout dev_eloped by

class) large enclosed box

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Conduct a class discussion to.develop a list of questions for .

interviews Have each'tlass member'go home and interview a member

of their family or a neighbor who holds a job or has held a job.

.Bring this information into class. Prepare an .

organized, easy to

read handout of the interviewing questions states as olien-ended

. statements,

Have each student fill in the prepared handout with gathered informatiOn.

.Keep these sheets anonymous. Put all these Sheets in a closed

"secret'box. Have each student reach in and poll uut a paper and

read,it to the class.. They must then guess what kind of a job is being

described. The.jOs could also be placed in the proper cluster

(see appendix fdr list of clusters).

Ask the,following questions: What in this description helped you .

know or place this job .in its cluster? Make a list on the blackboard

of all the different jobs represented and their cluster placement.

Have students tell how this-person's work (job) has'influenced

his/herjiTe.

;
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MIX N' MATCH
a

GUIDANCE .
RRIMARY/INTERMEDIATE

,

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

1. Understanding ,stereotyping.

. ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30-45 minUtes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Blackboard, space to role-play,°4"x

description

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

#06 Understand and use the
concept "role"
#34 Recognize that occupational
stereotyping is undesirable

#46 Recognize the need for
making a meaningful career choice

'cards ta write a short job

Divide class into small groups of 4-5 students. Arrange groups so'

that one or two groups are made up entirely of boys, one of girls

and a group with all boys-one girl or all girls-one boy. Make a

list of career choices on the board which are typically stereotyped.

Have each group choose a listed career add independently write a

short description of the type of person who could'fill this job.

Collect these deicriptions.

Exchange the career choices listed on the'board and have each group

role-play an activity which this career might involve without naming

the career. After each role-play have the class guess which career

was shown and then reacCthe appropriate description which was pre-

viously 'prepared: Does the role-play fit the desOsiption? Who,in'

the group was chosen to roleplay the career (malb'for nurse? or

male for secretary)? Why do we think of females .for certain johs

and miles for others? , What should we copsider more than being'male

or female? (interests, skills, attitudes, etc.)

Possible career choice list: secretary, truck driver, musician,

school teacher, auto mechamic, nurse.
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HURRAH! THE WINNING GOAL

.GUIDANCE.'

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Setting goals for oneself

2. Feelings

ESTIMATED CLASS TrME: 30 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Focus on Self II, Unit on Goals, (S6ence Reearch Assdciates)

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Define what a "goal" is. Play the record from the unit.

Discuss the questions provided in the accompanying guide. Discuss

feelings which are felt when reaching a goal and ask the students

to name as many !steeling" words as they can. Ndme some of the

goals they,have had and reached. Have each student take i piece of

*paper, and write for themselves two goals for the end of the week

and attach it to their desks. At the end" of the week discuss goals

reached or not reached and feelings about each. Also discuss future

goals and the need for education in meetfng these goals.

PRIMARY/INTERMEUIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#1, Recognize Tole of education

in career and life goals

#39 Develop vocabulary 'tor

stating and identifying personal
goals

v

4 213
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TWENTY THINGS I LIKE TO DO,

GUIDANCE

CURRICULtH FOCUS:

I. All individudls are
unique'and have different
lik8 and dislikes

2. Analyzing our own
behavior, our likes and .

dislikes can help us
understand ourselves
better

ESTIMATED CLASS'`ITIME: Two class periods

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Attached worksheet .

INTERMIDIAIE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#07 'Develop an understanding
of thqs..concept "Life, Style"

#10 Develop a. sensitivity
toward and an acceptance of

others

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Give each child a worksheet with,grids; like the one on the follaWing

page. Ask the students to list twenty things they like to do. After

this has been done, read them the instructions below, and ask them

to follow these instructions. These tasks are designed to help the

student evaluate his likes, and learn more.about himself. After'the

students have evaluated their responses according to these instructions,

discuss the concept of "life style" and how our likes and values help

determine our life style. Discuss the uniqueness of each individual

in the class.

1. A dol;ar sign ($) is to be placed,besideany item which costs

iiiore than $3 each-time:it Is done'. (The'amount could vary,

depending on the group.)

2. The letter A.1"p to be placed beside those items which you

really preferOto do alone; the letter P next to those activfties

you prefer to do with other people; and the letters A-P ..next

to activities which you enjoy.doing equally aloner with 'other

people.

3. The letters. PL are to be placed beside those items which

require planning. cp.

4. The coding N5 is to be placed-next to those items which you

would'not have itsted fiVeyears ago.

5. The numbers Tthrough 5. are-to be placed beside'the five most

important iteMs.', The bestloyed activity should be numbered 1,

.

the setond tiest;2; and so on'. .

The Student Is to indicate next to each.activity when (dayldate)

it was last engaged-th:--

424.
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"-IRlace the letters PU next to any items which you think a

PURITAN would say are wastes of time.

.

.

7.. Put an MI by any of your items which you would not be able to

do it you.moVed.1,000 MILES south from where you now live.,

8. Choose three items whfEh'you want to become really BETTER at'

'doing. Put the letter B next to these items.

9. Which of the items that you put on your list-would 'you want

to see.on a list made by the person you love the very most?

Mark these items with.an L.

Next to each item write the name-of a person you want niOst

to talk to about thatspecific item.

11. .Write the letter F next to thOS-e items which you think will

not appear on your list 5 years from now.

12. Use the letter R for'those things on your.list which have an

element of RISK to them. It can be physical risk, emotional

risk, or intellectual risk.

13. Put an I next to any item which involves INTIMACY.

14. Mark with an S any items which can only be done in one particU1ar0

SEASON of the year.

15... Put the letters IQ next to any item which yoU think you would

enjoy more if you weremsmarter.

, 16. Place the letter U next to any item you have listed that you

think other people would tend to judge as UNCONVENTIONAL.

17. Purthe letter C next to items which you think other.people

.might judge as very CONVENTIONAL.

L. Use the code letters MT for items. which you think you will

, want to devote,increasingly MORE TIME to in the year to come.

, -

19. Put the letters CH next to the th,ings you have listed which

you hope you-r own CHIUREN will have on their own lists someday.

20. Which items on; your liit do you feel nobody would conceivably

REJECT you for loving? Code them with the letters RE.

4 :)
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NAME

TWENTY THI.NGS I LIKE TO DO WORKSHEET

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

13.

14.

19.

20.
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SELF - PORTRAIT'

GUIDANCE

CURIuCULUM FOCUS:

1. Personal characteristics
2. Differen(s in others
3. Self Awareness and understanding

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30-45 minutes

, INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#07 Develop an,pnderstanding
of the concept "life style"

#02 Develop knowledge of
unique personal characteristics
#08 Develop a positive

self-concept
#10 Develop a sensitivity
toward and an acceptance
of others

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Large blank piece of paper, crayons for each child

. INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have children draw a laroe shield (using crapins only) and divide
it into four sections. Any colors may.be used but words and letters are

not allowed. Give oral cues, such as: "In section #1, draw a picture

°of something you have at home that makes you feel good inside.
"In section #2, draw a picture of what you do to have fun during
your free time. Draw,something you do at school that helps you
feel good inside in section #3. Use section #4 to draw something

you are afraid of. (other cues could be: something someone has
given you that you cherish, something you wish you could do better,

Follow-up by group discussion of differences in others, recognizing

self characteristics, etc.

etc.)

4 )7
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DOES THE SHOE FIT?.

.GUIDANCE INTERMEDIATE

CURRICULUM FOCUS: CAREEREbUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

/ 1. Self awareness
2. Self growth

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 20-30 minutes'

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Worksheet

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

#01 Develop vocabulary,of
self-characteristics
.#04 Understand that personal
characteristics can...be changed

#O9 Recognize that development
of self is constantly changing

Construct a worksheet to be filled in by students on personal in-

formation, such as:

1. My height
2. My age (years and months)
3. My favorite activity
4. What I.want to be when I grow up

5. My least favorite activity
6. My favorite subject in schoal

7. My best friend
8. A tracing of my shoe

9. A tracing of my hand

10. Etc.

This form should be kept until April,or May when students could,

complete it again and make a comparison to discover their growth'

-during the year.

Dimensions of Personality Series: Books two and four may be. used

as supplemenary materials or a:s a conti.4,0iah of this activity.
.1/

Follow-up 'with a discussioo Of growth and pvsonal changes.
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ONE FOR THE MONEY ? ? ?.'

GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. Create a greater understanding
of self and others

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30-45 minutes

ESSENLAL RESOURCES:

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#02 Develop knpwledge of unique
personal characteristics
#10 Develop a sehsittvity,
toward and an acceptance of
others
#08 Develop a positive-rself-
concept
#48 Understand the'need to
take responsibility for own
decisions

INSTROCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have students rank a list of five values-such as:

1. Wealth
2. Family
3. Career interests
4. Friends
5. Travel.

F011ow.-up by asking students to share their lists with.a partner
Then conduct a group discussion of how they decided What to rank as
number one and what they learned about themselevesi or others by
sharing their rankings.

-

A values continuum may also be constructed oh tile blackboard

Wealth Family

I. X
on which several students cpuld Mark their preferences,during the'class
follow-up discussion.- As supp.lementary naterial you mightuse Career

'7 Awareness Games by Munson.

4 .6 :)
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GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1. .Grqup guidanct
2. Career awareness

A,B;C'S OF CAREERS

INTERMEDIATE

CAREERtEDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement) .

#23 Acquire Vocabulary for
describing the world of work

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 15--30 minutes (dependixi on grade)

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES:
Paper and pencil

(-

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Have students write the alphabet down the left side of their paper.

Then have each student write a job or career for each letter of the

alphabet.

After the students have finished their lists have hem,compare their
answers and prepare a master list of these careers on the chalkboard.
As a group, ask the students -to identify tools associated with these
careers.

Ask each student to tell whicil career.he thinks is the moSt inferesting
and why.

z

4:30
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LOOK HOW I'M ACTING

GUIDANCE

CURRICULUM FOCUS:

1% Group guidance

ESTIMATED CLASS TIME: 30 minutes

ESSENTIAL RESOURCE'S:

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS:

Discuss the following questions:

What is a,career?
Why do people work?
How ismoney spent?
Is money necessary? ,
Can sotheone enjoy their work?

INTERMEDIATE

CAREER EDUCATION FOCUS:
(DELLA Statement)

#24 Understand
complexity of oc
careers
#26 Determine ch
qualifications of
#29 Recognize m
processes/tools of
clusters
#22 Acquire skills, good
work habits in preparing
for a career

riety and
ions and

cteristics/
cCupations
rials/
occupational

, Have each student pantomime a person performing a job while the

rest, of the class tries to guelk the job.'

4 1
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DELLA STATEMENTS

Della Statement Number Description

Voeabuldry about Self

01 Develop vocabulary of self-characteristics

Knowledge of Self

02 Develop knowledge af unique personal characteristic

03 Understand relationship: self-characteristics/

performance
.

04 Und6rstand that personal characteristics can

be changed

05 Recognize relationship: self-characteristics/

decision-making

.06 Understand and use the coneept "role"

Develop an undvstanding of the concept

"life style"

Attitudes about Setf

08 Develop a positive self-concept

09 Recognize that development of self is constantly

changing-

10 .

Develop a sensitivity toward and an acceptance

of others

11 Develop tolerance/flexibility.in interpersonal

'relationships

Skills for Sc!if

12 DeverOp the necessary.soCializatien skills

Vocabuta.iT about Education

13 Acquire vocabulary' for educational planning

Knowledge about Educaf,ion

14 Understand interrelationshi0 betWeen education

and, work

15 Be aware of multiplicity of skills, knowledge

in education

16 Understand need for continuipg.education in a

chanOlg world

' 424
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Della Statement.Number

Attitudes abouti Education

Description':

17
.ReCognize role of educati-O6 in career and life

goals

i

18 Recognize developmental processes occurring n

and, out of school

19 Realize tethnological changes demand retraining

of workers

20. Qevelop basic attitudes needed for entry/success

in a career

21 Recognize relation'Ship: schooT'environment/

larger society

Skills.for Eiuc2ation

22 AcqurFre skills, good work habits.in preparing

Tor a career

Vo=bul/.2vi, a!:out Careers.

23 Acquire vOcabulary for describing the world

of.work .

of C,L1rez,0

24 .

Understand variety and complexity of occupations

. :and careers

25
Understand how Occupations relate to functions

of society

26 Determine characteristics/qualifications of

occupations

27
Understand proCess of developing a "career"

Understand.theelationship: ocCupationdl role/

life style
28

2 Recognize materials/processes/tools of occu0d,

tional clusters

Atti,twis a2Dout

30. Reallze: work is an inte9ral part of the total

life style

31
.Develop positive attitudes toward omployment
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Della Statement NuMber

32

33

34

35

36

Description

Realize one's succ\ess in work is affected by

one'S attitudes\ ,

Develop personal ha its.which are socially-
,

valued

Recognize that occu ational.stereotyping is

undesirable A
Be'aware of the val \of acquiring market5b1e

.skilis \
\ ,

Aware of ow, n multi-Ootentiality as to market-

able skills \
. \V.

.c.);.ills for Careers
,

'37'

38

-Develop necessary educational/dtcupational

competency

Develop entry level skills in.area of occupa-

tional interest

Vocabulary for Deci ion-Making'

39, Develop vocabulary for statihg and

personal goals

identify-1..11g\

40 Apply vocabulary of career exploration to

decision-making

.RnoWedge about Decision-Making

41 Understand decision-making involves responsible

action-

42 Know external factors affect decision-making

and vice versa

43

44

'Recognize restrictions in the decision-making

process

Recognize-that decision-making involves some

risk taking

45
Develop criteria for judging how careers meet

life goals

Attitudes.about DeciaionLMaking

46 Recognize the fleed for making a .meaningful

career choice":'
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Della Statement Mumb.

47

Description

Develop a receptivity for new ideas/exploration
of new ideas

48 Understand the need to take responsibility for
own decisions

Skills for Decision-Making

49

Vocabunry about EcOnthnics

Develop effective decision-making strategies
and skills

50 Develop vocabulary for understanding economic
principles .

, Knowledge of Economics

51 Be familiar with basic.economic concepts

52 Realize how the-labor market affects the
nation's economy

53 Understand the relationship: technolog/world
of work

Ili\ 54 Understand.the relationship between oteupational

X. roles/personal economics/life styles

At\titudes about EConomics

55 Recognize role of,. work in economic independence

56 Recognize that society needs labors of all its
people

\

57 Realize wages should not be so. for .

career choice -

.58 Recognize worker productivity is influenced
by rewards

Skills for Economics

59 Acquire basic money management skills

60 Be able to use economic information in decision-
making

61 Acquire basic consumerS skirls
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Della ttateent Numbe

Vocabulary about Leisure

62

_ \

Description

Develop vocabulary to differentiate leisure
time activities

Knowledge oftLeisure

4 63 Understand differences between leisure time

and idleness

64 Understand interrelationships: leisure time/

one's career

65 Understand.leisure time can provide some IT-
wands of Work

Attitudes about Leisure

66 Develop positive attitudes toward value of
leisure time

SkiZZs for Leisure

67

..

Develop.skills in leisure,time activities
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BACKGROUND IN It is in seeing career education as a way of developing the

DESIGN total individual that its aims can best be eealized and that
its impact can be felt most positively as an important con-
tribution to,the learningoand socialization processes of
modern education.

Th" Node!
1,

'The basic'philosophy of the career:education movement has only
recently been t.i-anslated into a system. This enables educators
to apply career education concepts throughout the educational
grade levels and all the subject areas.

Below- is the Career Development Education Model. 11t is4.three

dtmensional, covering grades K-12.

A. '..Vceabt..1.,,r,

1). s

K-1.2 ZEVE1 mann

1 ".$'-:.,,
!

DS

62

;
DS

:, : --,4 61-65
e.

I

... :;'; 1..1,

'-,,o.-A 1 67
-

11.

3 ID

7.. 1.

4-3

4-6

9-12.
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r
.

At the ldfst of the model are the educational instruction areas,

which are Part of teaching every subject at every grade level.

Every teacher teaches vocabulary about his or her-subject,

knowledge about that subject, attitudes derived from what is

learned, and,skills relating to the mastery of that particular

subject. Andther way of putting it is that, the instructional

areas cover the cognitive, affec'tive and 15sycho-motor domains

of learning. \

At ohe bdse of the model are the career education eoncerns.

In order to utilize a comprehensive developmental approach

aimed at 'the whole individual, it necessary to treat several

life areas and these areas have been organized and labels/3°as

shown.

For example, looking at the,first Career Education Concern, we

have to educate the student in relation to his or her own Self.

Who am I?' What am I like? What do T like? These,are the

kinds of questions students have to;answer if they are to know

-themselVes better. 6'

By looking at the intersections of Instructional Areas with

Career Education Concerns, as shown on the model, we can talk

about ideas such as, knowledge of self, attitudes towards careers

skills for decision-making, and so on. In fact, every aspect

of the instructional approach can be applied to every concern

of career education.

De.ila Statements
Z).

In every one of.the.model bloCks, running 04ough all the grade

idvel,s/, there are certain criteria that are necessary for the

developmental approach to be carried out. These are called

DELLA Statements.

Here you cangee how one of the criteria, or,DELLA Statements,

was. developed: First the Instructiorial Area, knowledge, yas

cOnsideredo. Then the Career Education Concern, decision-making,

was cross-refdrenced. When we talk about knowledge of dbcision-

making for students, wesget a statement like'Goal,1/42. *(See

diagram on following page).

Since this is a lengthy, cumbersome statement, which is diffi-

cult to 'LIS-se, it was synthesized into a bELLA Statement (1/42).

It is short and it is simple and it's easy to' implement. Also,

it is one of thirteen DELLA Statements on decision-making.

953
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1NSTRT 10%111.. NPI

Knowledge 0

Cf1NCERN

Dedsion-Makthg

ti 112.

Students should know that decision:making is influenced by a society

of external factors (i.e., family, friends', geograpty) conversely,

decisions once made will have an influence on a'variety Of

extetmal factors (i.e., famiTy, friends, geography).

111.1 A STAMM-

#42' Know external factors affect.decision-making and -vice versa

Sinc this is a developmental approach not every DELLA State-

ment need be applied at every grade level. Likewise, riot every

DE LA Statement is appropriate for, every subject, although the

co ceptiof a least one DELLA Statement under each of the six

c cerns shOul be taught for every subject, at every grade

vel.

o Use ELLA Statemenes
\---

DELLA Statements are used by teachers as tools in career edu-

cation by matching them to the curriculum concerns when preparing

teaching activities.

One of the best Ways to begin writing curriculum plans which
focus on career education is to go over in your mind some

_activities you. have, previously done in xclass which were success-

ful. It is often fairly eaty to find ways to broaden this

activity to include the dimensionA of career education. Starting

with one activity you have already found successful will lead

you to explore others. Finally, you will be planning entirely

new activities that are built around the idea of providing your

students.with instruction in both your curriculum and career

educatlon.

431
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SUGGESTED RESOURCES

Career Education Newsletters:

Career Education News. McGraw-Hill InstitutiOnal

.
230 West Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois. 60606.

r

The.Cireer Education Workshop. Parker Publishing
West Nyack, New york 10994.

Publications;

Company, Inc.,

Career Education Bibliographies:

cental Susquehanna Intermediate Unit, P.O. Box 213, Lewisburg,
Pennsy.Nania 17837.

Pennsylvania Guidance Service Center, 5301 Jondtowm-Road, Harrisburg,,
Pennsylvania 17112.

Current:Career Information Bibliography. Nac.ional VOcational Guidand

AsSOCiation, DivisiOn of American Personnel and Guidance Association
1607 Mew Hamp§hire AVenue'N.W., WasTngton,,D.C. 20009.

EP1E Career,EdUcation S*E*T*. EPIE Institute, 463 West Street, NeW York,

New York 10014'

Career Education Film Reso'rces:.

Intermediate Ueits/Instructional Materials Center. All members of a

teaching ttaft-have film resources available to them- thrnugh the school

district or thrOugh the lOcal- intermediate nit with which the school

Ottrict is associated.

Audio,Visual Services. The Pennsylvania State niversity, University

Park, Pennsylvania- 16802.

Indiana UniNersiti,Audio-Visual Center, Bloomington, Indiana 47401.

,Career Education Instructional Materials:

PENNscript
Special Education
5301.Jonestown Road -
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17112

V
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INTUVIEW SHrET

What-special interests or skills do you need for your job?
r

. hhat types,of things (interests) do you like to do, 'and-how did they

help'you deeide what job you.wanted?

What type of person do you have to be in order tp like arid be successful

at,your .job?

4. That ways can 1 get this job-2training: college, br experience?

5. What other occupations can you do with your knowledge andAralning?

6. What are all the differopt jbbs you'veJlad and which have led to the one

you hav'e now?

7. DO you think that'your mistakes.have helped you to make better decisiant-?-

,

,

8. How has your particular job chanced Over the past ten or twenty years?

What do you think-it will be-like in another ten'Years?' -

.9. What school subject do yoU. uSewin yOur.work .and how?

.10. Now does this job supporl.y6ur'way4.f living in terms of intome, know-

ledge, working hours, .and laisur tiMe?

11: Are yoUr hobbies like or different from your job?

12.. Why .is this job important o you? What- satisfaction do you get?. Do

you know of any common factors a. pe son should poSsess to he successful

in the world of work?

A
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FIFTEEfl OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS

.Compiled by the United SOtes Office-df*FduCation

jAgri-Business Snd Natural Resources
1. Agriculture:an&.agricultural scienceS
2. Forestry officfals
3. Fish managers (including-farms anthhatcheries)
4. Water management ,

5. Nurse'ry operation's and management
6. Anival 'sciences
7. Dairy products
8. Fertilizers (plant food and soil)
9. landscaping

10. Wildlife
11. Petroleum and related products
12. Mining andAuarrying

Business,and OffiCe Cluster
1. Accounting
2. Office clerks and managers
3. Mad-line operatOrs
4. Business data procesSing. systems

CoMmunications and Pedia CluSter
I. Telephone and telegraph systems
2. Publishing of journalism And commerical arts
3. Broadcasting, of.radio, television and satellite transmisSions
.4: Photographic reproductions and recordings

IV. Construction. .Cluster
1. InteriOr home designing, decorating and furqshings
2. Land 'development, site preparation and utilities
3. Landscaping, nursery operations 'and groUnd maintenance
4., 'Archizectural designing
5. Masonry, metal, wood, g1a5S, and Plastic contracti.ng

V. Consumer and HomemAkTng Related. Occupation. Cluster
1. Famjly an (. community services (pUblic housing and'

social welfare)
Foo,j servicn industry

3. Child carequidance and teaching
4. Housing dosign and interior.decorations
5. Clothing', apparel and textile industry.
6. Home management, consumerism and family relationships

VI. Environment Cluster
1. SOil and mineral conservation -

2. Water resource, development, conservation and control .

3. Forest, range, shore, wildlife conservation and control
4 Development and control of phy5cal man-made environment

(bridges, roadways and recycling) .

5. Space sand .atmospheric monitoring and control (pollution ahd
smog)

6. Fnvironmental health services (wate:- sanitation, yaste disposal)
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VII.. Fine Arts and Humanities Cluster
1. Authors and poets
2. Painters and printmaking
3. Musicians
4. Dramatic and performing artists
5. .Film and.set designers, produr,!rs and editors

VIII. Health Service Cluster
1. Ambulance services
2. Hospital technicians, nurses, aids and doctors

3. Pharmacists
. 4. Dentists

5. Community health
6. Veterinarian

IX. Hospitality and Recreation Cluster
1.. Recreation planning of national resources and leisure

related property
2. Health care (physical fitness, recreation safety)
3. Community services (parks, f.laygrounds., clubs and amusement

parks)
4: Human development (recreation programs, coaching and

'arts)

X. Mariufacturing Cluster
1. Factory productions
2. Research.of products and;marketing,
3.' Distribution of products °.

4. , Designing of new products and new equipment

XI. Marine.Science Cluster
1_ Commercial fishinq
2. Aqua-culture (marine and shellfish research, marine

plant growth).
3. Mari,ne bicogy,
4. Underwater construction and salvage
5. Marine exOlbration

Marketing,and Distribution Cluster
1. Sales promdtion and services
2. Buying
J. Marketing s'ervices (finance,,credit, insUrance)
4. Marketing system (retail, \holesale, service,- non-store _

and international trade)

PerSonal Services Cluster
1. Cosmetology
2. Mortuary science
3, Barbering
4. Physical culture (massage and weight control)
5. Household'pet services
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lIy. Public Service Cluster
1. Courts
2.Labor affairs
3. Defense
4. Public utilities awi transportation
5. Regulatory services bank,immigration and st.oCk exchange

XV. Transportation Cluster
1. Land trangportation
2. Aerdspace transportation
3. Pipeline transportation
4. Water transportation

co
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Game
nrode 1.0Vel

hayers ta4( ! roles dr) .steelhulders, rocsoenel, and mananers ot a.manufaehir-'

company and as citizerts in a. ecammunif whofe the company isiecatod.

Players are nvnIvid in the. structure of a (:.erporatien that (ways an ware--

ness of ;Hessures pollution problpmc: cceate(t for'industry. Plaverc)
,

Players loaril ,.;or.o of the ne.re intricate cr. of the:stool. yl'arret ard the

:ifpielopLent et s trr:t.if;v. (

7

(Inc7 t, 105 f a ecThnnoin',. (H'0 tra ted ty inferences

ilrLi",Thoicicritc', drai Frcr simple ro,:;Qurce at tti:

A simulation i;ame: plrs assure the roles ef miners, hlaclsmith, earpen-

ter, laf,.ers, and restahrant'owTers io riol d-ini r r ( r o (10).

Falpfly .iY1.7i services of.lepts'aro played. out

A simulation. of certain-features of the lahor manket, the "education market,"-.

and tho "mitrriae market,' as they'elow operate in the H.(-). and as'uroj.ections:

indicate they will operate..in the future. The plavrs work . with a nrofiTe of

person, alltinq hiS time ank', activities amonu studyino,

job, f-amily responsibility ard leisure tins Players are diVided into
teams n.,t P anrA doc.ifsions years of the profile they play. A

wide varie`,y,of. f.(cFiles is sui.piied. (2-20 pjayers)

or J-Ircw-i!) seven levels of 'economy. re-

/.no "rihi I
eresert meneV.

.1
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INDEX OF TLISHERSPISTRIBUTORS

ACT Films, Inc.
35 West 45th St.
New Y:';rk, NY 100.6

Aims InStructienal Media
Service.si Inc.

P.O. Box 1010
Hollywood, CA 90028,

'

American. Education Pnblicatibn
.55 High Street
Middletown,,CN 0648 i

American Guidance Service-, inc.
Circle-Pines, MN 5501.4

American Socjety of Tr:tvel Agents
360 Lexington Ave.
New York,'NY .10017

Argus f'ubiications
7440 Natchp;:

Niles, IL 60648

Associated Educatioi*al
14 Glenwood Ave.
Box. 2087
Raleigh,NC 27602

-

.BFA Educati,ohal Media
2211 .M.i.:Thigan Avenue..

Santallonia, CA 90404

.Bewman.,
Box 3623
G1end;31e. CA 91201

Calhoon Book Store ,

3031 Hennepin Avenue
Minnea'poli!,i, MN 55408

Career Futures, Inc.
1728 Cherry St..
Philadelphia, PA 19193

Materials Co.

Center for Humanities. Inc,.
Two Holland Avenue
White Plains, NY. lor,

Chani;ing

1729 H. Street,AS.'..!.

Washirwton, D.C.

.Agency for Instructional T.V.
Box A, 1111 West: 17th St.
Bloomington, IN 47401'

Albert Whitman & Co.
.560, West. Lake Avenue

Chicago, IL 60606

American Education-Publication
EduCation Center
ColuMbuS, OH 43216.

Americal Personnel and Guidance Assoc.'
1'607 pew Hampshire Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

Arco P,ublishing Company
219 Patk Avenue, 'South
New York, NY. 10003

Aspect IV Educational Films
21 Charles -Street
Westport', CT 06880

Benefic Press
10300. Wei;t Roosevelt Roac.
West Chedter, IL 60153

Tobbs 7 Merrill Company
Educational Division
4300 West 62nd Street
Indianapolis, IN 46268

Charles A. ..Bennett Co. Inc.
809 Detweifer Drive
Peoria, IL :61614

California Learning Simulations
750 Lurline Drive
Foster City.,\CA 94404

Careers Incor orated
P.O. Box 135
Largo, FL 33 40

Centren Educatio:. Films, Inc.
1621 WeSt Nintl :;treet
Lawrenee, KS 66044

Charles 14.'Clarl Co.,
561 Smith St.reet
Farinlndale, NY

. 4:Th
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Pro.,;s

1224 H. Van Buren St.
Chicago, :IL .60607

Churchill Films
662 No., Robertson Blvd.
1,wi Angeles, CA 90069

Consulting Psychologists Press
577 College Avenue
Palo Arta, CA 94306

Cotonet insttectionll Media
65.East South Water Stret
Chicago, IL 60601

Creative Studies, Inc.
16/ Coeey Road
Boston:MA 02146

.Dell Publishing Co., Inc.
1 Dag Hammarskjold
New York, NY 10017

DLM
7440 Natchez. Ave.

Niles, IL

r.1

Education Achievement Corporation
P.O. Box 7310
Waco, TX 76710

Educational DevelOpment Corp.
202 Lake 'Miriam Dr4ve
Lakeland, FL- 33803

EducationalManpower
P.O. Box 4272 B
Madison, WI 537,11

,Educational Properte,
P.O. Box DX
Irvine, CA 92664

Encyclopedia Britannica Educational
Corp.

425 N. Mich*an Avenue
'Chicago, IL 60611

Family Films, Inc.
5823 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, CA 90038

J Chronicle Guidance PUblIcations, Inc;

. Moravia,. NY 13118

Counselor. Films,' Inc..

1728 Cherry St.
Philadelphia, PA 19163

College Entrance. Examination 13bards

Box 592
Princeton; NJ 08546'

The George_ F. Cram Co., Inc.
301 South LaSalle St.
P.O. Box..:426

Indianapolis, IN 46206

Curriculum Development Associates.
1211 Connecticut Ave, N.W.
'Suite 414
Washington, D.C. .20035

Didactic Systems; inc.
6 N. Union'Ave.
Cranford, NJ 07016

Doubleday Multimedia
1371 Reynolds Ave.
Santa Anna, CA 92705.

Educational Activities Inc.
P.O. Box 392
Freeport, NY 11L20

Educational Dimensions Corp.
25 - 60 Francis Lewis Blvd.
FlushiPg,-NY 11358 c

Educational Projections Corp.
307,0 Lake Terrace'
Glenview; IL 60025

-'

Education Games Company'
P.O. Box 363
Peeksville, NY 10566

ENE Gilte House

146 - 01 Archer Ave.
Jamaica, NY 11435

Garrard Publishing Company.
Champaign, IL. 61820 .
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"

Gordon Flesh Company, Inc.
225 West Beltline Highway
MadiSon, WI 53713

Guidance Associates
757 Third Avenue .

New York, NY 10017

Grade Teacher
CCM Professional Magaalnes
22 West Putnam Avenue
Greenwich, CT 06,0

HarcOurt Brace, Jovanovich, Inc.
757 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Hoffman OccUpational Learning Systems Houghton Mifflin Company

4423 Arden Drive 1 BeAcon Street

El Monte, CA 91734- Boston,14A 02107.

Industrial Relations Center
University'of Chicago
1225 Fast 60t1 'Streq-.t

Chicago, IL 60637

Instructional Fair
Box 1650
Grand Rapids, MI 49502

Instructor PublACations, Inc.
Instructor Pdik
Dansviile, NY 14437

King Features
235. East 45th. St.

New York, NY 10017

Learning ResourCe Center, Inc.

10655 S.W. Greenburg Road :

Portland, OR 97223

Little Brown and Co.
Boston,J4A

Macmillan Library Services
866 Third Avenue
New:York, NY 10022

,

McGraW Hill Book and
Services Group .

1221Sixth Avene'.
New York, NY 10020.

EdUcation "::..

Information Resources lnc.
Box 417

Lexington', MA 02173

Instructo Corporation
Paoli,-PA 19301

Innovative Sciences, Inc.

300 Broad.Street.
Stanford, CT., 06901

Learning Corporation Of America'
711 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10022

J. P. Miley and Son, fnc.,
2009.N., Third St..

P.O. Box 3035
Harrisburg, PA 17105

-Listener EducaLlwial Enterprises,,
6777. Holliwobd Blvd.
Hollywood, CA '90028

Mafex Associates, Inc.,
111 Baron Avenu4
Johnstown, PA 15906

Melt-Light Publislling Company

Box 2854
Bloorington, IL 61701

Modulearn Inc.
National Care6r Consultants, Inc.

Joseph'W. Foraker/Learning Prc;rams 9978 Monroe

P.O. Box 635 Dallas, TX 75520

San Juart Capistrino, CA 92675

New Dimensions in Educattri, Inc New Readers Press

160 Dupont St.
1321 Jamesville Avenue

Plainview, NY 11803 Syracuse, NY .432,10

4:-18
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Olympus Publi,Ming
937 Ewit. 9th .t,t. !;outh

Salt Lake City, rT x4101,

Oxford ":1ifis

li3A Las Palmas Avo.

Imr Agelc3, CA 9000 3

Ppinant Edu,:ationai Material!-;

4'680 Alvarado'Canyon. Road
San Diego, CA' 9120

J.C. Pny Co, Inc..

Educational
1301 Avonne .(if the At,',eq-1,-:v:-;

Now NY 100,:9

- RAn,lom 116-11:3o, inc.

Educati,1-Nydi.,
201 E. ;Otn St.

!']ew rork,

Scholastic. P,vuk

50 Wo,..;t 44th f7;t.

.,..!w'York, NY 1003i)

Scot].E0tion
0epprr_m,..nt CE:s]

104
Holyoke, MA, 01040

Ox fain .Educa t ton. Dri.);,r ttpcn t_

2.1/

Stat.l.on

Ox '270Z

,Eu0:tad

Path,.-.3.oppe Euiuci I Fun. FLP:,I, inc.

71 Wemln Avonln.
Ne.14 Nuc.11,elto, NY IMOI

Pf.laum/Stand:Ird
81.21 Hamilton Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 457 11.

Q-EP Production:!

1608 ,

linThitnk, CA 41',)0;
,11

Ln:;t- I. ui1. F i.i[i.n, far.

.1001. N.

, CA

Sci.4.111:e I

2'.i9 East:. Erlo. St.TeeL

Ch]c4o, IL .60611

Sholchow and Piy,hter-Co,.

2215 Union BoulOydrd
fi:..tyshore, NY 11706

Siliior..Burtz: L. Sitwer Educational Divi!;irm

250 Strrfet 3750 Monroe'Avonue

Morristown, NJ 07960 RochesJPi-, NY 14603 .

South-WsLer.71 PahlLf:11 St,ifok-VauOn gompany

5101. MafiLs.)11 a. P.0- Box 2028,

Cincinnati, OH 02.17 Au!,;tin,, TX 7876/

T0.1.chr ProdtIct:
Toachirw, Pesour Cf.1m.;

2304 Ea(7. 83.A(.1 St.

Jonchoro, A'f7. 774U!. Bedford Hills, N'Y 10";0i

T-Ctibe
DeveLopmet.

17951. Shyp;Irk Cirt-s! The Sterlim,;, ttbtut,,.

Irvine, CA 9270/ 2 Pennsylvani,1
Suite

York,'NY

.Travel School
1406 Be:Ic1r1

Brooklin,,,, MA 02146 Mahwh, r:

a
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United States Department sof Labor
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Washington, DC 20212

Westinghouse Learning Corporation
100 Park Ave.
-New York, NY 10017

The Westminster Press
Witherspoon Bldg.
Philadelphia, PA 19107

t
44

Western Publishing Company
850 'Third Ave.
Newyork, NY 10022

Vocational Films
111 Euclid Avenue
Park Ridge, IL 60068

0

Yellow Pages Career Library

NAESP
P.O. Box 9114
1801 North Moore Street
Arlington, VA 22209
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EVALUATION ,Crucial to the developmentand imprOvement of any program
are evatuatiye plans and instruments. The evaluation plhn

should be,ge'ared to the lonal Program and designed tp
--evaluate achievement in.reach$ng the progrim objectives,

development and implementation of program activitieS and
effectiveness of program resources.

z.lardized Teoto

Quick feedback of lirformhtion is crucial to the continuous

amelioration of the program. Consequently, a majdr source

of immediate, valuable information is the student Of

particular value are several vocattonaily-orientelstandard-
ized measures,-some of wbig4 pre listed.and brier y described:

Interest Inventorieo.

Interest inventories are particulary useful in. individual

career counselPhg. They may also e utilized in group gu-Wance
classes,'or in any classes.involved in career education and
subjective'oceupatiorial exploration. For the most part, all

of these inventories have_as their major goal helping'the .

individual to relate 'his Personal interests to either general

occupational areas, or slusters, (e.g., scientific, persuasive,

etc.) or to speCific jobs. (e.g., truck driver, lawyer, etc.).

These'inventOries do not provide information about the'
student's ability achievements, or intelligence as they

relate to the cited clusters,or occupations; they serve to

cite relative interests,and must be interpreted accordingly.

Science Research Associates
Range: Grades 6 to 12

The <Uder Preference)VecoTd-Vocational is a widely used
measure of vocational intersts. scores are given for the

following interest clusters: outdoor, mechanical, computational_
scientific, persuasive, artistic, literary, musical, social

service, and clerical. Raw scores are converted into lIrc.entile !

varying for the male and female high school students based

on the respective norm goups.,Administration,. 4coring, and

conversion of raw scores to percentiles are all simple. Testing

time generally ranges between 30 and 50 minutes.

Multiple Aptitude Batteries

/

Of particular value in individual career counseling, are the

results of multiple aptitude batteries such as those to be

described in this section. Combined with interest inventories,

achievement criteria (e.g., grades, test resiilts, etc.) and

443
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other variables, thpso batteries 'serve to broaden the

foundation upon wh111 the Individuals occupational future

rests. Keeping in mind that "an aptitude test is one.that

pre(hicts success in some occupation or training course"

(Cronach, 1970, p. 3a), ono .should evaluate 'the comparakfve

value of each of 'the-following batteries as they relate to

a career education program.

SRA Primary Mental Abilities, Revised

Research.Assocfates
Range: K-12, aseries of five batteries

After correcting some previously evaluated technical difficult!

in 1962 a revision 'of the PMA tests was made available by

,SRA:.with a series of five batteries. The scores obtained

are in relation to five factors: Wrhal Meaning, Number
Facility, Reasoning, Perceptual Speed, and Spatial Relations.

Since Reasoning is omitted at the lower levels(and Perceptual.

Spe.eu at the higher levels, only the battery for grades 4-6

includes all five factors. Total. sc cos on the entire

battery, (154 well' as scores on each factor, are expressed in

deviation T.O.'s. Percentiles and staniaes are available

For the PMA hatteries from fourth-grade up.

Vocational Development Inventnry Attitude test (AT)

'Authors: Crites (1965) CTM/McGraw Hill

Designed te.measure the "dispbsitival factor" in vocatipnal

mAturity, the Attitude Test of the Vocational DeOlopmellt
Inventory attempts to measure "choice of an attitude toward an

occupation in terms of empirical behaViore. "This instrument

consisf:s.of fifty questions cast In true-false forms which

yield both a vocational mturity scale and a deviate scale"

(Herrtind Cramer, 1972, p. 269). The purpose of this

instrument is to give the counselor sOme lasight as to the

.rate and level' of vocational Maturity of the students, thus

allowing for more effective cOur0e1illag. Time needed to

administer the VDT is approximately-15 to 20 minut,es.

-Career Development Inventory (CDI)

Authors: Super, Bohn, Forrest, Jordan, Lindeman and TItompson

(-1971)

Range: 64h grade and'up,
Woo

The CDT yields .two types of ,:cbres. In addition to a total

.score which represents an ove.rall. 'measure

maturiy-i defined b the scal4s, i÷also yields three
spe,c,ific factor stor s labeled Planning Orientatien, Resources'

for Exploration, and Information and Ilecision Making (Westbrook

Mastie, 1973).

The CDT can be administered easily within one class period and

has potentixl for use in individual' counseling as well. as in
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individual counseling as well. as in group assessment-and

program evaluation. Distinguishing features of the CDI

as noted by Westbrook and Mastie. (1973) are its inclUsion

of both the attitudinal and cognitive dimensiods of vocattnnal

maturiCv.

LccaZ Z Cons tPu-1 :6 truner t4.--;

Other possible ways of benefitting. froMstudent. involvement

in the evaluation prOcess hre via studentSurveys, question

naires, and evaluatiorLteams, as well as individual observations

(e.g., suggestions for'improvement, themes,evaluating programs,

etc.). Since the students are the principal consumers of

the careereducationoriented.services, their relative

satisfactions and reactions to the objectives, activities,

and resources would be a. primary consideration. ,They are an

i,nvaluable source of affective as well as cognit-ive information

reparding program progression, whether providing the information

through direct or indiroct,means.,

Surveys, .questionnaire,, PTA meetings, as well as the use of

.other communications mc.lia (e.g., newspa-ers, radio, .television,

etc.) are major approaches by which teachers, counselors,

parents, and the community in general may become an integral

part of the evaluabion process. Often valuable.ideaS for

improvements result fron i. tapping a source that is not directly

involved in a program. Also, the- goal of providing the

public with an awareness of the program goals and achievements

mayjncidentallY be realized by this comMunication, thus'

creating a dual value.

Generally speaking, if_appropriately planned and implemented,

the greater the diversity and scope of sourcesd.nvolved in

the assessmcnt process, the greater the probability of

attaining valuable, praCtical information.

PeZated T?esearch Methods

\Of the various types of research methods avairable for'use in

the evaluation process, three stand out. They are:.

1) longitudinal stildies, 2)- follow-7up studies, and 3) short

term studies. Drier, Herr and-Baker (1972) provide the

following descriptions of the first two types of studies:

Longitudinal studies 1, i.cular techniques and serVices

are examined over time the light of their impact on

some appropriate sample. This can determine the extent

to which the effects of an activity'are retained and, used

in, later yars.
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Follow-up stu-di6s: Subjects may.be able to provide

important information about a program by responding to a

questionnaire.

Me third type, short-term studies, may be described as

follows:

Short-term studies: Studies.designed to provide a

relatively rapid feedbag.k'Of. information about program

deficiencies or.improvements. Cross-seetional studies

exemplify this approach which generally erves to measure

changes Within groups or between groups hen certain

dependent variables (e.g., standardiZed, tests, observations,

etc..) are employed.

Any of these. typ s of studies may be executed via controlled

observatiofis and .pre7 _and post-testing techniques, using

standardized measures or locally-developed measures as

dependent variables, or by.utiliiing any of a number of other

dependent variables applicable to the 'specific situation.

general Proce4res for Evaluation

Regardless of what kind of procedures are used, certain

fundamental teps should be followed: Herr and Cramer (1972,

p. 273) have summarized general prociedures for evaluation

within a sys ems approach to career/development as follows:

Formulat.e the broad goals of the/vocational guidance programs.

Classify Ahese goals So_that an:economy-Of thought and

action ,car be achieved'. Decide' what developmental stages

require which guidance processes for implementation.

Define obj .ctives in behavioral terms.
Suggest situations in-which the desired objectives and

behaviors. m ght be observed.

Develop or elect appraisal techniques such as standardized

tests, monitcring instruments', questionnaires, etc.

Gather and interpret performance data and, compare these'

data with the\sEated behavioral objectives..

This system hasb en cited ao an absolute one, thus, and.

entity in itself ich, if desirable, may be compared to

anpther system to etetmine rellative effectivenesS.

The following speci ic steps established by Wysong (1972,

p. 53) are closely elated tol those of Herr and Cramer, only

more simplistic and eneral. They are:

I .

F.stablish a putpos for tIle evaluation.

.Planand design a rocf:duke for the evaluation.

Define the objecti es, a ..ties, needs, or resources to

be,evaluated:
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Identify the sources of information.
Develop instruments for.collecting information.
Collect information. .

..

Analyze information.
4Organize and report results.
Judge adequ'acy of results.
Make decisions.

AdMinistrativ Judgement

The final decisions often rest with those in administrative

positions. Sometimes they are not directly involved ifi the
mechpnics or assessment of,the program itself. It is, there-

fore, of paramount importance that a definite, concrete, and

concise way c'f communicating program needs is developed. This

is particularly the ca§e wh.en major 'revisions or expensive

innovations are to be initiated. Such situations usually
call for the use.of more than one evaluative technique. In

other words, if a multiplicity of assessment techniques are

all indicative of a need for a major revision or expensive

-Innovation, that need is much more likely to be.realized than

if one or two implemented technique§ led to' the same cOncluson.

Also worth noting, is the fact that the needs will have a

greater probability of being met if community involvement is

'accomplished, and if a welldeveloped channel f communications

is established between all individuals.directly or indirectly

affected by the program.

Therefore, it is important that the administrator involved

in the leadership of the aforementioned activities be know-

ledgeable. If the leadership decisions are to be made wisely,

the leaders must understand the various program objective,

the purposes behind the activities, the reasons for use of

various resources, and the purpose of each evaluation technique.

If administrative decisions are based on this kind of
sophisticatpd understanding, the chances for program success

would seemingly be enhanced.
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EVALUATIONTESTS AND ADD7ESSFS

Armed Services \:'ecationa'l Aptitude Battery, Armed FO'rces Vocational Testing,'

Group, 'Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 73148. Information available

from- any ArMedServices. Information Office. .

California Occupational Preference Survey, Educatdonal and Industrial Testing

Service, P.O. Box 7234, San Diego, :_:alifornia 92107,

Career Planning Program, Ameraan College Testing Program, P.O..Box 168,

Iowa CityT7Iowa 52240.

Differential Aptitude Tests, The Psycholog:ical, CorF -tion, 304 East.45th

Street, New:York,. New York 10017,

Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, The Psychological Corporat_ion, 304

East 45th Street, New York, New York 10017,

General/Aptitude' Test Battery (GATE), UniteStates Government Printing

Office, lArashingten, D.C. 20402.

Gordon Occupational Checklist, Harcourt Rrace Jo-movich, 757 Third Avenue,

New York, New York 10017.

Kuder Form DD Occupational .1.nteret'Survey, Science Res-earch As:iodates,

259 East Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611,

Kuder Form 'C Vocat.ional Preference Recotd, Scdence Pesearch Associates,

259 East Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois60611.

K...i4er Form A Personal Prc;feren.ce Snh.,ev, Science Pesearch Associates,

259 Ea3t Erie Street, Chicag, Illinois 60611.

'::innesota Vocational Interer,it Lav,.ntory, TLe Psychological :orporatior, 304

East 45th Stroet New York, New Yorl 1001_7.

Ohio Vocational -1-ntrest Survey (OVIS), Harcourt Erare Jovanovic.:1, 757 Third

Avenue, New Yor12.`t;'New York 10017.

(The) :.elf Directed Search: A Guido. to Educational and VocaHonal PL,nnie:

Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc., 577 Colle'Ave;Ao,
:California 94306.

Strong Vocational interest Blanks, The Psyrhologic! Corporatio!l, 304 East

45th Street, New York, Now.York
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ROLE PLAYING

Role playing is a learning activity for use by both the teacher and

student in all aceas of the curriculum. It can and should be included in

each subject area. Onue the teacher utilizes role playing techniques and

nhserves them s c..ccessful, nore coofidence in the approach will be

gained each flay. Actual instances of how to role play in the classroom

and when it is of particCar importance have been noted and suggested

throughout this material.

PurOose fol--Stud,2nts:

. 1. Offers an opportunity to 'participate in.a -successful. group.decision.

Z. Fun to participate.

3. Desire to make decisions for self, to think on their feet in face-

to-face situations.

. 4. Provides opportunity for sensitivity and awareness of the world of

work.

5. Group activity with an adult leader - not organized play.

Procedure:

1. It is imperative to help students to beCome initially relaxed through

warm-up activities,.that is, activities which invoTve'the students

physically..

2. Development: Pasically, movement with student's own dialogue.

3. Culmination: This can be a Tepetitive Orocess,by using .others in

cldss to do the same thing. but using a different dialogue.

Discussion by entire groups of students with constructive criticism.

Additional' Suggestions:

1. Develop in a SpiraTheffect begin with short tine; 10 minutes, and

build up to greater spans of-time.

2. Never force any student who does not.want to participate.

Give good directions; be sure each studebt knows exactly what to do.

4. Give only .a short time to plan so it is more-creative.

5. Be sure activity (or job) is within 'age level so.the student'does not

appear-foolish to peers.
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6. When students are evaluating a role-playing activity encour,

positive reactions.

7. Allow for much change and creative dialogue to bring out each
student's personality.

8. Encourage feelings of the role models, not just dialogue, so emo-

tions come through.

9. Video tape the role playing; play back later for discussion by

students.

0
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BRAINSTORM TECHNIQUE

Choosing the Brainstorm Topic

1. Break down complex prdblems into.probl.Nis specific enough to be
Brainstormed. Instead of "How can we conserve energy?", use three
.separate problems:

"How can we cOnserve enr'gy?":

a. in the home?-
b. in the school?
c. in the community?

2. , The basic aim of Brainstorming is to comPile a quantity of alterna-
tive ideas. Therefore, your problem must be one that lends itself

to many possible answers.

3. Do not try to Brainstorm problems requiring Value judgments. like
"What's the best time to start our new.campaign?" Brainstorming

cannbt make a decision for you.

Rules for Brainstorm Ses5ions

1. Criticism is ruled out:
Judgment i5.suspended until a later screening.or evaluation .session.

'Allowing yourself to be critical at the sarne time you are being
creative is like trying to get hot'and cold water from one faucet
at the same.time. Ideas aren't hot enough; criticism isn.'t cold

enough. Results are tepid.

2. Free-Wheeling is welcomed:
The wilder the ideas, the better. Even offbeat, impractical sungestions
may "trigger" in other panel members practical suggestions which
might not otherwise occur:to them.

.3. Quantity is wanted:
Thp greater the.number of ideas, the greater.likelihood of winners.
It is:easier to pare down 6 longlist of ideas than puff up a. short
list.

4. Combination nd Improvement are soaght:
In addition to contributing ideas of their.own, panyl members should
suggest how suggestions by others can be turned into better ideas,
or how two or more'ideas could be combined into a still better.idea.

Idea Spurring--Questions

PUT TO OTHER'USES? New way's touse as is?' Other:uses if modified?

ADAPT? What else is like this? What other ideaS does this suggest?

MODIFY.!? Change meaning, .color-;-motion, sound, odor, taste, form,shape,
Other changes?

4 5 0
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MAGNIFY? What to add? Greater frequency? Stronger? Larger? Plus

ingredient? Multiply?

MINIFY? What to subtract? Eliminate? Smaller? Lighter? S'lower?

Split. up? Less frequent?

SUBSTITUTE? Who ele instead? 'What else in'Stead? Other place? Other

time?
,

REARRANGE? Other layout? Other 5equence? Change pace?

REVERSE? -Opposites? Turn it backward? Turn it upside down? Turn

it inside out?

COMBINE? How about a blend, an asSortment? Combifle purposes? Combine

ideas?

Pttfalls to Avoid ih Se.tt.ing Up a.Brainstorming.Program

1. Failure.to indoctrinate you'r panel in the technique of Brainstorming.

2: Fallure to get support of at least one of your supervivirs.

-3. Overselling the technique before-you have results to show.

4. Failure to orient your problem properly, or to make it specific

enough.

Failure to evaluate the ideas creatively.

6. Failure to take action on the best ideas.

7. Failure to report to panel .members what action, ts taken on ideas.

3. Selling .the use.of Brainstorming as a substitute for individual

thining. It is a spplement.

453.
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c, PLANNING A FIELD TRIP

HOW TO PREPARr FOR A FLELD. TRIP:

1. Establish general objectives

2. Identify specific objectives

: 3. ,Review the field yourself before taking yourclass
.,

4. Introduce children to the place they8re going, the.people,they

will meet, the experiences they will have. .

,
Use' Ma st pictures, special speakers, any resources available

to acq int pupils with the planned excursion. Be careful,

however, -to leave,some "surprises" for the actual experience.

5. Schedule several inquiry, or discussion,.times when children can.. ,

relate their own experiences and, attempt tO.foresee the

experiences they will.have.

6. Develop appropriate vocabulary for the fullest possible

understanding of the eYperience.

7. Execute bulletin boards, collect materials, Anvolve children in

.arranging exhibits to stimulate interest in the trip.

8. Plan the mechanics Of. I.:e.trip:
a. Attend to Ihe administrative details.

b. Set bus'schedule with definite departure and arrival times.

c. Secure the necessarY permission slips from parents.

d. Enlist the help of adults (mothers., and maybe the bus driver)

e. Specify lunch'plans and clothing requirements.

f: Discuss manners and bus behavior. °.

g. Learn some songs that fit the, nature of the exprience.

9. Organize the class into "touring groups" with an adult leader

for each-group. Each group should take slide photographs of

those things which interest them.most. Each group should also

use a ussette recorder.

FOLLOW-UP AFTER AFIELD TRIP:-

1. Discussions and-Inquiry grou0s
a.- What-did you like best? How did you feel about being' there?

b. What surprised you?
C. What Was-different than.you expected?
d. What was exactly as. you expecte0 it to be?

e. What if .

you'd gone at another time of day? of the year?

f. Whose job.did you firtd most interesting?
q. Would you like to work in such a place?
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h. What tools did-the workers use?
1. What'skills-did the workers need to perform their work?

j. What suggestiOns do you have for helping others to enjoy

the place?
k. Retell the events in sequence.

2. Write letters of appreciation

3. View pictures, study maps

4. Share the trip with another class, via pictures, slide/tapes

production, stories; etc.'

5. Report to community news agencies.
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Job Application Form

General Information:

Nathe

Date

Address

Last _First Middle Initial

Phone Soc. Sec. No. Draft Status

Dateof Birth Age Place of Birth

Marital status Children

Have you ever .een convicted of a crime other than a minor traffic violation?

Yes No .
Ifyes, please explain on the otr side of this form.

U.S. Citizen? Yes No Work Permit Number (if under 18)

PhyAcal handicaps

Kind of work desired:

Salary expected:

Previous Work Experience:

(List last job first)

Employer

2.

3.

4.

AddreSS Phone Position

4 4
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Education:

Highest gra-de level Ompleted (circle) 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1.5 16 17 La+

Ddtas enrolled

High School

College

Specialty Training

Other

Average grades received in English Math

High School elective conrses:'

Extracurricular activities, sports, offices, honors, etc.:

References:

4 I.

2.

3.

Name ,Address Phone Occupation

ApP'licint's signature
b
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,

Ai7thur J.Marrode
,

234 Steryker A2/0
Swan'sea,New Y 09876

(123).456-7890

OFFICE

ASSISTANT

Objective To.serve'as a general assistant in the office of a

"4 'commercial,Y,industrial, or civic oi-gantzation, applying

,

my quicknes..' yith figures, my.typing skill, and my

willtngnef,, work hard constantly to increase of

,TroCiuttion-c..id reduction of' expense.

porn arid rfised4in Swansea, the youngest of five broth-

!rprs, all. married andemployed by Swansea Mills; mother -

'and fath'er both born in Sw&nsea; father a' foremen with

Swansea.MillS'whe(rehd has worked 30,years; graduate of

SWanse& High School.

Background

* . .
- , .

IducatiOn Graduate of Swans6a-High School, Busines Curriculum,

June-1976: Program indluSed folioKing courzses:

Typing. . : . . .

Office Machines ,.. . .

Jlatheatjcs : .

)3ookkeeging . . ...
Business Writing .. .

Marketing .

EconomiCs . ,

...

.... . 3 years

. . . 2 year's

..... 4 years

. . 1 year

. 1 year.

T year
. 1 year

. :.1 semester

.? Program ,lsciiligluded"pneral high school Cour*, with .

four'yearr: of academic' .0

Office Skills Excellent_typist (75 words per mipute); profiliencl.in

basic cffice mchinene; 'exceptionally high.skills With

. irteratss

, -

0

businec,5 biographies4:mathema,.ical problem:.

,:hess; police athletic league.

-2ers3n31 Excellent health; 5'9"., 150 pOunds;,born May 23,-1958;

single, no dependents. .

*References' ,Miss Selma Mansfield, Princip al. 5wanTea Sclio41,

45 Hystboro Drive,, Swansea, NeW York 09376 ,

Mr. Theodore Pomeranki; Head, Business. Educatioi

Swansea High School, Swansea,.NeW.York 09876

Mr. Eugene Fillmore,'Director,'Swan50a'Pblice Athletic

League,"and MeMber of Swansea Police Department.

, .
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JAMES BRUCKNER.

908 Parrington Boulevard
Augusta, Maine 09876( Telephone (212), 456-7890

PERSONAL 22 years old; excellent health; 6'1, 180 lbs.; single.

.OBJECTIVE To serve a public accounting firM'as a junior accountant,

while I take CPA examinations, and to continue with that

firm in a public accounting career.

EDUCATION. Bachelor Of Science, 1975, Central Maine University

Major: Accounting (CPA Emphasis)

Minor: Computer/Science

Representative Accounting Courses include Current Issues

in Financial AccoUnting, Computer Based Information

Systems; Advanced Tay Law; and Seminar for Public

AccOuntants.

Representative Computer Science and Business Courses

include Computer Sirofation and ModeTing, Data Processing

Systems, Algorithms, Computers, anctProgramming; Monetary

Analysis and Poi'..ty; and Behavioral Science Foundations

-of Business.

INTERESTS' Highly active in extracurricular program as undergradcate.

Professional Accounting Participation included three

years in Accounting Club, treasurer for two ',ears;

Chairman of Accounting Exhibit at Clubs Fair, 1972;

Programmer. ror Stati3tica1 Study of Student Programs.

1q72.

General Student Activities Participation included

Business Manager of Central Maine Journal, undergraudate

newspaper, 1971-1972; Class Treasurer for all four years;

Co-chairman, Senior Prom.

BArKGROUND Born in Montreal, Canada, but family moved to Acgusta

when I was seven; United States Citizen; father and

mother were bqth school teachers in Augusta, until

retirement ast year; I am now engaged to,a young woman

I have known all my life, a senior in elementary education

at Central Maine.

REFERENCES References will.be furnished on request.

1.1
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345 J'Anctrn R.
Burlington
Vermont 87654

(345) 234-'.47

EXPERIENCE AS

71Wi. !IND PART-TIME

SARAH SUE STE

SALES CLERK

JOB OBJECTIVE:

CLERK

XPOIENCE OF

LE

Part-time jposition a retail

clerk, evenings and SiKturdays

19 years old
5'5", 120 pounds
Excellen: health
Single

sales

HIGHWAY JUNT CENTER, Allen,/ Vermont, Sales Clerk in Boys'

Wear, Boor. , and Toys. Assisted Customers; wrapped merchandise,

and kept shelves in order. Full-time Summer 1972'., Saturdays

September-November 1972, Saturdays and evenings December 1972,

Saturdays and evenings January-May 1973. Resigned to prepare term

papers and study for final examipations.

MACLEOD'S DEPARTMENT STORE, Burl,ington, Vermont; Sales Clerk.

Assisted customers, measured and cut drygoods, vinyls, and plastic

coverings, wrapped merchandise,,and served as a check-out castlier.

Summer 1971, Saturdays and Thursday evenings September-December, 1971

and January-JUne 1972.

EDUCATION
\

JUNIOR, VERMONT STATE UNIVERSITY, Burlington, Home qonomics Major.

Courses in fabrics', foods, and home-making tie in wi h activities as

sales clerk. .Honor Roll every/term. Free Saturdays; evenings, and

polidays for employment.

GRADUATE, ALLEN HIGH SCHOOL, Academic Diploma. Grad ated with honors.

Active in all extracurricular.programs.

BACKGROUND

Born and raised in Burlington. Ten years in Girl Scouts.- Sing in

church chot. Career objective to serve as home econ?mist with

manufacturing'industry.

REFERENCES

MrClarence D. Bullock, Buyer, Highway 49 Discount Center, Allen

VerMont.

Professor Lawrence C. Parrington., Home Economir-s Department, Vermont

State University, Burlington, Vermont.

Mr. Thomas K. Campbell, Principal, Allen High School, Allen, Vermont.
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(Handicapped Worker)

DO YOU WANT AN OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT TYPIST WHO

WILL STAY PUT?

I'LL STAY PUT--I'M A PARAPLEGIC WAR VETERAN

--and I can type 70 .pm

John C. Clayton
4'Afton Boulevacd
Rye, New York 09816
(123) 244-6543

OBJECTIVE: To learn bank operations by typing reports,
statements, letters, payrolls, manuals, specifications,

and anything else given to me.

BACKGROUND

Paralyzed An both legs from combat wounds in. Vietnam, I.have been

rehabilitated at St. Albans Veterans Hospital. Aptitude tests showed

high inte:-est and ability in all phases of banking, and exceptionally

high c,putational skill and manual dexterity. Can operate manual

.contrr automobile and maneuver self in portable wheelchair. Developed

high :111 in typing and computational machines. Completely independent

of help except for stairs.

EDUCATION

Graduate of White Plains High School, June 1970, ACademic Course.

Fourteen points in banking and.finance completed at ColTege of

Business and Public Administration, New York University,ALle 1974.

EXPERIENCE

Free-lance typist, receiving assignments from book publishers,

lawyers, and agencies for the handicapped. June 1973 to present.

PERSONAL

Health excellent, except for paralyzed legs; 5'8", 185 pounds;,single,

live with mother and father; finances excellent, full pension, house,

and automobile received from government.

Highly motivated; completed rehabilitation faster than any other

veteran at St. Albans.

REFERENCES

Furnished oon request.
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES FOR nurnANCE

Can of Squirms

Cost: $47.50 Set of 9 (estimate) $5.95 each (estimate)

Encourages meaningful, interesting dialog between individuals.

Is adaptable to one-to-one or groups. It can be a fun

game or a teaching tool. Each can includes a leader's

,JuiJe .:nd 100 discussion questions.

Pennw,t Educational Materials,

DUSO (DeveloPing Underanding of Self and Others)

Cost: $115.00 (estimate) (Level I, grades K-2)

$110.00 (estimate) (Level II, grades 3-t)

Available with records or cassettes% A program of planned

experiences to develop understanding of self and others.

American Guidance Service, Inc.

.lo

Focus on Self Development

Cost: Level I Awareness, $108.00 (estimate) records,

$121.00 (estimate) cassettes.

Level II Responding, $121.00 (estim-ate) records,

$135;00 (estimate) cassettes.

Each set contains guide, with so!nr1 photoboards,

easel and activity book. A K-6 developmen ok,'am to

lead toward 1inderstanding of self an othe

Science Research, Inc.

II I'll
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